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Summarv and Hiahlic:rhts 

REVIEW OF THE NEGOTIATING HISTORY OF THE 
IAEA SAFEGUARDS DOCUMENT INFCIRC/153 

!ntroducticn and Puroose 

The basic statutory authority fer the applic,tion of safeguards 
by the International Atomic Energy Agency (I ) is its Statute 
which was approved on October 23, 1956, and ., into force in 
July 1957. This Statute has the status of n .. rnational 
treaty or convention. ";;\·::0,,,/i' 

Notwithstanding important developm~ta;,f" delineation of in-
ternational safeguards principleq,, '· '· ·· , requirements, and 
procedures such as the issuance d~ /26.and INFCIRC/66, the 
manner in which safeguards would b ied under the Treaty on 
the ·Non-Proliferation of Nucle~'W s (NPT) remained the sub-
ject of debate in the months fdli;~ng the opening of the Treaty 
for signature on July l, l9i*; . II;l,,"'erder to develop a concrete 
approach to this question, ~~'1tlpard of Governors of the IAEA 
established a committee . n"to/all members of the Board -- the 
Safec:ruards Committee C 11~ .·"' ~''to consider the content of safe
guards agreements with p l•s to the Treaty. 

The results of the delil:Maratior.s of this committee are contained 
in the document entitled "The Structure and Content of Agreements 
Between the Ag,-ney a~4 States Required in Connection With the 
Treaty on Non--1>~_.liferation of Nuclear Weapons CINFCIRC/153).* 
T!lis docWM•t: ~As #eveloped in a lengthy series of meetings in 
Vienna i-n 1910-!971. Its provisions p~ovide authority for the 
applicat~on of safeguards only when incorporated in safeguards 
agreements between the Agency and the state or states in ques
tion, but, , i;h general, these agreements conforIP closely to the 
provisions of INFCIRC/153. 

The document itself is a highly complex one, with important parts 
oi it reflecting carefully drawn compromises of conflicting views 
_among the participants. These compromises are often expressed in 
·language which, standing alone, is subject to varyinq interpreta
tions. It is not surprising that, with the passage of time, the 

*Tbroughout this report INFC!RC/153 cor=ected, the final version 
of the IA.EA document, is referred to ror convenience as INFCIRC/ 
!53. 

. . 

CONF:DE'Jl:TI1'!a:i. 

., 
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"institutional memorv" of the principal entities concerned with 
the administration of safeguards has eroded, as individuals with 
detailed knowledge of the negotiating history have left their 
former positions. 

By way of illustration, considerable dissension has existed for 
some time, both within the Agency's Secretariat, and between the 
Agency and member states, as to the Agency's rights and respon
sibilities to apply safeguards to •undeclared material," a term 
which, not unimportantly, is nowhere found"in INFCIRC/153. It . · 
was a reasonable assumption, which the res~ s of this study have 
confirmed, that the extensive negotiating ry of INFCIRC/153 
would shed light on this controversy. Ye er example is the 
continuing dispute over the relative r~ terials account-
ancy and containment and surveillapce mplementation of 
safeguards pursuant to INFCIRC/l · · . s, a full understand-
ing of which requires examinatio ·of the negotiating 
history of INFCIRC/153 itself t>u. .. context in which it wa.s 
developed; in particular, the trill .t of this matter in the 
Agency's safeguards system prier ~ .. the development of INFCIRC/ 
153. ·.·· 

Manv other examoles cou1c1,·b&;.,~ftid of areas of controversy or at 
least differences of o~ri-W J·n the interpretation and implemen
tation of INFCIRC/153.' "~ · · two publicly known and visible 
issues are mention.d s to demonstrate that the concerns 
which led to the pi~£o~ance of this study under the auspices of 
the Arms Control and .Qi.§armament Agency are not simply academic 
or hypotheticalt but.a~ise out of practical and, in a number of 
cases, seriou&.i•sµes which affect the implementation of safe
guards by the 11\EA. 

It i$ the pµipwte of this study, therefore, to seek to establish 
the ktent ~f INFCIRC/153, as reflected in its negoti~ting his
tory. jhishistory is incorporated. principally in the IAEA's 
Officiali,Becords C "ORs") of the 1970-1971 meetings of the IAEA 
Safeguards Committee in which INFCIRC/153 was developed, together 
with the various proposals and memoranda considered by the Com
mittee in the course of its deliberations. It should be noted 
that, while the ORs are not verbatim records of the Committee's 
deliberations, they are quite detailed, are prepared by highly 
competent professionals in the preparation of meeting records, 
and are circulated in draft for review by participants before 
being placed in final form. Thus, their evidentiary value and 
reliability as a basis for interpretation are quite high. 

ii 
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!n addition to this documentation, a critical ingredient of the 
review has been the recollections of active oarticioants in the 
~egotiations, which helped not only to !ill the gaps in the writ
ten records, but to place this record in a coherent overall per
spective. This review has, accordingly, ~een prepared by indi
viduals who served on the delegation of the United States to the 
IAEA Safeguards Committee (1970). 

'Since INFC!RC/153 consists of a large number of separate provi
sions each dealing wi~h a dis~rete aspect of the system, it is 
not feasible to summarize the findings of the study with respect 
~o each of these in a brief and concise resume., Consequently, 
this summary section of the report, after descr 'ng the general 
backg~ound of the development of INFCIRC/153, ts selected 
highlights of the ft'ti'd"ings, including several icular sig-
nificance as well as those which illustrat~' "lysis of the 
record can contribute to a better unde,,ata" of the intent of 
the document. Finally, this section C,~,~ rt expresses a 
ge~eral conclusion as to the overal~ !,,gen\., INFCIRC/153, as 
reflected in the results of the review. ''.·. '' 

Background 

The development of INFCIRC/lS~i'.ffa~,. t-' ·explicit beginning in the 
negotiation and conclusion of ,~·,·tpT, and the decision of the 
IAEA to adapt its safeguarQ1!tr~'!Y•;~ for application to Treaty 
pa::-ties. The develop~nt, ~yer, cannot be isolated from the 
ea:r1ier phases in the e'tolufi~of the Agency's safeguards ·system. 

A fundamental aspectof Wis background is that the negotiation 
and adoption of the clQcwnents which define and establish the 
"Agency's Safegu~ Sys~em" were an unanticipated development, 
not specifica;1yniancated by the Agency's Statue, which itself 
establishe,tt.,At,.ney•s rights and responsibilities to apply 
safeguards "to ~e..jxtent relevant to the project or arrange
ment." · Tn•e s1;1,atutory provisions were themselves the result of 
intensive int.eraational negotiations. The heart of the safe
guards rights~:are the inspection provisions of Article XII .A. 6 of 
the Statute, which authorizes the Agency: 

"To send into the territory of the recipient State or 
States inspectors ... who shall have access at all Simes 
to all olaces and data and to an erson who ••• deals 
wit mater1a s, equipment, or ac1 ities •.. required ••. to 
be safeguarded, as necessarv to account for source and 
soecial fissionable materia!s ... and to determine ••• com
piiance with the undertaking against •.• military pur
pose ••• " ( emphases added ) • 
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Notwithstanding the presence of these broad rights in the IJJ:A 
Statute, the circumstances which prevailed at the time the Agency 
was established led to the conclusion that the safeguards were 
not likely to be implemented unless more specific guidelines for 
their application were established and incorporated in agreements 
between the Agency and member states in which safeguards were to 
he applied. Since these guidelines could be interpreted or ap
plied in a manner which could diminish the effectiveness of safe
guards below that envisioned and authorized by the broad statu
tory :ights, an important objective of U.S. participation in the 
negotiation of the documents which defined "the Agency's safe
guards system," has been to avoid any diminu n of the Agency's 
:ights as incorporated in the Statute. This ective, which was 
shared by a number of the members of the Age d its Board of 
Governors, is reflected in the approach, both lNFCIRC/ 
153 and earlier Agency safeguarqs docume onfirming ex-
plicit limitations to "routine" inspeeti bile specifically 
providing for special inspections wtµ. 11;,. be undertaken when 
justified, and which e~tail the fu.l ···· t. ry access. In this 
sense, the statutol:'Y right of "a~c..,s ,t · l times to all places 
and data ••• as needed" has been rna,,j.zl~~ri~. 

; ;:-·~ -c( '.';,c-

Another key decision, made at .th~~ outset of the process of 
developing the Agency safeg~fa,;, •}Ctern, was that the task should 
be approached on a step-by-~~tr evolutionary basis. In imple
mentation of this decisidi ... t~4Agency's safeguards system, ul
timately codif~ed in the ~~y document "Information Circular/ 
66/Revision 2" was de~lofe~'in several steps, beginning in 1961 
with safeguards·. applical)ie, 3fo reactors of less than 100 Megawatts 
thermal capacity, 011d cotlstinuing in 1965 and 1966 with safeguards 
applicable to refr~essing and fuel fabrication facilities. 

While nece;:sary,: tne decision to approach the development of the 
safeguaro•··~t~.in an evolutionary manner entailed some risks 
to the.4,eveloP'l!erit of an effective system. This--rrsk was that 
each negtltiat~cn of a safeguards document, or the review of an 
existing ~t presented opportunities for weakening the existing 
system, givan the general attitude that safeguards should not be 
"intrusive." Accordingly, overall reviews of the safeguards · 
svstem were avoided insofar as possible. Given this background, 
the decision to reconvene the Agency's Safeguards committee to 
consider the safeguards which should be applicable to parties to 
the NPT did not come easily and quickly. It was widely recog
nized among the Agency's members that steps were required to fur
ther define the manner in which safeguards would be applied to 
NPT parties, given the provisions of the Treaty which explicitly 
established certain principles of such safeguards. At the same 
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t.ime, there were concer:-is that a ::undamenta.l "review" of the 
existing system could lead to undesirable results, both in terms 
of the sa=egua.rds applicable to NPT parties and those which would 
remain applicable to non-parties. 

!tis, accordingly, a little noted fact that the development of 
INFCIRC/153 was specifically undertaken (GOV/INF/222) not to 
establish a new system distinct from that of INFCIRC/66, but 
=at~er to determine the content of safeguards agreements with NP~ 
parties. !~ wa.s for this reason that !NFCIRC/153 is entitled: 
"The Structure and Content of Agreements .•• " rather than the 
"Agency Safeguards System" for NPT oarties. Thus, INFCIRC/153 
did not formally supersede or displace the "Agency Safeguards 
System" for NPT parties, but merely adapted it jpr this use. In 
reality, of course, INFCIRC/153 does prescribe ignificantly 
different applicatio~ of the Statute than INFC . , and in 
fact, if not in .fQ:lml~d title, it is a parall pY!,,, ication with 
the same standing foI( NPT parties as INFCIRlv to have 
for non-NPT parties. ""' 

"c:,, 

These oric:ins have led to continuin.g dtlf'lt views, ex-
pressed as recently as the February l.ff!;e:,tne the IAEA 
Board of Governors, as to the appli~a&~Jily of the two documents 
-- INFCIRC/66 and INFCIRC/153 -- '!ifj''l)g'\ies and non-parties to 
the NPT. Wl':.ile these differences t~E!;'1important implications fer 
Agency safeguards implementati,G>l'J' in ;Jteir own right, this issue 
is outside the scope of this•~~ 

While there are many d~,stuic 'i'°between the safeguards regime 
established by INFCIRC/~ a ,. 'at applied under INFC!RC/153, the 
fundamental principle oft;pe"~ency safeguards system is common 
to both. This is that saf~uards are a system for the verifica
tion of compliance with undertakings which limit nuclear activi
ties to authorized'g.,.fPQses, dependent upon the ability to detect 
diversion should'it"e>e:cur through a graduated set of measures 
related to ~Js;i'9 A~d amount of material to be safeguarded. 
Moreove.r:r.~n...l:lQ- ..e~~s, safeguards are designed so as not to 
hamper the-4evel0pment cf nuclear energy for peaceful purposes 
~nd to be no';no~ stringent than necessary to accomplish their 
objective. The differences between the two approaches result, 
from a technical ooint of view, from the rationalization and 
simplifications made possible by the fact that under the NPT, all 
peaceful nuclear activities in a state are subject to safeguards. 
A full understanding of these dif:erences and their implications 
for the effectiveness and efficiency of safeguards represents a 
desirable area !or additional analysis. 
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st=~ctu=e of tbe Reoort and Methodolocy of the Studv 

!n this report, INPCIRC/153 is analyzed in two ways. Section 2.0 
identifies and examines a number of key issues which arose during 
negotiation of the document, or which have emerged subsequently. 
While a number of these key issues involve or arise out of a 
specific paragraph of INFC!RC/153, the analysis is issue-oriented, 
and takes into account all relevant provisions of !NFCIRC/153. 
!r. Section 3. O cf the report·, each paragraph of INFCIRC,153 (or, 
in a few cases, a set of closely related consecutive paragraphsi 
is examined individually. In each section, the examination is 
divided into three parts: a presentation of the background and 
issues to be considered: an analysis of these issues: and an 
interpretation, providing in concise form a sta.tement of the 
intent of the document with respect to each i$l'lc considered. 

~~n~:f*!i~~~ ;:~!;~~t4~~t~~i~~!sf~~~o~;ein a,:~:,~r~, 
negotiations tracing the evolution of ,~he, paragraphs of 
INFCIRC/153. The final formulation ' agraph is pre-
sented first, followed by the ini t,i,a .... which most closely 
corresponds to the particular parag~ ild then principal com-
ments and amendments proposed by ;lle"' icipating delegations. 
At the end of section 4. O, an in4'ex,,,g \the major subjects covered 
by INFCIRC/153 and the corres1;,9ntiftg~aragraphs is provided. 

In conducting the analysis, k~;'~eliance is, of course, 
placed on the language of.,t · JJ/153 itself, with every effort 
being made to examine .. th(s .i age in the context of the docu-
ment as a whole. For exa:n, f', the provisions of INPCIRC/153 
which limit the Agency'samess during routine inspections to 
strategic points (P~ragrath 76Cc)) cannot be properly understood 
without reference to Pa~graph 116, which describes •strategic 
points" as thoso locations which, taken together, allow the Agency 
to secure all ~~/information necessary to fulfill its safeguards 
resoonsib.i.l'f~s:. ,At the same time, :full use has been made of 
the·ext .. sive .. gotiating history found in the ·~entation of 
the meetf~s of' the Safeguards Committee. In many cases, this 
documentatil.ln clarifies uncertainties in the language of INFCIRC/ 
153 itself, or provides strong confirmation of the most evident 
interpretation. For example, while Paragraphs land 2 unambigu
ously establish that the Agency has the right and obligation to 
apply safeguards on all nuclear material in all peaceful nuclear 
activities in a state, the record reenforces these provisions by 
establishing that a contrary approach, which woulu~have-limited 
safe;uards to "reported" material was explicitly considered ane 
rejected by the Committee. 
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At the =equest of ACDA, a number of senior foreign and interna
tional organization officials or ex-officials who participated 
directly in the development of INFC!RC/153 were requested to 
review and comment on this report. Based on the comments sub
mitted by these officials, this report was selectively modified 
to. reflect these comments as appropriate. A separate assessment 
of ~hese comments is provided in a separate report, IEAL-346. 

Hi~hliah~s of Findinas 

The study has led to a nwnber of conclusions with regard to key 
issues which should be helpf~l in resolving or minimizing dif
ferences in inte~retation which have existed evolved since 
the adoption of INFC'IRC/153. A small number o;,h ese findings 
a;x;e. ,s:ummarized be.lawi., .. to illustrate the broad jco~. and nature of 
the results· o'f tne~3J&iil.ysis: ·::~5';;,,,?· 

• Undeclared Material - Whether./:;!h~ 
rights extend to nuclear mat-*,J.;a'l,, 
clared" by the state has a,;tsA. a 

clv's safeguards 
· has not been "de

significant issue in 

• 

several contexts. ·~ 

As previously not~d, the ,f~d'reemphasizes the Agency's 
right and obligation t9,a~ly 0fsafeguards on all nuclear 
material in all peacefult; utff'ear activities by establish
ing that the Commi t~ea:ceo idered and rejected an alter
nate proposal (GO'\f/~. 8), which would have limited 
safeguards to ,u~.te:rj.la~;4;repo:rted by the state·. Similarly, 
INFCIRC/153 deals . .· this issue in a number of provi
sions, provicliag· \i> lfic means by which the Agency may 
fulfill its :cbli9ations, including Paragraph 76(a) which 
provides. ~a·t the Agency is to have access during initial 
inspecticrui'" to any location where either the initial re
por:t."};ir ~.ospections carried out in connection with it 
i%;14lca1te,<!·,t41r nuclear material is present; and Paragraphs 
73 ahd 11·,·· . . · ·ich provide that the Agency may make special 
iri~ectlons with limitations on access when the informa
tion made available by the state is not adequate for the 
Agency to fulfill its responsibilities. 

Safeguardin9 of Facilities - The emphasis of_INFCIRC/153 
on the safeguarding of nuclear material has led to con
cern as to whether the Agency possesses sufficient access 
to facilities to ensure effective safeguards. 
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A number of provisions of INFCIRC/153, as well as the 
negotia~ing history, make it clear that safeguards activ
ities, including ·inspections, may take place at facili
ties, as necessary to ensure that the Agency can ful=ill 
its responsibilities. In this case, too, the record re
veals that the Committee rejected a proposal (GOV/COM.22/ 
116), which would have explicitly limited the right to 
make i:,spections to "nuclear material and its flow," de
ciding instead that inspect1ons would be concucted in 
accordance with the detailed orovisions of the document. 
A number of these provisions explicitly authorize :acility
oriented inspection activities. 

The negotiating history also makes it 
phasis on the safeguarding of materi 
reflects a trend initiated in INFCIR 
depart':.lre f:-om past practice. '"~i· 

0 ,-- -

ear that the em
INFCIRC/153 
dis not a 

• The Startina Point of Safe v~:t~ issue which has 
arisen bot in the Agency l,s ... a . c,1'·· Governors and else
where is the precise meaninfi i~ ~-lltiona.le of Paragraphs 
3 3 and 3 4 , which provider, i?Yi,ge't\eral terms , that mining 
and millinc; activities itl:'e .. ~~· safeguarded, and that !ull 
safeguards are to co~e··~ly when nuclear material 
reaches a state of :de.,inestf for fuel fabrication or iso-
tope enricl:unent. " ' 

Careful exami.nati ··these provisions themselves, as 
well as the fi-so . g record, makes it clear that the 
Committee a;t.aeoe onsiderable importance to the re
quirements?tor reporting international transfers of any 
material ccmtai;hing uranium or thoriwn, even in the form 
of ores~ •nd mat the requirement that full safeguards 
ar, to c:cffllnlence when nuclear material becomes suitable 
ter·'tl.)el ;.abrication or enrichment, allows inspection 
accesi•at the plant where this stage is reached, and not 
sjmpl:Y:after material has been transferred from such a 
p1~t. 

Strateaic Points - A number of observers have auestionec 
whether the adoption of th~ "strategic pointn principle 
.in INFCIRC/153 has prejudiced the e!fectiveness of safe
guards conducted pursuant to this document. 

Analysis of both the provisions of INFCIRC/153 itself and 
its negotiating history indicates that extreme care was 
exercised bv the Conunittee to ensure that the adootion of 
the "strategic points" approach would not limit sa:ec;uarc:.s 
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effectiveness. This care is reflected in Paragraph 116, 
which provides that all the "st:.-ategic points" taken to
gether must allow the Agency to secure all necessary 
information; in Paragraph 47, which calls for the reex
amination of design information and the redetermination 
of strategic points if deemed necessary on the basis of 
verification experience; and in the provisions for ad hoc 
and special inspections in which access is not limited""'tc 
strategic points. 

Inde~endent Verification and the Role of National Svstems 
- Perhaps no safeguards issue has been more persistent 
than the extent to which the Agency is cted to rely 
on national systems of accountancy and rol, and whe-
the~ these_JX~tem~ may li~i~ the Agency · ht and o~li-
gation of ~enaent verification that r material 
has not been diverted. 

The negotiating history reveal•·· ive and explicit 
record, especially in relatign' aph 7, that the 
Agency's right of independent tion is not abridgec. 
by its obligation to make app . use:·of the findings 
of the state system. This ,ft9.~t\., establishes that Para
graph 7 was adopted after 1;,~l'·,.jection of proposals that 
would have limited the DC)\. tb verifying the effective
ness of the state syst . i,ttier than its findings, and 
only after explicit. M.SU~!.~es were provided by key dele
gations of thei.: agre(lll~rit that Paragraph 7 calls for 
independent verif.iea,,to,t· by the IAEA. 

The Rejection1~t Inapectors - The right of states to re
ject inspecto.J.S has arisen as a practical problem, in 
terms of ll\Mi$ifflJ .... the Agency's need for both an adequate 
number an~ an appropriate diversity of inspectors. 

Th" negot,ia.'t'fbg record establishes that the right of the 
Bo~d to consider and take appropriate action on the re
peated refusal to accept the designation of inspectors 
was o~ltted from the draft under consideration by the 
Committee, and was explicitly adopted by the Committee 
thus underscoring the importance attached to this prin-
ciple. · 

Unannounced Insoections - A nurnl:>er of observers believe 
that the ef!ectiveness a~d efficiency of safeguards could 
be improved by the conduct of unannounced inspections, 
but Agency use of this right may have been impeded by a 
concern that it was not acceptable to member states. 
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Paragraph El, w!1.ich authorizes the Agency to carry ou: a 
portion o: its routine inspec~ions without advance noti
:ication, was ado?tec after extensive ciscussion and ex
plicit rejection cf proposals which wo~ld have denied the 
Agency this right. 

The Resnective Roles of Materials Accountancv and Con
tainment and Su:veillance - The language o! Paragraph 29 
tha: describes materials accountancy as a safeguards 
measure o: fundamental imDortance, with containment and 
su:veillance as import.ant" complementary mea.sl.:.:es has beer, 
interpreted by some as limiting containment and surveil
lance to a decidecly secondary role. 

The negotiating history places a dif nt connotation on 
this relationship, by establishing nti!inment and 
surveillance were explicitly includ ~'"FCIRC/153 to 
rectify their omission from INFC "nd by reflecting 
strong support by the Commi~-e e virtual equiva-
lence in the importance of #on,p and surveillance 
\<'i ~h material accountancy.;" ·• · · e record establishes 
as the correct interpretat~. materials accountancy 
cannot be dispensed with.,. ~ aat, where ap?licable and 
necessary, major empha~'s· Ul"",be placed on containment 
_and surveillance. .; ·· 

These selected examples rep;@,Bit~ only a few of the numerous in-
stan~es ~here the analy~ tiP~oach employed, incl~ding careful 
exanu.nation of the r.egoJ . . er hutory, add substantially to an 
understanding of the! .-;on-nf' of IN!'CIRC/153 anc3., in some instances, 
correct some common m1$~ot&Cftlptions of its meaning. 

Inevitably, of colltse, such an examination cannot and did not 
resolve all unp&•t.aitd:ies or shortcomings in the specificity of 
INFCIRC/153. )~~~ Jxample, the official record casts little ad
ditional l'fig~t·,~~n t:he interpretation of Pa.rag~....µ, which es
tablis_lies the ct'lteria to be applied by the Agency in determining 
the actual effort of routine inspections. This gap in the record 
resulted from the fact that the key discussions of provisions 
took -olacein informal sessions which were not recorded. Never
theless, analysis of the pro,•isions themselves, and their rela
tionship to the corresponding provision of INFCIRC/66 adds con
siderably to an understanding of their intent. 

In a similar vein, while the record clearly establishes ;he im
por_tance of avoiding abuse of the right to reject the designation 
of inspectors, it does not provide criteria. for establishing when 
abuse has oec:u:-red. Additionally, while the Agency's right and 
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0=!1ga~10~ tc e.??lY safeguards on all nuclea= mateiial in all 
peace=~l nuclea= materials is clea=lv established, the mechanisms 
a\."ailable to the Agency :or accomplishing this, particularly in 
relation to material in ''.i:.noech.red :acilities" (as contrasted 
\.:it:. "undeclared material'' in declarec. facilities), are less · 
clea.:::. 

Here, too, these examples constitute only highlights of some re
rnair.ing uncertainties, and more could be cited. Nevertheless, 
the contribution of the recorc to resol~ing or narro~ing uncer
tainty is a rnajo= one anc, i: anything, greater than rr.ight ha\,e 
been anticipated. 

Conclusions 

~. ~unciamental a.pg,,:,:not alwavs mututall v 
were pursti~,'.~b·v the·· United States in the 
153. These we~e: 

1) To preserve the integrity and 

objectives 
of INFCIRC/ 

sa!eguarcs system: in parti9u ,· nspection rights, 
including the right of cont!~ ·.· spection for reproc
essing plants and other bullc 1-,n!\ing facilities, and the 
maintenance cf the principf~ .. 5>,~\J.nciepencient verification 
by the IAEA. ":,·<' \ 

2) To the extent consist,~JW'~th:the above, to ma'.!te the NPT 
more acce?table by ~· ate simplifications and ration-
alization of the al s to be applied under the Treaty. 
This meant, ami~g o.lb ... things, giving visible effect to 
the Treaty reC'!',l,i,:. ... ts that safeguards be conciucted, 
insofar as pe'Ssibl4l, in accordance with the principle of 
strategic pot.nts ~ 

To a considerable ~g~ee, these objectives were shared by other 
pa~~icipa:ntac,;·h\. · ·· .. liberations, al though the relative emphasis 
giv.~ri ~/two ~.J :-ives undoubtedly variea. 

With respect to:the objective of improving the attractiveness of 
the NPT and ~be likelihood of its =atification, the evidence is 
that this objective was achieved. The vast majority of states 
with significant nuclear programs have adhered to the Treaty and 
have accepted its safegu~rds, including some which ~ere active in 
presenting formulations different from those which were finally· 
adopted in INFCIRC/153. In an article which appeared after con
clusion of the Safeguards Committee meeting, Dr. Werner Ungerer, 
the Chie: negotiator of the delegation of the Federal Republic o: 
Germany statec: " ... for the industrial non-nuclear states which 
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a.:-e :::,:-irr.aril ,. a::fecte::: bv safeaua:-ds, t.he model -ac;reement •.. is 
unciouotealv a success. Their tea.:-s that ~he sa.tecuarcs ... wou1c. 
[impede an~ impair nuclear ene:-gy development a.nc·competitive
ness) have, to a large e?:tent, been dispel lee. by the rest: ictior.s 
and protective measures built into the model agreement." Of the 
states which have not yet acceded to the NPT, only one, South 
A!:-ica, attributes its decision, at lea.st in part, to concern 
over the se.fegue.rds sys~em. 

It is, o:: course, the fi:-st objective, and its achie,,ement, which 
constitutes the me.in thrust of the study, and which presents more 
ci::ficult judgemental issues. The judgement of the United States 
at the time was that INPCIRC/lS3 ~ic achieve the objective of 
m!.intainins the ef:ecti'\reness and integrity of ency safeguards, 
although in the case of some provisions, parti ly those re-
lating to inspection efforts, the margin was c 

From the vantage point of the present, it 
ate the issue of the adequacy of the ~Cit,C 
manner in which it has been imolemen :- s respect, indi-
vidual findings such as those highl4, do not ade~i1ately 
convey a key and perhaps the most i' single conclusion 
which can be drawn from an analysiJ , .CIRC/153 and its nego
tiating history. This is that I~lC:A.53 clearly contemplates 
and provides for a much more dyn~je 1Pproach to the application 
of se.fegue.rds than has appare,~t~ e¥~veci in practice. A central 
feature of INFCIRC/153, reeo9'.}.ail> as such j,n the negotiating 
history, is its provision . ···· · ~'stment of arrangements, and, if 
necessary, for special anc:1 .. ntensi ve inspections, as dic-
tated by the results ot.ve:lf ation activities or l:>y special 
circumstances. The att.t.ailJJ\#t this approach are described in 
Section 2:1s of thi$/repo~, which analyzes the "Flexibility or 
Action Levels" of INf'CIRC/153. 

It is not the p~ll• of this observation to suggest that circum
stances had <uiQt,t.in any of the states in whic:h;;sa.f.eguards are 
being app:I1ed ~!tfant to I~'TCIRC/153 which woulcl··call for ex
tensive U:i~ of lhe more elevated "action levels" provided 'for in 
INFCIRC/15). Heither would it be logic~l or desirable for the 
Agency to maie use of these provisions simply to demonstrate its 
resolve. Nevertheless, the ultimate effectiveness and credibil
ity of the safeguards system mal' well depend on the Agency's 
readiness and capability to make use of this key aspect of the 
INFCIRC/lS3 regime when circumstances so warrant. 
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l.O INFCIRC/153: 
ITS BACKGROUND, NEGOTIATING HISTORY, AND INTENT 

1.1 INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

The basic authority for the application of safeguards by the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to parties of the 
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) is con
tained in the document entitled "The Structure and Content of 
Agreements Between the Agency and States Required in Connection 
With the Treaty on Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons" 
(INFCIRC/153).* This document was developed in a lengthy series 
of meetings in Vienna in 1970-1971. 

,,., The dot:uiJtet.nt itself is a higr..ly complex one, ,r···. important parts 
of it reflecting carefully drawn compromises " ,flicting views 
among the participants. These compromisel" en expressed in 
language which, standing alone, is s~jecf. itvarying interpre-
tation. .' ·, ;1ii{i:~:/;'' 

It is the purpose of this study, the." 
the intent of INFCIRC/153, as ref)..e ''' •· · n its 
tory. This history is incorpor¥'elt.Jlt~,several 
documents: 

seek to establish 
negotiating his
categories of 

( l) . ;AEA records of thl.,i-\otiation, which i~clude the 
Offl.cial Records (0Rl'"'1 o;.cfhe 1970-1971 meetings of the 
IAEA Safeguards ComtH t~ ·rn which INFCIRC/153 was devel
oped, together w!t,h 1fiei~arious proposals and memoranda con
sidered by the Cf;)mm.i..t~ in the course of its deliberations. 
(These documents areidesignated by the symbol GOV/COM.22 
followed by a ~nsecutively applied number.) 

2) V~iotlfi collateral IAEA records and documents which are 
re,J:~~e ·~b\ tl1~ Agency safeguards system, and particularly 
to ibs- aptta.ication to NPT parties. An example of such a 
doc~nt 11hich preceded the formulation of the Committee is 
the r~rt (GOV/INF/212) of a group of IAEA consultants 
specifically charged with "studying the impact of the NPT -
- on the Agency's safeguards work, and the manner in which 
the Agency should apply safeguards -- to a country's entire 
range of peaceful uses ••• " Also included in this category 
are some documents which followed adoption of INFCIRC/153, 
but which shed light on its intent, as viewed by the Agency. 
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3) National records and documents relating to the nego
tiation, including negotiating instruction$, contemporary 
reports of committee sessions and collateral discussions and 
negotiations, and analyses of these developments prepared 
for the responsible government agencies or for the public. 

· These records are unilateral in nature, and with the excep
tion of a few documents prepared by foreign officials for 
public use, only United

0

States' records of this nature were 
available for this study. 

4) IAEA documents relating to the implementation of INFCIRC/ ~ · 
153, particularly relatively soon after its adoption, which 
can shed light on the understandings of the Agency or other 
parties to the negotiation. '\, 

In addition to this documentation, a 
review has been the recollections of ac 
negotiations, which helped ~ot onl,f~ 
ten record, but to place th1s rec~ 
spective. '"'~ 

' -,.__\;,,., ;'\:,t.. 

·~ 

redient of the 
icipants in the 

n gaps in the writ
herent overall per-

The results of this review are~,cffr!s~ted in this report. An 
important qualification which~~ be made with regard to the 
scope of this review is th~•,,it ~¥ not exan;ined in detail the 
question of safeguards fin«n~~tnd resources. This qualifi
cation is in no sense i~~d ,:to minimize the importance of 
these issues. Rather itlsc~ause the issues were not resolved 
by INFCIRC/153, tile ~copl ~ which is the relationship between 
the Agency and state!i ,i.ni-ich safeguards are applied, and not 
internal or global issues such as financing and resources • 
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l.2 BACKGROUND 

1.2.1 Early History 

While the development of I~"FCIRC/153 can be viewed as having its 
explicit beginning in the negotiation and conclusion of the NPT, 
and the decision of the IAEA to adapt its safeguards system for 
application to Treaty parties, this development cannot be iso
lated from the earlier phases in the evolution of the Agency's 
safeguards system. It is, therefore, useful to review briefly 
certain aspects of this process which shed ligit on INFCIRC/153 
itself. ·~ .. 

ri5;>:c,,t~~, 

A fundamental aspect of this background is t. negotiation 
and adoption of the documents which defin ··ablish the 
"Agency's Safeguards System" were an ~an ted development 
per se. The IAEA Statute·itself, prf~~ n Article XII, 
establishes the Agency's rights anll :·"" 1. ilities to apply 
safeguards, bestowing on the Agency .. !'ights which were them-
selves the result of intensive in.~ ·onal negotiations. The 
heart of these rights is t~e ins,eg•;<:> ·provisions of Article 
XII.A. 6 of the Statute, which ~µ8RsrJi!es the Agency: 

,c-' ~ - ~:~:,,:-''/: 

. .:::r ,s~i ... 

"To send into the terri~ !if the recipient State or 
States inspectors •••. 'lffi~;,"s1atl have access at all times to 
all laces and da a ·•llCI~ an erson who ••• deals with ma
terials, equipmen , 0,1",;aci 1.t1es ••• required ••• to be safe
guarded, as nec:w••a~ eo account for source and special 
fissionable ma~riali'~ •• and to determine ••• compliance with 
the underta~aQg/a.g-nst ••• military purpose •••• " (emphasis 
added). · 

An important fatt in placing the development of the Agency safe
guards sys-m ii perspective is that the safeguards rights set 
forth in United States bilateral Agreements for cooperation, 
which are expressed in terms very similar to those of Article XII 
of the Statute, were successfully implemented for several years 
without the development of any more detailed agreements concern
ing their application. 

The safeguards rights of the Statute, however, could not be acti
vated until incorporated in specific agreements between the 
Agency and a state. While the Agency might have taken the posi
tion that the statutory rights were to be incorporated without 
change in any such agreement, the political realities were that 
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these rights would be subject to case-by-case negotiation. Under 
these conditions, it was argued that there was a positive benefit 
in the aevelopment of a standard which the Agency could defend as 
being in the common interest of member states and which indivi
dual states would find it difficult not to accept. 

The issue of whether the statutory rights enumerated in Article 
XII are or are not subject to diminution through the process of 
formulating geQeral guidelines -- that is, the Agency safeguards 
system -- and £he incorporation of these guidelines in specific 
safeguards agreements has never been explicitly considered and 
resolved. The position of the United States has been that the 
safeguards documents should constitute a description of how the 
Agency will, in general, exercise its right while ensuring that 
the full statutory rights remain available nd when needed. 

This concept has been generally followed t 
confining the explicit inspection limi "'Ii"'"~ 
INFCIRC/153, to "routine" inspecti n, 
viding for special inspections wh · ,.. 
justified, and which entail the <i 

the approach of 
INFCIRC/66 and 

·. specifically pro
undertaken when 

tutory access. In this 
'if, all times to all places 
a.\ned. 

sense, the statutory right of "ac .. 
and data •.. as needed" have bee.~,aa' ".' 

Another key decision, made .ft th92:"ery outset of the process of 
developing the Agency safel~ system, was that the task should 
be approached on a step~--st~, or evolutionary, basis. This 
approach was justified on''\b1fgrounds that both the Agency and 
states needed to ga:i11 e~eJ'!ence in the application of safeguards 
to relatively smalJ a~ &t1hple facilities before seeking to de
cide how larger~ m9.rtJ complex facilities, which in any event 
were in the futu~., should be safeguarded. While this rationale 
was not invalid,:a more basic concern was that the safeguards 
that woul(il bEl~Ctssary for larger and more complex facilities, 
even thsldg!tna1t,~et developed in detail, would be of an intensity 
-- ex~,nding to resident inspection -- which would not be gener
ally a~pta~le to states until further experience with IAEA 
safeguar-. ~s gained. Thus, the Agency safeguards system of 
INFCIRC/66vas developed in several steps, the first applying to 
reactors of less than 100 MW, the second to reactors of larger 
size, the next to reprocessing plants, and the last to fabrica
tion and conversion plants. Only enrichment plants were left 
untreated by INFCIRC/66. 

While necessary, the decision to approach the development of the 
safeguards system in an evolutionary manner entailed some risks 
to the development of an effective system. This was that each 
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negotiation of a safeguards document, or the review of an exist
ing one, presented opportunities for weakening the existing sys
tem, given the general attitude that safeguards should not be 
''intrusive." Thus, overall reviews of the safeguards system have 
been infrequent. 

In illustration of the tendency to avoid "reviews" of the system 
as a whole, it i~ a little remembered fact that the development 
of INPCIRC/153 was specifically undertaken (GOV/INF/222) not as a 
review on adaptation of the INFCIRC/66 system but to determine 

/ the content of safeguards agreements with NPT parties, and it was 
1 for this reason that INFCIRC/153 is entitled "The structure and 

Content of Agreements •.• " rather than the "Agency Safeguards 
System'' for NPT parties. In fact, INFCIRC/153 ,, did not formally 
supersede or displace the "Agency Safeguards s,-tem" even for NPT 
parties, but merely adopted it for this use. 'O:~;'.%, --

In reality, of course, INFCIRC/153 does 
different application of the Statute tp 
if not in form and title, is a paral~? 
standing for NPT parties as INFCIRC/~~,, 
NPT parties. ::,~; 

significantly 
66 and, in fact 

tion with the same 
to have for non-

In retrospect, the successive sa~ai\1§ negotiations in the 
Board, whether involving periodicl.~e~s or the coverage of new 
areas, did not result in a ge~alli,,,'3eclining level of safe-
guards effectiveness. In fa ~ese steps more often resulted 
in the adoption of import . ,,Jtrengthening measures. For 
example, in adding the sae I provision for large reactors to 
the original system C!tqfct~ /Add.l), the principle of "pur
suit" -- the applicat,i..oh o!t,ftfeguards to successive generations 
of nuclear material •- was,, incorporated into the Agency system, 
correcting an omissf•n tthich constituted a serious defect in the 
original documen;. !'Ji ·adding provisions for reprocessing plants 
( INFCIRC/66/Rev il ).:, 1',he principle that large facilities of this 

.. C?ateg':>ry W9'fl'tl: n~ly be safeguarded through conti~uous in
spection •as e,cpl1c1tly adopted. A number of other improvements 
were made:i,/1 spfic:ific safeguards agreements, a process which was 
facilitated,,~ the fact that INFCIRC/66 does not prescribe a 
model agreement but only a set of general principles. Despite 
these important indications that reviews of the safeguards system 
were in fact generally constructive, there was continuing concern 
that led to "the general feeling that frequent reviews should be 
avoided. 

Another issue, or set of issues, which appeared early in the 
development of IAEA safeguards and continued to arise, ultimately 
influencing the development of IAEA safeguards, is deserving of 
mention. This issue, which had its origin as early as IAEA Stat
ute negotiations, was whether safeguards were "applicable" to 
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facilities as well as materials, or, put differently, whether 
facilities as well as materials were subject to safeguards. A 
closely related question was what items or activities should 
trigger safeguards, if supplied by one state to another. 

One position, which tended to be espoused especially by countries 
possessing domestic sources of uranium but with limited capacity 
for manufacturing equipment, was that only nuclear material, and 
not equipment, should be "subject" to safeguards. 

However, the desire to have only nuclear material, and not equip
ment, •subject to safeguardsn also appealed to a number of in
dustrialized countries which were concerned py the possible com-
promise of proprietary commercial technolo hrough the applica-
tion of safeguards. 

In early safeguards discussions both wit gency and among 
suppliers, considerable confusion ~st the concepts of 
what is "subject" to safeguards; t, ;vila safeguards "applied;" 
and what "attracts" or "triggers" .,,. • During the early 
1960s, therefore, considerable ef .. . devoted to clarify1ng 
these distinctions. The basic co~p~;,,which evolved was that 
there were certain items which .. ,cnigh't\.fl!rigger" safeguards on the 
activity or project to which t\~~re supplied, while other 
activities or items were tl)iSIIISelv~ "subject" to safeguards. 

By establishing that th . '•i';:~ distinction between an item the 
supply of which woul,d ~· ,~r;;br attract safeguards, and one 
which was itself "s•jecf.., ~ safeguards, some of the confusion 
and dissension as ~o w,lleWr equipment as well as materials were 
"subject" to safefQards::c.was overcome. 'l'his was reflected for the 
first time in INF¢.IRC/66, which clearly implies (in Paragraph 19) 
that only nuc~ iiaterial is subject to safeguards, even though 
the suppl¥of,1\}Jt:.lpar facilities, important equipment, or certain 
material,t;we>uld t~gger safeguards. In addition to the supply of 
variou• i terns., oter events might trigger safeguards, including a 
bilat~:ra,1. understanding between states, or a state's unilateral 
decision'\9 Jtecept safeguards on some or all of its peaceful 
nuclear activities. Whatever the triggering mechanism, however, 
the safeguards applied would be determined by the overall char
acteristics of the activity or facility to be safeguarded. In 
the case of the NPT, of course, safeguards are applied to all 
peaceful nuclear activities in a state and the question of what 
"triggers" safeguards does not arise. 'l'his is an important dis
tinction and simplification from the situation covered by 
INFCIRC/66. 
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The concept that only nuclear material is subject to safeguards 
derived support from the Agency Statute itself, Article XII.A.6 
which authorized inspection as necessary "to account for source 
and special fissionable materials supplied and fissionable pro
ducts," a prescription which, in turn, rests on the fact that it 
is only through the diversion of material, broadly construed, 
that a nonproliferation.violation can occur. It was generally 
recognized that it was acceptable to view only nuclear materials 
as "subject" to safeguards, provided that the list of items that 
could "trigger" safeguarcis was sufficiently comprehensive; and , 
provided also that it was understood that even though only ma-
terial was subject to safeguards, safeguards measures would, of 
necessity be applied at facilities, even when, in the case of 
inspections to assurec:onstruction in conform~nce with design, no 
safeguarded nuclear material is present in th~~acilities. 

-;<{,_-)~~ 

The understanding that only nuclear material ubject" to 
safeguards, although safeguards are neces lied at fa-
cilities was helpful in rationalizing,

1
th ards system and 

was an important positive step in s ., · oved acceptance of 
safeguards. A current issue in IA s implementation is 
the belief that the adoption in Il'fti' of the explicit formu-
lation that only nuclear material~~ t5ubject to safeguardsn is 
a sharp break with the past, and,/th~t''\his limits the Agency's 
inspection capacity in several fty:lli'.t""tant respects. In fact, as 
explained above and confirmeq,i"§)' ~"record to be presented later, 
the principle had been estab~ much earlier, and care was 
taken in the development..... · ·i~c/153 to preserve all necessary 
opportunities for safeguar. e~ess to facilities in the safe
guarding of nuclear mi~eriil 

Despite the reluctance of·so~ Agency members·to 11 reopen" the 
IAEA safeguards syst~m, .. the successful negotiation of the NPT 
made it essential::~ re,riew the application of the system to 
Treaty partJtas •.. Jfe~tiation of the Treaty made it clear that 
several ktJY ~~l parties, including the FRG and Japan, would 
be uril'iktdy to' ied°f1ere to the 'l'reaty without assurances that Agency 
safeguardswoult! be applied in a manner consistent with the fact 
that all peac•rul nuclear activities in the state would be under 
safeguards, the Treaty itself, and the espoused, at the FRG in
itiative, "principle of safeguarding effectively the flow of 
nuclear material ..• at certain strategic points ... 

The acceptance of the "strategic points" concept by the United 
States was based on the belief that it, in fact, represented no 
major departure from the way in which IAEA safeguards were al
ready being applied, and that it could be accommodated provided 
it was applied in practice only to the extent that advancing 
technology permitted. In addition to the "strategic points" 
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concept, potential Treaty parties had made it clear that they 
believed that the fact ~hat under the Treaty all of a ~tate's 
peaceful nuclear program would be subject to safeguards would 
allow important simplifications and rationalization of the then 
current system, through the opportunity for cross-checks between 
different facilities. While there was general acceptance of this 
proposition in principle, there was disagreement as to the extent 
to which full-scope safeguards provided a valid technical basis 
for the relaxation of safeguards, given the fact that the safe
guards utility of data from different facilities in the same 
state would be limited. 

Notwithstanding these concerns, there was, n~basic disagreement 
on the need ~o adopt the Agency safeguards sy m to the agree-
ments to be negotiated pursuant to the NPT. over, much was 
at stake in the outcome of these discussions ad adherence to 
the Treaty, including, in particular, ce states such as 
the FRG and Japan, was crucial to t~e(; su of the Treaty. 
These countries, along with others,;cf heir ratification 
conditional upon a successful out& safeguards discus-
sions. Additionally, there was a ared desire to make 
the safeguards applicable to NPT,,

0
,P as attractive as pos-

sible consistent with maintainilg ~, ,f! effectiveness, in order 
to provide an incentive for Nl'T';i«fh.ence. 

Finally, the Treaty placed 
ties to initiate and coivr 
agreements with the Age 
were to be met, and d•la 
occur, to initiate tne'i, 
limits for the negotiation 

ton the time available to par
otiations of their safeguards 

d it was essential, if these limits 
implementing the Treaty were not to 

w well in advance of the Treaty time 
of individual safeguard agreements. 

It was againstit~s,ba:c:kground that the IAEA Board of Governors 
decided, M:ttr~t$ded consideration, at a special meeting held 
in April,lg1ll', toc,reconstitute the Board's Safeguards Committee, 
under e)le title of "Safeguards Committee (1970}" to distinguish 
it from lt.s predecessors to "advise the Board as a matter of 
urgency ontJ;te Agency's responsibilities in relation to safe
guards in connection with the Treaty, and in particular, on the 
content of the agreements which will be required ••• " The Com
mittee convened on June 12, 1970 and held 82 meetings before 
completing its work -- INFCIRC/153 as well as the development 
of a new formula for the financing of safeguards, on March 10, 
1971. . 
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1.2.2 Objectives of the United States 

In concert with a number of like-minded developing industrially
developed member states, the United States entered the discus
sions with two key objectives: 

1) To preserve the integrity and effectiveness of the IAEA 
safeguards system; in particular, its inspection rights, 
including the right of continuous inspection for reproc
essing plants and other bulk handling facilities. This 
required that the principle of independent verification 
be maintained and that any efforts to~~onvert the system 
into one of merely verifying the techri al effectiveness 
of the state system be rejected. 

~*?Js_ 't'Ji,_ 
2) To the extent consistent with the ,,,. 

attractiveness of the NPT and ,the " 
safeguards by appropriate si ' ' · 
alization of the IAEA syst~ 

~,~o improve the 
· tabili ty of its 

ns and ration
ant, among other 

Treaty requirements 
far as possible, in 

strategic points. 

things, giving visible effec;;,;f' 
that safeguards be conduct~a~~ 
accordance with the prin-fpt~"~ 

"""' Cs0 sU,,.-s"C«. 

In line with these basic obj~iyeS,:r')there were several other 
principles adopted by the Unf~'$tates governing its partici
pation in the deliberatioQ81<,.p:f ,t,ae Safeguards Committee. These 
included: · "\\ · N· 

(a) To seek or auit,6rt moderate formulations for con-. 
troverfial principles, so long as this could be done 
without prejudice to the underlying principle. 

(b) To,~,f>pc,rt appropriate constraints on implementation 
'o.,f ~ards, when this could be done without 
pr•juaice to the system. An example of this was the 
United States proposal to require the Agency to review 
$ensitive design information in premises of the 
',state rather than requiring its transmission to the 
Agency. 

(c) To work closely with all delegations and especially 
those from other industrialized countries in the ac
complishment of the foregoing objectives. 

1.2.3 Objectives Of Other Participants 

As would be anticipated, the objectives of other participants 
were by no means always identical to those of the United S~ates. 
It is a truism that inspection is not "popular" even when its 
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necessity is fully underst9od and accepted, and this attitude, of 
course, affected the views of many delegations in varying degrees. 
To the extent that the generalization could be reduced to spe
cific concerns, the dominant complaints were that safeguards 
might interfere with peaceful nuclear activities and development 
by imposing inconvenience, delays, or costs on construction and 
operation; and that they might result in loss of valuable in
dustrial secrets. These complaints were often generalized under 
the label of "intrusiveness." Coupled with this attitude was a 
generally unspoken concern that the Agency and its personnel 
might act overzealously, and this risk should be constrained by 
provisions in relevant agreements. 

Despite these predictable concerns, the domi 
virtually all delegations was to ensure the 
safeguards, and the deliberations of the 
terized by an exceptional degree of coo 
standing. 

attitudes of 
iveness of 
were charac

and mutual under-

1.2.4 Achievement Of Objectivesi€>f",~,,,SJ1ited States 

The extent to which the t!o gerpi\k,,~ited States objectives 
identified above were ach1ev~d "Nfl lest be considered in reverse 
order. 

W~th respect to the sec~,,?b~tive, of improvin~ ~he ~ttrac
t1veness of the NPT ~nd' t~'itlikelihood of its rat.1.flcat1on the 
evidence is that thil;ob~ctive was achieved. The vast majority 
of states of nonprolife,:-~on importance have adhered to the 
Treaty and have aaceptec:f; its safeguarc;ls, including some, which 
were active inp:re•nting formulations different from those which 
were finally ~~,ea:::11:1 INFCIRC/153. In an interesting article 
which app~4;"ed:.iit1 •Aussenpolitik" in August 1971, shortly after 
conclusi•h 6! ''-:Safeguards Committee meetings, Dr. Werner 
Ongerer:; the etiief negotiator of the delegation of the Federal 
Republic:()£ Geirmany (Fed. Rep. of Germany) stated (page 374): 
"for the lacl~strial non-nuclear states which are primarily 
affected by safeguards, the model agreement ••• is undoubtedly a 
success. Their fears that the safeguards ••• would [impede and im
pair nuclear energy development and competitiveness] have, to a 
large extent, been dispelled by the restrictions and protective 
measures built into the model agreement." Of the states which 
have not yet acceded to the NPT, only one, South Africa, at
tributes its decision at least in part to concern over the 
safeguards system. 

It is, of course, the first objective, and its achievement, which 
constitutes the main thrust of this study, and which presents 
more difficult judgemental issues. In the final analysis, the 
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question of how well the objective of maintaining the effective
ness of the Agency safeguards system was achieved in INFCIRC/153 
can be judged only through issue-by-issue and section-by-section 
analysis. On an overall basis, the United States judgement at 
the time was that the document did achieve this objective, altnougn 
in the case of some provisions, particularly those relating to 
inspection effort, the margin was close. 

From the vantage point of the present, it is difficult to separ
ate the issue of the adequacy of the document from that of the 
manner in which it has been implemented. In general, however, it 
appears that, to the extent that safeguards im lementation in 
practice has fallen below the anticipated leve · this reflects in 
some measure the fact that the rights and oppo ities available 
to the Agency under the agreements concluded Pl .. t .to INFCIRC/-
153 have not been fully and effectively ut · ·· To the extent 
that this study helps identify and cla;ify. ights, it will 
have served its primary purpose. ·· · 
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2.0 KEY ISSUES OF THE 
NEGOTIATING HISTORY AND INTENT OF INFCIRC/153 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section of the report identifies and analyzes a number of 
key issues which arose during the development of INFCIRC/153, or 
which have emerged as being of particular importance in the light 
of subsequent developments. It is of interest and relevance that 
many of the issues which were recognized at t e time INFCIRC/153 
was developed as being of importance have bee onfirmed as such 
by later developments. The relevance of this tis that, in 
general, more detailed discussions took plac reater care 
was taken to reflect views and understand· <' he discussion 
in connection with these key issues t~n ... · ard to provisions 
of more routine significance. As a. · "~l · record in regard 
to key issues often establishes exp · ~,:; standings as to 
issues of current importance. 

For each "key issue" covered, th~t·r~~t is divided into three 
parts: · ···; 

• 

• 

• 

Background And Issueh,;;.,,.~h. summarizes t~e record to the 
degree necessary •· · :v.jee an understanding of the evo
lution of the iss\1~2' 'the key statements, documents, or 
understandings.whifh,, ed light on the result achieved, 
and an identJ.fic~t'ion and explanation of the principal 
issue or suo-issrl•s under consideration: 

Analysia-i"'llthlcM draws upon the record to establish the 
int~?t t;/tlle Committee with respect to the issue or sub
iaatre11 ~fill' consideration; and 

!?lt,erpJ:'itation, which provides in concise form a state
melt\ ~f the intent of the document with respect to each 
issue considered. 

It should be noted that this section of the report is organized 
in terms of issues, and therefore does not coincide exactly with 
particular and unique paragraphs of INFCIRC/153, although the 
principal section or sections in which the issue is dealt with 
are indicated in parentheses below each key issue. This approach 
is deliberate since, while INFCIRC/153 itself is generally 
organized on the basis of specific topics or questions being 
dealt with in specific paragraphs, important issues are often 
affected by more than one paragraph of the document. 
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This section of the report is followed by a paragraph-by-paragraph 
analysis of INFCIRC/153, in view of the desirability of having a 
readily available analysis and interpretation of each section of 
the document. While this approach necessarily introduces a con
siderable amount of redundancy into this report, this is jus
tified by the convenience and ability of treating both specific 
issues and specific paragraphs of INFCIRC/153. In fact, the 
paragraph-by-paragraph analysis is suggested when reviewing the 
"key issues" analyses. 

The conclusions of the two sections, as expressed in the "analysis" 
and "interpretation" portions of each issue or paragraph dealt 
with are, of course, consistent in result, a;\though the specific 
language will differ, since, as explained, ea key issue does 
not ordinarily correspond to a specific and. paragraph of 
INFCIRC/153. 
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2.2 ESTABLISHMENT OF "SPECIAL" MATERIAL BALANCE AREAS AROUND 
COMMERCIAL SENSITIVE PROCESS STEPS 

(Paragraph 46(b)(iv) and Paragraph 76(d)) 

2.2.1 Background And Issues 

As noted in a preceding part of this report, the matter of pro
tection of commercial and industrial secrets in connection with 
IAEA safeguards has been a p~eoccupation of member states from 
the inception of the IAEA and is reflected in its Statute and its 
safeguards documents predating the Safeguards Committee and 
INFCIRC/153. 

_ INFCIRC/153, 
~"to take every 

. ,,. crets", the 

In the Committee's consideration of Paragrap 
which addressed the general obligation of th 
precaution to protect commercial and indu ""· 
particular concept of establishing a, e 
area for that purpose was not discu' 
evolved in the deliberations of thta 

terial balance 
concept apparently 

Safeguards Technical 
'terials which met in 

'formulated much of Part I 
Working Group on Verification of Nu 
September 1970, after the Commit 
of INFCIRC/153, including Parag · 

The first reference to such 4l'~aeet!,l" material balance area ap
peared in Doc 62/Mod.l, is.1;1ued'.bj the Director General after the 
conclusion of the meeting'' W'Working Group. In the introduc-
tion to that document; tie ctor General stated that the con-
clusions of the Working\, .G~'ijJ) had a bearing on some of his earlier 
suggestions and thatthe\~dcument accordingly set forth some new 
formulations. One of the new formulations (4(g)(d) Doc 62/Mod.l) 
was an addi tiona}. ,~Oll)1qetlt to the suggested provision dealing with 
the uses to be 111ac;le by the IAEA of design information, which 
read: "If,~ !'ferCJtor so requests, the Agency may agree to 
establish.a srtial •rthan normal material balance area around a 
process s·tep i11tolving commercially sensitive information." That 
comment wa•on•of several appearing under the heading of cri
teria to be ·,~ired, inter alia, in selecting safeguards material 
balance areas. 

While the Director General's introduction to Doc 62/Mod.l seems 
to attribute all of the new formulations to the conclusior.s of 
the Working Group, the summary of those conclusions (Doc 65) made 
no reference to "special" or "smaller than normal" material bal
ance areas; it did mention that one of the criteria to be used by 
the IAEA in establishing material balance areas was that "due 
account should be taken of any requirements of the operator" (2 
Doc 65). 
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The concept of a "special" material balance area implied several 
issues, only one of which, the first listed below, was discussed 
at any length by the Committee: 

• Whether the request should be made by the operator or by 
the state; 

• 

• 

The criteria to be met·before the IAEA would honor a re
quest for a "special" material balance areai and 

The character of "special" material balance areas • 

2.2.2 Analysis 

Early in the discussions concerning rior to the issuance 
of Doc 62/Mod.l, the United Kingdo OR 32) that many 
countries attached great importalij: rcial secrets, that 
some limited protection might be . .. in the case of material 
balance areas containing very slllAl mciiants of material, of the 
order of a few kilograms; secr~f--:at~t apply to such matters as 
the conditions for conversion .. C,-&;c'iflrlnium oxide to achieve long 
fuel life or the welding of~~~! 9'ns. In its view, secrets 
could be protected provide~~f't there was continuous inspection 
at the periphery of the •• ,:~l control area" and that the 
inspector was sure '1lat.t_ nventory did not exceed small 
amounts. The United -&;ta•~·'POinted out (52 OR 32) that a mecha
nism already existea~re!>y commercial secrets could be pro
tected -- the opetjltor rtterely had to produce the inventory for 
inspection outs.i,9e;,of the "material control area". 

It would ~,.u~.tul, at this point, to discuss the significance 
and dev,i·op~t"~•• the terms "material balance area" and "ma
terial- "control area". The Director General introduced the term 
"material control area" in his initial outline (:Part II B(i) and 
Part II, !Jl~aJ Doc 3) to refer to those areas defined or selected 

........ 
~ ? 
\~ ~,.. 

by the IAEA for safeguards purposes. The term "material balance 0
~· 

area" was used then to refer to those areas established by the 
operator (or the state) for operational purposes of the plant: 
the two types of areas would not necessarily coincide. The ex-
change between the United Kingdom and the United States noted 
above took place with that understanding of the two terms. 

Objections were raised (30 and 34 OR 29) to the term "material 
control area" because it was said to suggest that the IAEA might 
be in a position to direct operations, and other terms were sug-
gested. Subsequently, in the first version of the Director Gen-
eral's detailed suggestions for Part II (Doc 62), that term was 
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avoided and the term "material balance area•• was used to refer 
both to those to be used by the IAEA for accounting purposes 
1TiTb) Doc 62) and those established by the operator (14.4 Doc 
62). A definition of "material balance area" was included in the 
document, however, (79 Doc 62) which referred to "an area for 
accounting for nuclear material"; that definition also called for 
each material balance area to be defined such that a) inputs and 
outpµts may be measured or detE!f=TDined and "Cb) the physical in
ventory of material in it is measured in accordance with speci
fied procedures". 

Before the provisions in Doc 62 oc 62/Mod.l and 
then Doc 62/Rev.l (which reflected the change ressed in Doc 
62/Mod.l) had been issued, reflecting changes fter the 
meeting of the Safeguards Technical Workin In those 
documents, the definition of "materiaLba ."area" was reworded 
( 79 Doc 62/Rev .1) , as suggested by t '"~ 'as Technical Work-
ing Gi.oup (19 Doc 65), so that iteltl. " "the physical 
inventory of material in each MBA ermined when necessary, 
in accordance with specified proceg emphasis supplied). 
(At no point did the Committee d.i.#Cb. he significance or inten-
tion of the underlined phrase in -~'tefinition.) A new comment 
also appeared (14.4 Doc 62/Re~"t), ~~ch read: 

~I __ _ J,-},f':-,{,:_~t ,_ ---

14. 4 The Agency will,," e:,"i~ followincr criteria, inter 
alia, in selec1fi, .. i!'eguards material balance areas: 

Ca) The size of f:be~a should be related to the accuracy 
with which the "t11aterial balance can be established·; 

Cb) In de.ti!-n~t't!he area advantage should be taken of any 
°'gpo:d~~,11,y to use containment and surveillance to 
ffl!!!t), -.s,~e the completeness of flow measurements and 
therljby simplify the application of safeguards and 

.c:oncentrate verification efforts at the measurement 
, l'Oiats; 

Cc) A number of material balance areas as used by opera
tors, or distinct sites, may be combined in one safe
guards material balance area when the Agency determines 
that this is consistent with its safeguards require
ments; and 

(d) If the operator so requests, the Agency may agree to 
establish a smaller than normal material balance area 
around a process step involving commercially sensitive 
information. 
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The foregoing comment was not proposed by the Director General to 
be included in the relevant provision (dealing with the purposes 
of examination of design information), but the Fed. Rep. of Ger
many, in 3 Doc 86, proposed adding the criteria (with minor 
changes in wording) to the subparagraph of the provision which 
referred to the defining of mate~ial balance areas for accounting 
purposes. Thus, when the Committee discussed the matter of the 
purposes of examination of design information, it did so in the 
context of 14 Doc 62/Rev.l and the amendment proposed by the Fed. 
Rep. of Germany in 3 Doc 86, along with the definition of "ma
terial balance area" in 79 Doc 62/Rev.l. 

No delegation opposed the concept of "spec,, 
areas, although Finland (36 OR 41) noted t 
( "smaller than normal 11

) gave no indication 
dures would be and, therefore, proposed 
either be redrafted or deleted. 

"material balance 
the proposed wording 

at normal proce
~, provision should 

India and the United Kingdom expl the p+ovision 
(54 and 55 OR 41). South Afric6 "general plea for a pro-
vision ti? cover the case whe~e a·~ ·:"dhar. feature. of a faci~ity 
was so vital to the state's 1n~eW;,s·that information about it 
could not be disclosed to anyfne1:'";;~n which case the IAEA would 
then have to select an alte~~al!!v~procedure (17 OR 41). Hungary 
(21 OR 41) said that the ""~~ent proposed by the Fed. Rep. of 
Germany should meet South 'W°ti.l:a' s concerns • 

. ,~ci;'f" ,,,_,.; ,,.t 
~~.;1:-~- -- -,, --

The United Kingdom:(55 ·"Ii) referred to the use of "special" 
material balance areos ~cases of serious conflict between the 
preservation of cdffline~1 secrets and the due application of 
safeguards by th- I~. India's comments (54 OR 41) also re
ferred to excN~ioully important commercial secrets. 

Those f~J;tri~ zemarks indicate that the establishment of a 
"speci.a'l "· n'ia1;~a1 balance area was intended to be unusual and 
that 'blle req.est must be based upon serious concern for protec
tion ofC,j.inpS1J!'ta.nt proprietary information. { South Africa's 
statement:1¢uld be interpreted as referring to information relat
ing to national security, but its delegation did not seek to 
change the wording of the amendment of the Fed. Rep. of Germany 
which referred specifically to "commercially sensitive informa
tion".) 

There was no discussion, however, concerning any information to 
be provided to the IAEA in support of a request or any other 
avenue through which the IAEA might evaluate the justification 
for the request~ The absence of such a mechanism implies that 
the IAEA was expected to consider each reque~t solely ·on the 
basis of the IABA's ability to carry out its responsibilities by 
alternate means, if it granted the request. 
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Australia, in the context of a debate concerning whether the 
State or the IAEA should have final say in the selection of 
material balance areas generally, observed that if commercial 
security were at stake, the onus would be on the state to provide 
alternate means for the IAEA to obtain the same results (41 OR 
41). No other speaker addressed that point directly, although 
there was extensive discussion concerning the general question of 
selection of material balance areas. It is clear, however, from 
the wording adopted, that the granting of a request for a 
"special" material balance area would be permissive rather than 
mandatory. That being the case, it should be expected that the 
IAEA would grant such a request only if satisfactory arrangements 
were made to permit the IAEA to carry out itsi~~sponsibilities. 

The only issue extensively debated was wheth request should 
be initiated by the operator or the state. ndment pro-
posed by the Fed. Rep. of Germany in Doc the Director 
General's comment in Doc 62/Mod.l o as based) called 
for the operator to do so. India ( bought it should be 
the state, since the IAEA would nt* .:rectly with operators, 
but the United Kingdom ( 55 OR 41} b&i · . ,d that in such cases it 
was precisely the operators wi th,;;ifflortfl:,,,h, IAEA was concerned. 
The Fed. Rep. of Germany (65 OR "1'.gfeed with India's argument. 
The question, however, is a .,,,;ll one; obviously, the oper-
ator could initiate the requ "the state which in turn (if it 
agreed) would forward the,,;§9 .. "'' equest to the IAEA. The dis
cussion of alternative a ··· ·' m\!nts would, as a formal matter, be 
conducted with the st•;e t would be up to the state to in-
clude the operator in ~~s~ions, as necessary. 

The character o;, ~, c,;:;iit.eria for "special" material balance areas 
was not discussJdtodi,rectly. The wording of the Directcir General 
in Doc 62/JIM':.l (i,:ig. the amendment of the Fed. Rep. of Germany 
(Doc 86) "tefe~d'··to "a smaller than normal" material balance 
area. ·Fi-J.and (36 OR 41) found that formulation unsatisfactory, 
because it ::'f!.~plled a departure from a "normal" procedure which 
was not descit'ibed, and suggested that it be interpreted to mean a 
smaller material balance area than would normally be specified 
(62 OR 41). The Fed. Rep. of Germany (65 OR 41) did not disagree 
with that interpretation but, for what it said were linguistic 
reasons, suggested replacing "smaller than normal" with "special." 
The United Kingdom (84 OR 41) was not entirely satisfied with 
that suggestion and proposed that the material balance areas in 
question be "smaller than that which would otherwise have been 
established." No other delegation addressed the point and when 
the Chairman summarized the concensus (96 OR 41) he used the word 
"special." 
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It would be fair to say, in light of the evolution of the word, 
that the wording suggested by the United Kingdom best expressed 
the meaning of "special" that the Committee had in mind. That 
interpretation was apparently shared by the IAEA secretariat. 

In a paper (A.CONF. 49/P/770) presented at the Fourth United 
Nations International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic 
Energy in September 1971, only a few months after approval of 
INFCIRC/153 by the IAEA Board of Governors, the IAEA's Inspector 
General Rometsch stated: 

The (.Safeguards) Committee even specified detailed cri
teria for material balance area selecti- • For instance, 
on the request of a State a particularl 11 material 
balance area may be.established around ess step 
involving commercially sensitive inf • The idea 
being that if there is only a smal of nuclear 
material within such an area, !d ous input and 
output flow measurements can is would make it 
possible to avoid inspection, o the area itself. 

Rometsch' s paper continued wi tit'.·~~}eussion of two principles 
established in connection w~~ ~~-Arovision of design information 
for the protection of comm ·· · ~d industrial secrets. Two 
classes of such secrets ... tified: those, such as data 
related tc nuclear mate .f,tew. which must in any case be dis-
closed to the inspect.pr& · nd second, "the group of industrial 
secrets -- mainly pro-s ow-how of which the disclosure to the 
Agency's inspectorete c:119 oe avoided. The criterion for selection 
of a particularly \mall, material balance area ·around a sensitive 
process is an ~eof this second principle." 

It is of t'nt•riJr't tnat, while the obvious intent of a "special II or 
11 smaller ·than-.~cfdlal" material balance area was to make it un
necessi.1"¥ .for .the IAEA to have access to particular technology 
QontainecltyitJ!in the area, there is no provision in INFCIRC/153 
which prohibits access for IAEA inspections within material bal
ance areas. Access for routine inspections is limited to stra
tegic points (Paragraph 76(c)), which may be either flow key 
measurement points (normally found at common boundaries of ac
joining material balance areas) or inventory key measurement 
points and those points at which containment and surveillance are 
employed, which may well be located within a material balance 
area. Thus, the "special" material balance area concept does not 
itself provide assurance that the IAEA would be denied access to 
the technology to be protected. It would appear that the desired 
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result could better be achieved (if consistent with the effective 
application of safeguards) by the careful designation of strategic 
points. 

That the Committee adopted the "special" material balance area 
concept without identifying and discussing the foregoing con
siderations is somewhat surprising and probably reflects unfa
miliarity with the strategic points approach, which was still 
evolving, and the fact that the provisions which address access 
for inspections were considered at a later time. The provision 
for "special" material balance areas is important, however, as an 
expression of the Comi~ittee's intention to accommodate national 
interests to the extent consistent with effec~ve safeguards. 

1'>·c~,.. 

Paragraph 76(d) of INFCIRC/1S3 is closely re o the concept 
of "special" material balance areas establ" protect pro-
prietary information. That provision ad e situation in 
which "unusual circumstances requir~s,~t " . imitations on 
access by the Agency" for inspectioriil,"'.e.ftli,,' s for arrangements 
to be made to enable the IAEA to d!s · ·, "" ... ,its responsibilities in 
light of such limitations. The "un c'ircumstancesn to which 
that provision refers were inten~t!l .. elude the desire to pro
tect proprietary information, a~tF~~ ls matters related to health 
and saf7ty, ~or e~ampl7. It;~;eppT,iJjltion is.limited, however, to 
those situations in which ( al ~ •unusual circumstances" were not 
foreseen at the time the . · s!t1i.FY arrangements were concluded, 
and (bi the resulting "e~ tf~'llmitations" on access are of a 
temporary, rather thal'lper a t, nature. Accordingly, when the 
limitations on access &'ti~ / .. · ely to become permanent, a "special" 
material balance area sh~ld eventually be established pursuant to 
Paragraph 4 6 ( b) (iv) , Any arrangements made pursuant to Paragraph 
76(d) must be repos,t'l!dto the Board, but there is no such require
ment for the esf.a~1ishment of a "special" material balance area. 
Therefore, 01,,,~iq/appear preferable that a temporary arrangement 
be promp,t,ty ma• ·fa.nd reported to the Board) for extended limi ta
t ion af a~fess lo be followed, if appropriate, by the establish
ir.ent of a ~pec1al" material balance area. 

- •• e>', 

2.2.3 I nteroreta tion 

The criteria for a "special" material balance area are: 

• The request for a "special" material balance area·must be 
based on the continuing need to protect process know-how 
or other industrial secrets, other than material flow 
data; 
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• The IAEA must be satisfied that the anticipated hold-up 
of nuclear material within the proposed material balance 
area will, at all times, be s-ufficiently small and that 
continuous measurements of the flow of nuclear material 
into and out of the proposed material balance area must 
be possible and amenable to verification by the IAEA: and 

• The IAEA must have satisfactory means for verifying flow 
and inventory which would make access within the material 
balance area unnecessary under routine conditions. (Such ; 
alternative means might be simply perimeter measurements 
and taking advantage of the low hold-up within the ma-
terial balance area, but other means uch as the state 
making the inventory available outsi the material 
balance area are not preciuded.) 

The granting of a request for a special 
at the discretion of the IAEA, alth26gh ·. 
expected if the foregoing criteria l::r;Eflx*, 

,~',:t .. s.;_ ,, 

'\z 
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2.3 DEFINITION OF "FACILITY" 

(?arac;raph 106) 

2.3.l Backaround Ane Issues 

INFCIRC/66/Rev.2 classifies installations into "principal nuclear 
facilities", "research and uevelopment facilities", (each of whic!l 
are defined in paragraphs 78 and 81 of that document, respec
tively) and storage facilities. Various orovisions in the doc~
ment concerning design review,-inspections, records, and ~eports 
are applied differently to the three types of facilities. Fo= 
example, design review is required only for ":g~incipal nuclear 
facilities" ( 30 INFCIRC/66/Rev. 2) • ·4 ::;,, 

In his initial suggestions, the Director Gene· . rt II, 8 Doc 
3) proposed that the same classification ies (and some, 
but not all, of the differentiation in~tr between the three 
types) be inc~rporated in INFCIRC/15 · ·~ , the Director 
Gene:al's suggestions were not alway o'"''· . ._ nt with the approach 
initially suggested. For example, ,, "ug1ested for.nulation for 
Paragraph 8 of INFC!RC/153 (:?art :i:;, )4'.:tt,oc 3) called for the 
p:ovision of information to the ~~.,,~ cerning "facilities con
taining or to contain" nuclear i:n•tW!l,l and the disc-.ission of 
design review ( Part II, 7 !:>oc1t'!1 ' that same worci~g, wi thot.t 
regard to the classification 1

. r suggested. The wording whic~ 
was adopted by the Com."Tli tt;ti~:,iJOlicy1*aragraph 8 referred to "£ea tu res 
o: facilities relevant .to}s,wuarding" nuclear material. 

The NPT itself, in A:z;.ticl~,,~i .1, requires safeguards procedures 
to be followed "with>: respeft to source or special fis~ionable 
material whether J:,~,. i~ .. J,Doduced, processed or used in any prin
cipal nuclear fatI;Jty 'Or is outside anv such facilitv" (emphasis 
added). Gi~~~"tl\~g fact, it might be argued that the definition 
of "facili.t'Ies*',,,ist,ef little importance. However, since the NPT 
itself,.ai.well ts INFCIRC/153, are clear that safeguards follow 
nuclear :na'!.;ial) regardless of whether it is located within or 
outside of "f'AC'ilities," the practical significance of the defi:1i
tion is to govern the installations or locations for which design 
information ~ust ~e s~bmitted to the Agency. In general, since 
significant ~uantities of nuclear material are C\!sto~arily loca~ec 
in facilities, the Agency is entitled to design information on 
locations which are of safeguards importance. Nevertheless, it 
was recognized that by adopting a definition of facility which 
=elied exclusively on a list of facility types, a basis rnigtt 
exist =o= states to claim that design informa~ion need no~ be 
?rovidee on a wide range cf auxilia=y installations, or new ~Y?es 
o= ~acili:ies no~ speci=ically named in the "list." 
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Given this background, the question of a definition of "facility" 
first arose during the Committee's deliberations concerning the 
provisions fer the submission of design information (Paragraph 43 
of INFCI~C/153). By that time, it was clear that the Committee 
had rejected the concept of classifying facilities in the manner 
of INFCIRC/66/Rev.2. The Director General had accordingly pro
posed (72 Doc 62) a definition of "facility" which encompassed all 
the types of installations included in the definition of ";;>rinci
pal nuclear facility" in INFCIRC/66/Rev.2, as well as critical 
facilities and "separate storage or other locations," which con
tai~ed or were to contain nuclear material. 

Another type of issue which arose was whether, if a "functional" 
definition were adopted -- that is, one base n whether an in
stallation in fact contains or is to contain · lear material --
the definition .should embrace both installa here nuclear 
material is already located and those in ch material is 
exoected to be located, or only the ~o ere was an obvious 
reluctance in the Committee ( l-29 O · ·· . llow the Director 
General's recommendation in 72 Doc ~~hat "facilitv means a 
reactor, a critical facility, a co plant, a fabrication 
plant, a reprocessing plant, an i~ separation plant, or a 
separate storage or other locat~n. taininq or to contain nu-
clear material (emph~a~s~i~s-=-a~d~d~e~d~)~i~1~~,*~L~~~~=:;~.;.;..........;; ___ ...;;.;;....~~=:.=-.a=~ 

·1« 

In addition to these general~-~~' the specific issues which 
arose were: :i,~ ·· ' 

• 

• 

2.3.2 

Whether the de;f injt;;n should include small laboratories, 
pilot plant1 and,Gefier places where inconsequential 
amounts of,nuclek material might be present; and 

WhetheJ;'.i'Nt,y 'qwantity threshold adopted in order to exclude 
su.c:,.ll s•,¥! J.aboratories, etc. should apply to such things 
•'ij$J . ...;~iical assemblies and reactors. 

The fi:st formulation of a definition o( •facility" was ?resentec 
to the Committee by the Director Gene:al in 72 Doc 62, which read: 

''Facility rr.eans a reac~or, a critical facility, a con
version plant, a fabrication plant, a reprocessing plant, 
an isotope separation plant, or a separate storage or 
other location, containi~g or to contain cer~ain nuclea= 
:naterial." 
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In the Committee's discussion of Paragraph 43 (the items to be 
included in design information), it became clear that a number of 
delegations, such as France and the Fed. Rep. of Germany, thought 
that the proposed definition was too vague and that it could be 
interpreted to require the submission of design information for 
many small laboratories and other places where inconsequential 
amount~ of nuclear material might be present (49 and 52 OR 40). 

The Inspector General (43 OR 40) attributed the proposed defini
tion to the Safeguards Technical Working Group which had met 
shortly before the Committee•s discussion. He reminded the Com
mittee that it had earlier, in the discussion of Part I, rejected 
the Director General's proposal to adopt the c]&ssification found 
in INFCIRC/66/Rev. 2. ''',it. 

India defended the Director General's proposed 
basis that it would encompass all types of .. 
plutonium-beryllium sources and sub-crk,tic 
considerable amounts of plutonium migfJtfte 
40) • f;:i~ %:!~. 

,ofz=.'~~. 

]ltition, on the 
Sins, such as 

emblies in which 
nt (44 and 50 OR 

-.f' •t> 

The United States (56 OR 40) said .~a ~. proposed definition 
was too broad, that it would be · · · include a hospital or a 
wagon carrying nuclear material,,,. at a nfacility" should 
include only the places where,:fluc:;lewmaterial was habitually 
used in significant quantitieg~~~tch obviously would have to 
include storage areas and ~a-;"'Sub-critical assemblies. 

<' ~' 

When the Committee nexf'Jt.d 
it a proposal by the Uait~ 

l\~d the definition, it had before 
ates in Doc 120 which read: 

"Faci 1i ty me~ an installation, plant or unit for the 
production ~jt,oeessing of nuclear material, or an area 
where ml-§.~e~·"inaterial in amounts greater than one ef
fective kfi9~.ani is cus_tomarily used or stored." 

In the discU:i$J.cn of that proposal, the United States (20 OR 56) 
stated that die criterion of one effective kilogram applied to all 
of the elements entering into the definition. The United States 
was, however, willing to include "a reactor," before "an installa
tion", to assure that borderline cases, such as reactors using 
less than one effective kilogram, would be included (16 OR 56). 

France still believed the proposal by the United States was too 
general and that, if the criterion of one effective kilogram was 
not made to apply very explicitly to installations or pla~ts, the 
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conclusion might be drawn ~hat pilot plants, research centers and 
laboratories came within the definition (24 OR 56). 

After further consultations, the United States offered a revised 
proposal in Doc 120/Rev.l which, except that it is a single para
graph, contains the same wording as appears in Paragraph 106. In 
explaining its proposal, the United States amended it by dividing 
the paragraph into two subparagrpahs (28 OR 58). 

The United States said that under the new definition important 
nuclear laboratories would be regarded as facilities, but labora
tories containing small amounts of nuclear material or locations 
in which large amounts of material were not stomarily found 
would not be so regarded (28 OR 58). For a ation" to be a 
"facility," two criteria had to be met: it use more than 
one effective kilogram and its use of sucll a had to be cus-
tomary ( 32 OR 58}. l"&'!t;;"k .. 

When the United States added the f _ specified types (a 
reactor), its stated intent was ti:> , reactors using less 
than one effective kilogram. As a t"' of subsequent consulta-
tions, the United States added • , ~"!- specified types, for the 
same purpose as in the case of ' '!s. That intention is con-
firmed by the change made b~C?:, ed States in the structure of 

· the definition, so that the;,/ ce to the threshold appears 
only in subparagraph (b) ' s separated from subparagraph (a) 
by the disjunctive "or".., he fact that in describing the 
criteria applicable \O a .... · graph (b), the United States made no 
reference to the specl.fie;<types of ins~allation covered in sub--
paragraph (a) . · 

While the word :')RJ,_lil'l.1;~ was not explicitly discussed, the evalua
tion of this p!"oltl'aion makes it clear that the term "plant" is 
intended ~t.e;.;~ Jtroadly to any installation in which the par
ticulai: ;funct:iofP,aescribed (reprocessing, isotope separation and 
the li·lc1tl is qiistomarily performed, regardless of scale. In 
practice/;,,j, t .. we>uld be unusual if such an installation did not also 
meet the c'!i.teria on Paragraph 106(b}, and would thus be classi
fied as a facility for both reasons. 

2.3.3 Interoretation 

Inclusion in the definition of the functional category of "any 
location where nuclear material in amounts greater than one ef
fective kilogram is· customarily used" ensures that a facility 
includes, and thus design information must be provided on, all 
those installations and structures associated with any of the 
several types of facilities which meet the functional definition, 
regardless of whether they are of a type listed in Paragraph 
106{a). 
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When a facility is of the type specified in subparagraph Ca), 
however, it is not subject to the one effective kilogram threshold 
set out in subparagraph (b). Thus, a fabrication plant or re
processing plant handling less than one effective kilogram is a 
facility, and thus subject to the requirements that relevant 
design information be provided to the Agency. 
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2.4 STARTING POINT OF SAFEGUARDS 

(Paragraphs 33 and 34) 

2.4.1 Background And Issues 

The negotiation of Paragraphs 33 and 34 by the Safeguards Com
mittee was carried out, in part, in the negotiation of Paragraph 
1, the basic undertaking by the state to accept safeguards on all 
source or special fissionable material in all of its peaceful 
nuclear activities. The formulation of Parairaph 112, the defini
tion of "nuclear material", is also relevant:},~ 

,t!,•,' 

Positions on the starting point were staked u~~~rly in the Com-
mittee's deliberations. Uranium and tho· ucers such as 
Australia (50 OR 1), South Africa (22 O ortugal (12 Doc 
2/Add. 4, page 3 J , and Turkey C 12 D "7 od. 1, page 5) made 
it clear that they would oppose ~r on of safeguards to 
ores or ore processing activities'. osition was endorsed by 
other delegations, including the States (60 Doc 2, page 
4 7). The United States noted t,4'!'' ·~· that Article xx. 3 of the 
Statute of the IAEA excluded o~,1fflorn the definition of "source 
material" and INFCIRC/66/Rev"'4 e~ded mines and ore-processing 
plants from the definition itci"'~nversion plant" (12 Annex II, 
INFCIRC/66/Rev. 2). ' .. 

Differences soon emei'Qed {{fiever, concerning where, beyond the 
treatment of ores, mil, t•.rt.V should come under safeguards. The 
Director General 1 s<' ini dial proposal was that safeguards should 
become applicable ,t tie time a concentrate is treated in. a con
version plant t~t'U, l(a) Doc 3). 

The ini t.J;a1'"9.J;i~n of the United States, expressed informally 
was that safe1,Uaras should be applied to concentrates (for exam
ple, cont. ini~ five percent or more of uranium or thorium) as 
soon as t emerged from an ore-processing plant. The written 
views oft United States, submitted prior to the convening of 
the Committee (15 Doc 2, page 33), stated that it was essential 
that fertile material, such as source material or slightly en
riched uranium, from which highly enriched uranium or plutonium 
are derived, be known to and accounted for by the safeguarding 
authority. The primary objective of the United States, however, 
was that imports and exports of concentrates (defined as those 
containing more than a stated percentage of uranium or thorium) 
would be required to be reported to the IAEA. 
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Australia felt that the starting point should be later in the fuel 
cycle than that proposed by the Director General, with the result 
that no source material would be subject to safeguards (13 OR 7). 
South Africa advocated that safeguards should be applied only when 
nuclear material was introduced into facilities producing special 
fissionable material (38 OR 35), 

The issues, thus, were: 

• Where, beyond mines and ore-processing plants should some 
safeguards measures be-applied to nuclear material; 

• What measures should be applied, part~~ularly to exports 
and imports of source material; and ···~"!· 

• How should the source material to whi«i:i guards mea-
sures were to be applied be define 

2.4.2 Analysis 

Early in the Committee's discussi~JN, nited Kingdom pointed 
out ( 36 OR 32) that adoption o.·f··· ,,,.··Pi~.n "of entry into a particular 
type of plant as the starting eolaf'ws,uld assume that all such 
plants were comparable, whicn,tifii~•~ttrove erroneous; a chemical 
test, such as an assay of ura\,~dftfltand thorium might be preferable. 
The United States also co, · w·'ffithat approach useful, because 
materials so defined woulJ , be subject to safeguards wherever 
they were present in ti. fte;,. ycle ( 41 OR 3 2) • 

"se',),s 

France, on the othe~ han<3.7·· thought it might be possible to define 
"concentrate" as t;he·l'l\aterial produced by a processing plant (44 
OR 32). ·.•·, }\ 

When the ~f;-~~, •. Jiext addressed the subject, it had before it 
the Director Ge11,eral's suggestion for Part II in which (3 Doc 62) 
the materia:J, atwhich safeguards would start to be applied was 
defined as ~·· containing 95% of U30s or Th02, by weight, after 
conversion to·oxide and heating in air at 850 degrees. It was 
further suggested that, if that concentration is reached in the 
middle of the process rather than at the end, safeguards shall 
begin with the next material balance area after that concentration 
has been attained. 

South Africa (36 OR 35) opened the discussion by advocating that 
the starting point not be defined in the agreement itself, but 
should vary from state to state and industry to industry. The 
particular starting point for each c~se would be set out in the 
subsidiary arrangements, subject to approval by the Board of 
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Governors, if within predetermined maximum and m1n1mum limits. 
The Fed. Rep. of Germany (41 OR 35) pointed out that, under South 
Africa's proposal, material which should be safeguarded would not 
even be considered nuclear material. 

The Inspector General noted (42 OR 35) that the IAEA and the state 
could agree, on the basis of examination of design information, 
that certain processing plants could be excluded from safeguards. 
Such exclusion, or the possible starting point ~r application of 
safeguards within a plant, could be dealt with in subsidiary ar
rangements. 

The United States (44 OR 35) pointed out th~
0
under the NPT, all 

source and special fissionable materials (as ined in the 
Statute) in peaceful nuclear activities wer ·ect to safe-
guards: mines and mills were already excl the safeguards 
system and the United States would not "arting from that 
position. It said it was prepared "" r either a quanti-
tative or functional definition of tes", but believed 
that the definition proposed by th tor General was unsatis-
factory because it would divide c tes into two groups, 
which arrangement would not be in a competitive industry. 
The United States also indicat R 35) that where integrated 
processing took place, safe ould be applied at, but not 
before, the moment when th high percentage of uranium in 
the concentrate. :e:.};s 

India agreed generally -~ihJA'.he United States ( 46 OR 35) and 
noted that under the s~s~proposed by the Director General, 
safeguards would ~ln"~

0

the exit of material from a processing 
plant, but if prodJassincf and ore concentration were combined a 
problem would ~~a. !£, at the next state, nuclear-pure uranium 
was obtained,)tb~.safeguards should start at the exit of the 
pure ma;~' . • ... ,to!ff the plant. India also expressed disagreement 
with ti.t·pro )tfto establish a quantitative limit for concen
trates.iu:ld t . ght it should be left to each country to decide 
about the:c,.pe;t:entage ( 4 7 OR 35). 

Hungary (51 OR 35) had difficulty with the second part of the 
Director General's proposal, particularly the words "next ma-
terial balance area," which was presumed to mean the next processing 
stage in a fuel cycle. Hungary suggested that the clause should 
stipulate that the reason for that arrangement was that the con
cept of material balance areas was connected with material ac
countability. 

Canada (52 OR 35) stated that while safeguards must include pro
visions for inspections, they must also allow for national pro
cedures whereby the IAEA would be informed about the production 
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of source material. The IAE,l>. must be given some latitude in 
negotiating agreements within clear instructions given by the 
Board of Governors. Canada also noted (53 OR 35) that INFCIRC/ 
66/Rev.2 excluded source material contained in processing plants. 

The Soviet Union (54 OR 35) called for the starting point to be 
precisely defined and endorsed the Director General's suggestion, 
because it ensured maximum efficacy and lowest cost; it also ex
cluded mines and processing plants. Any reduction in the per
centage for concentrates would in the Soviet Union's view, lead 
to an unwarranted extension of safeguards and unjustifiable in
creases in cost. 

Finland assumed the role of mediator between t ranium pro-
ducers and those other delegations which were d to exclud-
ing all source material from safeguards. F' initial pro-
posal (Doc 123) revealed some progress in ultations in 
that it evidenced that a consensus w le on two basic 
points: first, safeguards would not aterial in mining 
or ore processing and, second, theist uld report to the 
IAEA its exports and imports of sour"'~.. e'rial containing some 
specified level of uranium or tho.1!1''1lm~"'\,c e second point achieved 
the principal objective of the uii~r,s'~ates in the negotiations 
and ultimately was enlarged ( Q¥i,,omil;i~ing a threshold based upon 
uranium or thorium content) i~ ~ f1nal wording of Paragraph 34. 

<,,i-.i,1/•'" - ' 

Finland had not been able/ llt1:,.iW1 initial efforts, to reconcile 
the differences regardl,ng:~"ete safeguards should be applied in 
connection with convers!qn 1~nts. Doc 123 was not discussed by 
the Committee in its:'form~ meetings, but Finland continued its 
consultations with o\her,d~legations and produced another formu
lation ( Doc 13 7) -~el\ .. !t said was based upon consul tat ions; par
ticularly with ttletl•anium producers. That formulation came down 
on the sid,,1't t'lts~,''advocating that safeguards be first applied 
on the preaucts:'\i,pf''"'Conversion processes. The wording, "leaves 
the pla-nt :e,r the5process sta;e in which it has been produced," 
obviously ~uLt~d from the consultations which enabled Finland 
to characterfae its formulation as a compromise supported by a 
majority of delegations involved. Its previous formulation in 
Doc 123 had referred to material leaving a plant or process stage 
designed to produce nuclear material of a coniposi t·ion, etc. 

A statement by the United States (6-7 OR 60) in addressing sub
paragraph Cc) of t~e text, referred to lengthy discussions con
cerning ~hether the starting point should be at a stage of 
nuclear purity or when the material left the facility. It went 
on to state that the second solution had be~n finally adopted. 
Since the language of Paragraph 34(c) is explicit in requiring 
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that safeguards start when the relevant material leaves the plant 
or the process stage, the U.S. statement was, either stated or 
recorded inaccurately, and undoubtedly was a reference to the 
issue, which was central to the debate on the starting point of 
safeguards, of whether safeguards should commence when material 
was introduced into a conversion facility or "process stage," or 
when it leaves a conversion facility or "process stage". It was 
the second alternative whic~ was accepted and which is reflected 
in Paragraph 34(c). In fact, there was no controversy that the ,.,.._ 
"other" safeguards would be initiated either when material left f .J 
the plant itself, 2E. the "process stage" in which material of 
specified purity was produced. This featur~of the provision is 
clearly intended to deal with the situation ere fuel prepara-
tion activities subsequent to conversion, f ample, some or 
all of the steps involved in fuel fabricati e co-located 
with a conversion facility. It assures safeguards will 
be applied when material of the speqifi ity is produced, 
regardl~ss of whether this is the performed in the 
plant or not. 

It is of considerable importance~ 
1

~e that Paragraph 34 Cc) is 
carefully d:rawn to ensure thatJt1n rds start when specified 
material leaves a plant or pr~'t tage, ~ afterthis occurs. 
This condition can, in fac~t"ib"~ .,.t only by the application of 
safeguards at the plant or\~~ss stage itself, and not at some 
other location to which;i~ '~~rial is next transferred. 

Another significant :•ru:!' /t;i/1' deliberate feature of the provision 
is the reference inJ>aa:,a~ph 34(c) to the 0 other safeguards pro
cedures" specifie4 in tile Agreement. This language makes it 
clear that the re*rting requirements established by subpara
graphs 34(a) _.,a:,~(bl ,are themselves safeguards, and that failure 
to comply\'/it,,~1:1'1 would, therefore, constitute violation of a 
safeguapf s · -r:a._@cion. 

2.4.3 taterlf:etation 

Paragraph l'3 is straightforward and was undisputed. Paragraph 
34(a) and (b) lay down the requirement for information to be pro
vided to the IAEA on the occasion of each import and export (to a 
non-nuclear weapon state) of~ quantity of ~ny material con
taining uranium or thorium, in anv concentration, unless the 
material is imported or exported for ~pecifically non-nuclear 
purposes. Exports and imports of ore are specifically included 
in this reporting requirement, since the reference in subpara
graphs (a) and Cb) is to "any material" and not to "nuclear 
material." 
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Paragraph 34(c) addresses both the import of nuclear material 
(defined in Paragraph 112 to exclude ore or ore residue) of the 
specified composition.and purity, as well as the production of 
such material. With respect to imports of such nuclear material, 
the applicable safeguards measures, as laid down in the agree
ment, will apply as soon as the material enters the state. 

Paragraph 34(c) requires that the "other safeguards" become 
applicable when and not after specified material leaves the plant 
or "process stage" in which it is produced. This requires the 
application of safeguards at the facility where specified ma
terial is produced, and not simply at locations to which it is 
subsequently transferred. 
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2.5 SAFEGUARDS ON UNDECLARED MATERIAL 

(Paragraphs land 2) 

2.5.1 Background And Issues 

The issue of safeguards on nundeclared" material (that is, ma
terial for which information is not contained in the records and 
reports made available by the state to the IAEA) arises out of 
three considerations: 

• The unmistakeable and explicit oblig~tion of the NPT it
self "to accept [IAEA] safeguards ••• ~ll source or 
special nuclear material in all peac ... nuclear activi-
ties ... " ( Article III. 1, · NPT). i *~~. · 

• 

• 

The fact that IAEA safeguard\, 
as understood at the time tWe. 
not provide the Agency wi~ · 
in the territory of state§.· 
of their activities, those 
not been made known to~. 

~~~ -.-J"i~<!~'. 

;.!,~. ;·,' 

ad evolved, and 
as negotiated, did 

ility to search out 
ccept safeguards on all 

ities whose existence has 
. .ncy in some manner. 

As discussed below, .,dti; ~t implies a further distinc
tion: specifically(,.~ 1>etween "undeclared" material 
which might be l ... t· ·.~ ·· thin "declared" facilities or 
activities, and .th. lch is located within "undeclared" 
facilities or:.aetfv 

It was, then, recognizfld at the time of the negotiation of the 
NPT, as well asttt IIIPCIRC/153, that a case might conceivably 
arise where a 'gities or facilities which would, under the 
Treaty, lle0 't'i · · to be safe uarded, would not be disclosed or 
declared to t ... gency, an thus m1g t not, as a practical matter, 
be safeg~rde~; and inspected. 

A further ebnsideration bearing on these issues is that the Treaty 
requires the acceptance of safeguards on all peaceful nuclear fa
cilities, but pr~hibits only "nuclear weapons or other nuclear 
explosive devices." Thus, there is a gap between what is pro
hibited; namely, "nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive de
vices," and what is permitted and safeguarded; namely, all 
peaceful nuclear activities. This gap; namely, non-explosive 
military nuclear activities, is therefore permitted but~ safe
guarded. It is worth noting that this gap was by no means an 
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oversight, but was a necessary and deliberate result of the need 
to attract broad support for the key objective of prohibiting 
nuclear weapons and other nuclear explosives. As explained in 
the analysis, the existence of this deliberate gap is important 
and helpful to an understanding of the issue of safeguards on 
undeclared activities and materials. 

In light of tnese considerations, it can be seen that the issue 
dealt with in this section is both part of a larger issue and 
has, itself, several components: 

• The issue of safeguards on undeclared material is re
lated, but not identical to, the larger issue of how 
undeclared activities (the term "acti ies" is employed 
in both the NPT and Paragraphs land 2 iNFCIRC/153) 
are to be dealt with. The issue of u ed activities 
involves both nuclear material and es, both of 
which entail safeguards obligaJio tivities • 

• The issue of safeguards on u _ aterial has two 
components: nuclear materie).f"" present in unde-
clared activities or facili ~ rid material which is 
presen~ in.de<?lared or r~.·· ... 1~ ctivities or facilities, 
but which is itself unde~,~ t>r unreported. 

Both of these sub-issues are ,:;~''w{~h in this section. 

By way of background, it ,,t,: J::·i~ievance that neither the term 
"declare~" nor "undectvea·~t ars in INFCIRC/153, and the ab-
sence of these terms, f~+ ft .. ons explained in the analysis, can 
hardly be accidenta1i. Th11f, the very concept of "undeclared" 
materials, facilitiE!I,, or activities is a derivative one. 

The obligation 1#) ,,.iC!fept safeguards on all nuclear material in 
all peacef~~tf~,~a.;;facti vi ties is made unmistakeably clear in 
INFCIRc/iJ!, n~\ off!y in Paragraphs land 2, which establish the 
basic und•.taki~s and obligations of the state and the Agency, 
but in num~uij/other paragraphs as well, a compilation of which 
appears at thltend of this Background and Issues section. More
over, Paragraph 2 provides that it is not only the Agency's 
right, but its obligation to apply safeguards on all nuclear 
material in all peaceful nuclear activities. (In this regard, it 
is clear that the phrase "in accordance with the terms of the 
agreement," that appears in Paragraph 2 of INFCIRC/153 qualifies 
the aoplication of safeguards and not the Agency's right and 
obligation.) Thus, INFCIRC/153 establishes an overwhelming 
record that safeguards are to be accepted and applied on all nu
clear material in all peaceful nµclear activities. The signifi
cance of the limiting reference to peaceful nuclear activities is 
discussed in the Analysis. 
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Of particular importance is the fact that the issue of undeclared 
material and activities was not dealt with only by implication 
but explicitly as well. In its proposal relating to Paragraph 1 
(2 Doc 8), south Africa recommended that "safeguarding and in
spection ••• shall be concerned solely with the material reported 
upon by the state concerned ••• " This proposal was explicitly 
objected to by Hungary (22 OR 6), received no support, and was 
omitted from Paragraphs land 2 of INFCIRC/153. 

Also of relevance is the detailed treatment given to the exclu
sion from safeguards of material in non-proscribed military uses, 
provided for in Paragraph 14 of INFCIRC/153. It was clear in the 
development of this paragraph that only the narrowest possible 
suspension or "non-application" from safeguarv was intended for 
material in non-proscribed military uses, and at this "n~n-
application" is to take·place under specific gements with 
the Agency in which the Agency is provided w · · much infor-
mation as possible without compromising information to 
make it clear that "during the perio pplication of safe-
guards, the nuclear material will n for ••• nuclear 
weapons or other nuclea,r explosive,. Of particular im-
portance was the understanding tha ies, such as re-
processing plants which produce ~ , s material to be used in 
non-proscribed military uses arf' ~~*"'emselves exempt from safe-
guards (28 OR 8). ---··· \_·/ {~ · 

;',>/ ,-,.~ 

Another relevant consideratit.wf'i} t.he use throughout INFCIRC/153 
of the term "nuclear mat · · ~ject to safeguards• (e.g., Para
graphs 7, 8, 11, 12, p ,· ~ 8) • This phrase was unders toed by 
the Committee ( 8-12 Olt,l3 _ · mean not simply that material which 
was being safeguard.-., 'li\l,t hat material which was required to be 
safeguarded by reaspn o.f''the fundamental undertakings of Para
graphs l and 2. _9~i,-c;,c9&sion, (e.g., Paragraphs 14 and 19) the 
more explicit ~d::'cem~a.tic term "nuclear material required to be 
safeguard~~'-· w· 'enwloyed, with a recognition, however, that the 
meaning was · _ clearer, but not different from that of "nu
clear ma\~rial~ subject to safegua~ds" (8 OR 13). ;hro~gh the 
use of th•e 1;,frms, the key specific safeguards oblJ.gations are 
made appli~e not merely to material being safeguarded pursuant 
to a state's •declaration," but to that material which ought to 
be safeguarded pursuant to the fundamental undertakings of Para
graphs land 2. 

There is, thus, an unmistakeable record as to the obligation to 
accept safeguards on all nuclear material in all peaceful uses, 
regardless of whether reoorted by the state. Moreover, while the 
record lacks explicit references as to how this is to be accom-
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plished in the absence of a state's declaration or report, 
INFCIRC/153 includes a number of important provisions which 
provide the means for assuring this broad application: 

• INFCIRC/153 clearly contemplates that safeguarded mater
ial will be followed or pursued, with the possibility 
that this process will disclose additional activities or 
material to be safeguard~d. This is apparent, for exam
ple, from Paragraph 76(a) which provides, in part, that 
"the Agency's inspectors shall have access to any loca
tion where the initial report or any insoections carried 
out in connection with it indicate the4Quclear material 
is present." ·1~" 

,'.'c;-'c'<.S,,f~k 

• By the same token, Par~graphs 73 and r .. ide that spe-
cial inspections may be made witho · · tion on access 
(other than that imposed by A 1 A.6 of the Stat-
ute), when "the Agency consi 'nformation made 
available by the state •.. is~ uate for the Agency 
to fulfill its responsibilit r the agreement." 
One of these responsibilit,i.e . a agraph 2, INFCIRC/153) 
is "the ••• obligation to ells 'ihat safeguards will be 
applied ••. on all sourc~,,<c_o'f-Y. ,, ial fissionable material 
in all peaceful nucle~f ·:~t!'¥i ties ••• " 

• Provisions, 
application 
help ensure 

la.; subparagraph 46(b)ii, for the 
. nt and surveillance measures to 

~s of flow measurements. 

• 

• 

',•, 

Of particula; rel;~ance to the narrower issue of the ap
plication,>~, 11i1Jeguards to "undeclared" material present 
at declate4"'!JlC'i.lities or activities are the provisions 
rel•~~g~¢ ;eporting and inspections. For example, 
Pt/agratw';'e4' provides that "inventory change reports 
sh'1,ll sPlcify ••• batch data for each batch of nuclear ma
ter'l•l.~:~" (emphasis added), anci"Piragraph 72 provides, 
intet'i,;fi'flia, that "the Agency may make routine inspections 
in order to ... (b) verify ••• all nuclear material subject 
to safeguards under the agreement" (emphasis added) • 
These provisions, it is to be noted, appear in P~rt II of 
the INFCIRC/153, which specifies implementing procedures, 
and thus add weight to the expression of principles found 
in Part I. 

Paragraph 19 also provides an indication as to how the 
Agency can fulfill its obligations in the event a state 
fails to declare or report nuclear material subject to 
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safeguards. This provision, whicQ incidentally incor
porates the emphatic formulation "nuclear material re
quired to be safeguarded," authorizes the Board to take 
action if it "finds that the Agency is not able to verify 
that there has been no diversion of nuclear material 
required to be safeguarded ••• " It is evident that this 
formulation does not depend on the declaration of mater
ial by states. Moreover, there is no limitation in this 
provision as to the kinds or sources of information which 
t~e Board may consider in reaching such findings. 

The following provisions of NPT and INFCIRC/ 
plication of safeguards on all nuclear mate 

relate to the ap-

1. Article III.l of the NPT requires th ards "shall be 
applied on all source or special fis io 'aterial in all 
peaceful nuclear activities withinalf ry of such state, 
under it$ jurisdiction, or carri~d ;;•. its control any-
where" (emphasis supplied). Thi1t ent is reflected in 
INFCIRC/153 by Paragraphs land~, · ng·forth the basic under-
takings of the state and the A hich were adopted after 
considerable discussion, the r ". , .t aspects of which are de
scribed in this section. Tl)eSe tp'Paragraphs provide: 

1) That the &;;. 
guards ••• on all sodr 
all peaceful nu~e!§.~: 

,4 ... 

,._ .cc>;_- • ~ 

';;'··,~ld undertake •to accept safe
r''''special fissionable material in 
ivities.~.1· and 

2) That'the ltvency should have the "right and obliga
tion to ensu~ that safeguards will be applied ••• on all 
source or"A'!ffac:i:ti fissionable material in all peacefu'r"nu
clear act5:d'ties ••• " (emphasis added). · 

--~~· •;•':-_--c_ ,-};' <,,,_ 

2. Ot~r .. r 7f.!:.' ·~nt provisions of ;NFCIRC/153,. which involve state 
responsi\J.lit.l!,S to put all material under safeguards and to re
cord and ~eort all materials, include: 

• Paragraph 43, which states: 

" ••• the design information in respect of !!£!1 facility 
••• shall include ••• " (emphasis added) • 

• Paragraph 44, which provides: 

" .•• other information relevant to the application of 
safeguards shall be made available to the Agency in re
spect of each facility ••• " ( emphasis added). 
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• Paragraph 51, which states that: 

" •.. the state shall arrange that records are kept in re
spect of each material balance area ••• " (emphasis added) . 

• Paragraph 54, which provides that: 

" ••• records shall consist ••• of: 

(a) accounting records of all nuclear ma~erial subject to 
safeguards under the agreement1 and 

(b) operating records for facilities ing such ma-
terial .•• " 

• Paragraph 56, which provides 

" ••. the accounting records 

• 

(a) all inventory changes 
"-7_;:.;;_ ,c),~ \: ; p~t; 

(b) All measurement r~fEs .1Jlat are used for determin
ation of the physicaLtJ~.-11f6ry. 

Paragraph 57, whidf'
1

_ "~ that: 

" ••• for all inye'·Qt41changes and physical inventories, 
the records fhall''wiow ••• It 

• Paragrapl,e•'S'i, Witich provides that: 

". ~",.f:1-1• ,.;~11,oy shall be provided with an initial report 
O# all 'ipdfaar material which is subject to safeguards ••. " 

• Parag,:iph 63, which provides that: 

" ••• for each material balance area, the state shall pro
vide ••• t~ollowing accoupting reports: 

(a) Inventory reports showing changes in the inventory .•• 

(b) Material balance based on a ehysical inventory of nu
clear material actually present in the material balance 
area ••• " 

• Paragraph 64, which states that: 

" ..• inventory change reports shall specify .•• for each 
batch of nuclear material ... " 
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• Paragraph 65 which states: 

11 
••• the state shall report each inventory change, adjust

ment, and correction ••• ~ 

3. Other relevant provisions of INFCIRC/153 which involve IAEA 
activitiEIS to verify that the records and reports include all ma-

0 

terial are as follows: (") 
. .' 

• Paragraph 34 (Starting Point of Safe 
vides that "when ans nuclear materia 
fabrication or for eing isotopical 
plant or the process stage in which 
duced ••• [it] shall become subjec 
procedures ••• " (emphasis aicle?) 

- ,#: 

ards) which pro
suitable for fuel 

iched leaves the 
been pro

other safeguards 

• Paragraph 46(b) 

• 

• 

" ••• the Agency shall ••• 

(b) " ••• help ensure of fiow measure-
ments ••• 11 

Paragraph 71, w!J't~1,p•ides that: 
- f-6; 

11 
••• the AgeneymcSt.JJf~e ad hoc inspections in order to: 

(a) Verify\the.iftformation contained in the initial re
port •.•. 

(b,):,J;d~ify and verify changes in the situation ••• " 
_-.-- ~-> - -,.,- -,-c 

·earag~ph 72, which provides that: 

". J·"the Agency may make routine inspections in order 
to. o • II 

Cb) Verify the location ••• of .!!! nuclear material subject 
to safeguards ••• " 

• Paragraph 73, which states that: 

" ••• the Agency may make special inspections ••• " 

(b) If .•. information made available by the State ••• is not 
adequate for the Agency to fulfill its responsibilities 
under the Agreement. 
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An inspection shall be deemed to be special when it ..• 
involves access to information or locations in addition 
to the access .•• for ad hoc and routine inspections or 
both." 

• Paragraph 74(b) which provides that the Agency may: 

• 

(b) "Make independent measurements of all nuclear mater
ial subject to safeguards ..• " 

Paragraph 76(a) which provides that: 

(a) " ••• until such time as the strategic points have been 
specified in the Subsidiary Arrangement"" the Agency's 
inspectors shall have access to any loe411.-.on where ••• 
nuclear material is present." 

2.5.2 Analysis 

INFCIRC/153 and its 'de incontrovertible 
grounds for the conclusion that "all ,, r material in all 
peaceful nuclear activities" is tqc~· ... eguarded and that the 
Agency is under an obligation to ' fts safeguards to all such 
material. These obligations a ly explicit in Paragraphs 
land 2, which were understoo 39pecify the fundamental under-
takings of safeguards agre~ d,.,J5ut are supported by an exten
sive number of referenc:es .. fo,~.ll"fi material, and ea.ch facility in 
a number of other para~@Phiif. /' -

On the basis of thes~i'pro~ions, there can be no doubt that a 
state is under an obligation to record and report or •declare" 
all material, and,,~t" itt is in violation of the agreement if it 
fails to do so; .. ':that there is a corresponding right and obli
gation of t~;"- · .~.· ;to apply its safeguards to all material. 

The suggest:ton ij. sometimes made that the limitation of the safe
guards oblig~~ons in Paragraphs 1 and 2 to all nuclear material 
"in all peace~l nuclear activities" leaves a state free to have 
nuclear material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive 
devices whi'ch is not subject to safeguards. 

It is evident, however, that a state could not claim a right by 
virtue of this language to do what the NPT is expressly designed 
to forbid; i.e., the manufacture or acquisition of nuclear explo~ 
sives. Moreover, there is a clear explanation for the use of 
this particular language in place of what might otherwise appear 
to be the more straightforward approach o~ omitting the word 
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"peaceful." This explanation is that because the Treaty does not 
prohibit military uses other than nuclear explosives, it was 
necessary to confine safeguards to nuclear material "in all 
peaceful nuclear activities," since the application of Agency 
safeguards to military uses, even though non-explosive, would be 
not only inappropriate for the Agency but unacceptable to most 
states. 

(

. It follows that the meaning of Paragraphs 1 and 2 is that safe
guards are to be applied to all nuclear material in peaceful 
uses, and that there is to be no other nuclear material in a 
state, with the sole and very limited exception of material in 
declared~ non-proscribed military use (an exqfption, incident-
ally, which has yet to arise). -

The unambiguous obligation of the Treaty to 
all nuclear material (except for the unav · 
emption for non-proscribed militarJ \Wle) 
standable that there was no extensi · '' · 
guards were to be applied to "und,c 

safeguards on 
ut limited ex-

1 t easily under
on of whether safe

erial. Any sug-
gestion by a state that the Agency 
have been dismissed out-of-hand, a 
place in connection with the re· if! 
of Doc 8. The very absence fr 

uch right would likely 
is precisely what took 

;;; of South Africa's proposal 
IRC/153 of references to de-

clared or undeclared materi 
distinction was intended, o 
spect to the right and o .. 
guards to all nuclear ma~ 

tr hens the conclusion that no 
dFhave been intended, with re

~~ of the Agency to apply safe-

Neither is there any lk)c'.et' clarity that material, whether de
clared or undeclarl!f8 at. '~eclared" or reported facilities is to 
be inspected and a~oun:ted for. This is clear from the explicit 
authorization o,f'gt;ah9raph 7.2Cb) to "verify the location, iden
tity, quantltYi ,.lidicomposition of all nuclear material," even in 
routine ~E'QQP, and is furtherstrengthened by the provision 
for spef alrllpections, which may involve access "in addition to 
the acce~II fo,t routine inspections including, if necessary, 
access dire,::;ed by the Board without regard to the procedures for 
settlement of disputes. The extensive negotiating history of 
Paragraph 7 stresses that the Agency is not confined in its veri
fication to validating information provided by the State and thus 
confirms the Agency is not limited to verifying what a state has 
reported. 

Most persuasive in establishing the right of the Agency to apply 
safeguards to all nuclear material, regardless of whether it is 
"declared," is Paragraph 19, which authorizes the Agency to take 
action when it finds that it can no longer verify that there has 
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been no diversion of nuclear material required to be safeguarded. 
To argue that the Agency is concerned only with the safeguarding 
of "declared" material, and, thus, can only reach fi~dings when 
declared material can no longer be accounted for is to deprive 
this Paragraph of its evident meaning. 

What emerges from this analysis is that the Agency has both the 
right and obligation to apply safeguards to all nuclear material, 
in a state (other than.that in the declared, limited exception), 
and that it has both a realistic opportunity, and the clear 
charge, to exercise this right, even as to "undeclared" material 
at declared or reported facilities, a right and opportunity which 
the Board can insist upon even without the st e's agreement. 

, to permit 
·Jh i ~ may re
pect1on or 

It is, of course, always open to a state tor 
these verification activities to take place, 
fuse to permit the most routine and undis 
verification to occur. In such cases4 • 

with a clear-cut bas is on which to f '!. 
is presented 

e Agency can no 
1 n, and would pre-lo~ger verify that there has been 4P 

sumably do so. 
',:'!.:c;, 
- ~~~~ 

The case of undeclared material eelared activities or fa-
cilities presents greater pro difficulties, but no dif-
ferences in principle. Ifs ities or facilities remain 
both undeclared and unknown.1 . . sue of how to apply safeguards 
to them will not arise. ~V&llv' such activities have become 
known through other ~ns,. }t~ this should occur in a State with 
an ~NF~IRC/153. agreemertt at\,el.s brought pfficially to the Agency's 
attention, logic dem~s' ,~Hft the Agency should inform the state 
of its desire to in. ect .. t>he facility or activity in question and 
agreements under .1 iRC/153 clearly provide the juridical basis 
for such a requ~t .. t!fiallenge. The state's response to such a 
request wo~.\A:}>tl::,«'h ,mportarit i tern to be taken into account by 
the Board tn eclo§i.1.Wring whether to make a finding under Para-
graph 19;;, · 

2.5.3 Interpretation 

INFCIRC/153 authorizes and requires the application of safeguards 
to all nuclear material in all nuclear activities in a state, 
except that material in declared, non-proscribed military uaes. 
In practice, this right is more easily exercised in respect to 
undeclared material at declared or reported facilities. In par
ticular: 
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• Paragraph 46(b)(ii) provides for the use of containment 
and surveillance to help ensure the completeness of flow 
measurements . 

• Paragraph 72(b) provides that routine inspections are to 
verify the location, identity, quantity and composition 
of all nuclear material subject to safeguards unde~ the 
agreement. 

• Paragraph 73(b) authorizes the Agency to make special 
inspections "when it considers that information provided 
by the State is not adequate for the Agency to fulfill 
its responsibilities under the agreement. 11 

The Agency's rigpt and obligation to apply s ards to all ma-
terial in all peaceful activities extends as to undeclared 
material in undeclared facilities. As a p matter, how-
ever, the Agency lacks the capability.to ut activities or 
f~cilities which have not been repo Nevertheless, in 
the event the Agency has reasonable uspect the existence 
of such facilities or activities, .·~ . . provides the Agency 
with the means to request access tdt_u~ .. acilities, through spe-
cial inspections pursuant to Pa~~!~' 73. {} 

The state's response to any \uh't,~,Jjliest for special inspections 
would be an important factonf'{9Slt:,tlf~ Board to consider in de-
ciding whether to make a f~J1Mbii~ursuant to Paragraph 19. 
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2.6 STATUS OF FACILITIES 

(The relationship of the application of safeguards to materials 
to the safeguarding of facilities.) 

(Paragraphs l, 2, 6, and 48) 

2.6.1 Background And Issues 

Both the NPT itself and INFCIRC/153 stress the application of 
sa~eguards to nuclear materials, leading to some concern that 
facilities cannot be adequately safeguarded under NPT safeguards 
agreements. The Preamble of the NPT, £or exam e, expresses 
support for. "the principle of safeguarding eff vely the flow 
of •.• materials ••. " and Article III.3 calls for ·'mplementation 
of safeguards in accordance with this principl icle III.l 
provides that "procedures for the safeguard d shall be 
followed with respect to ••• material wh s ••• in any prin-
cipal nuclear facility or ••• outside." s,r cle further pro-
vides that the "safeguards required"''" applied on all ••. 
material. •• " Despite this emphasis · plication of safe-
guards to materials, the basic unde~t of Article III.l is 
that the state is " •.• to accept s;Jte'. • s as set forth in an 
agreement.:.with the Internati~~!i~«~o)ic Energy Agency in ac-
cordance w1 th the statute of tj!@". ncy and the Agency's safe-
guards system ••. " Thus, it i . greement, the Agency's 
Statute, and the Agency's $i ''ich are controlling as to the 
nature of the safeguar4~ t~, plied. 

- -, " 

INFCIRC/153 also cont~iD~,~~~ous provisions emphasizing the 
application of safeguards ti> material. In addition to Paragraphs 
land 2, which res~tttl\e language of Article III.1, Paragraph 6 
restates the NPT ,:,¥l,1ac!p1e of safeguarding effectively the flow 
of nuclear m4:~~rit~l) a.t certain strategic points but, significantly, 
qualifies t;.il~ agpl~tion of this principle with the provison "to 
the extent'.'.that i~esent or future technology permits." Through
out INFCIRCfis3 jeference is made to "nuclear material subject to 
safeguards u~the agreement,n and no comparable references to 
facilities subject to safeguards are present. Nevertheless, 
there are no exclusions, limitations, or prqhibitions either in 
Article III of th~ NPT, or in INFCIRC/153 with respect to the 
application of safeguards to or at facilities; that is, there are 
no provisions which state the Agency is precluded from receiving 
information on or inspecting facilities. On the contrary, there 
are a number of provisions which explicitly call for such in
formation and/or inspections, including Paragraph 48, which pro
vides for inspection of facilities to verify constru~tion in 
accordance with design even in advance of the introduction of any 
nuclear material. 
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The viewpoint that safeguards should be concentrated on materials 
and not on facilities or hardware is of long standing, as has 
already been commented upon in some detail in the introduction to 
this report. Indeed, the concept is unavoidable, since, in the 
final analysis, it is only nuclear material that can find its way 
into a nuclear explosive, and not the facilities or hardware in 
which the material was produced. 

As expressed in the comments of the United States to the Safe
guards Committee before the initiation of deliberations (39 Doc 
2), the emphasis on making safeguar-ds applicable to materials 
prescribed by the NPT was not new. On the contrary, the United 
States pointed out that "much of the effort that went into 
[INFCIRC/66] was devoted to making it clear tEat nuclear mater
ials are the focal point of safeguards, and •• ]:.:_ careful reading 
of [INFCIRC/66] will show that only nuclear fl-< ials are subject 
to safeguards. Clearly, however, since such ials are 
employed in ••• facilities, the document c id reference 
to .•• safeguards procedures applicabl ilities in which 
safeguarded ~aterials may be emplo ort, as the United 
States pointed out, the question~ nuclear materi~l 
alone was subject to safeguards or,tt safeguards were also 
applicable to or at facilities w ··' ly a semantic issue, with 
the important issue being the · of the procedures them-
selves, and not the abstraction¢ at is or is not "subject to 
safeguards. " 

In its preliminary views., l"Mtibontent of NPT safeguards agree
ments (Doc 3), the secret· tmade no explicit reference to the 
emphasis placed by thit ~If ~ the application of safeguards to 
materials. By imp~,ioat'if:>!f,'<how~ver, it is apparent that the 
Secretariat did not see this as an obstacle to effective safe
guards. On the .,c;p~ran, it expressed the view C Introduction 6 
Doc 3) that the?,rcfthat "all the peaceful nuclear activities of 
states wii!.jla~tc;''t~t be safeguarded will permit an important 
simplif;p!if.Hs~. ·.;,.will result in a several fold decrease in the 
specif HJ safeg\lards effort per unit of nuclear power 
install eel~ .• " 

In the same·:document, the Agency stated { Introduction 4 Doc 3), 
"technically speaking, safeguards invariably consist of verifying 
the status of material in specified nuclear activities ••• n (em
phasis added), and added that four elements were essential for 
any safeguards system, including: 

a) " ••. knowledge of the facilities" (emphasis added). 

bl 11
, •• records on material production •.. " 
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c) " ... reports on material production .•. 11 

d) "Independent verification ••• of material inventory and 
movement." 

In short, the Secretariat clearly shared the view of the United 
States that materials were the appropriate focus of safeguards, 
provided that there was adequate knowledge of the facilities in 
which they were employed, prod~ced, or stored. 

The issue of whether making only material subject to safeguards 
would hamper the effectiveness of safeguards under INFCIRC/153 
arose explicitly on one occasion. In connecti~~with Paragraph 
70 (derived from 37 Doc 68/Rev.l), which expre ' the overalt 
right of the Agency to undertake inspections i rdance with 
the detailed provisions which follow, Japan. (Doc 116) 
the elimination of the right to inspect. "f s containing or 
to contain nuclear material," preserv· e right to in-
spect "nuclear material and its flow. ution adopted was 
to reword this section to provide f~r ight to make inspec-
tions as provided. 11 The Inspector G . confirmed ( 15 OR 48) 
that this would "solve the proble~·' . ·cJed the governing para
graphs contained adequate rights. l,.c.0~':!t 

---. .·:r 
-a··c 

Thus, the Committee specifical) ji~ted an effort to restrict 
inspections to material on;hi. ing the solution that the 
procedures would speak forct. ves. In fact, these procedures 
necessarily involve fae···.i. . .li't»".' a, ess, and often involve specific 
facility related measure's s.._ as: 

Paragraph 73 (a)·{ Verf'fy information in special reports 
which, in ac;-..,llibQ.e with Paragraph 68(b), are to include 
unexpected-ep~iges in containment. 

74 ( c}.: ;;ri'tf ~he functioning and calibration of instru
ments'~~nd ojher measuring and control equipment. 

74(d): ,.ply and make use of surveillance and containment 
measures. 

7S(b): •.• to observe the calibration of the instruments and 
equipment involved. 

7S(e): To apply its seals and other identifying and tamper
indicating devices to containments ... 
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On~ of the areas of closest interaction between safeguards and 
facilities is that of review of design information. Paragraph 8 
of Part I of INFCIRC/153, and Paragraphs 42-45 of Part II call 
for the provision by the state to the Agency of design informa
tion relevant to the application of safeguards. While the spe
cific language defining the scope of design information to be 
made available under INFCIRC/153 differs from that of INFCIRC/66, 
the basic concept, namely, that the information to be provided is 
that which is relevant to safeguards and that only the minimum 
amount necessary for this purpose shall be required is the same 
in both documents. While the relevant sections in Part II of 
INFCIRC/153 were discussed at length (23-43 OR 25; and 37-57 OR 
28; and 1-40 OR 40), much of the discussion related to such mat
ters as the timing of submission of design i rmation, and 
collateral issues such as whether organizati , information on 
state systems of accounting and control shou a equired. 
There was no fundamental disagreement tha ncy should 
receive design information relevant~ s s, nor was there 
disagreement in principle with the · r\ . ght to send in-
spectors to facilities to verify ;h 'ction was in ac-
coraance with design (Paragraph 4•l for such 
inspector functions is, in fact, m' that in 
INFCIRC/66 (Paragraph SO(b)). 

A closely related question t ~1'.'t'°;}f the status of facilities is 
the introduction in INFCIRC · '""l>t the principle of strategic 
points. This principle i•1;> o.'8iscussed as the next topic in 
the "key issues" sectio11;. ,, 'ts report. It is, in fact, the 
principle of strategic po,n 'and the provisions by which it is 
reflected in INFCIRC/!iJ' ch have more impact on the Agency's 
access to facilitiff!tha\ the principle of focussing safeguards 
on material. As o._ e~ample, Paragraph 76(c) of INFCIRC/153 
provides that ta ''~f!., oise of routine inspections "inspectors 
shall have acciss:'Qtlly to the strategic points specified in the 
subsidia;t·'aw-~,111:s ... " No comparable limitation is found in 
INFCIRC/16. · ' 

2. 6. 2 Analf!is 

Despite the shift in INFCIRC/153 to a more explicit formulation 
that only nuclear materials, and not facilities, are "subject to 
safeguards," this concept is largely semantic and has no direct 
impact on the Agency's access to facilities or the purposes and 
scope of Agency inspections. Even under INFCIRC/66, the phrase 
"subject to safeguards" is found only in conjunction with "nu
clear materials" (Part II.A, Paragraphs 19, 20, 21, and 23). The 
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provision of Paragraph 45 that "the Agency may inspect safeguarded 
nuclear materials and principa.l nuclear facilities" (emphasis 
added) is a procedural statement, rather than an expression of a 
safeguards principle. Indeed, the fact that the word "safe
guarded" modifies only "nuclear materials" confirms that the 
concept that only nuclear materials are "subject to safeguards" 
was already reflected in INFCIRC/66. 

Nevertheless, safeguards agreements entered into pursuant to 
INFCIRC/66 include explicit references to equipment and facili
ties which are "subject to safeguards". See, for example, the 
trilateral safeguards agreement between the United States, Japan, 
and the IAEA of July 10, 1968, INFCIRC/119, Section 10 (a} of 
which states in part: " ••• the inventory ••• shal ist: (i) equip-
ment and facilities transferred ••• which are su t to safeguards 
under the Agreement for Cooperation". 

This language makes it clear that the evol ~;,rtthinking as to 
what is to be "subject to safeguards" ,wh mplete at the 
time INFCIRC/66 was adopted. Thus, t \a of INFCIRC/153 
represents a significant clarificatto principle under 
development, but not a wholly new de ent. The important 
point is that questions of whethe~c'f' i ties as well as nuclear 
material are "subject to safeguarls:~~- intended to convey the 
purpose and emphasis of safegu~s,·~ ~ not to define scope or 
access of inspections and oth.,,,,mndete verification activities. 
It reflects the fact, alre~4M "If.· v~ emphasis in Article XII of 
the Statute, that it is the .• E8'sion of material which is the 
key and indispensible 9\ep i/h ;!he misuse of peaceful nuclear 
activities for nuclear.~pl~ or explosives. · 

While the clarificatfpn e,i;t only nuclear material is subject to 
safeguards which ~aiua,. in INFCIRC/153 does not in itself affect 
the Agency's verltf~:Cat,ion activities, the related concept of con
cei:1trating ,~.c.JCJtp91" s i.r:ispection activities at "~tr~tegic . 
points" ca;Ji have!stfeh an impact. The extent of this impact is 
discussed ··•1n theCtopic which follows. 

2.6.3 Internretation 

The understanding, implicit in INFCIRC/153, that only nuclear ma
terial is "subject to safeguards," is an expression of safeguards 
intent, and has no direct impact on the access or scope of in
spections. These are defined in specific paragraphs of INFCIRC/ 
153, and clearly provide for access ~o facilities, including 
those in which nuclear material has not yet been introduced. 
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2.7 STRATEGIC POINTS 

(Paragraphs 6, 46, 47, 77, and 116) 

2.7.1 Background And Issues 

The concept of strategic points, i.e., concentrating Agency 
verification activities, and, in particular, inspections, at 
selected points where diversion might take place, and/or where 
measurement was particularly convenient and useful, was proposed 
by the Fed. Rep. of Germany during negotiation of the NPT and was 
viewed by the Fed. Rep. of Germany as a high priority objective 
f9r incorporation in the Treaty and, ultimate,, , in the Agency's 
safeguards system. The principle, as enunciat by the Fed. Rep. 
of Germany, also called for the use of inst e and other 
techniques at the strategic points, with the to further 
reduce the need for access by inspectors 

The United States position was that ple was not only a 
sound one, but was, in fact (38 Dcic 40), "a logical evo-
lution of concepts already found i ncy's Statute and 
document INFCIRC/66. •1 Thus, the ,, tates support for stra-
t~gic points was closely relate based on similar grounds 
as its support for greater e~~ ,, n the safeguarding of ma-
terial in contrast with faciffti.eS'l'"that is, that the approach 
was logical and, rather th~ri~l-senting a novel and untested 
departure, reflected the .. • ~n already taken by the Agency in 
the development of sa;egj The United States support for 
strategic points was, llc;>w . , qualified -- as was its support 
for materials focus.-;-... uards by the view that these 
principles should lie applied only to the extent that technology 
permits, and not.J;.0·0 ~he exclusion of other safeguards measures. 

The strat~ac: PQln.t• concept is first referred to in INFCIRC/153 
in Parag h tJ'~h provides, inter alia, for "the application 
of the· .. ·. cipll! [of strategic points] ••• to the extent that pres
ent or f\1 .•re Gechnolo ermits 11 (emphasis added). The adoption 
of this qua, . ication fu ly met U.S. objectives. It also suc
ceeded in securing agreement to the mention of strategic points 
from the Soviet Union, who had initially objected to any mention. 
As a guiding principle in Part I of INFCIRC/153, this provision, 
however, had no direct operational impact, and the main issue 
with respect to adoption of the strategic points principle arose 
during consideration of the detailed proceduresi in particular, 
the inspection provisions, in Part II of the INFCIRC/153. 
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In its first detailed draft of Part II (Doc 62), the Secretariat 
proposed that design information should be reviewed for the pur
pose, inter alia, of " ••• select[ing] locations where inspections 
shall normally be made," a reference, without the use of the 
term, to strategic points. This proposed provision was further 
reflected in the proposed inspection prpvision, Paragraph 44(c), 
that, in connection with routine inspections, Agency inspectors 
would "normally require access only to the inspection locations 
selected in the examination of design information ••• ," and "if 
access to the locations seleeted •.• is not adequate, ••• inspectors 
shall also have access ••• to locations in the facility not so 
selected •.. " 

While this formulation was entirely acceptable 
of the United States, it was apparent that the 
qualified additional access vitiated the conce 
cations" or strategic points, and would not 

om the viewpoint 
vision for un

."selected lo
eneral support 
e Secretariat 

the reference to 
in the Committee. Thus, it was forese bl 
approach would have to be modified, b 
"strategic points" explicit, and to l mo:c:e 
strictly to such points. 

The approach, which provided the ":
1

~~~ the provisions relat-
ing to strategic points which we lly adopted, first ap-
peared in the Secretariat's F~e .,·-. aft of Part II, Doc 62/Rev .1. 
This revision was developed f4J.J, ng a Safeguards Technical 
Working Group meeting whic. "''' d in September 1970, between 
the second and third sessi6 he Safeguards Committee, for 
the specific purpose o:S,pi.s.. . ng, in a smaller and more tech
nical forum, the basic: Jsauht'in regard to verification by the 
Agency. The approacli'whicll emerged had the following basic ele
ments: 

• 

• 

• 

S~ra~~gitf611flt; may be; of ,.two kinds, reflecting the two 
cl~.,,<"f.;.Ufeguards measures: those where key measure
ments ar;e inade, and those where containment and surveil
laYll;e measures are executed. 

RoutiM inspection access should normally be limited to 
the strategic points selected during the review of design 
information. 

The strategic points should be selected in such a way 
that through access to these points in combination, under 
normal conditions "the information necessary and suffi
cient for the implementation of safeguards is obtained 
and verified" { 21 Doc 65). 

An appropriate mechanism should exist for obtaining addi
tional acce~s, if necessary. 
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The key point of this approach was the concept (somewhat uncon
ventionally incorporated in the proposed definition for INFCIRC/ 
153, and retained there as Paragraph 116) that the strategic 
points were those which, by definition, allow access to all the 
information needed for effective safeguards. This approach met 
the objective of according strategic points a prominent p+ace in 
the document, while ensuring that their selection and inspection 
access to them would allow effective safeguards. However, an im
portant consideration was to ensure that, in the process de
veloped for selecting the strategic points, the Agency would 
possess sufficent authority or bargaining power to achieve the 
objective of selecting those points, access to which, in the 
aggregate, would provide all necessary information. 

Much of the extensive discussion of Paragra 46 dealt with the 
question of whether the Agency had the inde nt discretion to 
decide on the strategic points; or whether- ould take place 
in some consultative manner with the sta the state having 
an effective veto power. The origi l · on of Paragraph 
46 appeared to give the Agency the &. to select strategic 
points "taking into account its co s with the state," 
but this apparent authority was• , since the proposed 
provision also called for the inc tion of these results in 
the 11 Subsidiary Arrangements" ~"''41 , t which would have to be 
agreed upon between the Agency~;~':'tffe state. 

Extensive discussion ensuetfci~~1,'oR 41; 1-12 OR 43) as to 
whether the Agency would.., r• , ign information II in consultation 
with the state," or "inv tion with the state,• as proposed 
by the Fed. Rep. of, ,.c;e~, (Doc 86), and whether the latter 
formulation did or ~ta n~,!" eprive the Agency of its discretion 
in selecting stra•gicapin~s. This debate was resolved by an 
Australian propos•l (Doc 9/Rev.l) which avoided the issue by 
eliminating b~nt.'~,ile-ul tation" and "cooperation" and stating 
simply that "Che"i:lesign information made available shall be 
used ••• " · 

The cle~ impJication cf this formulation, taking into account 
the lang-~e,.:c'ind purpose of Paragraph 46 as a whole, is that it 
is the Agfiky which will use the information to select strategic 
ooints. This is especially clear since Paragraph 46(b) provides 
that, in so doing, "the Aaenc! shall, inter alia, use the follow
ing criteria" (emphasis a ded • 

An explicit mechanism for broadening the original selection of 
strategic points was provided by Paragraph 47, which allows re
examination of design information not only when ~esigns or 
operation are modified, but on the basis of "developments in 
s~feguards technology or ex~erience in the aoplication of veri
.flcat'ion ... " (emphasis adde ). Reopening the selection of stra
tegic points on the basis of experience represents an additional 
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grounds beyond those originally proposed by the Secretariat (15 
Doc 62/Rev.l). It is also noteworthy that Paragraph 47 states 
that the design information shall be reexamined with a view to 
modifying the action the Agency has taken ••• " in the original 
examination (emphasis added), thus confirming not only that it is 
the Agen~y which initially selects strategic points, but that the 
Agency may·rnodlfY this selection. 

Given the clear overall i'1tent that strategic points are to be 
selected by the Agency, the United States supported the Aus
tralian compromise approach, hiving concluded that the most 
important requirement was to ensure the Agency's ability to 
secure acceptance of the appropriate and adequ~te strategic 
points in the development of subsidiary arrang"' nts. 

This objective was accomplished through the d ent of the 
arrangements for ad hoc inspections (Parag~ .and 76(a)) 
under which " ••• until such time as the .st "' oints have been 
specified in the Subsidiary Arrangem ~. ectors shall have 
access to anv location where the ini or inspections 
carried out in connection with it •• : that material is 
present" (emphasis added). Thus, th e has a positive in-
centive to agree to the conclusiojt'i'o. sidiary arr~ngemer)ts 
incorporating the Agency's selectt\-~f strategic points in order 
to limit access to which the ~ncy,.~ otherwise entitled. 

In the view of the United "'"'::)this approach constituted a 
more effective means of ens g:·"the selection of adequate stra-
tegic points than any t~rm rds. The approach also provides 
a good example of the inte ationship of provisions in INFCIRC/ 
153, and the importc4tte of\.viewing issues from the perspective of 
the document as a while. 

Raving resolved i~ i~sue of initial selection of strategic points, 
.the remain,i.flg' 00,W;~~ \<iere: 

• 

• 

Th,"ext~t to which access would be limited to the 
sele.i1:.•1' points; and 

The means for securing additional access if needed • 

As noted previously, the original Secretariat proposal (44(c) Doc 
62) was for the Agency to have access to additional locations if 
it deemed the original access inadequate. The proposal which fol
lowed the Technical working Group meeting (44(c) Doc 62/Rev.1) 
provided that if necessary, the Agency "should seek further access 
and justify ... by explaining its requirements." Refusal of the 
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request would be submitted to the Board for action under Para
graphs 18 and 19 (urgent action and findings of non-verification) 
of Part I. 

In the approach finally adopted at initiative of the United States 
(Doc 134, 138), access for routine inspections was limited to 
strategic points, and the provisions for special inspections were 
relied upon to deal with situations where additional access was 
required. While this approach differs in form from that proposed 
by the Secretariat in Doc 62/Rev.l, it is substantively similar. 
Under (Doc 138), which was the result of extensive consultation 
(iO OR 61), special inspections could be made "whenever the Agency 
considers that information made available by the state ... is not 
adequate for the Agency to fulfill its respon§,.ibilities." This 
basis for special inspections, which appears Paragraph 73(b) of 
INFCIRC/153 represents a major broadening of rounds p~oposed 
by the Secretariat in 46 Doc 62/Rev.l, which imited to "a 
report [which] indicates that [special] i is desirable" 
or "any unforeseen circumstance [requlX'i e iate action." In 
effect, the provision of 73 (b) retu · ,g ation to that orig-
inally suggested by the Agency in .. :4 · ; that is, simple 
"inadequacy" of the Agency's access, utes sufficient grounds 
for additional access, provided tl'.l! is prepared to designate 
the needed additional access as # ,fl inspection," and invoke 
the relevant procedure. , 

,I_'!, 

The balance of the solution 1Q~1fl,e
0

"i.ssue of access in addition to 
strategic points is conta.'· d'"J,"~~2 Doc 138, which is found in 
INFCIRC/153 as Paragt'#'-Ph/7 ~ '!fiis paragraph provides that if the 
Agency and the state-..-~~ e, after consultation, to agree on 
additional access, 1;M ~e· may invoke either the dispute pro
cedures of Paragrapls 21 °and 22, or, if action "is essential and 
urgent," the proced\u;e of Paragraph 18, which authorizes the Board 
to cal 1 for ac~~e~w. 'Itftout delay, regardless of whether the -9J..~~;;.,._." 

,.p:ut~.;. procei~e l" i~oked. The debate on this paragraph C:'26"'3-S~R 
"6"2J.;·:".'furt,lae"f '-~J.lshes that consultation should not be so ex
tended~ to m~e the special inspection of no use. 

2. 7. 2 Anal'V:.i:s 

The background described above indicates that it was well recog
nized that while the strategic points concept was acceptable in 
principle, it had the potential in practice of limiting the effec
tiveness of safeguards by restricting inspection access; and that 
extensive and generally successful efforts were made to avoid 
this result. The approach adopted, which involves the inter
action of a number of provisions of INFCIRC/153, was: 
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• Strategic points are, by definition, those points which, 
in combination, are adequate for effective verification 
( Paragraph 116). 

• The selection of strategic points is the primary respon
sibility of the Agency, based on review of design infor
mation (Paragraph 46), although as noted below, they must 
be specified in a subsidiary arrangement to which the 
state must agree • 

• The initial selection is not fixed, but may be modified 
by the Agency on the basis of experience (Paragraph 47) . 

• The results of the Agency's initials 
strategic points are to be incorporat 
sidiary arrangements (Paragraph 46) • 

sub-

• Pending agreement on the subsidia 
Agency has virtually unlimi t '• 
incentive to states to accep 
76 (a) ) deemed necessary by l't 

ements, the 
thus providing an 

c points (Paragraph 

• 

• 

y. 
,,, ~-"t~~ 

Even without invoking it~?l!Ut~tty to supplement the 
designation of strategic s·; the Agency may request 
additional access if i4f~c ers that the information 
made available from ~~e''Inspections is not adequate 
for the Agency to ;,*1!1'!1.:1:,,ifits obligations (Paragraph 
73(b)). " N 

In the event ()fc:~,af:a,ofe by the state to agree to addi
tional acce.', th1t, Board may invoke the disputes proce
dure, or av~l itself of its authority to call for 
"action \d~OQ;t~delay" (Paragraph 18). 

Fa,i;:!ltu;, il(a~ acquiescence to such a call, the Board 
\lOUld ~ in a position to make the finding that "it is 
nei:~ ablf to verify that there has been no diversion" 
(Pa.•~g»,e.ph 19). 

It is clear that the above mechanism affords the Agency an 
orderly, stepwise mechanism to secure any access necessary for 
effective verification, without limitation by the principle of 
"strategic points" or its implementation. It is also clear that 
the Agency possesses ample authority to invoke this mechanism at 
each key .stage, if it is disposed to do so. However, the mecha
nism is not automatic. It must be invoked by the Agency when 
necessarv, if it is to be meaningful and effective. 
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It is equally clear from this mechanism and the related discus
sions that the Committee contemplated a much more dynamic and 
flexible approach to safeguards implementation than has, appar
ently, emerged in practice. This was not an expectation held by 
the United States alone, but one which was shared and, indeed, 
favored by others who visualized a system of "action levels." 
This is referred to in the report of the Technical Working Group 
(10 Doc 65), which states "the Group reached the cons~nsus that 
the verification process will give rise to inspection access re- f.,'~, 
quirements at successive levels. The first access requirement •.• 
is to predetermined strategic points •••• Further inspection may 
be required when a significant MUF has been determined •••• • In 
its deliberations, the Committee concluded that MUF alone was an 
inadequate basis for triggering broader acce but it generally 
adopted the 11 succe.ssive levels" approach of experts. ( 

2.7.3 Interpretation 

Strategic points are to be selecte~t mitation as to 
number or location, so as to ensq,r ·. uacy of safeguards 
implementation. The Agency may mo s selection on the 
basis of experience, and, may al ''t concludes that it is 
unable to fulfill its responsi " through access only to 
strategic points, call for ad"cli access, invoking the dis-
pute or emergency powers of ,,arta,, ement in the event the state 
withholds its agreement to ,,~,· , oader access requested. Simi-
larly, the Agency could · · ese powers if the State. with-
holds its consent tosul;is arrangements which specify the 
strategic points dee~ sary by the Agency. 
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2.8 CONFIDENTIALITY OF SAFEGUARDS INFORMATION 

(Paragraph 5) 

2.8.l Background And Issues 

The requirement for confidentiality of safeguards information 
originates in the Agency's Statute itself, Article VII.F which 
states, in part, that the DiJ:ector General and the staff "shall 
not disclose any industrial secret or other confidential infor
mation coming to their knowledge by reason of their official 
duties ••• " The requirement was also given effect in successive 
Agency safeguards documents, including INFCIR ,26, Paragraph 4, 
and INFCIRC/66, Paragraph 13 which states"... Agency shall 
take every precaution to protect commercial a ustrial 
secrets. No member of the •.• staff shall disc xcept [on for 
need to know], any commercial or industri or any other 
confidential information comin to h' kn e by reason of the 
implementation of safeguards •••• " ( e . . ed). Similar 
language appears in Paragraph 5 of1I .,_ 3. 

Both INFCIRC/66 and INFCIRC/153 B»vI-·t}Or the transmission of 
safeguards information to the ~o~iftiWlh they "require such know
ledge by reason of their of fie:.,,. ~r · " es in connection with safe
guards, t only to the exte · .. ,., · a · for the Agenc to fulfill 
j,. ts responu J. ies •••• II .. ~ .l, na y, INFCIRC contains .. a·- • 
prov is ion ( Paragraphs 14 (lf · ,ic,f'b) ) allowing publication of "sum-
marized lists of items bEta.l}f} feguarded" on decision of the Board 
and the publication of :~dJ.,,t,. nal information "if all the states 
directly concerned agree .. 1• · 

The final formul · dtti.9# Paragraph 5 of INFCIRC/153 was based upon 
a proposal of t .. . Rep. of Germany (Doc 11). However, this 
proposal onud:.;;e~,liint: authorization by the Agency to publish infor
mation,~ th~ 1iO~horization, essentially the same as that which 
appears lb.INFC%RC/66, was proposed by Hungary (Doc 30). The 
language o:tigiaally proposed by the Fed. Rep. of Germany evoked 
essentially n-, discussion, and most of the discussion on the 
matter (23-36 OR 9) was devoted to the Hungarian amendment. This / 
was adopted with the significant restriction that .!!!Y publication L 
could be made only "if the states directly concerned agree," and /,1 

the information so oublished was to consist of "summarized infor
~ion on nuclear materials subj~--~-§.~;-~_yard£...,. • rafher-tf1an 
"summarized lists of items," as in INFCIRC/66, on the grounds put 
forth by the United Kingdom that the NPT required the application 
of safeguards only to materials. 
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While the overall discussion was limited, and the changes made 
were not viewed as major, the tenor of the discussion clearly 
reflected the strong concerns in favor of preserving confiden
tiality and opposition to extensive disclosure or publication. 

As the provisions of INFCIRC/153 and earlier safeguards documents 
reflect, concerns with the protection of proprietary information 
has been a major preoccupation of states throughout the develop
ment and implementation of safeguards by the Agency. Neverthe-

~ \_ ; 

less, this preoccupation, and the provisions adopted in reflection ,-, 
of it, clearly refer to information belonging to states and ob- , 
tained by the Agency in the implementation of safeguards. There 
Is nothing in the Agency Statute nor in the safeguards document 
which appears to require the Agency to control Agency information 
regarding the implementation of safeguardsr~to the extent (which 
would seem to be considerable) that such in~ ation can be separ-
ated from proprietary information•of the s A detailed paper 
on the responsibility of the Agency in rel , o safeguards (Doc 
27), prepared for the Committee by the . 'iat discusses the 
protection of information at some t'his discussion is 
confined to state information, fu · · gthening the conclu- _ 
sion that the protection of AgeQC ation was not intended by 
the provisions in question. Thi states (18 Doc 2?) "within 
the framework of the 1 imi ted i "' n reCV;lested by the Agency, 
the Agency has established a ..... "Of classification of safe-
guards information ••• " (emp~ .aded). Thus, the Agency's 
"classification system" fof ~efuards information was, by the 
Agency's own statement, .,!il,s~llshed to protect state information 
and not Agency in~ormatl<M" t·c:"'" 

_/:' -\ij5c-

This same paper ci tei,. t1(f":telationship agreement between the 
Agency and the United '114tions CS Annex, Doc 27), which provides 
that "the United ilaticms or the Agency may find it necessary to 
apply certain v~f'tat!ons for the safeguarding of confidential 
material fur~f to them by their members or others ••• " Once 
again, ;llft~.-i::::.g:::on confirms that the normal purpose for which 
the Ag•ncy ~ft?sls information is that it has been provided by 
others: 

on the otHef hand, there is no doubt that the Agency asserts (and 
probably possesses) the authority to restrict dissemination or 
disclosure by its staff even of information originated in the 
Agency and not provided by or the property of a state. This is 
made clear in the Agency's staff regulations (Section 1.06) which 
provides that "members of the Secretariat shall exercise the 
utmost discretion in regard to all matters of official business. 
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They shall not communicate ... a?y information known to them by 
reason of their official position ... except .•• by authorization of 
the Director General .... These obligations shall not cease upon 
separation from the Secretariat." 

The question of whether the Agency can limit disclosure of Agency 
safeguards information by staff members acting on their own in
itiative is, of course, a different one than whether the Agency 
itself is required or authorized not to disclose such information 
officially. The first question involves the principles of staff 
disci line and lo alt to the-A ency; the second involves such 
issues as t own res onsibility arui authority, as well 
as what is required as a matter o o 

In one important area, the Safeguards commit~ addressed itself 
~o the i~sue of whether. at l~ast some s~feguf'" propr~etary 
information should be d1ssem1nated. This w, 1nt,;elation to 
subsidiary arrangements. At the initiat· ~e United States 
(10 OR 25), it was suggested that "i~,wo ,undesirable for 
information relating to subsidiary ' s to be circulated 
to members states." This suggest,io on the grounds of 
protection of state information, l onfirming that this was 
the general and appropriate grou~~ withholding safeguards 
information from members and tht,'p. 

i°>~ ,,-'Fs,,'?~ 

It was clearly recognized, ~ver,0 ,;that information other than 
that of a proprietary chara~l!c'tould be included in these ar
rangements; namely, info.. · ~n how safeguards were to be 
applied, and concern.c~as( ssed that non-publication should 
not lead to non-unifo~t ... · ... f the application of safeguards ( 11 
OR 25). Notwi thsta?)Ciiri~ tlfese concerns, there was a consensus 
that subsidiaries 9Jioulq. not be published, as was already the 
practice of the lji~y, although the Inspector General indicated 
(22 OR 25) that' 11 o;zcertain amount of general information con
tained in ...• ~ .. °"ni,.g paragraphs of the subsidia:Y arr2!-ngements 
could beJliade··krf..,_ to all member states." Despite this concern, 
which waci late1f explicitly reiterated, without objection, by the 
United Sta't,~s J96 OR 38), the decision not to publish subsidiary 
arrangementi:c :i's not found in the provisions of INFCIRC/153 (Para
graphs 39 and 40) rel~ting to subsidiary arrangements. 

2.8.2 Analysis 

Both on the basis of the language of the pr~vision itself and its 
negotiating history, it is clear that Paragraph 5 of INFCIRC/153, 
in common with corresponding provisions of INFCIRC/66, requires 
the Agency to protect information belonging to a state, and 
coming to the Agency's knowledge through the application of safe
guards, but it does not reauire the Agency to withhold informa
tion on its own implementation activities. 
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The prohibition of publication of state information is strong and 
explicit, although some agreements pu~suant to INFCIRC/66 do 
identify facilities under safeguards and lists of facilities 
under safeguards are published in annual reports of the Agency. 
This limit~tion, if interpreted rigidly, could restrict the 
Agency's ability to provide meaningful information on its own 
safeguards activities, even if it wished to do so. For example, 
the Agency presumably is free ~o disclose the inspection fre
quencies, dates, and levels of effort which it has appl~d in a 
given state, but it may not be free to relate these to specific 
facilities, unless it can demonstrate that (as is usually the 
case) the existence of these faciiities is already in the public 
domain. 

On the other hand, the fact that the Agenc is not required by 
INFCIRC/153 to withhold its own inforinatio es not mean that 
the Agency has no right to do so. There ittle doubt that 
the Agency is competent to adopt reason sand regulations 
limiting the information on its own ac and decision 
making process which it provides or even to the 
Board, although the Board (which . cle VI.F has the 
"authority to carry out the funf:~!~ the Agency in ac-
cordance with [the] Statute," wou\9 pear to have the final 
authority with respect. to anY.,tft~;t~ es ad<;>pted by. the 1?irector 
General, so long as the Board\~· not act 1n conflict with the 
statutory requirement to P;,otec~."itate' s information. 

While no:t explicit in \f~~~~d., there was concern that the 
Agency should not ~ose" f!exibility, through the disclosure of 
detailed informatiott dnt .• guards implementation, to apply rea
sonable distinct1.~~ ·~1natch implementation on the basis of the 
cir~stances sp~ific·,to particular states or groups of states . 

.. 
The question ,fff'';'Agiffl~y publication or disclosure to the Boar~ of 
informattQJl t'tl"ic:tting possible or actual non-compliance raises 
speciai."qu-t~. While such information involves in substan
tial lli$asure':the Agency's own information, it is difficult to 
visuallle siiuations where at least some state information would 
not also\~@rlncluded in even the minimum information required for 
the Board/ to decide whether any action should be taken. However, 
several provisions of INFCIRC/153 make it clear that the Board is 
entitled to such information, and Paragraph 5 explicitly au
thorizes communication of such information to the Board, to the 
same degree as its communication to members of the staff is au
thorized. 

It is, therefore, clearly within the purJiew of the Board to re
quire the communication to it of even state information which is 
necessary for the fulfillment of the Board's responsibilities 
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with respect to safeguards, and there is no restriction on the 
Board's right to require the transmission to it of Agency infor
mation on safeguards implementation. It should also be noted 
that the Board's responsibilities with respect to safeguards are 
not limited to consideration of questions of possible non
compliance or non-verification but in fact encompass, by virtue 
of Article VI.F, every aspect of safeguards implementation. 

2.8.3 Interpretation 

Paragraph 5 of INFCIRC/153 requires the Agency to protect only 
proprietary information of states, and does not extend this re
quirement to the Agency's ow~ information wit& respect to the 

. implementation of safeguards. However, ther " a clear nego-
tiating ~ecord that subsidiary arrangements, ding, of 
course, facility attachments, are not to be ed by the 
Agency, on the grounds that much of the · on which is in 
these documents is of a proprietary tu fhus, this under-
standing would not stand in the way ~publication of 
information on safeguards impleme~t - 1ch might be present 
in subsidiary arrangements, provid ~ appropriately 
separated from information of a .p;EQ ry nature. 

6'.' -_c.s1l1"~(, ',, c' 

On the other hand, there is n~yp¥6b!lition in INFCIRC/153 against 
Agency protection of informa,fi~;1dft'1 safeguards implementation, 
nor is there any requirem t"l•lfaf any or all such information be 
published. The Agency w. · ,~,.a~ar to have ample authority to 
disseminate or to res~icl, , fie publication of such information, 
al though final authori ey i'5j/:any such restrictions rests with the 
Board and not with .tie trll;ector General. 

"'\;~f' • 

The Board, moreQVel;,, i1t entitled to and may require the communi
cation to it of1,a~f ,.A.gency information on implementation of safe
guards anq.,:WIIJ\ ptp}?#ietary information which it requires to ful
fill its respo•ifftlities with respect to the administration of 
safeguard's or t.e consideration of questions of non-compliance or 
non-verifie.tifffi. 
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2.9 NATIONAL SYSTEM OF ACCOUNTING FOR AND CONTROL OF NUCLEAR 
MATERIALS AND THE MEANING OF "VERIFICATION" 

(Paragraph 7) 

2.9.1 Background And Issues 

The negotiation of Paragraph 7 actually began long before the 
Safeguards Committee was convened in June 1970. In late 1967, an 
impasse had been reached in the negotiation of the NPT on the 
question of including provisions for mandatory IAEA safeguards in 
all non-nuclear-weapon states (NNWS's) party to the Treaty. In 
its efforts to persuade the NNWS's who were then members of the 
European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) o accept a treaty 
containing such provisions, the United Sta in consultation 
with those states, developed three "princ· which were sub-
sequently placed on record at the meeti Eighteen-Nation 
Disarmament Committee, together wi~h ise text of what was 
to become Article III of the NPT. ,_' ee principles, while 
intended in the first instance t the Euratom member 
states that their acceptance of- eguards would not require 
the dismantling of the system of uards which Euratom had 
developed and bad been applyi~ N. ~ s member states for some ten 
years, were couched in genera\i,.~e\',:ns, to be applicable to all 
~!~!nia~~Y P!~a!~:P~~ • a,l;;,;:;i~en ts of the three principles 

,,,f;:r,- ", -- __ __ -Jf 

• Safeguards uncier)tp~1"'fu,T for all NNWS' s should be such 
that all ptn;'tfej t:;6' the NPT can have confidence in their 
effectiveQes's; ' · 

• Those s~~gua,rds, to be established by an agreement with 
the ~' flF.e.ccordance with the Statute of the IAEA and 
(~_s .-gu.ards system, must enable the IAEA to carry out 
·i~st"r~~sibility of providing assurance that no diver
siorf is taking place; and 

• !tl.:Order to avoid unnecessary duplication, the IAEA should · .... -
rnalte appropriate use of existing records and safeguards, 
provided that under mutually agreed arrangements the IAEA 
can satisfy itself that nuclear material is not diverted 
to nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. 

It is of particular significance that the third of those princi
ples referred not to "national" safeguards but to "existing" safe
guards. This principle coupled with the provision in the NPT that 
the required safeguards agreements could be entered into either 
individually or by groups of states, assured recognition of the 
Euratom system. Thus, even before the Safeguards Committee was 
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convened, it was clear that both national and regional (i.e., 
Euratom) safeguards systems would have a role in the NPT safe
guards regime. The references. by the Committee and in INFCIRC/153 
to "national" or "state" systems of accounting and control should 
accordingly be understood to include the regional system of · 
Euratom as well. 

In their preliminary views (Doc 2), several states took the posi
tion that the use of national systems of accounting and control 
was a new departure in safeguards. In reality, as is evident from 
Article XII of the Statute of the IAEA, as well as many provisions 
of INFCIRC/66/Rev.2, it was recognized from the earliest days of 
safeguards development that it was impractical for the IAEA itself 
to operate a self-sufficient accountability stem and that it was 
necessary to make use of records and reports the state. 

When the Safeguards Committee began first order of 
business was to advise the Board of ncerning the 
structure and content of agreements.. . luded by individual 
NNWS's which had already ratified or to March 5, 19i0 
(when it came into force) and th~ re under an obligation 
to begin negotiating their respect eguards agreements with 
the IAEA by September 1970. No NNWS's who were then 
members of Euratom had ratifie , nor had the Euratom staff 
been given a "mandate" by th~r QJPission to enter into nego
tiations with the IAEA. (Irf,~;· that mandate was only given 
months after the IAEA Bo~ "~ J1f>vernors had promulgated INFCIRC/ 
15 3 • ) . ti.;,.. ·•cA'· 

Japan took the init!~J.\po~ion, in both its written (5 Doc 2, 
page 17) and early~~:fral·QOmments (6 OR 3), that the purpose of 
IAEA safeguards wa~.to verify the implementation by a state or 
group of states:o:~tii!aown system for control of nuclear mater
ials. Suell .. ve;,i.,J!'cation might include independent inspections or 
measurem,11fs\11,t"',J).-viously agreed places, in Japan's view. 

Japan al~.madt it clear (5 OR 3) that the principles in Part I 
and Part I~•}:>f' the agreement under discussion would be applicable 
in general tb all states, whether concluding such agreements in
dividually or in a group. 

The specific issues raised in the consideration of Paragraph 7 
were: 

• The respective ro!es of the IAEA and the national (or 
regional) systems in applying safeguards; 

How to provide for differences in the qu~lity of national 
systems, in defining those roles; and 

The meaning of "verification". 
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The second of those issues was not addressed in detail until the 
Committee's consideration of Paragraphs 31 and Sl(b). 

~.9.2 Analysis 

Japan's first written proposal {Doc 15) for what was to become 
Paragraph 7 made explicit its intention that the state would as-

n 

certain that there had been no diversion and that the IAEA would ._~~-
merely "verify" that the state had done so, by means of indepen-
dent measures conducted by IAEA inspectors. 

That version obviously did not gain wide support, and Japan's 
revised proposal (Doc 15/Rev.l) introduced the concept that the 
IAEA would "verify the findings" of the sta~s system. Who 
would do the "ascertaining" was still not c "'> in the revised 
version. 

The final version (Doc 15/Rev.2), p anada and Japan, 
made it unmistakable that the I he ascertaining. 
Moreover, Japan and Canada expli~i med, at the request 
of the Philippines (14 OR 10), th as sponsors of the 
final wording, agreed with the iJ} tation of that wording by 
the United-States which had pa~l ed in the negotiation of 
the final text and which had m - e following points (3-4 OR 
10) regarding the meaning afjifaph 7: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The IAEA is ent.iic.. ,~ undertake independent verifica-
tion; · /1~. 

Verification. of.!'fndings of the state's system consti
tuted one,! but not the only one, of the means available 
to the ,~.a for ascertaining whether there had been any 
di ver~,!'om .. . 

!'he 8'ib~~e of the definite article before the word 
:l'find.l.ngs" made it clear that the IAEA would verify such 
~nd~jgs as were available but that in the absence of any 
ffa4!ngs would adopt other means to ascertain whether 
tqere had been any diversion; 

The first sentence expressly conferred certain powers on 
the IAEA but did not thereby exclude the exercise of 
other powers; 

Pains had been taken to insure that the second sentence 
could not be interpreted as limiting in any way the means 
which the IAEA could employ for its verification; and 

The third sentence reiterates the principle of inde
pendent verification. 
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Canada confirmed (17 OR 10) that the wording in no wise re
stricted the Agency's function to that of verifying the results 
of the State's system and that, on the contrary, the IAEA would 
be able to undertake independent operations of verification. No 
delegation challenged either that statement or any part of the 
interpretation by the United States. 

The question of the meaning of "verification" in the context of 
INFCIRC/153 arose in later sessions of the Committee, following 
issuance of a summary of the results of the Safeguards Technical 
Working Group which had met in September 1970. The summary (Doc 
65) included in Paragraph 5, a definition of "verification" which 
limited that process to establishing the validity of information 
provided by the state's system. The Director General proposed 
that definition to the Committee (94 Doc 62) The United States 
(Doc 81), and subsequently Hungary and Pola intly (Doc 99), 
made proposals to the Committee for definit ich did not 
limit the process to information provide~~¥ state's system. 

::~ /)K 

By the time in early 1971 that the f including a defi-
nition of "verification" was addre e Committee, it had 
already been decided to eliminate'' of proposed def ini-
tions. Apparently, consultations e the meeting led Poland 
to state that no definition of ation" need be included, 
provided that it was clearly u . od that "verification" re-
ferred to the process, as rettf~~te,di"in approved procedures, of 
ascertaining by the Agency ~·t,=here had been no diversion. 

s'_,,;:'.%::- 5Js:-;},: 

Aside from Hungary, 1thich
0
f~rsed Poland's statement (55 OR 75), 

no other delegation SP9kej · · 

2.9.3 Interpretatien 
. 4\ 

'/c-'-

Paragraph 7 an<t'oit'ief provisions of INFCIRC/153, particularly 
those whicA ~d4J=•1ss::: records and reports, accord an important but 
limited rele 0 t'Q'&dte systems of accounting and control. In. sum
mary, tha.t rol\ is to provide the IAEA with data which can be 
employed ·taa al\8 can simplify the overall proc~ss of independent 
verificatiottJtsy the IAEA that there has been no diversion. In 
ascertaining that there has been no diversion, ~owever, the IA.EA 
is not confined to the use of results of the state's system. The 
IAEA may supplement such results by other more direct and inde
pendent forms of observation, as provided for in principle in 
Paragraph 7 and in detail in the provisions of INFCIRC/153 deal
ing with inspections (Paragraphs 70-89). 

While no definition of "verification" was formally adopted, it is 
clear from the record that the definition formulated by the Safe
guards Technical Working Group, under which the Agency would 
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merely establish the validity of information supplied by the 
state's system, was not accepted by the Conunittee. 

It is also clear that all of the elements of the interpretation 
of Paragraph 7 placed on the record by the United States in 3-4 
OR 10 were accepted by the Committee. 
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2.10 RELATIVE ROLES OF MATERIALS ACCOUNTANCY AND CONTAINMENT AND 
SURVEILLANCE 

{Paragraph 29) 

2.10.1 Background And Issues 

Although INFCIRC/66 made no explicit mention of containment and 
surveillance, the application of such measures had been intro
duced into Agency safeguards at a relatively early date; for 
example, in the form of seals placed on operating reactors, and 
some difficulty was being encountered in curing the agreement 
of some states to the use of these measur It was, then, in-
evitable that reference to these measures d be sought for 
inclusion in INFCIRC/153, and these appea the secretariat's 
earliest draft. 

o..,,;-

Spec if i call y, paragraph B of thef~ 
Doc 3, observed that "Safeguar4,5 We 

''-'\,:-, 

( i) Material balance ace,~ ';, ••. 

(ii) Containment... :,d~''' 

(iii) surveillance .•. 

~\o-'~t'>~ 

Notes to Part II of 
are chiefly based on: 

No distinction was Jrt@d«f,f"'ither than what might be implicit in the 
order of this list1:ng"'rn their relative importance. Paragraph 
18 of Part II Dot; 3 identified possible functions of inspections, 
including: 

c) ~, ~ification of inventory and flow of nuclear ma
terl,al:''isy direct observation; 

d l fhei, ~erification of recorded inventory and flow by in
d~endent measurements of nuclear material (at selected 
points) or other independent and objective methods; and 

e) The application of other surveillance methods by the use 
of the instruments, seals, or other devices. 

Similarly, the views of the United States communicated to the 
Committee observed (17 Doc 2) that "inspections include two fea
tures, namely: 
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a) Steps involved in verifying the physical inventory and 
flow; and 

b) Other observation measures ••• 

These views went on to observe that "These two functions are com
plementary in nature. The first approach basically is statis
tical ••.. The objective is to measure quantities ••. and to strike a 
material balance •••. Wbile material accounting is a powerful and 
efficient safeguards technique, every system of measurement in
volves an unavoidable inaccuracy •••• Acco ~ngly, additional ob
servational techniques are required •••• An · ample ••• is the in-
stallation of simple seals .••• " Here ag · explicit dis-
tinctions were drawn as to the relativ or importance of 
these two classes of measures. 

In the first comprehensive Secrcii; 
the section stated that " •.• use"' 
of safeguards measures: 

-~,;,_s_;,,';~- '"'t~''t, 

Ci) Material balance ac(9~ii'lcy ••• 
-,:,'. /.-'. 

Ciil Containment .•. 

ft of Part II, Doc 62, 
made of three categories 

No distinctions}'wereea.de as to the relative roles or importance 
of these categoties~ This section also appeared, essentially 
unchanged, ~n<"fe-ion I of Doc 62/Rev.l, issued following the 
meetin9 of <tb4f technical Working Group. A proposal (Doc 67) by 
Japan ;a'!~, -~.Pct:ified these three categories without distinction. 

It wa:S not '11ntil a later proposal (Doc 82), submitted by Canada, 
the Fe!.~p. of Germany, Japan, and the United Kingdom, that a 
formuladon emerged in which a distinction was made as to the 
role of the three measures. In this proposal (the main thrust of 
which was to establish the objective of safeguards, and not to 
identify its techniques), Paragraph I.b provided for " ••. the use 
of material accounting as a measure of fundamental importance, 
coupled with containment and surveillance as important comple
mentary measures. 11 Discussion of the overall proposal, which 
contained four paragraphs, focused on the other provisions. No 
explanation was offered for the change from the earlier coequal 
formulation to the new one, which placed containment and surveil
lance in a complementary role, and no discussion of Paragraph I.b 
occurred until the paragraph-by-paragraph review of the proposal 
was initiated. At this point, the Swiss delegate stated (48 OR 
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37) that "it was probably unwise to attribute relative weights to 
the three measures." The United States delegation agreed (SO OR 
37) stating that "the word 'coupled' •.. was misleading. It im
plied that ••• containment and surveillance were of only secondary 
importance, when in fact they deserved equal weight." It was 
therefore proposed that the word "coupled" be dropped. 

This proposal was adopted. While the result clearly did not re
turn the provision to its earlier coequal form, the record estab
lishes that the point was made and accepted by the Committee that 
through omission of the word" "coupled," the two kinds of measures 
are independent. 

A related development was the rejection by Committee of the 
Secretariat draft provision (7 Doc 62/Rev. ·ch identified as 
the technical objective of safeguards ng the Agency "to 
infer ..• that over a certain perio than a stated amount 
of material is unaccounted for." t with its earlier 
comments (Doc 2) on the eaual iJII of containment and sur-
veillance, the United States obj this narrow definition 
of the objective of safeguards,.,,;s .· " ••• the concept of de-
tection of diversion should bl" AM.1 ed among the technical ob
jectives of safeguards.... · W'.,.MJIF is an important aspect, too 
great an emphasis could b Mlf'it. There was no reason why 
the Agency should not a cedures for detecting diversion; 
if unauthorized removal -.rdetected directly, then clearly the 
material balance .• ..:wpu:l ,, inunaterial. .•. The technical objective 
was to prevent divcai'$f.o ./knd the provision dealing with it must 
include detection,s1)to~ ·res and not merely .•• material account
ancy." The Unitei;l St:i,tes (56 OR 36) also took this occasion to 
take exceptio~,cp::'tl. .iJOrmal or acceptable MOF ( 57 OR 36), ob
serving that?' · J.he amount were fixed, plant operators could 
accumulaUCl)'·jJlcl. ll below the established limit •.•. " and that 
there n's n'&, mal" MUF in nuclear operations. 

2.10.2 Ajal;!sis 
~-!,_,,-. 

Although the final formulation of Paragraph 29 of INFCIRC/153 
identifies "material accountancy as ..• of fundamental importance, 
with containment and surveillance as important complementary 
measures," this provision should be viewed from the overall per
spective of providing explicit recognition for the first time in 
an Agency safeguards document of containment and surveillance and 
their importance. Moreover, the negotiating history of the pro
vision provides no explicit disposition on the part of the Com
mittee to relegate containment and surveillance to secondary 
importance; rather, the weight of the record is that their im
portance is equal. 
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It should also be noted that Paragraph 29, although it appears in 
Part II of INFCIRC/153, is in the nature of a principle, and not 
an operative safeguards procedure. The inspection provisions 
speak for themselves, and identify containment and surveillance 
as an explicit procedure to be employed by the Agency (Paragraph 
74(d)). Moreover, INFCIRC/153 provides no basis for determining 
the allocation of safeguards resources or effort between mater
ials accountancy and containment and surveillance, and it is 
apparent that thelallocation will be governed by the specific 
circumstances of each facility. In general, the conclusion that 
must be drawn from Paragraph 29, and other relevant provisions, 
as well as their negotiating history is at INFCIRC/153 repre-
sents a major upgrading in the importanc containment and 
surveillance, and that· INFCIRC/153 clear templates a safe-
guards system from which neither materia ountancy nor con-
tainment and surveillance can be 

It is also worth noting that th emarcation between ma-
terials accountancy and conta,t.n surveillance is not as 
sharp as is sometimes assumed. nment and surveillance 
measures can, in particular .. NIP ons, provide information 
which is in the nature of a:;,· asurement, and this fact has 
been explicitly recogniz~~.. . ncy safeguards implementation. 
For example, a seal inst.j11d'ffl'i a reactor vessel or a fuel stor
age area indicates, wl)41"1•,:K'rtJis intact, that no flow has passed 
through paths on whiclr)\~e'0ttf'eal has been placed. 

s~~";~> 

2 .10. 3 Interpre~~ti.?&7 ••. 

Paragraph 29 ant ot,ef relevant paragraphs of INFCIRC/153 provide 
for a syste~,~-~ch both materials accountancy and containment 
and surveilla.pee play important and indispensable roles, with the 
alloc~t'i._ctf.~Jfort dependent on the circumstances of each spe
cif .i,.c: . s i ttl"t!'?,n. 
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2.11 DESIGNATION OF AGENCY INSPECTORS 

(Paragraph 9) 

2.ll.l Background And Issues 

The.Statute of the IAEA, in Article XII.A.6., provides that the 
IAEA shall have the right, in connection with the application of 
safeguards, n ••• to send into the territory of the recipient State 
or States inspectors, designated by the Agency after·consultation 
with the State or States concerned •••• n 

61, also states, in 
ignate an inspector 
the state in 

The IAEA's Inspectors Document, issued in 
Paragraph I.l, that when it is proposed 
for a state, the Director General shall 
writing of the name, etc. and nshall 
sultations as the State may requ 

o such other con
after·the state in

pts the designation, Ca 
.,sponse by the state) may 

forms the Director General whet 
30-d~y deadline is specified fer 
the inspector be designated. " . 

' ,-_/,~,\,-

The document also provides, fn,4~ graph I. 2, that if a state 
informs the Director Gene l ":of .J~ts objection to the proposed 
designation (or to the c p@tf service of an inspector in the 
state), the Director ihall propose one or more alternative 
designations and "The;;· "et'or General may refer to the Board, for 
its appropriate ae.·t.ion.· ~.:" ... tlie repeated refusal of a State to accept 
the designation of &l'l ·· .. Ibey inspector if, in his opinion, this 
refusal would impe'l:le "\he inspections provided for in the relevant 
project or safec)l,arqs agreement." The other provision in the 
Inspector's ~~t relevant to Paragraph 9 (Paragraph II.7) 
reads: "Thf, '1;is4 ts and activities of the Agency• s inspectors 
shall ~~;,•~ •t;J'riged as to insure on the one hand the effective 
discb4rge al t~eir functions and on the other hand the minimum 
possibt~ inibnvenience to the State and disturbance to the fa
cilitiei,.i,sspected. n 

-<<;," 

Some NNWS's had indicated, at the time of their signatures to the 
NPT, that they would only accept the designation of inspectors who 
were nationals.of a state in which the IAEA had the right to apply 
safeguards. Since the United States and the United Kingdom had 
each already offered to permit the IAEA to apply its safeguards in 
all of their respective nuclear activities, except for those of 
national security significance, that policy applied primarily to 
nationals of the Soviet Union. Accordingly, those NNWS's ob
viously wished to assure the right to refuse designations, without 
any need to state a reason or to justify such refusals. 
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That right is established in INFCIRC/153, with the qualification, 
noted above, that repeated refusals which would impede inspections 
are to be brought to the attention of the Board. 

In addition to allowing states to reject the designation of in
spectors of particular nationality, for example, the provisions 
might be invoked in an attempt to limit the number of inspectors 
available to serve in the state to a number less than that reason
ably necessary to carry out the inspection activities required in 
the state •. Such use of the provisions, would, of course, be 
clearly contrary to the requirement that the refusal of designa
tions is not to impede inspections. 

Since the provisions allow a state to re·, designations of in-
spectors of particular nationalities, wi explanation, there 
is a possibility that a state might r · signations of in-
spectors of nearly all other nat· , thereby leaving itself 
to be inspected only by nationa s with which it enjoys 
spec~al relati?ns~ips. That 20 was not discussed by the 
Committee nor is it addressed' lly in INFCIRC/153, which 
generally deals with the pri?\~ nd procedures by which safe-
guards may be effectively a~'!'..,, , rather than with "scenarios" by 
which they may be weakened. ',~,;ilti, rtheless, such action by a state 
would clearly fall withip'tt},!!,9i!'neral area of behavior which the 
Director General may co~ impedes the conduct of inspections. 

2.11.2 Analysis 
',ct-,, .. 

,,, .. - ~:J--

The Director Ge~ral~J,;,{~itial outline under the heading of Agency 
Inspectors, (P~t I !~c) Doc 3), contain~d only one sentence, the 
substance of .. which .ls found in the first sentence of Paragraph 9, 
but which a-f1s'.9\'ref'iirred to designation procedures to be spelled 
out in,.i~~,1J,! •. · The comment to that item suggested that those 
proc .. ure"i.: !ffioirtd consist of the relevant parts of the Inspectors 
Doc'lfiitent. 

The unr'tett· states accordingly proposed an amendment (Doc 24) which 
stated that the procedures for designation and visits of inspec
tors were to be set forth in Part II. That amendment also made 
reference to the inclusion in such procedures of the mechanism for 
objecting to a designation and the proposing of alternates. 

The Fed. Rep. of Germany argued (29 OR 10) that inspection was 
among the most important safeguards activities and one which 
caused state most concern in relation to its national sovereignty; 
the guiding principles should therefore be carefully spelled out 
in Part I and should not merely refer to an internal document of 
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the IAEA. Accordingly, the Fed. Rep. of Germany proposed a 
formulation (Doc 29) which follows rather closely the relevant 
parts of the Inspectors Document. It appeared, however, to limit 
the right of a state to request the withdrawal of an inspector, 
after his formal designation, to cases where "there is evidence 
that he does not carry out his functions in accordance with the 
Agreement." 

The Soviet Union asked (41 OR 10) that attention be given to the 
measures the IAEA might take if a state refused an inspector with
out good reason. 

Japan (Doc 33) wanted to add (to any form~ion) a provision 
requiring, in each inspector's contract, '. isclosure of indus-
trial secrets or other confidential in , even after leav-
ing the IAEA, and liability of the in or damages resulting 
from any breach of such obligati~.~ 

A further amendment by the Fedi '"'-' Germany ~nd the United 
States jointly (Doc 35) was pro to take into account com-
ments on their earlier respe :ii' . . mulations. The test called 
for "repeated and unjustifi ~lal" of a state to accept 
d7signations SUCh that in,j:PE!C i,.5llfs WC?Uld be !mpeded to be Con
sidered by the "Agency" ~i""~pt>ropr1ate action". 

A key issue was discui~Ac.,iffli dealt with when the United Kingdom 
( 29 OR 12) object. tb'.Js(~ling out the repeated refusal of a 
state to accept a c;legi.-tion as an event calling for "appro
priate action," ~s c/l;.1.ed for in the joint proposal by the Fed. 
Rep. of Germany &,fld 'the United s.ta tes. The Uni t-ed Kingdom argued 
that a statee\51'&:·•qually refuse to provide necessary informa
tion or to ~.~Pl safeguards on all nuclear material in all 
peace~lt'l:'~'~t1t4,td.es and therefore proposed deleting the sentence 
refe~ing to, repeated and unjustified refusal to accept desig
nation9' .. 

The Unite! States (32 OR 12) took strong objection to the pro
posed deletion, pointing out that states were nowhere accorded 
the right to withhold information, for example, but they did have 
a right, under the Inspectors Document, to object to a designa
tion and, thus, there had to be some limit on that right. The 
fact that the Committee rejected the proposal by the United 
Kingdom and included the sentence in the final formulation makes 
it clear that the right of refusal of the designation of inspec
tors is a qualified right. 

Canada and Italy (30 OR 12), supported by Hungary (34 OR 12), ex
pressed reservations about the inclusion of the concept of "un
justified" refusal in the joint proposal by the Fed. Rep. of 
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Germany and the United States. The United States observed that, 
in considering what action to take in the case of repeated re
fusals, the Board would have to decide whether or not such re
fusal was justified (31 OR 12). 

India (39 OR 12) also believed the reference to •unjustified" was 
unnecessary; if the Director General thought a refusal was. justi
fied, he would presumably propose an alternate, and if he did 
not, he would refer the matter to the Board. Japan (40 OR 12) 
also favored deletion of nunjustified," pointing out that states 
were not required to give reasons for refusing a designation and 
therefore the Director General would not able to judge whether 
or not such refusal was justified. Thee t of that discussion 
and the omission of the word "unjustifie e final wording 
of the sentence·in Paragraph 9 was to that a state 
cannot evade appropriate action b t in the event of 
excessive rejection of designati ming that the rejec-
tions were "justified". At the it makes it unneces-
sary for the Director General~ that the rejections 
are "unjustified". The only is r the Director General to 
determine is whether the stapt.~ .. :·f . eated refusal impedes in-
spections, in which case it '*""fi\r the Board to determine how 
that situation should be aearLwlth. 

The Fed. Rep. of Germ.. ~:~~,~i:; United States submitted jointly 
a revision of the~r pto a11 (Doc 35/Rev.l) the wording of which 
is very close to ~bi,.t fl . ragraph 9, the major difference being 
a reference, in t;be <fi~' sentence, to the granting of privileges 
and immunities.· Af~e~ some tinkering with some of the other 
wording, the C:.c:>lfiwittee approved the formulation. 

In a muc;:J,ll•t•:f 1ession (48-72 OR 75), the committee discussed 
the me;fi!f!'~·pli:,~vileges and immunities (in formulating what was 
to b~ome Pl~agraph 10) and, in the process, decided to omit the 
referillee t6 that matter in the first sentence of Paragraph 9. 

The net tisult is that, aside from the first sentence, Paragraph 
9 does not change significantly the provisions of the Inspectors 
Document except for the addition of the reference, in the last 
sentence, to ensuring the protection of industrial secrets and 
confidential information. 

2.11.3 Interpretation 

Paragraph 9 of INFCIRC/153 establishes the right of a state to 
reject designations without having to explain or justify ~ts re
jection, subject to the limitation that it may not, through the 
abuse of that right by repeated rejections, impede the conduct of 
inspections. That limitation, in turn, is not subject to· the 
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qualification that such repeated rejections are permissible, pro
vided that they are justified. Therefore, the Director General 
is not required to establish that the repeated rejections which 
he concludes are impeding the conduct of inspections are "unjus
tified." The Director General possesses broad discretion in 
determining whether repeated rejections of his proposed designa
tions impede the conduct of inspections, including the situation 
in which a state rejects designations of nationals from all but 
those countries with which it enjoys special relationships. 
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2.12 UNANNOUNCED INSPECTIONS 

(Paragraph 84) 

2.12.l Background And Issues 

The Inspectors Document provides, in Paragraph II.4, that the 
state is to be given at least one week's notice of each inspec
tion, except in the case of "any inspection to investigate any 
incident requiring a 'special inspection'" (as provided for in 
Paragraphs 53 and 54 of INFCIRC/66/Rev.2) in which case notice 
need not exceed 24 hours. 

INFCIRC/66/Rev.2, in Paragraph 50 state 

Whenever the Agency has the rig 
cipal nuclear facility at ~k~ 
paragraph 57 of that docu 
tions of which notice a~. 
Document need not be give 
sary for the effective 

ess to a prin
~(in accordance with 
'<ay perform inspec-

• .• by the Inspectors 
far as this is neces

ion of safeguards. The 
actual procedures to· 
agreed upon between 

t these provisions shall be 
ies concerned in the safe-

guards agreement. 

The Soviet Union,,stat ring the Comrni ttee' s deliberations ( 50 
OR 64) that inspe&\i · ithout advance notice were encompassed by 
the concept of .,ngltt. ·. access at all times." The United States, 
too, stated (61 OR 6lt) that the concept of surprise inspections 
was not new~'the 1AEA's safeguards system and that the IAEA has 
such right:u~ !NFCIRC/66/Rev.2 and had exercised it, albeit 
spari~f,, ·,t,fl tile past. The Inspector General confirmed (14 OR 
3l) that ·~ ·prior notice was required under INFCIRC/66/Rev.2 in 
case:e"wherj the IAEA had a right of access at all times, but ob
serve& ( 2()/ OR 65) that only a few unannounced inspections had been 
car r i ed~~ou t . 

The United States had consistently maintained, in the considera
tion by the Conunittee of various provisions dealing with inspec
tors and inspections, that it was very important to preserve the 
IAEA's ability to perform unannounced inspections, in appropriate 
cases. 

The Soviet Union also supported the idea of unannounced inspec
tions, particularly for certain types of facilities in which the 
IAEA would not be carrying out continuous inspections, such as 
reactors with on-stream refueling (52-53 OR 64). 
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After the initial views noted above were expressed (32-65 OR 64), 
the Director General issued Doc 143 which contained suggested 
reformulations of a number of provisions dealing with inspections 
and inspectors. In the suggested provision headed Notice of In
spections, after the minimum notice periods for various types of 
inspections were specified, a further paragraph addressed the 
oontent of the notices. The last sentence of that paragraph 
stated that when the IAEA has been informed of· an "operational 
programme," the IAEA shall give the states a "general programme of 
the inspection and shall indicate any periods during which random 
visits are planned". 

When the Inspector General introduced Doc for discussion by 
the Committee, he referred to the suggest oncerning notice of 
inspections and noted that some aspects h eady given rise to 
different interpretations and that th require rewording 
for the sake of clarity (2 OR 6Sl* H an example of the 
application of an "inspection pr., or a fuel reprocessing 
plant for which the IAEA had rec "operational programme." 
(80 OR 65). In th~ course of h: nation he referred to the 
period when the plan·t would b1;sh ... own and noted that, since the 
nuclear materials would rema(ili~• €he storage areas during that 
period, there would be ra~m 1:R,~ections ( 90 OR 65). 

The united States was . 
wording of certain pa · 
the IAEA' s rights ii!9 t 
unduly limited by the. 

rely satisfied with the proposed 
and believed that, in particular, 

t of unannounced inspections had been 
ulation (14-15 OR 65). 

Egypt believed t¥t t;e possibility of "surprise visits" should be 
retained ( 65 ,fflt•0.6'4l. Hungary felt that the IAEA should give the 
state adyanct,1tt>tice whenever it was able to do so without risk of 
prejud~r'fflJ, ~,\>.!ts ( 62 OR 64). India thought that a minimum of 
24 hoaxs no~ce should be given (75 OR 64) and Japan adamantly 
oppose'it:unatliounced inspections (62 OR 65). 

The Unite-! Kingdom felt that it would not be reasonable to give 
notice as short as one or two hours: if a state was to be able to 
have its official accompany the inspector, there had to be suf
ficient time for the state to make those arrangements (60 OR 64). 

The issue thus was clear, but the division among the delegations, 
with few exceptions, did not follow a pattern predictable from the 
discussions of other provisions. 

2.12.2 Analysis 

The Director General's suggestions for Part II in Doc 62/Rev.l 
mentioned unannounced inspections, but only in connection with 
situations in which the inventory or annual throughput of a fa-
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cility was either {a) more than 20 effective kilograms of material 
having a critical time of up to one month, or Cb) more than 60 
effective kilograms of material having a critical time of more 
than one·month. In such cases the IAEA would have the right of 
access at all times and, even in those case$, it suggested that 
actual procedures to implement such inspections would be set out 
in the subsidiary arrangements (42 Doc 62/Rev.l). 

Belgium agreed with the United States that the IAEA should have 
the right to carry out unscheduled inspections, but care should be 
taken that the wording adopted did not transform that right into 
an obligation and a routine practice (17 R 65). 

The United States subsequently put forwa.lllf''"IKl 
which, amoung other changes, provided fo ·. 

amenc1ment (Doc 151) 
IAEA to advise the 
estate had informed state of its "inspection programme" 

the IAEA of its "operational pro 
least three months. ln such c 
facilities and materials for w 
seen and "those to which rando 
period." In explaining its: 
it interpreted "random visi .. 
66). 

vering a period of at 
would specify the 

ded inspections were fore
may be paid during the 
the United States said that 
unannounced visits (53 OR 

Japan opposed the conce~,;i1!ff;tunannounced visits, in detail and at 
some length ( 61-62 O ;'1,:,,daking the position that the function 
of inspections h-S n) .. een considered as a means of catching 
someone in the actB,Df erting material. Inspections without 
advance notice ~l~''::i. of doubtful utility and, moreover, would 
raise all kindslof practical difficulties, such as the unavail-
ability of ~~j.ate officials, delay in gainibg entry to plant 
areas due up ~Ith and safety regula~ions, etc. Advance notice 
of 24,. . u)d be in order and in no way detract from the in-
teno..a pu of a random visit. 

India 'leltC"that, as Japan had argued, a surprise inspection would 
fail iri",,;a.ts objective unless the visit was announced a reasonable 
time in advance, such as one week. New terms such as "random 
visits" were unclear and suitable procedures would need to be 
worked out. No need was seen for such random visits as contem
plated in the formulation by the United States and India hoped the 
concept would be dropped (65-66 OR 66). 

Hungary disagreed with India and thought the surprise elerne~t in 
random visits might be useful in some cases. At the same time, 
from a practical standpoint and efficiency, bearing in mind the 
right of the state to have an official accompany the inspector, it 
would be necessary to provide for some notification in advance, as 
long as no undue delay resulted (67 OR 66). 
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The United States vigorously defended the concept of unannounced 
inspections, noting their psychological deterrent value and, in 
light of various restraints on inspections incorporated in other 
provisions, their importance as a suppl~ment to the IAEA's sur
veillance activities. The IAEA's rights to carry out unannounced 
inspections had been exercised sparingly in the past and would be 
expected to be used only selectively in the future. The practical 
difficulties alluded to by Japan could easily be resolved by prior 
administrative arrangements, particularly under the concept of the 
IAEA indicating the period during which random visits were fore
seen to a facility ( 68-·71 OR 66). 

The Netherlands did not object to randQI{* . its, as an exception 
to the general rule, if it were made l\t,n · at such visits formed 
part of the whole inspection progra ~"'W" 66). 

Canada argued in favor of the y the United States and 
defended the value of unannOlln pections, notwithstanding 
practical difficulties. It w "ed that it would be left to 
the IAEA to decide whether ,,.fie . . ")dvance notice would be given 
for random visits. Some wi~~"'IP btless be announced beforehand, 
but the IAEA would reta~,!R~ ~erogative to make such visits 
entirely unannounced,,~~1''a,wn risk (75 OR 66). 

'2ae~ • --

Sweden referr7d .to ifN.dl!!tie~ of small c<?untries. h~ving av~il
able at all sitea ancfa~·all times appropriate officials. With 
few exceptions, ft fl~ that at least 24 hours notice should be 
given (76 OR 6.l"l. 

At the next'tll1Uiting of the Committee, the United States introducec 
a revised j~.trnQlation (Doc 151/Rev.l) noting that it was the re~ 
sult.;:ef''\.~nl~ consultations (Italy, Japan, France, Denmark, and 
the/!nsp~to·t General were mentioned) and that it represented a 
COmP*~misf ( 42 OR 67). 

The relevant paragraph of the revised United States amendment is 
virtually identical to the final wording set forth in Paragraph 
84, except for the last sentence which was added by Australia {45 
OR 67) during the brief discussion which followed its introduc
tion. 

Egypt was completely in favor of unannounced inspections, espe
cially in the form provided for in the amendment proposed by 
the United States (46 OR 47). 

Portugal, on the other hand, stated its opposition to the prin
ciple of unannounced inspections contending, among other reasons, 
that they were contrary to the spirit of the NPT (49 OR 67). 
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Japan greatly regretted that the new text did not reflect Japan's 
reservations regarding unannounced inspections, the practical 
difficulties of which were pointed out. Operators could not be 
held responsible for any difficulties which might arise and could 
not ~e accused of creating difficulties in a deliberate effort to 
hide their activities from inspectors. It would be preferable 
that the IAEA should announce proposed inspections by some means 
or another. The sentence proposed to be added by Australia, was 
considered unnecessary in light of o~her provisions. Moreover, 
the state might not be able to cooperate if inspectors arrive 
unannounced (50-51 OR 67). 

The United Kingdom accepted the amendment 
a reasonable compromise. The Inspector 
previous statement, would certainly be 
great majority of inspections were car 
notification (52-53 OR 67). 

the United States as 
, based on his 
to see that the 

after advance 

The soviet Union also accepted th as modified by Aus-
tralia and referred to the earli cussion concerning the 
frequency of inspection of re ~ which the Soviet Onion 
considered the number of ins provided for to be insuf-
ficient. The Soviet Union,)81 .OJ,l had only agreed to those pro
visions on the understand - 'ft the IAEA had the right to carry 
out unannounced inspect,;ig . ,. was very pleased that the prin
ciple had been mainta~efr~ti00'the formulation by the United States 
(55 OR 67). r . 

On that note, thf- forJR!ftl.ation was adopted. 

2 .12. 3 Inte:r;,t,E'at!.icn 

The ne9ptf~~r4'it;~nd the final wording of Paragraph 84 make it 
clear ,~hat ~me number of the allowable routine inspections of 
facili~~s cfntaining more than 5 effective kilograms, or having 
an annual;.t;proughput exceeding that amount, may be made by the 
IAEA on an'unannounced basis. The expectation was that such in
spections would be made infrequently and on a selective basis. 

The IAEA is called upon to advise the state, whenever it can as a 
practical matter, of the general periods when such inspections 
will be carried out, as well as its other routine inspections. In 
doing so, the IAEA is to take into account any operational program 
provided by the state. 

In carrying out unannounced inspections, the IAEA is also called 
upon to try to avoid prejudicing the right of the state to have 
its officials accompany the inspectors (without impeding or delay
ing the inspection) and the obligation of the inspectors to comply 
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with health and safety procedures at the facility. At the same 
time, the state (which is also presumed to have some control over 
the operator) is supposed to take steps to ease the task of unan
nounced inspectors, or at least not to make their job more diffi
cult. 

When the I~ has given the state a general program of inspections 
which includes a period in which unannounced inspections are fore
seen, the state should have little excuse for not having officials 
reasonably ~vailable or for ~ot having made arrangements with the 
operator regarding health and safety procedures which will facili
tate the unannounced inspection. 

The situation in which no general inspect 
(presumably in those cases when no ope 
received) is less·clear. In those.ca 

ogram is provided 
rogram has been 

AEA may have to 
ion may not go as incur the risk that the unannoun 

smoothly as it would have liked. 
inform the state that unannound! 
during a specified period, even 
an operational program, in wh,fC'h. 
to have officials available ~f~ 
required. 
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2.13 THE IDENTIFICATION OF UNDECLARED ACTIVITIES AND FACILITIES 

(Paragraphs land 2) 

2.13.l Background And Issues 

This issue is closely comparable to that of safeguards on unde
clared material, particularly when these are present in unde
clared facilities or activities, and much of the record reviewed 
in relation to the earlier problem is applicable to this issue as 
well. 

the status of unde
icit than in the 
is based on the 

erials. Neverthe
ts negotiating history 
d to all materials, 

sand facilities in which 
e encompassed by the safe-

In some respects, the record in relation 
clared facilities and activities is less 
case of materials, simply because INFCI 
principle of application of safeguar 
less, to the extent that INFCIRC)~S 
establish that safeguards are · 
whether or not "declared", thf: 
such materials are located wii 
guards. 

In this regard, the same li',a~;Jt proposal and rejection of 
limi ti~g safeguards to qe*e~lf''J!laterial is clearly applicable to 
facilities and activiti~i'a's!',well. In rejecting the South 
African proposal of .. ;i,:•Mungary stated ( 2 2 OR 6 ) that "In 
fact, the state •S·~ .d to declare in its reports all nuclear 
material used in ill "'· peaceful nuclear activities" (emphasis 
added). ClearLt/~tfi&lEffore, the Hungarian representative was not 
addressing only:, the. question of undeclared material in declared 
facilities Q ... ,aeti;1rities • 

• ~,, ";} - - <, 

As in<,._ ~e j)f undeclared material, Paragraph 19 is particu
larlyF' rel-a"ff~c and helpful: inability of the Agency to verify 
that°"~here fhas been no diversion of material "required to be 
safegi:i\+dG«" leaves no uncertainty that even material in an unde
clared 'taeility or activity is encompassed. 

Similarly, the information to be examined by the Board is limited 
only by "relevance" and could include information that there are 
reasonable grounds for suspecting that a state possesses unde
clared nuclear facilities or is undertaking undeclared nuclear 
activities. 

Just as there are two categories of "undeclared material" -- that 
which is present at declared facilities and that which is present 
in undeclared facilities or activities -- so mav there be ana
logous classes of "undeclared facilities or actlvities". In 
theory, efforts might be made not ~to declare" the presence of a 
particular unit or activity at a declared facility by providing 
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incomplete design information. In this case, as in the case of 
undeclared material at declared facilities, the practical oppor
tunity for Agency discovery is clearly greater than in the case 
of a wholly unreported facility, since inspections before the 
introduction of nuclear material should be designed "to verify 
the design information provided to the Agency," (Paragraph 48) 
while inspections conducted after the introduction of material 
should be designed to "verify the location, identity, quantity 
and composition of all nuclear material subject to safeguards 
under the Agreement." (emphasis added) (Paragraph 72 (b)). 

2.13.2 Analysis 

Just as the record is clear that all nucl 
that in declared, non-proscribed mili 
safeguarded, so must the faciliti¥ o 
such material is located be disclb 

terial (other than 
· required to be 

in which all 

While there is no explicit meci which the Agency can ex-
tend its safeguards to undecla; ilities or undeclared ac-
tivities outside of declared'°i'"" ies and the material they 
contain, if their existence pected, the same approach 
applicable to material i;,1::t'.tsJ ble in this situation: this is 
that the Agency can and ~'TJ, pursuant to Paragraph 18, request 
information concernini"'f ~: to the suspected facility or ac
tivity and that aAf r,,:t on of this should be taken into ac
count by the Board 'cj.11 ~.~ idering whether the finding of Para
graph 19 should l:le• mll~,e":: 

As in the ca~tt"'of1,1nleclared material, the background of Para
graph 14 is Xe· ,afrt and helpful. This paragraph demonstrates 
the int .. _. NJCIRC/153 to keep exclusions or suspensions from 
safeg-rd ··rrow as possible, and to require as much infor-
matiort<.c:Wi th :;respect to these as possible. ~. --~ 

2.13.3 :t.ierpretation 

INFCIRC/153 requires the submission of design infol;'mation on all 
facilities engaged in all peaceful nuclear activities except 
those facilities engaged in non-proscribed military use. In this 
case, the existence of the use or activity must be made known to 
the Agency with sufficient information to show that it will not 
be employed for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosives. Fa
cilities which produce or process nuclear material employed in 
such non-prescribed military uses are not covered by this exclu
sion. Any suspected non-compliance with the requirement to pro
vide design information on all such facilities would enable the 
Board to consider a finding that the Agency "is not able to 
verify that there has been no diversion." 
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The provision of incomplete design information under circum
stances suggesting an attempt to conceal significant portions or 
units of declared facilities would be tantamount to non-dis
closure of a facility and would be treated in a similar manner. 
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2.14 INSPECTION CRITERIA 

(Paragraphs 78 through 82) 

2.14.1 Background And Issues 

The establishment of reasonable limits on the Agency's inspection 
frequency or effort has occupied a central position in the devel
opment of Agency safeguards systems from the outset. With the 
adoption of the first document (INFCIRC/26) in 1961, the approach 
had been to establish a maximum frequency f routine inspections, 
with the possibility that the number actua conducted could, 
and probably would, be fewer (Paragraph 5 FCIRC/26). With 
the adoption of INFCIRC/66, criteria were Jfied for deter-
mining the actual frequency of routin These cri-
teria (Paragraph 58) were: 

• Whether the state posses reprocessing 
facilities; 

"-, >··;f\1 

• The nature of the re,;,ta,;·~~a.nd 
""(}.;<§,>--' -:,', 

• The nature and anf!'ii~ ~;1e~'nuclear material produced or 
used in the re~s:tW·: 1' 

,,,:,... ,,?<~-• _,. 

In INFCIRC/153, the Aiip'p:a~h of a maximum routine inspection fre
quency was repla~ bl,, a' maximum routine inspection effort, but 
the concept of dtiteria for determining the actual inspection 
regime involy~'Jtx:.-umably, lesser inspection effort was re
tained, with;' ~tffi\ildi more detailed set of criteria being adopted. 
These \ol_..,(lUift:'~fraph Bl): 

al "The; form of material" ••• whether bulk or •.• separate 
,1it~~; its chemical composition; whether of low or high 
atfichrnent; .•• its accessability. 

b) The effectiveness of the state's accounting and control 
systern; ... promptness of reports' consistency with in
dependent verification ..• amount and accuracy of the ma
terial unaccounted for. 

c) Characteristics of the state's fuel cycle; •.• nurnber and 
type of facilities; characteristics of such facilities; 
... degree of containment •.. 

d) International interdependence ... 

e) Technical developments .... 
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While providing this extensive list of criteria, INFCIRC/153 pro
vides no explicit guidance as to the relative weight to be given 
each, or the maximum quantitative impact which these criteria 
might exercise, individually or in the aggregate, on the inspec
tion effort. 

One criterion, in particular, has been a source of conceptual 
concern to the United States since it was first introduced in 
INFCIRC/66. This is the criterion of whether the state possesses 
fuel reprocessing facilities. While this criterion is absent in 
explicit form from INFCIRC/153, it can b~viewed as being sub
sumed by criterion Sl(c). The difficultyv esented by the fuel 
cycle criterion, particularly when prese the explicit form 
in which it appears in INFCIRC/66, is th invit~s the argu-
ment that, in the absence of reproce ilities, prolifera-
tion cannot occur, and verificat~n ties can be eliminated 
entirely or reduced to a very 1 'B This argument, however, 
overlooks the possibility of \lP . reprocessing facilities 
(which can also be present in '11th declared reprocessing 
·facilities) and is, thus, in~"·"· with the principle of in-
dependent verification. Thfi('tt... States noted this possibility 
in its opening remarks { 61, OIi''· 1 )J as follows: 

" .•• Some delegati9d
0 

proposed, in contrast to the 
express provisi fa;, T and the Statute, that safe
guards shoul<l. a .. , nly to highly-enriched uranium and 
plutonium; bu'\ tla.t.&'was tantamount to assuming that all 
chemical p~e&$j.n§' facilities and isotope separation 
plants wo.ild be 'duly reported to the Agency; such an 
assumo,~ '¥f5t not warranted" (emphasis added). 

In t~ f iis£'·~tailed Secretarial draft of Part II of INFCIRC/153 
(43 ftclc 62~, only a single criterion was suggested for determining 
actuar·;j.na:JJection effort: this was "the promptness, accuracy, and 
consist~y of reports." The preference of the Secretariat for 
this abbreviated criterion was not explained, but presumably re
flected concerns such as that just indicated with regard to the 
fuel cycle criterion. The same single criterion was retained in 
the second draft of Part II, 43 Doc 62/Rev.l. 

The lengthy formulation finally adopted in Paragraph 81 was part 
of the complex and painstakingly negotiated compromise on inspec
tion effort, which was put forward as a "package," each part of 
which was viewed by the participants as essential to the accept
ability of the compromise. Moreover, since the compromise was 
developed in informal negotiations, the discussion as reflected in 
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the official record (3-54 OR 63) is surprisingly sparse, and lack
ing in detail. Only a few minor editorial changes were made in 
the compromise package, and the rationale and application of the 
criteria of Paragraph 81 were not presented or discussed in any 
detail, other than to stress that these criteria were part of the 
"package." That is, they could not be tampered with without 
threatening the compromise as a whole. It was on this basis that 
the criteria, along with the inspection efforts prescribed by 
Paragraphs 79 and 80 were adopted. 

ere Paragraph 78, 
he minimum level 
eguards, and Para
n·the Agency and 
effort is being 

Additional features of the overall package ... 
which calls for keeping inspection effort 
consistent with effective implementation o 
graph 82, which provides for consultation 
the state if the state believes that i 
unduly concentrated on particular .f'aei 

Paragraph 78 is analogous to and.. ;~~ . ased upon Paragra~h 47 
of INFCIRC/66, which also calls v,.e'E'minimum effort consistent 
with effective implementation ~ards. Paragraph 82, on 
the other hand, is a new cone ·~ h must be understood in the 
con text of an important unqji; ·. tglng with respect to the maximum 
inspection efforts specifil'a.~~ '·ftragraph 80. This understanding 
was that, while the ins c't!f'6n}'.effort provided for in Paragraph 
80 was derived on the ~a particular effort for each fa
cility, the effort ~or a.ti'iiacilities in each category of Para
graph 80 could be ag~e~t,ed, and the Agency could decide how to 
allocate this effort atllf:)ng individual facilities in each category 
( 36 OR 63). This!\int,nt is clear from the language "the maximuIB 
total '1 which ~~l:s .. in each subparagraph of Paragraph 80. Para
graph 82, thuj,,.1,p~vides a means for adjustment in the event the 
Agency ~l~~l!l(~.i.!l!isproportionate effort to a particular facility 
or faciJitiel.wl·thin a category. The practice of incorporating 
"actuat• or dintemplated routine inspection effort in subsidiary 
arrangemt!l'\.t~. complicates the use of this flexibility by the 
Agency but\;:ft does not necessarily vitiate it. 

It is fundamental to the compromise package that it is the Agency 
which determines the actual level of inspection effort. 

The fact that the Agency was given the discretion to apply more 
than the basic level of inspection effort to certain facilities, 
by reducing its effort at others in the same category reflects a 
substantial concern in the Committee as to the adequacy of the 
maximum levels of effort proposed in the compromise. This con
cern was reflected in the question of the Hungarian representa
tive (18 OR 63), and the reply of the Inspector General (21-26 OR 
63), which conveys a general sense that the approach provided 
levels of effort that were just about adequate. 
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Given the fragile nature of the compromise, the proposal was ac
cepted with only a few amendments, which were largely designed to 
correct oversights in drafting. The most substantive amendment 
was that proposed by the Soviet Union (35 OR 63), for removal of 
the phrase "in the light of developments in safeguards technology," 
which appeared in the last sentence of Paragraph 80, as a condi
tion which might lead to amendment of the maximum figures. Since 
developments in safeguards technolQgy could be expected to reduce 
inspection requirements, the effect of the Soviet amendment was 
to make it equally possible for the Board to determine, on the 
basis of experience, that these levels shtll»ld be increased. 

'"o/,1:, 

As the discussion of OR 63 suggests, no of the document 
was the subject of more intensive con , bargaining, and 
compromise than these paragraphs ·.el inspection effort. 
The central aspect, as acknowle · ·· representative of the 
United Kingdom in introducing .t , was the maximum 
levels of Paragraph 80 which tta . s words ( 6 OR 63) "quite 
naturally, caused the greatest t of difficulty." In ligbt 
of the attention given to t~'&. . ima, it is apparent that the 
Committee did not consider 4-t'it\hese levels were generous and 
that actual frequency wo ' f~)rfar below them. At the same 
time, Paragraph 81, whi /.Jf•d if ies several criteria to be · 
applied in reducing t c~~l inspection effort, was also an 
integral part of t:his. romise and cannot be overlooked. 

2 .14. 2 Analysi9 · 

There is 1 i tt,J,,~ llir$ct background in the record regarding the 
criteria foJ ~erating the actual inspection effort found in 
Paragr~ .. 8\i,t· QJl the co~ trary, the . re7or~ indicates . that the 
grea~:est att~s!on was given to establishing the maximum levels 
of effort, and that the basic concern was as to their adequacy. 
Thus, '13e ~cord strongly supports the conc;lusion that major 
reductioa•·below those maxima were not anticipated. 

It is also worth noting that while the criteria of Paragraph 81 
are numerous, they in fact reflect principles already present in 
the Agency system, many of which are found elsewhere in INFCIRC/ 
153. In particular, Paragraph 6, which provides for "optimum 
cost-effectivenessn in the application of safeguards, refers to: 

• Containment, which is also emphasized in Paragraph 8l(c); 

Statistical techniques and random sampling, also referred 
to in Paragraph 8l(e); and 
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• Concentration on material and fuel cycle stages of great
est proliferation sensitivity, which is also the thrust 
of Paragraph 8l(a). 

Additionally, Paragraph 7. cal ls on the Agency to "take due ac
count of the technical effectiveness of the state's system." 
This is also the thrust of Paragraph Sl(b). 

In short, the criteria of Paragraph 81, wi. 
tion discussed below, represent largely a 
ples already adopted in INFCIRC/153, and 
cance in Paragraph 81 as criteria for det 
tine inspection effort. 

one important excep
pilation of princi

operative signifi
g the actual rou-

Of particular importance, and of is the fact that 
these criteria are to be emplo~ ly to determine the ac-
tual inspection effort 1 but "t " , intensity, duration, 
timing, and mode of routine i s" (~mphasis added). It 
is, thus, un'iiecessary and in. to conclude that each of the 
numerous criteria of Parag~a as intended, even if met in a 
high degree, would result · reduction of inspection effort, 
as defined in Paragraph the contrary, the criteria are 
intended to help the · termine all of the key inspection 
parameters: number,·. . i ty, duration, etc. The impact of, 
for example, prompt._s~fe.M' the submission of reports by a state 
(Criterion 8l(b)).f 0 ml:tlj!"oe to affect the timing of routine in
spections, but net tQe"aggregate inspection effort. 

It is, of cotJr'~-, f(indamental to this entire portion of the docu
ment t~,,~,a~~' t)iat it deals exclusively with routine inspections, 
and iQ;'llo riy·:mects the Agency's opportunity to undertake special 
inspe~ons, ·: if necessary. 

Of partia&,!~r importance is Paragraph 8l(c) which refers to 
"characteristics of the state's nuclear fuel cycle, in par
ticular, the number and types of facilities ••• " It is the 
criterion which, more than any of the others, is intended to give 
effect to the concept that, when all facilities within a state 
are subject to safeguards, a rationalization of the system is 
possible which should allow some economy in safeguards effort. 
Unfortunately, as has been noted already, the record with respect 
to the adoption of the criteria of Paragraph 81 is very limited, 
and sheds no"light on the specific meaning or manner of application 
of the criterion of Paragraph 8l(c). Indeed, Paragraph 8l(c) 
does not even state explicitly whether "number and types" is a 
criterion which should normally increase inspection effort or one 
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which should reduce it. That is, does a large number of facilities, 
or a diversity of types lead to reduced relative effort, or in
creased? Either result appears possible, depending on the cir
cumstances. 

Nevertheless, there is a suggestion within the language of the 
paragraph itself which is helpful in interpreting this criterion. 
This is the last phrase which states • •.• the extent to which in
formation from different material balance areas can be correlated." 
There can be no doubt that this means that when the number and 
type of fuel cycle facilities~ and their elationship to each 
other and to the consuming facilities, al a cross-checking, 
through shipper and receiver measurement safeguards infor-
mation, effort can be reduced. Given t riding principle, 
however, of independent verification formation would 
have to be subject to the verfiS~io Agency. 

At the same time, it is imports.~. t erpret this criterion in 
the context of the other crite~,,a'"' , aragraph 81, as well as 
with important principles fo~d·~slwhere in INFCIRC/153. Thus, 
correlation of: .~' ,:,;¥, ' 

• 

• 

Shipper-receive:qlnt,j,i1~&~~ments derived from facilities 
within a given ~e} while valuable, may have less safe-
guards signi ifthan similar measurements derived 
from fact(it!"' . different states (Paragraph Sl(d)), 
provided, •t *9}!1rse, that such facilities are safe
guarded.· ·· · ... · 

Shi~~ .. ~'1Mliver measurement!:> have greater value when 
th•~ct'ft functional independence of operators measure
men:~ from the States accounting and control system. 

In ord•~ ~ogive weight to the correlation of measurements from 
differeht facilities or material balance areas, it is, of course, 
essential that the Agency be able to verify that the material 
which leaves one such facility or material balance area is the 
identical material received at another. In general, this assur
ance must be obtained from containment and surveillance measures 
such as effective seals. 

The criterion of Paragraph 81 which has no counterpart elsewhere 
in INFCIRC/153 is that found in Paragraph 8l(d), "international 
interdependence, in particular the extent to which nuclear ma
terial is received from or sent to other states for use or 
processing: any verification activity by the Agency in connection 
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therewith: and the extent to which the state's nuclear activities 
are interrelated with those of other states." 

While this criterion has broader application, it was specifically 
developed to establish a basis for economizing Agency inspection 
effort in groups of states where there is a high degree of inter
relation and materials transfers among states of the group. The 
group contemplated, and the only one to date to enter into a 
single safefuards agreement with the Agency, as contemplated by 
Article III.4 of the NPT, was Euratom. In this regard, while the 
reference to "the state," in many of the provisions of INFCIRC/ 
153 can be equally applied to a group of tates which jointly 
enter into a single safeguards agreement the Agency, the 
references to Paragraph Sl(d) are proper erpreted as apply-
ing to an individual state, even when it with others in 
concluding a single safeguards agreem" 'the Agency: that 
is, transfers among states within°{a , ontribute to "inter-
national interdependence. 11 

-

':~t~~' 
2.14.3 Interpretation :l;~h~~ 

Paragraph 81 prescribes cri · "7;"1nch are to be used "for deter-
mining the actual number, ./~ }ty, timing, and mode of routine 
inspections of any facilfti11,,J~ .. 1"!he weight to be given these cri
teria individually and.A· iJi.:,;:tn~ aggregate is a matter for deter-
mination by the Agenqt ;~~he record provides no specific 
guidance as to th4i,rEili n in the level of effort, or in the 
other listed aspec~. o· .:,.: spection, which should be afforded by 
reason of these ~ritl!s,ia. 

C"/ .,,~, 

While criter.iaa1U.~~) deals with characteristics of the state's 
nuclear fuel: ·;1e, the presence or absence of a declared reproc
essing.,,ff~ :ls not an explicit criterion, and 81(c) does not 
requ.i,,'e th~rA ncy to assume that no reprocessing facility is 
presefi..'t. in a. state in the absence of a declared facility of this 
type. 't.be .,absence of a presumption that there are no reproc
essing flicilities in a state where none are declared does not 
mean that the Agency should seek such facilities. It does, how
ever, call for appropriate measures to ensure that spent fuel is 
not transferred to undeclared activities or locations. 

The criterion of Sl(c) allows the Agency to "give credit", through 
a reduction of safeguards effort, when measurements from different 
facilities can be correlated with each other, even when the fa
cilities are in the same state. However, this credit depends on 
the extent to which the measurements are verifiable, and the 
extent to which the operator's data is functionally independent 
from the state's system. Similar correlation from facilities in 
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different states may be entitled to greater safeguards signifi
cance, as noted below. 

Paragraph Bl(d) has particular relevance to the situation of 
states which join with other states to enter into a single safe
guards agreement with the Agency. The transfer of nuclear ma
terials among such states, as well as 0 the extent to which 
[thei~J nuclear activities are interrelated, 0 would justify some 
reduction in inspection effort. 
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2.15 FLEXIBILITY OR "ACTION LEVELS" 

(Paragraphs 18, 19, 47, 73, 77, 80, and 81) 

2.15.l Background And Issues 

A key feature of INFCIRC/153 is that which allows graduated appli
cation of safeguards, as dictated by the results of verification 
activities or by special occurrences. While this feature is pre
sent also in INFCIRC/66, it_is much more highly developed in 
INFCIRC/153, and was the result of carefu, nsideration on the 
part of the United States and other like- ed delegations. 

The basic concept involves dependence 
supplemented by special inspections a 
structure is considerably more d~a· 
suggested by this brief statemen 

11e inspections" 
ry. However, the 

sophisticated than 
ically: 

• 

• 

• 

Paragraph 80 specifies 
tion effort for vari~ c 

,,;,, 't{~, 

,, routine levels of inspec
, gories of facilities. 

;'fii:id•;~ri teria by which the "number, 
''m'ing, and mode of routine inspec
ned, it being clear from Paragraph 

a will be applied so as to minimize 
dices "consistent with effective im

,,,1~afeguards. 

Paragraph 81 esta 
intensity, durat' 
tions" will be,,,, 
78 that t~se/c 
effort and~tli 
plementation" 

Paragrap\,47\provides for augmentation by the Agency of 
stra~~·'pc,lnts on the basis of "experience in the 
.~J>li<;;:tft,fion of verification procedures." It also, of 
c~9't,f'allows a reduction of strategic points, if 

~ ciroumstances warrant. 

• 

• 

~graph 73 provides that the Agency may make special 
in'spections "in order to verify the information contained 
in special reports (i.e., at state initiative) or, and, 
more. importantly," if the Agency considers that informa
tion including .•• information obtained from routine in
spections, is not adequate for the Agency to fulfill its 
responsibilities ...• " 

As developed in the analysis of Inspection Criteria, the 
second circumstance for special inspections was signifi
cantly broadened in the debate, beyond the original pro
posal of "any unforeseen circumstance requiring immediate 
action" (46(b) Doc 62/Rev.l), and beyond the concept of 
investigating excessive MUF (24 OR 31). 
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Special inspections are of two kinds (Paragraph 77): 
where they are "in addition to the routine inspection 
effort," and when they involve "access .•• to information 
or locations in addition to the access specified .•• for ad 
hoc and routine inspections.n In the former case, the 
Agency may make the additional inspections, after con
sultation with the state, with or without agreement. In 
the second case, it is to obtain the additional access 
"in agreement with the state" unless the Board invokes 
the emergency procedure of Paragraph 18. 

• This represents a substantial st 
Agency's authority beyond propos 
would have limited the Agency to 
access and justify[ingl the r 
requirements. " J/c 

gthening of the 
46{b) Doc 129) which 
est[ing] further 
explaining its 

• Failing all other rem1d (Paragraph 18) 
could "decide(s) that'·~ n by the state is essential 
and urgent in order to ··· .. verification ••• " and "call 
upon the state to tflt'i!.,!;~ required action without de-
lay . ... " \~"?;:,: -::~ /-

• As a final step graph 19 provides that " ••• if the 
Board ... findi,i',at;;,;m. e Agency is not able to verify that 
there ha~~b~ni.~,.<3:iversion .•• 0 it may take the actions 
specifiedinf;Ft;Jcle XII.C of the Statute. 

. ~-- '",--

Of particulaf;;:.;;;,;;l~~Ji•st in explaining the ~action level O • approa7h 
is a state ··· ""'·~y·J'apan (53 OR 30). 0 The frequency of inspection 

' 

could.,•;:~ }:in advance on the basis of statistical data and 
takiog·ac .. . ot:'Of the nuclear material flow and the technical ef
f ici y of'the national control system. If the Agency found any 
discr nc~s .•. it could carry out more thorough inspections and 
the ins~tors would have access to selected locations. If the 
first [additional] inspection did not satisfy the Agency, it 
could increase the number of control points and make a second 
inspection. If in that case, too, the inspection did not meet 
the Agency's requirements, it could then exercise its right of 
access at any time and any place" (emphasis added). 
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2.15.2 Analvsis 

The provisions for graduated actions outlined above provide the 
Agency with a logical, orderly mechanism for securing all the 
access, both in amount and location, necessary to ensure veri
fication, or to make a finding of non-verification should the 
state refuse to grant the necessary access at any pqint in this 
progression. 

It is recognized, of course, that a safeguards regime eharac
terized by frequent acrimonious disputes 
Board, or even to arbitration, would be p 
unacceptable. Thus, the system must be · 
reasonableness by both the Agency and 
what was visualized and provided for 
Agency in virtually every conceiwfb 
its disposal rights that accord r: 
any controversy with a state o,,e 
of either type. An ex amp le of ·· 
the Agency's reserve authori ~pr,; .. , argaining tool appears in 
GOV/1910 of August 1978, rep~,~"on the status of facility 
attachment negotiations b.-,een.,l'be Agency and Euratom. Para-
graph 6 of this document· "it£ "it has not been possible to 
reach agreement .•. conc; ihe action ••• in the event that the 
operator were unal:)le f ry(ing) out an effective and accur-
ate flow control. '~hl~1e is contingency is remote .•• the Secre
tariat has pointeg 01;\~·t t in the absence of provisions to cover 
it, the situatiqti ref.-red to in Article 18 •.• might arise and 
cause problems . .'i:whi~h could have been avoided." This dispute 
was resolve~~·fo:;:,tbec'satisfaction of the parties, and it can be 
presumectJh f Agency's potential power, given substance by 
infor~ft,">:~ < •• rd of the controversy, was an element in the 
reso1ution: 

In gene~,, the review of INFCIRC/153 indicates that a consider
ably more"dynamic approach to the implementation of safeguards 
was intended than appears to have materialized, with changes 
occurring in facility attachments, designation of strategic 
points, and related parameters, if not as a matter of routine, 
than at least not as a rare event. The comment of the United 
Kingdom in regard to the concept of a dynamic system is par
ticularly relevant (17 OR 50): 

"The advantage of the table (of maximum inspection fre
quencies proposed by the Secretariat in 40 Doc 121) was 
perhaps that it established general standards applicable 
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to all countries. However, it should be more dynamic 
in concept. The number of inspections should not be 
settled every year on a routine, almost automatic basis 
depending soley on the number of effective kilograms. 
With a system established at national level, movements of 
material inside the country could often be foreseen and 
the Agency could thus modify its plan for inspection 
appropriately if it consulted with the national control 
system." 

Clearly, the dynamic character of INFCIRc"'' 
reduction in inspection intensity if war 
normally do not object to such reduction 
establish, as-the record does, that i 

2.15.3 Interpretation 

The relevant provisions of INF' 

3 also provides for a 
d. Since states 

. key point is to 
are also possible. 

orderly progression of steps Jl n be invoked by the Agency 
to secure all access necessat'Y" nsure verification. In the 
event of state refusal tok,i~.' · ,P,ihis access, the Board possesses 
the power to call for i~.iAtaf"action, and, as a final step, to 
find that it can no long~~tltermine that there has been no 
diversion. The avail. · ·w;'of these reserve powers provide the 
Agency with adeq~te)b., "ning power to assure verification in 
any dispute conceriti,ng'it!L ess. 
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2.16 UNIFORMITY OF SAFEGUARDS IMPLEMENTATION 

(Paragraphs 7, 39, and 81) 

2.16.1 Background And Issues 

A major i~sue in the development of INFCIRC/153 was the question 
of uniformity in the application of NPT safeguards by the IAEA. 
The principle co~text of this issue was the insistence of Euratom 
and its member states that credit should be given to the veri
fication activities undertaken by Euratom's multinational safe
guards system, and that there should,- ace·· ingly, be a reduced 
level of IAEA safeguards implementation i ratom states. The 
Euratom argument often took the form of - _ g that the-com-
bined safeguards activity in the Comm bld not exceed the 
level of IAEA safeguards elsewher~, b not a formal 
position. ., 

~
1~ti, 

~' For its part, the United Statet vittw Euratom safeguards as a 
legitimate syst~m for "independ ,rification," and had long 
accepted Euratom safeguards f@f'" _ ceptable equivalent of and 
substitute for those of the· It had become clear in the 
course of NPT negotiatio ho_ er, that this position was un-
acceptable international i• ading to the NPT compromise that 
Euratom states would •. ,J1ccept NPT safeguards, but that they 
could enter into a. c "g'reement with the Agency, in which the 
Euratom system coul~ b• .. ; en appropriately into account. 

The NPT comprom~f~ i~;-:,,l:'~flected in the NPT itself in several 
ways: 

• ,AJ;"t1*)i %II.1 states each party undertakes "to accept 
> satft~s, as set forth in an agreement ••• with the 

IAE}t .... " Thus, the obligation is to accept safeguards, 
'tc.Pot_/~ explicitly, IAEA safeguards. However, these safe-

1Jlllr'rds agreements were to be "in accordance with the 
Statute ••• and the Agency's safeguard system ••• ," making 
it clear that Agency safeguards as such must play a 
prominent role in the overall arrangements." 

• Under Article III.4 the required safeguards agreements 
could conclude "either individually or together with 
other states .... " The group of states contemplated by 
this provision was, of course, Euratom. 

Another key element of the compromise were the three safeguards 
principles enumerated by the U.S. co-chairman of the Eighteen Na
tions Disarmament Commission, and which were identified "as an 
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integral part of the negotiating history of Article III (letter 
transmitting .the NPT from the Secretary of State to the President 
of the United States, July 2, 1968). These principles were: 

1. Safeguards under the NPT for all NNWS's should be such 
that all parties to the NPT can have confidence in their 
effectiveness. 

2. Those safeguards, to be established by an agreement with 
the IAEA in accordance with the Statute of the IAEA and 
its safeguards system, must enabl the IAEA to carry out 
its responsibility of providing that no diver
sion is taking place. 

7 

3. In order to avoid unnecessary ion, the IAEA 
should make appropriate 
guards, provided that u 
the IAEA can satisfy it 
diverted to nuclear weaap 
devices. 

sting records and safe
ly agreed arrangements 

nuclear material is not 
·1':·other nuclear explosive 

These principles were clet.flt>' 
states an~ the Soviet Unlt:tq*'~ 
advance with the deleg~t~ ;;of 

igned to reassure both Euratom 
were undoubtedly worked out in 

these countries. 
c:;-!;,;:_t ',i 

The letter stated that e principles should facilitate "the 
timely conclusion ot ards agreements ••• by all non-nuclear 
weapon parties, ,j;ncl~ those which are subject to Eura tom 
safeguards." II is:to be noted that the principles reflect the 
approach tak .• i,~ff• the Treaty itself of not explicitly identifying 
the safeguaf 'rpquired as IAEA safeguards. The key principle 
from taer.t <,'int of the issue of uniformity and "the Euratom 
diff~rent.fa. •!"s Principle 3, which, in turn, expresses two 
relev~t co.cepts which provided the basis of the position cf the 
United:&ta~s in the INFCIRC/153 deliberations. These were: 

• 

• 

"In order to avoid unnecessary duplication ••• appropriate 
use of existing records and safeguards• could be made. 
In other words, "credit" could be given for Euratom safe
guards in the determination of IAEA verification inten
sity in the community. In this regard, it is worth 
noting that, at that time, the term "safeguards" was 
applied only to international systems, and INFCIRC/153 
carefully describes national systems as "state systems of 
accounting and control." 

The IAEA must, however, "satisfy itself "that material is 
not diverted. In other words, the IAEA was to indepen
dently verify non-diversion, not simply the presence of 
an effective Euratom system. 
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Based upon this background, the position of the United States 
throughout the negotiation of INFCIRC/153 was: 

• That the implementation of IAEA safeguards in Euratom 
states must be based on the principle of independent 
verification by the IAEA~ 

• That credit could, nevertheless, be given for Euratom 
safeguards, i.e., there could be a "Euratom differential," 
and that the U.S. would support provisions in the docu
ment which facilitated such arran ents. 

At the same time, it was clear that a be strong opposi-
tion to a "Euratom differential" gp r of individual states, 
in particular Japan. Thus, a ~fo ating problem was how 
to satisfy both Euratom insist! · " . differential" and 
Japanese opposition. Japan's p _ it should be noted, was 
not that there should be uni£ "\ztor all states, but that 
Japan should be treated no tly than Euratom. Japan 
attempted to rationalize thi , ing contradiction by placing 
emphasis on the importan ·~i" ~;given to national systems of 
accounting and control. , of course, contemplated that it 
could and would estab~~ ~;ii' ate system at least as effective as 
that of Euratom. · Y'" 

The question of ~ito+it·t'y of application of safeguards, and, ex
plicitly, the E'lirato,.n<~ifferential, surfaced on several occasions 
in the negoti,~t.!1:to, of INFCIRC/153. These include: 

•. ,."ilf~ih~ 7 ( independent v~rification and nat~onal 
.,,· sfS;l!fflsi::bf control). Japan stated Cl OR 8) "if a state 

inslituted an efficient control system, the most rational 
.,~o~se would be for the Agency to verify the results of 
'1ti12i:t control. The frequency and intensity of inspections 
would accordingly depend on the technical effectiveness 
of the control system applied in each state, and would be 
subject to different specifications in the subsidiary 
arrangements" (emphasis added). It was this attempt at a 
very close linkage which led Canada (3 OR 8) to request a 
change in the language of Paragraph 7, which was adopted, 
that would loosen the linkage by providing that the 
Agency would "take due account" of state systems. 
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• Paragraph 39 (subsidiary arrangements). The Committee 
clearly appreciated the point that subsidiary arrange
ments provided an opportunity to introduce some flexi
bility into implementation, without this being overt. 
The attitude of the United States was not that the states 
concerned would be unaware of this flexibility or dif
ferential, but that they would be more willing to accept 
it if it were not publicly evident. A number of state
ments with respect to Paragraph 39 reflect these posi
tions, including: 

India (5 OR 25) •stressed th 
the negotiation of subsidiar 
India wished that modificat· 
made known ••• to member st 

need for flexibility in 
rangements." However, 

hould be immediateli 

ointed out that it The United States Cl 
would be undesirabl 
sidiary arrangeme~ 

tion relating to sub
circulateQ to membe~ 

states." 
';-1t;;,, 

India, apparent! 
ence to flexi 
arrangement( 

· rfderstood in its ·initial refer
ii,' tates ( 12 OR 25) "subsidiary 

ffould be made known to member states 
ty of implementation. If the view 

tes were to be accepted, then the 
diary arrangements must ensure such 

to ensure 
of the UQ{. 

fo:ma £,~pt '"' Ji' 
un 1 f o.:cnS~t.y ti:"" 

Italy di,a!~reed ( 15 OR 25), stating it "was unable to 
$ft•e sfle concern ••• with regard to uniformity in the 
iiiJll>l.mentation of safeguards, which was a matter for 

· ... ~~, lg ency. " 

--J"rhe Japanese delegate agreed that subsidiary arrange-
\ ments should not be circulated, stating ( 17 OR 25) 

•while he felt that there was a need for uniformity, ... 
he considered that to be the responsibility of the 
Director General, who would be guided by the prin
ciples and techncial procedures agreed upon." 

In the final discussion of Paragraph 39, Yugoslavia 
states, without disagreement " ••• subsidiary arrange
ment(s) was to deal with two matters ... : the con
tent, ••• and the date of their entry into force. The 
first had been dealt with very fully during the Com
mittee's meetings in July, when satisfactory conclu
sions had been reached which made due provision for 
flexibility ... " 
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Thus, the situation was that a mechanism had been developed under 
which the Agency could employ some flexibility in its implemen
tation of safeguards and, importantly, provide a state with some 
advance assurance that this would be so, without this flexibility 
or differential being a matter of public record. Japan speci
fically accepted this arrangement, intending to benefit itself. 
However, internal United States government records suggest also 
that Japan understood that the arrangement might lead to a 
"Euratom differential" and that Japan was prepared to accommodate 
this, provided that it remained in confidential subsidiary arrange
ments. 

The issue of uniformity vs. flexibility ar ain in connection 
with the consideration of inspection eff eria (Paragraph 
81). Of particular interest is a sta Hungary (43 OR 
30) that "an efficient national cgpt em was no guarantee 
that the state was not diverting ,. terial." Japan ( 53 OR 
30) continued to state "the fretu. inspections could be 
agreed in advance ••• taking accou ,.•. the technical efficiency 
of the national control systel\\l''"W ··acknowledging, as pre-
vious;y pointed out in this r~ at additional inspection, 
both in terms of number an cci;a.;~·, could take place "if the 
first inspec;tion did not j?·'the Agency." 

The Fed. Rep. of Ge;:ma4'"'"::, .. ff6~ed in relation to the Secretariat's 
proposal (43 Doc 121,J t J!nspection frequency should "take ac-
count [only] of th,.~ .~9 · es s .- •. of reports, that this paragraph 
should be made mote coniprehensive." 

These discuss.trtfflslet! to the criteria of Paragraph 81, which 
formed pa;:.t, ol,tfh! compromise "package 0 (Doc 139) on inspection 
effort )"~a?"9~ 78-83 of INFCIRC/153). As observed previously 
in thea:Uscutfiion of these criteria, they relate not only to 
inspectt151~ ejtort, but to all inspection parameters: number, 
intensitf.",.,juration, timing, and mode. Thus~ the ground-work was 
laid for considerable flexibility on the part of the Agency in 
determining its inspection activities. In particular, while many 
of the criteria found in Paragraph 81 are entirely technical and 
objective, at least two involve a significant element of judge
ment with respect to circumstances that are, in considerable 
degree, political or administrative. These are: 

• Sl(b) which, inter alia, states " ... the extent to which 
the operators of facilities are functionally independent 
of the state's accounting and control system •.. " What is 
meant by this is that "credit" should be given if it can 
be concluded that the operator's records and data to 
which the Agency has access are !!2.! subject to control by 
the state. 
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• Bl(d), concerning "international interdependence," which, 
as previously observed, was specifically designed to 
include the Euratom situation. In particular, the last 
portion of this criterion "the exent to which the state's 
nuclear activities are interrelated with those of other 
states "can be viewed as almost exclusively applicable to 
the Euratom situation. 

It is of particular interest, as well as somewhat ironic, that 
one of the last actions of the Safeguards Committee at its final 
meeting was addressed to the question of iformity. Paragraph 5 
of Doc 167, the Secretariat proposal for rial to be included 
in the Committee's final report to the B which would essen-
tially be the transmittal memorandum f cument as de-
veloped and recommended by the Commi ed: "The Committee 
considers it important that a co 'l widespread under-
stand'ing of those principles, e 'd criteria [found in 
Part II of INFCIRC/153] should1" .ved and that they should 
be applied objectively and uni£ .. temphasis added). In Doc 
172, the United Kingdom, Ita~, ~ ~apan recommended dele~ion of 
the reference to uniformity ,,. l as a rewording to "the 
Committee considers it im.~ that a general, objective, and 
uniform understanding of::ftha rinciples, concepts, and criteria 
should be achieved. ti tfr1 is proposal' which was adopted with 
only a minor editori~l by the Soviet Union and without 
substantive disseff\., e... ated the proposed Committee recom-
mendation for unifdbi · even objective application of the pro
cedures of Part fI, 1¥ving only the hope that there would be 
objective and u~ifo]3n understanding of the principles. 

2 .16 • 2 ,Ana\~ff'$', 
r,-;.,,> -,,cc:"'.,' i' 

GiveG;the fc;~'tical limit on safeguards resources, the uniformity 
of sa~~uarfs implementation or, viewed from the other side of 
the coiltt;4ifferentiation in safeguards implementation may be one 
of the k~ considerations in the effective implementation of 
safeguards. Despite this factor, there was relatively little 
exolicit discussion of uniformity during development of INFCIRC/ 
153, and the weight of the comments was on the need for the 
Agency to avoid discrimination in safeguards implementation. 
Nevertheless, as the foregoing background section demonstrates, 
several delegations sought, with considerable success, to avoid 
explicit obligations on the Agency to apply safeguards in a com
pletely uniform manner, and, instead, to build into the system a 
number of provisions which would allow considerable flexibility 
and "differentiations" in practice. 
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To put these provisions, and the overall issue of uniformity, 
into perspective, it is helpful to distinguish between several 
potential bases for "differentiation" in safeguards implementa
tion. In this regard, uniformity is taken to mean a system in 
which comparable facilities are safeguarded and, particularly, 
inspected in essentially the same degree and manner, regardless 
of the country in which they are located. Departures from such 
"uniformity" are conceivable on the following bases: 

• Differing characteristics of the nu,clear complex within 
the country in which the specific:,'\~mparable facilities 
are located. These characteristic§ elude the presence 
or absence of other facilities aterial flows by 

• 

• 

which these are interrelated. 

Differing characteristicS4~'t1:,, · 
ing and control of the c · 

te system of account
der consideration. 

Differing interrelations 
_programs and the resp_··"'" 
and control with thos\:; 
presence or abseng,'/tof .-..,: 
finally; 't*.l/A!i': ·· 

etween the national nuclear 
tate systems of accounting 

ther states; including the 
egional control system; and, 

• Presumed diff• 
policies, oti p 
tion of nucle-;-· 
vices. ,- ·": 

s'"""'fn national objectives' motivations, 
s relating to the possible acquisi

apons or other nuclear explosive de-

It is clear ~~'_;NFCIRC/153 dpes not mandate uniform application 
of saf~p~tr"4St!il,~l'aefin7d above. O~ the «?ont7ary, it autho7izes 
and at)"#l.Clpctte~'that differences will exist 1n safeguards 1mple
mentat!~ on 1each of the first three bases listed above. This 
authoriz1t~i~ is found predominantly although not exclusively in 
Paragraph~fl, which, as discussed previously, includes an exten
sive list of criteria to be used for determining the inspection 
regime, broken down into four categories that are "state spe
cific" (Paragraph 8l(a) to Cd), and a fifth, technical develop
ments in safeguards, which is basically generic; that is, not 
dependent on the specific characteristics of the state or its 
nuclear activities. 

A number of these criteria are exclusively of an objective, tech
nical character; the kinds of nuclear material involved; the 
characteristics of the fuel cycle; facility design, and the like. 
Others, however, as noted above, call for the application of a 
considerable measure of judgment by the Agency. These include: 
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The effectiveness of the state system of accounting and 
control. While the determination of this effectiveness 
includes elements which are susceptible to objective mea
surement, subjective considerations are also clearly in
volved. 

The "functional independence" of facility operators from 
the state system oftaccounting and control. The record 
provides no elaboration of the meaning of this criterion, 
or how "functional independence" ts to be measured. How
ever, the wording of the section ·· ves no doubt that 
"functional independence" is to ·ven positive weight. 
In a sense, this concept is anal o that of 0 inter-
national interdependence," re . in Paragraph 
8l(d). If the data provi articular facility 
operator can be determi ed to be independent of 
dictation by the nation ty, it is entitled to 
greater safeguards we£g as data· provided by 
another state, in reljt a material flow to or from 
the safeguarded stat/"\&s stion, is entitled to greater 
safeguards weight .. , :~~~:,i·"f:c,, 

The criterion of;~"l'ft~;~ational interdependence" of 
Paragraph 81 (o, . "s criterion, as noted above, goes 
beyond rnater:i;. ws between states, and extends to the 
more subje•tivf. nsideration of "the extent to which the 
State's ,iOQCl~~''activities are interrelated with those of 
other sttates .. • 

While ll~~J.n(~'at;'.lon is provided in Paragraph 81 or elsewhere in 
INFC~/15\ c,&s,Jlthe absolute or relative weight to be given these 
crit~j.a, ii; is evident that the number, variety, and complexity 
of the~ c~iteria allow the Agency a large degree of latitude in 
safegua~af implementation. Moreover, the steps which are ex
plicitly taken to protect the confidentiality of subsidiary agree
ments and which allow the Agency to protect other safeguards in
formation as well, leave little doubt that the Committee intended 
to leave the Agency free to make reasonable judgments, consistent 
with the criteria of Paragraph 81, to differentiate in safeguards 
implementation among comparable facilities in different states. 
such facility by facility differentiation would, in the aggregate, 
of course, also imply differences in total safeguards effort among 
states, even where, by some measures, their overall nuclear ac
tivities might be comparable. 
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The results of IAEA verification activities could also lead to 
graduated application of safeguards as discussed in Section 2.15 
of the report "Flexibility or Action Levels." This differentiation 
is explicitly provided for in Paragraph 81 (b) under which the 
consistency of state reports are taken into consideration with 
the IAEA's independent verification. 

This conclusion is strengthened by the specific final action of 
the Committee in deleting from its final report a proposed recom
mendation for "uniform" application. It is also of interest and 
significance that this deletion was reconunA ded not only by Eura-
tom states, but by Japan as well, a state involved in any 
regional system of control; and was accepted by the 
Soviet Union, a leading advocate in ee of effective 
safeguards. 

At the same time, it is equalll-: the Committee di°d not 
discuss and thus did not adopt 13. iation on the basis of the 
potential grounds listed last aj) hat is, on ~he basis of 
judgments or assessments, of t= ical nature, as to national 
motivations, objectives, and ike. Given the nature of the 
Agency and the constitutiQSt~of · membership, moreover, it must 
be assumed that this omis4~:"li,as not an oversight, and that any 
effort to adopt this a1,1· "licit criterion for safeguards im-
plementation would ha'\ie rejected. Nevertheless, the omission 
leaves the Agency SG111e om, in making judgments authorized and 
required by CriteRi• ''11). and (d), to take all relevant factors 
into account. 

2 . l 6 • 3 In tet5~Jt!tion 

INFCIRgr/f'g'f,, l~i:fjarticular Paragraph 81, authorizes and requires 
the A~ncy t• take into account several criteria in determining 
the ins,-ctitfo regime for each facility, inc;luding criteria which 
require t_.<Agency to exercize a considerable degree of discretion 
and judgment on such matters as the effectiveness of the state 
system, the independence of facility operator's data from state 
control, and the international interdependence of the states 
peaceful nuclear activities. These provisions, give the Agency 
considerable latitude in.allocating its safeguards efforts through 
implementation of the criteria of Paragraph 81. 
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3.0 SECTION-BY-SECTION REVIEW OF THE NEGOTIATING HISTORY OF 
INFCIRC/153 

In this section of the report, each paragraph of INFCIRC/153 is 
reviewed by the same approach taken in the review of specific key 
issues: the background of the paragraph and its negotiation, in
cluding an identification of the principal issues presented dur
ing its development: an analysis of the record, with emphasis on 
the same principal issues, including citations of import~nt sup
porting material: and, as a conclusion, a statement of the inter
pretation which is best supported by the re. rd, as well as by 
the negotiating history of INFCIRC/153 as a ole. 

Since many of the more important issues 
vidual paragraphs of INFCIRC/153 have a 
the "key issues" section of this r 
issues in this section will be ab 
made where appropriate to the rei 
ditionally, since many of the par 
involve no important issue, or,JIO 
the treatment of these_paragrafnl!~~i 

~\'a-, --- ~-

by the indi
a,i~~en dealt with in 

treatment of these 
reference will be 

issues" review. Ad
INFCIRC/153 either 

tial for misinterpretation, 
be appropriately condensed. 

Throughout this section, a JMlpreceding section, the series 
GOV/COM 22/0R _ will be,,v imply as OR , with the paragraph 
number preceding the d~'· n OR _. SimITarly, the series 
GOV/COM 22/ will 1- de, . ted Doc , with the paragraph num
ber, if required, pr~ed~g the designation. 
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BASIC UNDERTAKING 

Paragraph 1 

Background And Issues 

AC2NC103 

PART I 

The original draft of this section, as proposed by the Secre
tariat in 1 Doc 3, Part I, was much different from that finally 
adopted, calling for ~an undercaking that uclear material ••. 
shall not be diverted from peaceful uses uclear weapons or 
other nuclear explosive devices." This f tion was a re-
statement of the basic undertaking for ear weapons states 
found in Article I of the NPT. Its i in the safeguards 
agreement appeared appropriate tg-,. tariat on the grounds 
that: "' 

• Safeguards agreements s 
have to rely on refe~ 
the NPT itself; and , .ttc,, 

'<-':':<·-·~·, 

e self-sufficient, and not 
other documents, including 

• "~W'gency was not itself a party to 
the NPT, a res , of the safeguarded state• s basic 
undertaking n . 11'.fvert nuclear material should appear 
in its NPT'. paf'6u'fl"ds agreement. 

Much of the extQt\sive discussion which accompanied Paragraph l 
centered on ~e'~t,.,o issues. While there was a general consen
sus that the' !eguards agreements should be self-contained legal 
docume~t~1. . ... t references to other instruments such as the 
NPT, lb ex~t 6n was made in this basic provision by way of com
promis•,, widi several delegations expressing the hope that it 
would n6t.. ~ repeated in other paragraphs of the report. In 
fact, thf1J'hope was fulfilled, and the NPT is not elsewhere refer
enced in INFCIRC/153. 

Of more substance, there was a broad consensus (11-32 OR 7) that 
despite the fact that an NPT party had pledged, through the Treaty, 
not to divert nuclear materials to nuclear explosive devices, it 
would be unreasonable and inappropriate for such a state to extend 
this undertaking to the IAEA itself, many of whose members were 
not then Treaty parties. The Committee decided instead that the 
relevant understanding, insofar as the IAEA was concerned, was 
not the undertaking of Article I of the NPT not to divert, but 
rather the undertaking of Article III.l to accept the Agency's 
safeguards. 
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The issues on which much of the discussion of this paragraph cen
tered have, in fact, not remained controversial. In reality, 
they were primarily drafting poin~s which were without operative 
significance for the Agency's safeguard system. The United States 
readily accepted the United Kingdom proposal {Doc 9) for the 
formulation which was adopted, both because it viewed as unfair 
the proposed requirement that a state should extend to the Agency 
as a whole its NPT obligation not to divert. 

Nevertheless, the Paragraph l discussion introduced and dealt 
with other issues of major importance. In ticular, as already 
discussed in the "key issues" section, a pr al (2 Doc 8), was 
introduced by South Africa which explicit! have limited I 
the concern of Agency safeguards to "the reeorted upon 
by the State -- and material derived th • This proposal 
was explicitly objected to (22 OR i,,r,;, ; received no sup-
port; and was not adopted. ',t,,-:, 

~"it 
; _)P~-Ji,s; 

It is also relevanr that the Cornmi\t;~ejected an Australian 
proposal C 1 Doc 18) to replace i,ffle f\atiirement that safeguards be 
accepted on "all" source or sp n'uclear material, by one 
which providedonly that sa.~ua.,. be accepted for the purpose 
of verifying that "no sour " ·' ls'pecial nuclear material" is 
diverted. Australia exg, ,,,.,:,,ifhat this proposal was designed to 
ensure that safeguat:ds fo ifot be applied to all source material. 
Thus, the Australian.:c~ro~. , , too, makes it clear that the word 
"all" was dealt with .eJtpH,.:fi tly. This proposal also introduced 
the subject of thec;·"starcing point of safeguards" which was dealt 
with in detail lata;-. The Australian proposal was explicitly 
rejected by thtf''~it:W4 Kingdom ( 20 OR 7}, who stressed that safe
guards werfa. r · ,,. ~ by NPT to be applied to "all source and 
special fis'ii: .. , .:l:e material" and by the United States (23 OR 7); 
received no support; and was not adopted. 

~~- .~": 

Ana 1 Y§:4,s· . 
The fact that NPT parties were not called upon to extend their 
NPT undertaking not to divert peaceful nuclear material to nu
clear explosives, although important as a matter of principle, 
was not an issue which, in reality, has had any qirect bearing 
upon the manner in which safeguards are applied by the Agency to 
NPT parties. 

The major issue of lasting importance dealt with by Paragraph 1 
is whether Agency safeguards are to extend only to "reported;" 
(that is, "declared" material in the present day nomenclature), 
or to all materiai. The action of the Committee in explicitly 
rejecting a South African proposal which would have limited safe
guards to reported material is, therefore, of great significance 
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in establishing that this issue was explicitly considered, and 
that the formulation adopted is not merely an automatic repeti
tion of the NPT language. As reflected in the "key issue~" sec
tion, there are a number of other provisions which support the 
conclusion that Agency safeguards extend to all nuclear material, 
of which Paragraph land its recorded negotiating history con
stitute perhaps the most important. 

Paragraph l also extends the safeguards obligation to nuclear 
·activities carried out by a state "under it jurisdiction or ••• 
under its control anywhere." The question how the Agency 
might apply its safeguards, pursuant to th' inciple, in a 
location other than the state with which a'1el nt safeguards 
agreement has been concluded is a diffi ch the Conunittee 
did not consider, and which, so far,"as own, has not arisen. 

• ~0- ,,o ,, 

Interpretation 1~t,~ 

In requiring an undertaking by !~J~1,if~\party "to accept safe
guards ... on all source or spegt1'!1,'.,"~sionable material," Para
graph 1 explicitly deals witht~~1ssue of whether safeguards are 
to be limited to "declared~'ffi~;~:ial, and rejects this interpre-
tation. A ,,:;;_"'?', 
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APPLICATION OF SAFEGUARDS 

Paragraph 2 

Background And Issues 

AC2NC103 

Paragraph 2 is, in large degree, the mirror image of Paragraph l, 
providing for the Agency's reciprocal right to apply the safe
guards, which·must be accepted by the state under Paragraph 1. 
Paragraph 2, however, reenforces and goes beyond this Agency 
~. by specifying that the Agency also h · an obli~ation to 
apply its safeguards to all nuclear materia A Belgian proposal 
(Doc 10) to express the purpose of safegua y by reference 
to Paragraph l was rejected by the Commi avor of a pro-
posal by the United States from the flo ell out the pur-
pose in precise language by repeti le detailed formula-
tion of Paragraph l, further reen ·· point that this 
language was deliberately consid•1; adopted by the Committee. 

",{ r, :~.;'._t4_ 

Analysis o· 
-~1~c\, -.-

i* t7'\;t 

Paragraph 2 significantly a,~ '"fsi;;Jhe understanding that safe
guards are to be applied t<( . ':triuclear material by making such 
application not only a · · t an obligation of the Agency. 
It, thus, foreclose!i t . . retation that the application of 
safeguards by the A~cy;~~ ndeclared material is merely a 
theoretical right, ,~.bi11.p~ e Agency is under no obligation to 
exercise. At the jame ti\ime, Paragraph 2 does not address itself 
to the pragmatic q\iesdon of how the Agency is to exercise its 
right to safeg-~ '·i!af:"erial or"which it has not been informed by 
the state, or ~f;"'wfiich it has no knowledge from other sources. 

'" i-'.--i ,>;,•. ii_,- , : ':~,I-, '-

In*~ rpre te. tlon 

Paragraph 1,strengthens the understanding that safeguards are to 
be applied !o all nuclear material, and not merely to "declared" 
material, by making such application not only a right but an 
obligation of the Agency. 
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COOPERATION BETWEEN THE AGENCY AND THE STATE 

Paragraph 3 

Background And Issues 

This paragraph, which calls for cooperation between the Agency 
and the state in the implementation of safeguards, has its origin 
in Paragraph S(d) of Doc 3. The only change was adoption of the 
suggestion by Romania (38 OR 8), that the Agency formulation, 
calling for cooperation by the state, be de reciprocal and be 
made a separate paragraph. 

While no particular issue was present 
Committee's action on it, its ado~ti 
its own right reflects a recogn~ffqp 
at ion. )~,( 'I\\. 

, -_-,, ·, '",1~~~~ 

Analysis 
. 

s paragraph or the 
eparate paragraph in 

importance of cooper-

The adoption as a separate of a provision calling for co
operation by the Agency ~ t w1c* tate in the application of safe
guards, particularly as 4B~i~roduction to a series of paragraphs 
which require the .. Age.~.·,~·· · tt!:·~.o"~ercise care and restraint in the 
exercise of its resoons,~f!"ties, makes it clear that the Com
mittee intended t~~ tj~~;be reciprocity of obligations, and 
that the state,~~. -.Jl~1'!s the Agency, would have to help make 
safeguards work~:l'ff~vely. 

InterPJif!f.hn1 

Parag?;dpll"'l. f'lt.::t'lle counterweight to several paragraphs which 
follow it, lllcalling for the exercise of appropriate restraint 
by the;igen~. It recognizes that there is a reciprocal obli
gation ~"4:ihe part of states to make safeguards work effectively. 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF SAFEGUARDS 

Paragraph 4 

Background And Issues 

AC2NC103 

Paragraph 4 of INFCIRC/153 is derived from 3 Doc 3, and in turn 
from Paragraphs 9, 10, and 11 of INFCIRC/66. The formulation 
proposed by the Secretariat in Doc 3 was an abridged version of 
the three related paragraphs of INFCIRC/66, and the fi-nal version 
adopted in INFCIRC/153 is closely comparabl to those three para-
graphs of the earlier document. In additio he provision deal-
ing with the protection of proprietary inf 'on, which, in 3 
Doc 3, had been combined with the "non-i ce" provisions, 
was made a separate provision by the Co The final formu-
lation was based, almost verbatim,~ lation proposed by 
the Fed • Rep. of Germany , Doc 11. ll~,, 

~);\., 

s·ince each of the principles ennullg_ .. Paragraph 4 had ap-
peared in INFCIRC/66, no speci ",,e f- w '! was presented by their 
insertion in INFCIRC/153. It 1!h noting, however, that the 
formulation "in a manner de as preserved. This formula-
tion had been an important f principle in earlier safe-
guards discussions, and ted to avoid any implication that 
a state had a basis for nt simply because some safeguards 
activity by the Age~y iJW' hampered or interfered with the 
state's activities. ~ J 

Analysis 

Paragraph 4 is aa important but nevertheless hortatory prov1s1on 
calling fffr'<se~~!nt by the Agency in the implementation of 
safegu.uias. ·~,t 'rs significant that it retains the formulation of 
INFCIRC/"6:,6 "d$igned to avoid," and that it speaks not of avoid
ing inter!v.•tice absolutely, but of avoiding "undue" interference. 
In short, t:lese provisions, while undoubtedly important in estab
lishing the overall approach or philosophy of the Agency in im
plementing safeguards, do not constitute specific prescriptions 
or prohibitions on how safeguards are to be applied. 

The formulation of Paragraph 4(b), which is derived from Para
graph 11 of INFCIRC/66, represents an interesting variation on 
the earlier language. On the one hand, it is more general in 
scope than the earlier section, which dealt explicitly with stop
ping the construction or operation of facilities, at the same 
time, it is more qualified than the earlier section, containing 
the word "undue." 
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Interpretation 

Paragraph 4 constitutes a statement of general approach of the 
Agency to the implementation of safeguards which is designed to 
help assure against overzealous actions by the Agency and its in
spectors. It does not, however, constitute a specific prescrip
tion or prohibition on how safeguards are to be applied. 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF SAFEGUARDS 

Paragraph 5 

Background And Issues 

AC2NC103 

Paragraph S deals with the protection of proprietary information 
and the publication of safeguards information. It is derived 
from similar provisions (~aragraphs 13 and 14) in INFCIRC/66, and 
in turn from the IAEA Statute itself, Article VII.F of which 
states: " ••• the Director General and the ff ••• shall not 
disclose any industrial secret or other con ntial information 
corning to their knowledge by reason of the icial duties for 
the Agency." 

The version finally adopted in INF 
ier than that which appeared in 3 · 
153 provision incorporates the S'1 
66, relating ~o the dissemination 

s considerably length-
. _tly because the INFCIRC/ 

of Paragraph 14 of INFCIRC/ 
formation. 

The expansion of tpe provision on protection and dissemination of 
information fr, ·!a,aabbreviated form in 3 Doc 3 to its final 
form in Parag·" $ came as the result of a proposal by the Fed. 
Rep. of .P~n" 'ragraph (b) Doc 11, and a modification by 
Hungary{i Doc 'I., ding the last sentence. This latter proposal 
was ame~d tirough discussion to provide for publication of 
"summariil4.,i.information on nuclear materials" rather than "sum
marized lii'ts of items." This change was proposed by the United 
Kingdom (27 OR 9), on the ground that since NPT safeguards applied 
to all peaceful nuclear activities within a state, there was no 
need, as there was under INFCIRC/66, to identify the particular 
items within a state to which safeguards were applied. In any 
case, the United Kingdom observed that it was materials which 
were to be safeguarded under INFCIRC/153, leading to the formu
lation which was adopted. 

There was no explicit discussion of the issue which has since 
arisen in connection with Paragraph 5 of INFCIRC/153; specific
ally, what is the scope of the information which must be pro
tected, and, as a coroilary, what is the Agency's authority or 
obligation to restrict the dissemination of Agency safeguards 
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information. It is of interest, however, that it was the Fed. 
Rep. of Germany which proposed the basic change from the original 
short IAEA approach to the final version which, like Paragraph 4 
of INFCIRC/66 allows dissemination to the Board of information 
"obtained by [the Agency)" to the Board, as required for the ful
fillment of its duties. 

Analysis 

The particular issues relating to the pr~tection and publication 
of safeguards information which has arisen ince adoption of 
INFCIRC/153 appear to be clearly dealt wit the language of 
the provisions themsleves. These issues 

l) What information is the Agency · 
protect, and, as a coroll 

2) What kind of restrictive 
must the Agency place up· 

.tion or protectj.on can or 
s information • 

Paragraph 5 makes it quite 
tected is "information co 
tion of safeguards." 
by the restrictions OJl' . 
it." Information ii\~ t1j! 
frequency and inteJlt!~y;: 
information comir# to ~e 
tained by it. · · 

. ,i.A~"s,c 

(;tP"'*~t 
iea,.,c:J'bat the information to be pro

o its knowled e in the implementa
urther con irmed and strengthened 

tion of "information obtained by 
C belonging to the Avency, such as the 
inspections, can neither be considered 

Agency's knowledge, nor information ob-

As discussed:i e "key issues" section, the dissemination by 
the Ag~'''.l.fl( guards information is also affected by the 
under•~andin\s reached in regard to the confidentiality of sub
sidiary:,:9rradgements. These are dealt with in that section. 

i, ,1,, 

'·~: _:-_ ~, ;'S 

It is worth noting that the restrictions on the Agency relate 
only to that information corning to its knowledge or obtained by 
it "in the imolementation of the agreement." Thus, the Agency 
does not have to protect generally available information well 
known to it from means outside of implementation of the agreement. 

Interpretation 

Paragraph 5 gives the Agency no authority to withhold information 
on its own safeguards activities; neither, however, does it pro
hibit such restrictions or require the dissemination of such in
formation. Additionally, the restrictions against disseminating 
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information obtained from the state are quite broad. Thus, the 
Agency appears, for example, to be free to state publicly how 
many inspections it had conducted in a state, and their timing, 
without being able to identify the facilities visited unless the 
·existence of these facilities is public knowledge. Paragraph 5 
clearly provides that information, regardless of its source or 
sensitivity, may be provided to the Board to allow it to dis
charge its oversight and supervisory functions in relation to 
safeguards. ' 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF SAFEGUARDS 

Paragraph 6 

Background And Issues 

AC2NCl03 

This paragraph represents an extension of the practice, begun in 
INFCIRC/66, Paragraphs 9-11, of enjoining the Agency to implement 
its safeguards in a reasonable manner. It was derived from Part 
I, 4 Doc 3, which in turn was an effort to give effect to the NPT 
itself, which established the principle of strategic points. 
Paragraph 6 as finally adopted, however, was the result of ex
tensive discussion and a number of amendments in the Committee. 
It also introduces explicit language calling!&r "cost-effectivenes~ 
in safeguards implementation, although this .was clearly implicit 
in safeguards from an early date. 

Paragraph 6 evolved from 4 Doc 3 through: 

• A proposal by the Fed. Rep. ot Germany (Doc 11), to modify 
the Secretariat's language relating to the use of the 
"strategic points" principle, and calling for "maximum 
possible cost-effectiveness." 

• A proposal by Japan (Doc 14) calling for the use of con
tainment and randQm sampling to attain cost-effectiveness • 

• A proposal by Aust~alia to concentrate verification on 
weapons-useable materials. 

No significant technical issues were presented by these proposals, 
since there was, in the final analysis, general agreement, as 
well as the support of the specific language of the NPT, that 
safeguards should employ the "strategic points" concept to the 
extent feasible, and should evolve as technology improved. What 
was important from the viewpoint of ensuring effective safeguards, 
and what was clearly achieved, was to avoid tying the Agency's 
hands by requiring the rigid application of these principles. 
Thus, each of these principles or approaches was carefully quali
fied. 

Analysis 

Each of the approaches or principles recommended for use by the 
Agency in implementing safeguards has important qualifying lan
guage, as indicated below: 
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• Technological Developments: "the Agency shall take full 
account." 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Cost-Effectiveness: the Agency "shall make every effort." 

"Strategic Points" Principle: to be applied "to the 
extent that present or future technology permits." 

Containment: as a means for defining material balance 
areas, "use shall be made." 

Concentration Of Verification: 
ial, and minimization of v 
material: "on condition 
Agency in applying safegp 
and minimization themsel 
application to weapons~lY 

-:r-
-~,~J:(d: -·cs,; 

"use shall 

\ns-useable mater
n on other nuclear 
oes not hamper the 

e words "concentration" 
ly rule out exclusive 

material. 

Paragraph 6, accordingly, 111a1:dtes an important general prin- \ 
ciple followed in the de .~f.e&nt of INFCIRC/153: this is to re-
assure states that safe ,i4lil l be implemented and will evolve 
in a rational manne'l;, •· restricting the Agency to a degree 
or mode of implementati ich would make safeguards ineffective. 

Interpretatit? 

Paragraph 6 eft~\ishes important guidelines for implementation 
of safe9WJ~ "" ut imposing constraints that would interfere 
with etficti,,. lication. 
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NATIONAL SYSTEM OF ACCOUNTING FOR AND CONTROL OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL 

Paragraph 7 

Background And Issues 

This section reflects one of the most crucial issues dealt with 
in the development of INFCIRC/153: independent verification, and 
the relationship between Agency verification and national systems 
of accounting and controls. As such, the issue is also covered 
in the "key issues" section of_ this repor . • The question took on 
particular importance in light of the kno antipathy of several 
key countries, including the Fed. Rep. o any and Japan, to 
"independent verification," and their pr e for the concept 
that Agency safeguards should only pr · urance that national 
or regional systems were in plac tioning effectively. 
Because of the importance of th' he United States not 
only was determined to secure 31. . . ... n a provision which in-
corporated the principle of inci e·fiit verification, but took 
the precaution of placing on J:.,e · carefully developed state-
ment of interpretation. 

?;;c,j(,~,<'s•, , 

The need for independentl~·"' · 0idition was highlighted in the 
views of the United Stat" unicated to the Director General 
in advance of the Sa~ Committee meetings (12 Doc 2), which 
states: "the guiil:irif iple of all nuclear safeguards systems 
is that there must'>pe ... . uate independent verification that 
material is not.~,ve•*ed," (underlining present in original text). 
Similarly, the &genc;y',:stated (S(a) Part I, Doc 3) that "while the 
Agency will ~e:·,lll~,imum use of the data available to it, it must 
maintain th,f ~g.pl51li ty of independent verification ••• " This 
statem_il\~.a · ·· d in the comment which followed Paragraph S(a), 
the ~.oteru. f Paragraph 7 of INFICRC/153, which called for 
main-.pance'Lby the state of "a system of materials control." 
Repres~ta;'ive of the opposite view was the Japanese comment (S 
Doc 2) tlui't "the Agency's safeguards shall be applied in such a 
manner as to verify the imf,lementation of the control of nuclear 
materials by the state or 'group of states ... " (emphasis added). 

This view was reflected in Japan's proposed modification of Para
graph S(a) Doc 15 which stated "the Agency's safeguards shall be 
applied in such a manner as to verify that the control of the nu
clear material by the State has ascertained that there has been 
no diversion" -- (emphasis added). Interestingly, however, even 
this formulation contemplated that the "verification by the Agency 
shall include, inter alia, independent measures, such as measure
ments and observations ... " 
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Even prior to discussion by the Committee, however, this proposal 
by Japan had been modified as a result of consultation among mem
bers, and its revised version (Doc 15, Rev.!) provided that Agency 
safeguards were to "verify findings of the control of the nuclear 
material by the State in ascertaining that there has been no 
diversion ••. " (emphasis added) This proposal came close to 
meeting objectives of the United States, since it made it clear 
that the Agency was to verify findings of the state's system, and 
not merely the existence and efficiency of such a system. How
ever, this formulation made too direct a link between the inten
sity of the Agency's verification activiti and the technical 
effectiveness of the state system, by spec 'ng that •the inten-
sity of verification ••• shall be related to degree of techni-
cal effectiveness." This defect, of parti concern to Canada 
(3 OR 8), was remedied by a joint Cana nese proposal (Doc 
15, Rev.2) which provided only th~ .. · .. ~.·." .. ·.th cy, in .i:ts verifica-
tion, was to take "due account" o( S: ical effectiveness of 
the state system. ,,-;, 

Following the introduction of !?,lti i~t, which the record re-
flects was the result of wide~t a tion ( 1 OR 10), a lengthy 
explanatory statement was the record by the United States 
< 2-4 OR 10), which repeat. ..~~ he proposal provided for inde-

. pendent verification an~" ~~)ed, among other points, that: 

• By its refarenc .,,~~'';:'.';:;indings, 11 it was clear that the 

• 

Agency was ric>,t ly verifying the existence of a state 
system. 

That QV;~~a .~~ference to "ascertaining" that there had 
been ~oc!~version, it was clear that the verification of 
fl'tt4i.:s Jtas not the only means of verifying non-di version . 

• ' )3y omitting "the" before findings, it was clear that in 
~.e .•bsence of "findings" by the state sys tern, it was 
fu~ther established that the Agency could adopt other 
measures of verification. 

This statement was followed by an unusual further colloquy, in 
which the Phillipine delegation requested confirmation of the 
United States' interpretation (14 OR 10) and was assured by both 
sponsors, Japan and Canada, that their interpretation coincided 
with that of the United States. 
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The record reflects that one Euratom member state, Italy, ex
plicitly supported the result (6 OR 10), while another, France (8 
OR 10), did so implicitly by commenting that his concern as to 
the meaning of "findings" in the English text had been overcome 
by use of the word "results" in the French text. The preceding 
version (Doc 15, Rev.l), which contained the critical elements of 
"verifying the findings of the state system in ascertaining that 
there had been no diversion" had already been found acceptable in 
principle by the United Kingdom (13 OR 8) and the Fed. Rep. of 
Germany (16 OR 8). The lattel:' suggested wording changes which 
were adopted in Doc 15 Rev.2, and appear i Paragraph 7 of 
INFCIRC/153. 

It is also worth noting that the specif'c independent veri
C/153, which pro-fication" appears in Paragraph 8l(b) 

vides, inter alia, that the cons;f't 
states "with the Agency's indepettj 
criteria to be used for establish! 

Analysis 

.. reports submitted by 
ication" is among the 

pection effort. 

Through no accident, the 
Paragraph 7 is unique 
beyond any doubt that 
was understood and ac 

:ii ,y 

~'l~ the negotiating history of 
1·t '.'• leteness and care, establishing 
·,,·,·iilciple of independent verification 

"'~ the Commit tee. 

Paragraph 7 also ;tt\i!~lanother important principle which ap
pears in a numbef'·af Cl5)ler places in INFCIRC/153. This is the 
priniciple that tpe ~ency may avail itself of other courses of 
action in the,.,tt~l\t.,Ithat a particular approach does not fulfill 
its intended;~ ... se in assuring effective safeguards. In the 
partic~fft~~ ,s>'f Paragraph 7, this principle is applied to the 
state t~ sysiJ ·-f accounting and control: the Agency is to make 
use of'.J. t tc:>;:the extent possible, but to the extent that it does 
not pro-<i~~.an adequate data base for Agency verification, the 
Agency cai\'do more. 

Another significant feature of Paragraph 7 is the requirement 
that the Agency shall take "due account" of the technical effec
tiveness of the state system (emphas~s added). By calling for 
"due account" to be taken, Paragraph 7 provides an incentive for 
the development of technically effective state systems, but does 
not limit the Agency's authority and flexibility by a mechanistic 
linkage between the Agency's verification activities and the 
state system. The reference to the technical effectiveness of 
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the state system is an important reminder that the Agency can 
make no presumption as to the political validity or integrity of 
such systems. It can only assess and take into account their 
technical effectiveness. 

Interpretation 

Paragraph 7 clearly establishes that the principle of independent 
verification was understood and adopted by the Committee. It 
also makes it clear that independent verification may include, 
but is not limited, to verifying findings of the state's system. 
Thus, Paragraph 7 also establishes that to4'.he extent a state 
system provides an inadequate data base for~" dependent verifi-
cation, the Agency may take additional ste ascertaining that 
there has been no diversion. 
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PROVISION OF INFORMATION TO THE AGENCY 

Paragraph 8 

Background And Issues 

This paragraph establishes the obligation of states to provide 
information needed by the Agency for the effective implementation 
of safeguards, subject to ass~rances that the Agency will not 
seek more information than is needed, and to the further proviso, 
on which the United States took the initi tive, that sensitive 
information can be reviewed in the state' remises and need not 
be physically transmitted to the Agency. rmation of two 
general kinds is covered: information d concerning nu-
clear material subject to safeguards, relating to the 
design of facilities, to the exteat t to safeguards. The 
provision is closely related to '' be viewed as the 
corollary of, Paragraph 5, whi.c the Agency to honor and 
protect the confidentiality of1 ion provided by the state. 

Paragraph 8 has no single d~t: :~cedent in INFCIRC/66, al-
though several sections of ._f,;"tocument relate to a state• s 
obligation to provide in at~. I~ particular, Paragraph 32 
provides for the submis design information, in .language 
similar to that foun raph 8 of INFCIRC/lS3. The formu-
lation proposed J;?y t. tariat in S(b) Doc 3 is considerably 
shorter t~an thaf\l!'hi __ nally emerged as Paragraph 8, and lacks 
the assurances t~r;; 1~nformation required to be transmitted is 
only the minimUIII am9110t needed, as well as the special arrange
ment for protee\j.ng :especially sensitive information. The basic 
proposal foJ'10 ·,H'di tion of these assurances and the special 
arrang~I.ll!n · !'put forward by the United States in Doc 16 which 
provi.ji!'cf''' ·is, with minor modifications of language, for the 
f inacf· formU.la lon of Paragraph 8. 

While ;title- was a clear disposition on the part of the Committee 
to limi t·''the obligation to provide information to the minimum 
required for safeguards purposes, it is also clear that the Com
mittee sought to ensure that adequate information would be avail
able to the Agency, and a proposal by Japan which would have 
limited information to that "concerning the flow of nuclear ma
terial ••• " Cl Doc 17) was withdrawn, after a discussion in which 
several delegations stressed that information concerning both the 
flow and inventory of materials would be necessary. 

While the provision generated considerable discussion, no major 
issues or sharp differences of opinion were encountered. 
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Analysis 

Paragraph 8 presented no difficult issues, and in its final for
mulation is representative of a number of provisions of INFCIRC/ 
153; that is, a careful balance between obligations by the state 
essential to assuring the effectiveness of safeguards, and limi
tations designed to guard against overzealous demands or imple
mentation by the Agency. The rejection by the Committee of 
Japan's effort to narrow the information requirement to that 
"concerning the flow of nuclear material ... " is particularly 
useful in establishing that the Agency is ntitled to all infor
mation needed for safeguards purposes. 

The proposal by the United States to allo ially sensitive 
information to be retained and reviewed,,, ises of the state 
was put forward both to help prote~t s- ve proprietary in-
formation from the risk of discl 'f/ help ensure that 
needed design information would, eld because of con-
cerns by states that transmissi"o; Agency would entail 
excessive risks of compromisin ~ ' ormation. - It should be 
noted in connection with this E!_c:1-J. feature that the reference 
to information of "partic:ula th·i ty" was clearly intended 
to mean information of co~c ,-. ,,,,value C 3 7 OR 6) , al though the 
wording is broad enough t(.,. .mpass information of security 
sensitivity as well. ,Y ~ the judgement as to whether in-
formation is suffi9ie sitive to justify this special treat-
ment is exclusively\,; ogative of the state. 

While allowing t~~sui~ to exercise a final judgement on safe
guards matters i•'"·no;.customary in INFCIRC/153, it should be 
noted that i~11t!Jis' O'fise a conclusion by the state that informa
tion is tQO ,. ···~ive to transmit physically to the Agency does 
not de~~i', ' ency of needed information, but only introduces 
some i#>conv&aience to the Agency's review. 

Int:":et!tation 

Paragraph 8 provides for the communication by the state to the 
Agency of all information needed "to ensure the effective imple
mentation of safeguards," while providing assurance to the state 
that only the minimum amount of information (whether of a mater
ials accountancy or design nature) needed to accomplish this 
objective need be communicated. 
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Paragraph 9 underwent extensive changes from the formulation or
iginally proposed by the Agency (S(c) Doc 3). However, despite 
extensive discussions and a number of amendments, previously de
scribed and discussed in the "key issues" section, none of the 
issues dealt with were particu-larly difficult or contentious. 
Much of the discussion dealt with questi~ of form, including 
placement of the provision within the doc · t and whether the 
Agency's Inspector's Document (GOV/INF/3 uld be referred to 
in the provision, or its relevant pro· corporated in 
INFCIRC/153. 

The approach adopted in regard of designation w~s 
to place the details of designa Part II, on the basis that 
these were details of implemen · .· , but to include the provi-
sion with regard to a state• <;?:-e~i:'ed refusal of designation in 
Paragraph 9. The basis for step, which was urged by the 
United States (Doc 35) (~~ . 12), was that since states have 
the right under the Insg1ig,,wq;"i'""·oocument to refuse the designa
tion of inspectors an. <•:,e:ttyls receive "alternative designations" 
from the Agency, it la sl@ntial to place some limit on this 
right, the abuse .. ;f w ·would constitute non-compliance with 
t~e. Agreement ( 2~ &a. ~;;~ It is also of interest that this pro
v1s1on was amencifed r•.tne Committee (Doc 35 Rev.l; 25 OR 12) to 
specify that i(was the responsibility of the Board to ·deal with 
repeated re;uel••; :.tt.s provided for in Paragraph I. 2 of GOV /INF /3 9. 

While--.. 9 of INFCIRC/153, thus, clearly establishes a 
limit on t!tl ght of a state to refuse designation, the remedy 
for~~is a1'p.se is not established in the section and must be 
found '-1s-,here in INFCIRC/153. 

An interesting aspect of the discussion of this paragraph was the 
Committee decision to eliminate the word nunjustified" in connec
tion with a state's repeated refusal to accept inspectors. This 
decision reflected the feeling that there were no standards by 
which to judge whether repeated rejection is "unjustified" and 
that it was up to the Board to decide whether or not the state's 
behavior was acceptable. The elimination of the word "unjustified" 
clearly strengthens the Board's right to take appropriate action, 
and reduces the chance of disputes over a state's repeated re
jection of inspectors on the grounds that such action was "jus
tified. II 
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In addition to the question of designation of inspectors and re
fusal thereof, several other issues, which have not proven to be 
of lasting significance, were raised. Among these was whether an 
inspector should be personally liable for damages which he might 
cause, including damages arising out of the improper disclosure 
of a state's confidential information. This issue was ultimately 
consolidated with all issues relating to the Agency's responsi
bility for damages and dealt with in Paragraph 17. 

' Analysis 

It was apparent at the time, and has been 
developments, that the principal issue dea 
with inspectors is the right of the state 
tions, and the Agency's recourse if it 

e out by subsequent 
th in connection 

se such designa
that this right 

he question of re-is being abused through repeated r 
fusal of designation and remedy f this right breaks 
down, in turn, into several key ,,'5 

• 

• 

• 

The extent to which a 
inspectors, such as t 
countries; or those.w 
or professional b · • 

The extent to 
accredited 
tions; 

..ts· • I 

reject entire classes of 
ma particular country or 

without particular technical 

tate can limit the total number of 
by wholesale refusal of designa-

The Agenot's ri~ht to redress abuses in either of the 
above ~e-; and 

'A'""::-:-":-ic 

;ae Ide~s!:<>f redress • 
s ;.,< -.,.7, 

The a~tio~\:(a~"'i>aragraph 9 of INFCIRC/lS3 of an expliei t provi
sion thit; "t~ repeated refusal of a state to accept the designa
tion of fl!tNfectors which would im~ede the inspections conducted 
under the agreement would be considered by the Board ••• with a 
view to appropriate action," appears to deal effectively with at 
least the first three of these issues. Specifically: 

• The right of a state to limit inspectors is not· subject 
to prima facie limitation as to the nationality or classes 
of inspectors which it may reject, or as to total numbers. 
The standard of abuse of this right, rather is whether 
its exercise "would impede the inspections" to be con
ducted under the agreement. 
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• The Agency is clearly entitled to take action in the 
event of such abuse. Moreover, the gravity of the matter 
is reflected by the specific reference in Paragraph 9 to 
the Board, as the responsible organ for dealing with this 
issue. Such specific references to the Board are un
common in INFCIRC/153 and were reserved for particularly 
significant issues. · 

• Paragraph 9, standing alone, does not, however, specify 
the nature of the "appropriate action" which the Agency 
may take. -

While the provisions of Paragraph 9, thus ovide a clear limit 
on the right of rejection of inspectors eneral procedure 
for dealing with abuse of this right, · arent that several 
questions are not dealt with specific particular, how far 
must the Agency go -- both in te ers and nationalities 
-- in proposing "alternative de before a state's re-
fusal becomes unreasonable and0 Thus, the question of 
whether a state may, for exampl ect all inspectors except 
those from closely related 05,,0'•. y . h, t etic states. is an issue -
along with many others -- lEC.t.,t~ 11,e worked out 1.n the course of 
actual implementation, in,~,Ugfit /if the general provisions of 
INFCIRC/153 for consul tafici4Jc,1'.flit8' cooperation between the Agency 
and states. ''"'·' 

;:,:,, 

In the final analy$i$,,,"~~~~r, Paragraph 9 clearly gives the 
Agency, in the per!!Q,n tlt/the Director General, the initiative and 
responsibility ~tFtd~!\1de that the right of refusal is being 
abused, and theti'Boa~'the right to take action. While this ac
tion is not cl~i#d in Paragraph 9, it is apparent that the 
ultimate re 'es lie in the "Measures in Relation to Verifica-
tion Qj',:-n ~sion," established in Paragraphs 18 and 19. 

:IC terIJ'e~a tion 

ParagraJS:lt:'9 establishes that states may reject the designation of 
inspectors without cause, but that the exercise of this right in 
a degree or manner which would impede inspections is not accept
able, and is subject to appropriate action by the Board. While 
the.Agency is called upon to propose alternate designations when 
the state refuses a designation, it is the Agency's responsi
bility to judge when it has fulfilled this responsibility, and 
when the state's further refusals are inappropriate and action
able. 
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Background And Issues 

The provision for privileges and immunities, Paragraph 10, closely 
follows the relevant provision of the Inspector's Document, and 
presents no unique or major issues of importance to INFCIRC/153. 
Like Paragraph 9, Paragraph 10 has its origins primarily in the 
Inspector's Document and not in INFCIRC/66. The major questions 
dealt with in development of this paragrap, were its separation 
from Paragraph 9, and a means for aceommod ng those states 
which are not parties to the Agreement on rivileges and 
Immunities of the Agency. 
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TERMINATION OF SAFEGUARDS 

Consumption or Depletion of Material. 

Paragraph ll 

Background And Issues 

This paragraph has its origin in Paragraph 26Cc) of INFCIRC/d!G, 
the wording of which is identical to that of Paragraph 11. The 
earlier version was adopted without discu ion by the Committee 
(3 OR ll) in preference to a shorter and general version 
proposed by the Secretariat (6(a) Doc 3). 
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TRANSFER OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL OUT OF THE STATE 

Paragraph 12 

Background And Issues 

This paragraph specifies the arrangements applicable to the 
transfer of nuclear materials from an NPT state. Unlike the 
corresponding provision of INFCIRC/66 (paragraph 28), which had a 
complex series of conditions basically calling for the continua
tion of safeguards in the recipient state, Paragraph 12 provides 
for the termination of safeguards within t transferring state 
upon completion of a transfer and makes it ar that the Agency 
has no responsibility for verific~tion th transferred ma-
terial will be subject to safeguards in sferree state. 
This result w~s reached because the NP · does not call for 
Agency verification of the obliga,. icle III.2 that a 
Treaty party may export nuclear · ly on the condition 
that it will be subject to saf-, the recipient state. 

The proposed ·~b) Doc 3), which was con-
sistent with the NPT, attrac iderable criticism and a sub-
stitute proposal by Egypt .,L , as well as considerable sup-
port ( 4-33 OR 11), leadinJ·'.~~" ompromise proposal by the United 
States (Doc 36) urider w iW"E}J! Agency would receive advance 
notification of transic · ·owing it to satisfy itself that a 
transfer had in fac.t · de, but avoiding any Agency verifica-
tion of the obligatit,n equire that the transferred material 
would be subject ,t!s sll{ ards in the recipient state. 1.. .. , 

Thi~compromi. .. . Jo!Atll attracted considerable discussion ( 44-72 
OR {»12) , dur ,,. , ich a num.ber of subsidiary issues were iden
tified MS,,.d .. . lfted, including the question of responsibility 
for ma~rial . .,.le in transit, the desirability of free trans
feraD!.l,i ty di material (subject, of course, to the requirements 
of Artf'.°*e JII.2 of the NPT), and the need to protect proprietary 
inforrnatt~ relating to export sales. The latter concern led to 
an Australian objection (69 OR 12) to the proposed requirement of 
Doc 36 that notification to the Agency be in advance of export, 
but this issue was ultimately resolved in favor of advance noti
fication by the adop~ion of Paragraph 92, which provides ~or 
notification to the Agency after a contract nas been concluded, 
but normally two weeks in advance of shipment, thus allowing the 
Agency to verify the amounts bei~g shipped, and affix seals if 
appropriate. 
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Despite the extensive discussion, this paragraph presented no 
fundamental or central issue, once the basic determination was 
reached that the Agency had no responsibility for the verifica
tion of compliance with Article III.2 of the NPT. 

In its final version, however, Paragraph 12 contains the in
teresting requirement that the exporting state shall not be re
lieved of its safeguards obligations with respect to transferred 
material until the recipient state assumes responsibility for it, 
even when this state is not an NPT party. 

Analysis 

Although Paragraph 12 dealt with of considerable 
sensitivity at the time INFCIRC/153 w ped, these have not 
proven to be of major significanc~ ee. In particular, 
the issue of whether the Agency J,K not responsible for 
verification of compliance with'; I.2 of the NPT was 
largely an issue of the transl~ ·od, during which a number 
of states were still negotiati guards agreements with the 
Agency. With the conclusiollft'M . se agreements, the issue has 
largely vanished. Similarlf~.·~ concern that proprietary infor
mation on export sales ,-,h·t 1W'· compromised by advance notifica
tion of transfers has n~,~~-.,,E>arently, been an issue in practice. 

While it does not hai; · {cation responsibility for Article 
III.2, the Agency<J.s position to monitor compliance with it, 
and under Articl.e .. tri i~equired to keep records of the "reappli
cation" of saf~ard•• However, it is not explicitly authorized 
by this paragr~p to disclose any non-compliance of which it 
becomes awa,Jte'j;,,raWchow it would treat such a case, if it should 
arise, \!OU~;tfrtsumably depend on the status of the parties to 
the t..1Nt9C.ei~LaQC! the specific circumstances to the transfer. 

' ,, '-~.,, ;,-,,;-,",,, 

~'~le terjreta tion 

Under ;·~,;raph 12, and the implementing procedures of Paragraphs 
92-94, the IAEA is entitled to advance notification of interna
tional transfers, and has the right through Paragraphs 94 and 95 
to satisfy itself that a transfer has in fact been consummated, 
but the Agency is not responsible for verification of compliance 
with Article III.2 of the NPT, nor does it have any authority to 
approve or disapprove international transfers. 
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PROVISION RELATING TO NUCLEAR MATERIAL TO BE USED IN NON-NUCLEAR 
ACTIVITIES 

Paragraph 13 

Background And Issues 

Although the Secretariat proposed no specific provision or text 
to deal with the circumstance of non-nuclear use of nuclear ma
terial (6(c) Doc 3), the Committee decided (4-5 OR 13) to adopt 
essentially the same provision that appears s Paragraph 27 of 
INFCIRC/66. This decision involved no issu r debate. 
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NON-APPLICATION OF SAFEGUARDS TO NUCLEAR MATERIAL TO BE USED IN 
NON-PEACEFUL ACTIVITIES 

Paragraph 14 

Background And Issues 

While the fact that non-explosive military uses of nuclear energy, 
such as naval propulsion, were not proscribed by the NPT and thus 
not subject to safeguards by reason of the Treaty was not subject 
to debate, how to deal with this omissio . as the subject of ex-
tensive debate and discussion in the Saf ds Committee. The 
initial issue, raised even before the CO e convened, was 
whether it was even permissible fort to apply its safe-
guards to material which might be wi or military use, in 
view of the provision of the Ag e that the Agency is to 
ensure that safeguarded items w used in such a way as 
to further any military purpoee s issue was, accordingly, 
the subject of a special analysl, . tted to the Committee by 
the Director General (Doc 4),,,,,,:Wl{ 'l,'toncluded that "the Statute 
••• does provide tne legal a~"' to apply safeguards to achieve 
the objective foreseen il},t;,~ :0 namely, to verify that there is 
no divers ion ... to nuc leckf·' .W s or other explosive devices, and 
to conclude ••• agreemeri!,sl1~ lthat effect." 

With this issue Of l' ,~~hori ty resolved, the discussion of 
Paragraph 14 (Part\J, c 3) turned to a number of more de-
tailed issues. ;,!il P\):' cular, there was an obvious desire on the 
part of the Cortinitt•i~ as well as the Secretariat, to avoid a 
situation w~e"~j.~drawals of nuclear material from safeguards 
for non- r ·~cl e~ militar use could become a loophole allowing 
use ()J\•:~ :r::fexp osive purposes, beyond the reach of Agency 
veri.Efcat ... '"tivities (e.g., the comments of Yugoslavia, 25 OR 
13) ).,, At t~ same time, there was concern that the Agency not be 
place&,in jhe position of passing judgement; on the acceptability 
of non~~scribed military uses, or coming into the possession of 
any classified military information with respect to them. 

The approach taken by the Committee to this issue, and incor
porated in Paragraph 14, was to narrow the suspension or "non
application" of safeguards to ~aterial in non-proscribed military 
use insofar as possible; to call for the provision of as much 
information concerning the withdrawal as possible without compro
mising classified information; and to call for specific arrange
ments between the state and the Agency defining and circumscrib
ing the arrangement as carefully as possible. Of particular im
portance was the understanding that facilities which merely pro
duce or process material to be used in non-proscribed military 
uses are not themselves exempt from safeguards. In this regard, 
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a definition of "peaceful nuclear activity" initially proposed by 
the United Ringdom (Doc 53/Mod.l) that peaceful uses include 
"processes which merely change the chemical or isotopic composi
tion of bulk nuclear material; regardless of the past or contem
plated use ••• ", was discussed at some length (47-52 OR 75; 23-52 
OR 76). 

Hungary (32-37 OR 76) made,a strong defense of the need for such 
a definition, observing "it had always been assured that states 
were !!,2! free to build up complete fuel eye es for purposes un
known or unstated ••• " In the final analysi the Committee agreed 
to omit the definition, from INF RC/153, e basis of making 
it a matter of record (47-53 OR 56 that• 1 nuclear activ-
ity would in any case include pro rely changed the 
chemical or isotopic composition. of the ast or 
future use of the nuclear materia emphasis a ded). 

Analvsis 

The fact that Paragraph 14 wa~ ject of extensive discus-
sion, despite the realization e''committee that few if any 
actual cases of allocation.Jlf s uarded material for non-
proscribed military use w · '!'se, was a reflection of the 
concern that there shou. ,,. few exceptions as possible to the 
requirement that safegu ~· applied to!.!! nuclear material in 
a NPT non-weapons ~te,t .. us, the lasting significance of Para
graph 14 C particuli.J;'?\t 1,;at:e it has never been invoked) is the 

. l. ight which it cai:(ts Oftr the significance, in Paragraph 1, of the 
undertaking that l~feJuard~ ~e applie~ on all nuclear ma~e~ial in 
all peaceful ~~•'"' activities. It is clear that the limitation 
of this safe ·' ,,,a, requirement to peaceful nuclear activities was 
a neces.«~'. "e,~ion to accommodate the possibility, allowed by 
the N:et'", of :ap 2;;explos i ve military uses, and that it in no sense 

ed;~r could be construed as an opportunity to allow 
. ape verification by engaging in the very activity 
rohibits -- nuclear explosive uses. 

Of particular importance, the discussion of this paragraph, which 
in turn led to the discussion of a definition of npeaceful nu
clear activity," establishes categorically that activities such 
as enrichment or reprocessing, even if they are undertaken to 
produce or process material for non-proscribed military use are 
not intrinsically military and are, therefore, not entitled to 
the exception from safeguards of Paragraph 14. It follows, even 
more so, that such activities, if conducted in support of nuclear 
weapons or nuclear explosive activities, would not be entitled to 
exclusion from safeguards. 
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Interpretation 

Paragraph 14 provides for the narrowest possible circumstances 
under which safeguards would not be applied with respect to ac
tivities and materials employed in "non-proscribed military uses." 
While the Agency has no right to approve such uses, or to request 
classified information concerning them, states may exercise this 
discretion only after entering· into arrangements with the Agency 
which delimit the exemption insofar as possible. Of particular 
significance, activities, such as enrichm tor reprocessing, 
which simply produce or process nuclear m ials employed in 
non-proscribed military uses are not them s military non-
proscribed uses, and must be safeguar e. 
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The financing of safeguards was one of the most di£ficult and 
contentious issue$ dealt with in the development of INFCIRC/lS3, 
and was the last to be resolved. It was the subject of extensive 
discussion at eight sessions of the Commit~ee (ORs 14, 17, 18, 
19, 21, 22, 81, and 82) and a number of pr· sals, as well as a 
special Secretariat study (Doc 39). 

In reality, two separate 
sideration and debate: 

under con-

• How the costs of safegua by the 
states and the Agency si the two 
parties; and 

/-F - <~'."- -,C> 

• How the costs borne ~,ffiftc Agency as a result of the 
solution adopted ~iithe~,l>feceding question should be 
financed by the A~~ · · 

Only the former is.sue ;! eali ty, a matter for inclusion in 
INFCIRC/15 3. To a\\~t«;r,. en t, the extended debate involved 
holding the first .J..;;i,;ie; .. stage to the resolution of the second. 
The provisions fi)i'iail~~dopted in Paragraph 1S of INFCIRC/153 
essentially eont~uec:1:in effect the established practice of the 
Agency: tha~tt,, taat each party would pay the costs of imple
menting its ~''responsibilities, with the exception that the 
Agency Jlle~ la~: extraordinary expenses incurred by the state at 
the Adncy'sc.i~uest, if the Agency agreed in advance to such a 
procecf~e. A further exception dealt with safeguards in a state 
which w-;.Jl.•'t a member, which would be required to reimburse the 
Agency fo:ft'al l expenses, except extraordinary expenses incurred 
at the Agency's expense with its advance agreement to pay for. 
At the time, it was anticipated that this exception would be 
applicable to the German Democratic Republic, which was an NPT 
party, but not then an Agency member. 

Agreement on these provisions (Doc 170) was_ obtained as a result 
of an initiative of the United States, which formed the basis of 
a "working paper" (Appendix OR 81), that established a special 
scale of contributions applicable to the financing of Agency 
safeguards costs, which reduced and placed a ceiling on the con
tributions of developing countries. 
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France, which had taken a strong position against Agency payment 
of safeguards costs throughout the debate, proposed an amendment 
to this approach (Doc 171) which would provide for reimbursement 
by states in the event the Agency later decided as a matter of 
general application to require reimbursement from states of all 
or part of the Agency's costs. This proposal was not accepted by 
the Committee. However, it was agreed to include in the Com
mittee's report to the Board a statement that states should be 
advised of the need to enter into renegotiations in the event of 
a future change in financing approach. 

~~, 

In addition to the French proposal, which~ lied that the method 
of safeguards financing might be modifie he future, the 
working paper itself (Appendix OR 81, Pa 5) provided that 
the Board would review the arrangeme m~llrllll~sed at an appro-
priate time after 1975. The pro · , in fact, been re-
viewed and generally reaffirmed ed. 

This account constitutes only 
fact, an extended discussion 
the importance of the finan 
earlier, because the emp~lf 
safeguard7. rights and 0¥"1i~1; · 
such as finance. <:,,l,~· ~ --~ , r 

Analysis ,c;~,~~'';~"'" 

blights of what was, in 
snot intended to diminish 

'hue, but only, as indicated 
this review was on the Agency's 

sand not on collateral issues 

Despite the shaip.ctlf.~~ions in the Committee, the financing 
provisions of ~rag~lq>h 15 are clear cut and unambiguous, as was 
the f inancil!.i;;,,(-.fmJ,iJ.a proposed in the. working paper, which was 
adopted. ' :~~e6t"d, however, establishes that the Committee 
recog~d .tan alternative to t~e work~n~ ~aper formul~ might 
be rllful. > t:,,r:a later date, and this possibility was provided 
for ··\.n the~l,Commi t tee's report. 

c' c-. 

It shoa~/he recognized t~at the issue of financing safeguards 
and safeguards resources are closely linked but separate. The 
development of a financing formula by the Committee cid not en
sure the adequacy of safeguards resources, but dealt only with 
how a given, agreed resource level would be financed. The ques
tion of the adequacy of safeguards resource~ is still a vexing 
and key one. It is, however, outside the scope of this review of 
the negotiating history for the simple reason that it was not 
covered by the negotiation. 
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Paragraph lS(a) pro~ides that each party is to pay for the safe
guards expenses it~~curs, except that the Agency is to reimburse 
the state for extraordinary ~xpenses incurred by the state at 
Agency request, if the Agency has agreed in advance to such reim
bursement. The Agency is also to pay for the costs -of additional 
measuring and sampling which it requests. 

Paragraph lS(b) applies to the exceptional case where the Agency 
applies safeguards in a non-member state, which case the state 
will ordinarily reimburse the Agency for i 
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THIRD PARTY LIABILITY FOR NUCLEAR DAMAGE 

Paragraph 16 

Background And Issues 

Although this paragraph is one facet of the broader issue of re
sponsibility for nuclear damage arising out of the implementation 
of safeguards, this particular aspect was not controversial. Ac
cordingly, Part I 9(a) Doc 3 was adopted with only minor drafting 
changes. 
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INTERNATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Paragraph 17 

Background And Issues 

This breif paragraph obscures the extensive discussion which pre
cedes its adoption· (8-12 OR 15: 6-14 OR 23: and 1-46 OR 26}, and 
which included an entire session (Sessl.on 26, July 15, 1970) as 
well as portions of other sessions devoted to it: a special Agency 
study (Doc 27): and a Swiss reservation respect to the text 
adopted. 

The basic issue involved in the debate 
extent of the Agency's liability, 
tors, for damages arising out of 
guards. While the possible orig 
theory, numerous, it was clear ;;1ct 
most in the minds of the Commit 
mi ht be attributable to acti 
t e v10 a ion o commerc1a 
tended not only to the li 
that of individual inspe 

A number of different 
pressed during tha;pei> 

~n conflicting attitudes were ex
i,including: 

• The desi e A enc res nsible for damages l 
caused tty iti oth as a matter of airness and to improve 
the ,~_-_

2
~l;)iilit~f_Ji~g.uards to states and their gov

ern•n,ili 

•. ·• :;~:ili~~'-,zf;e to avoid placing any unreali,a_tic by.rdens on 
the "1t,.gency or on individual inspectors; and 

• ·"5e desire to deal with nuclear incidents in a manner 
consistent with the specific international conventions 
and national legislation relevant to such incidents. In 
general, these nuclear liability regimes make the oper
ator of nuclear facilities responsible and liable for all 
damage arising out of nuclear incidents, subject to limits 
of liability established by the convention or legislation, 
and with state indemnification for any such damages in 
excess of available insurance. 

The brief formulation finally adopted,, that claims would be set
tled "in accordance with international law," eodifies an important 
principle; namely, that public international law applies and not 
domestic law. This would not be clear without such a statement, 
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and its absence could lead to exposure of the Agency to claim in 
national courts, to be adjudicated pursuant to national law. 
Additionally, Paragraph 17 excludes claims for damage arising out 
of nuclear incidents, on the grounds that these would be dealt 
with in accordance with the particular nuclear liability regime 
in effect in any specific state. The Swiss reservation, made 
part of the record (Annex OR 26), takes exception to this exclu
sion, on the ground that specific international convention or 
legislation relating to nuclear liability might not be in effect 
and "the Agency should be held responsib • when it caused damage. 

Analysis 

Despite the extensive debate, the 
academic and largely hypothetic 
was a satisfactory and widely 

g dealt with was an 
vertheless, the result 

, as well as, probably, 
t of the United States, the 

this issue to damage the 
an inevitable one. From the• 
main. objective was to avoid al 
prospects for adherence to 
safeguards thereunder. Th 

, , ind the acceptance of Age~cy 
?twas achieved. 

Interpretation ;~~<0",;< 

By providing for th\f',, !fient of claims "in accordance with in-
ternational law,•t,Pi h 17 merel'y preserves the situation 
which would preva,11. i ,,s e absence of any specific provision 
dealing with reipon5"bility. The exclusion for nuclear incidents 
serves to ensu~ that the Agency will be in the same situation as 
any other ~f~~er national liability legislation of interna
tional conf '0''pns, as anticipated by Paragraph 16. The Swiss 
reser•-P 'ttting to damage arising out of a nuclear incident 
is Jllllot tlfij. 'and until such damage, involving Switzerland, 
shotYld occiir. 

;_· ~· 
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MEASURES IN RELATION TO VERIFICATION OF NON-DIVERSION 

Paragraph 18 

Background And Issues 

Paragraph 18 is one of two provisions of INFCIRC/153 dealing with 
the important issue of states which are, or might be, in non
compliance with their obligations under the agreement. Paragraph 
18, while important, is the less fundamental of the two, since it 
provides for measures that can be invoked by the Agency in order 
to ensure verification, rather than the circumstance when these 
measures fail and verification is no longer p ssible, which is 
the situation dealt with in Paragraph 19. 

Paragraph 18 generally follows the Secretari 
lO(c) Doc 3), which in turn reflects prov 
existing safeguards agreements. The ey 

oposal (Part I 
und in then 

was whether the 
to call for urgent 

the time consuming 
graph 22). The deci

e discussion, in adopt
Y act without regard to 

ssue at stake is: "essen-

Agency (specifically the Board) sho 
measures in advance of and without 
procedure for arbitration of dispu 
sion reached by the Committee, wit 
ing Paragraph 18, was that the "4

';,, 

the arbitration procedures when 
tial and ~rgent to ensure ve ic 
not diverted ... " There is · · 

n that nuclear material •.• is 
icit reference in Paragraph 18 
Agency might take. The United 

these were of the kind indicated 
to the kinds of actions 
States suggested (24 .OR l~ 
in Article XII A. 6 of 'the 
guarded material. 

Analysis 

This is a stra 
helps ens#f11';, 
diversi°', whe , 
attempt ~ do st> 
possible. ···· · 

ute; i.e., the return of safe-

and important provision which both 
Agency can verify compliance, or non-

this is the case; and serves as a logical, final 
before reaching a finding that this is no longer 

Perhaps the most significant open question is what kinds of ac
tions the Board might take, or request be taken. Reference to 
other paragraphs of INFCIRC/153, and even INFCIRC/66, suggests 
some of these. For example; although not explicitly cited in the 
negotiating record, the Board acting under other provisions of 
INFCIRC/153, might: 
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• Call for a plant shut-down and physical inventory (Para
graph 11 INFCIRC/66); 

• Call·for special inspections (Paragraphs 73 and 77, 
INFCIRC/153), when these cannot be arra.nged through con
sultation between the state and the Agency Secretariat; 

• In particular, the Board may call for additional access 
(Paragraph 77, which specifically refers to Paragraph 
18); and 

• Call for accept~nce by the state of inspectors needed to 
ensure adequate inspection (Paragraph 9, INFCIRC/153). 

~~ 

Interpretation 

ded action by 
al and urgent" to 

les of the actions 

Paragraph 18 authorizes the Board to cal 
the state, without delay, when this.is 
ensure verification of non-divers· '. 
which can be called for can be fo r of the provi

uggest themselves by the 
y states with such re-

sions of INFCIRC/153, while other 
applicable circumstances. Compli 
quests for essential and urgen c 
referral to an arbitral tribu 
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MEASURES IN RELATION TO VERIFICATION OF NON-DIVERSION 

Paragraph 19 

Background And Issues 

Paragraph 19 was derived from the Secretariat's proposal (Part I 
lO(d) Doc 3), but with a major and fundamental change in concept 
which, as observed in the record (17 OR 20), was the result of 
"intensive consultation." 

The Secretariat proposal dealt with the case where the Board 
could "determine that the state has not comp ed ••• " It also 
provided for a determination of non-complianc hen the state 
"does not comply with a request by ~he Board ake •an action 
without delay." 

The basic issue dealt with in the co 
solved by the adoption of Paragraph,": 
where the Agency could not reach l · 
but could also not verify complian 

, however, and re
e circumstance 

ion of non-compliance, 

Since the formulation of Paragr 
informal consultations, the off 
talns only the explanatory · ~ 
gation, the United Kingdom, 
which might further ill 

as developed in intensive 
record (17-21 OR 20) con
on by the sponsoring dele

record of any interventions 
e provision. 

Analysis 

While the basic pu*osei•d intent of Paragraph 19 are clear -
to enable the Bo tto take the actions allowed by the Agency I s 
Statute even w. t"''·e'innot reach a definitive finding of non-
compliance.z:: ~;are a number of potentially important sub-
sidiary gd@is~ · ich are not explicitly dealt with by the 
language:Lof tht para.graph itself. These include: 

• 

• 

• 

Wh~ the Board can act in the absence of a report or 
refei'ral by the Director General; 

.What is the permissible scope or nature of the "relevant 
information" to be provided to the Board by the Director 
General, and can it consider information in addition to 
that provided by the Director General; and 

Is there any limitation to the grounds on which the Board 
can conclude that the "the Agency is not able to verify 
that there has been no diversion ... " 
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On the basis of the language of the provision and the explanatory 
statement of the United Kingdom, reasonable answers can be drawn 
to these and related questions. Of particular importance is the 
explanation (19 OR 20) that "it would not be realistic to expect 
such a clear cut finding [of non-compliance with the undertaking 
against diversion] .•. In the first place, it was unlikely that 
the Agency would be able to prove diversion ••• and secondly the 
defipition was not broad enough to cover all eventualities ••• " 
In cases where no proof was possible, but a suspicion neverthe
less remained, it was important to achieve a balanced solution. 
The Agency on the one hand should have its rights under Article 
XII.C- preserved, and ..• the state required a measure of protec
tion [against "triviaP issues]; "i.e., where it did not go to 
the heart of the matter, namely d!version. "] This explanation 
makes it clear that while the provision de nly with the issue 
of verification or non-verification of div , and not other 
possible forms of dispute, it is intend ow the Board to 
deal with this key issue very broadly, few if any con-
straints as to grounds for reachiQC"~ 

~~1-,> 
It is also clear that while the'9 to build proce-
dural safeguards into the proces ~ e were of a quite general 
nature. In particular, as ex . ·· .. By the United Kingdom ( 20 OR 
20), the "proposal provid~d fl;JJA.,,Job~l report l;>Y the Director 
General, to the Board, wh1 .. ,sa,, w.cS. l.llJJ' arrive at a finding •.• " (em
phasis a~ded). In othe~ ~~& "lliile a r~port by the Director 
General is called for, '!ls !ifie Board which makes the finding, 
and there is no requi Wat the Director General must have 
reached his own co-J ... r finding of non-compliance or non-
verification, as a ~e··. tion of the Board doing so. The Board, 
~hu~, ~s i:iot sim0!Y a~.;eppellate body but the forum of initial . 
Jurisdiction •• N•~the,: is there any obstacle to the Board's taking 
the intiative:;f;.:.~, ~ib'latter by requesting a re!ort from the Direc
tor General, ~a.QI·· ,t,here is no doubt of the Boar 's general author
ity un~.d.t,1'JlEiN~t~~ute to do so • 

• '- - - -<- ~'-.1..,-'• ,;,;~'~· 

Finall'T, boti\ the language of the provision and the logic of the 
issue c·~ i;;an that the Board is not limited to information pro
vided by~ Director General. It reaches its find~ng "upon 
examination" of relevant information provided by the Director 
General, but there is nothing in the provision which limits the 
Board to acting exclusivey on the basis cf this information. The 
reference in the explanatory statement to the need for the Agency 
to be able to act because "a suspicion nevertheless remained" 
attests both to the broad scope which the inquiry may take and to 
the broad grounds for action by the Board. 
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The requirement to "afford the state every reasonable opportunity 
to furnish any ..• necessary reassurance" (emphasis added) is of 
particular interest, since it provides not only procedural pro
tection to the state, but an important additive ground for action 
by the Board, should the state fail to avail itself of this oppor
tunity. Coincidentally, this requirement, together with the 
right afforded the state to be present at any Board meeting at 
which a ·finding of non-verification is under consideration, re
gardless of whether the state is a member of the Board, further 
confirms .that the Board is not confined to considering the in
formation contained in the Director General's report, before 
reaching its finding. 

Interpretation 

Paragraph 19 is a key provision h authorizes 
the Board to take the statutory actions o non-compliance 
upon a finding by the Board that th not verify non-
diversion. While this finding requ eration by the 
Board of relevant information frowt ctor General, it does 
not require a prior fi~ding of non . tion by the Director 
General, nor is there any obstac,,e · Board taking the in-
itiative in a particular case, ~<~u sting the necessary report 
from the Director General: or"~o'lr!igJring additional relevant 
information. if . ,it&, tr;"' 

'if'.o;,:Ii•<' -.i? 
)ft;,_lj{;~;'t 
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INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION OF THE AGREEMENT AND SETTLEMENT OF 
DISPUTES 

Paragraph 20 

Background And Issues 

Paragraph 20, which provides for consultation on any question at 
the request of either party, was included in general terms in the 
Secretariat draft (lO(a) Doc 3), and is analogous to Paragraph 12 t 
of INFCIRC/66. It was adopted (16-17 OR 23) with only editorial 
changes (Doc 42) without debate. 
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INTERPRETATION ANO APPLICATION OF THE AGREEMENT AND SETTLEMENT OF 
DISPUTES 

Paragraph 21 

Background And Issues 

This paragraph gives states the right to secure consideration by 
the Board of any questions arising out of implementation of the 
agreement, and to participate in the Board discussion of any such 
question, regardless of whether the state concerned is then a 
member of the Board. The paragraph, with minor editorial changes 
from the Secretariat version (lO(b) Doc 3), was adopted without 
dissent. The right of participation by non-Board members was the 
key point which members wished to ensure thro h the adoption of 
Paragraph 21. · 
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INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION OF THE AGREEMENT AND SETTLEMENT OF 
DISPUTES 

Paragraph 22 

Background And Issues 

This paragraph prescribes a procedure for arbitration based on 
the then existing provisions of Agency safeguards agreements, and 
is very similar to the provision proposed by the Secretariat (11 
Doc 3). The arbitral procedure is a standard one, with two arbi
trators; one to be appointed by each party, selecting a third, 
who would be chosen by the President of the World court should 
the two be unable to agree. 

No major disagreement arose with respect to e arbitration pro-
cedure. However, before adoption of the p ·on, a significant 
debate concerning the scope of the dispute should be sub-
ject to arbitration occurred. This di related to whether 
arbitration should extend to disp ning non-compliance 
with the fundamental undertaking; disputes concerning 
possible diversion. A proposaLb . Rep. of Germany and 
the United Kingdom (5 Doc 49) would eliminated the Secre-
tariat exclusion of "a dispute~;_,\ltit : ard to a determination of 
non-compliance by the Board •. i:'.~ 9~:k'.· .· "'Jthe grounds, as explained by 
the United Kingdom that "s 'Wfs 'tes might need impartial set-
tlement and were thus am ··an arbitration tribunal ... " 
(28 OR 23). However, t eability of the proposal of 5 Doc 
4 9 was rendered uncer ·... .:.:lt' further proposal ( 6 Doc 4 9 ) that 
the arbitration prQvis'l ould "not be interpr.eted so as ••• to 
detract" from the A~nc ·powers of adjudication of non-compliance. 

Although there w•, soap1support for the United Kingdom position 
of ext~nding ~,~.9:i'tration procedure even to disputes regarding 
diversion, tl:le .~+e~d States along with a number of other delega-
tions ( ,l.i'.;;ci~ ·, .It. seq.) took strong exception to allowing an 
arbi tr•f t ···· ·· to review decisions which had been reserved by 
the A~cy's{Statute for a representative Board of Member States. 
Additid~).lyl it was pointed out (49 OR 23) that constituting the 
arbitral 'Wfbunal as the court of last resort would be inconsis
tent with the difficult decision already reached with respect to 
Paragraphs 18 and 19, which gave the Board the important, and 
presumably final, power to require remedial action and make find
ings in cases of possible diversion. 

The final decision was to retain the Secretariat's proposal, in 
substance, which would exclude disputes concerning diversion from 
the scope of arbitration. 
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Another issue which arose in consideration of this paragraph was 
whether a permanent arbitration body should be established. Sev
eral delegations advocated this, on the ground that without the 
continuity provided by a permanent body, the ad hoc machinery 
would not function consistently and effectively. Extensive dis
cussion also took place on who should appoint the third arbi
trator in case of failure to agree by the first two, with some 
delegations favoring the Secretary General of the United Nations, 
11-nstead of the President of the International Court of Justice. 
The Committee finally adopted essentially the secretariat ver-
sion, with the understanding that the parties to the dispute 
could agree on selection of the third arbitrator by the Secretary 
General, a procedure which clearly would fall within the original 
Secretariat provision allowing the parties to agree on any pro
cedure they wished, in preference to the pro ure specified in 
Paragraph 22. 

Analysis 

The decision, after extensive and e 
decision of the Board regarding non 
subject to review by an arbitral 1r· 
firm the special and important sta~ 
graph 19 with respect to fi-nding,l''&Drt~p 

ate, not to make a 
on of diversion 

,.serves to further con
!he procedures of Para
verification. 

It should be noted that whil eption to the arbitration 
procedure specified in Para · extends only to findings by 
the Board under Parag~aph isions by the Board under Para-
graph 18 for "essential p t" action "to ensure verifica-
tion" are exempt fro~ n. . bitration by the terms of Paragraph 
18 itself. Thus, thE!re.w ,,Ji~o need to exempt Paragraph 18 deci
sions from the arb~•,ratfwi"'provisions of Paragraph 22. The effect 
of these provision•is tnit the Board's decisions under Paragraph 
18 are not subj~,.t'1t,Ailay in execution by arbitration, but they 
are subject to· · oquent arbitration. on the other hand, the 
Board's f' · er Paragraph 19 are not subject to review by 
the arbi~a al. 

The exteni'i,ye,lebate on this paragraph, as well as on other re
lated para~hs concerning disputes and non-compliance, stands 
in contrast to the fact that no disputes have bee~ referred to 
the Board or to an arbitral tribunal, and that no findings of 
non-compliance have been made by the Board (although the Board 
was informed by the Director General in 1981 of one instance, not 
arising under an NPT safeguards agreement, of inability to verify 
non-diversion). The fact that these issues were discussed exten
sively and in detail suggests that the Committee did not consider 
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them academic, and foresaw greater recourse ~o the disputes mach
inery than has in fact occurred. Of particular relevance in this 
regard was the view held by a number of delegations that a per
manent arbitral tribunal should be established to ensure consis
tency and continuity of decision-making. 

Interpretation 

In establishing a relatively conventional arbitration procedure 
for the settlement of disputes, Paragraph 22 carefully excludes 
disputes relating to findings of diversion, under Paragraph 19. 
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Paragraphs 23 Th=ough 26 

Background And Issues 

AC2NC103 

Although several drafting changes were made in these provisions, 
which are derived from Part I, 12-15 Doc 3, no major issues of 
principle were presented. Perhaps the most significant point re
lated to Paragraph 24, derived from 13 Doc 3, in regard to which 
the United States and several other delegations had pointed out 
that safeguards under other Agreements (for example, trilateral 
safeguard~ agreements, involving the Agency, a recipient state, 
and a supplier state) could not be suspended ithout the agree-
ment of all parties. Paragraph 13, Doc 3 wa ccordingly, amended 
by a proposal of the United States (Doc 48) e adoption of 
the words "where applicable". This term toed to mean 
(35-37 OR 20) that suspension could not 
where the agreement of other parties ·i1i!>'aS 
agreement of these parties. rt · 

Another point of significance reli ragraph 25 (14 Doc 3). 
In introducin~ an editorial chani& s section (Doc 47), and 
elsewhere during the debate, th ·ff States took the occasion 
to stress that the "implementat the agreement must begin 
immediately after it had co ·,ttitit~!ff. orce" (39 OR 20), and that as 
soon as the agreement has e · . into force, the two parties 
would have all the right.it 1ligation foreseen therein; i.e., 
the state would hav, t* gation to accept safeguards and the 
Agency would have the"It:i"g. d obligation to apply them ( 54 OR 
15). . 

A final point rel ~s ;¢ Paragraph 23 (12 Doc 3), which provides 
for the possib"· C,f Amendment of Part II "by recourse to a 
simplified",1;- rj." As made clear by the discussion and by 
the more,~e'xp ,.)language of 12 Doc 3, the simplified procedure 
envisio •. d wa approval by the Director General, with member 
states b~~ sequently informed. Any simplification in terms 
of nationa,t cedure would, of course, be dependent on each 
state's stai:utory and constitutional requirements. 

Analysis 

The strong reminder of the United States that implementation 
should begin upon entry into force of the agreement was a re
flection of concerns with delays which had occurred in the imple
mentation of Agency safeguards agreements in the past, and the 
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concern that these delays might arise in connection with INFCIRC/ 
153 agreements as well. Thus, the statements of the United States 
anticipate and reenforce the later specific provision giving the 
Agency the right to undertake ad hoc inspections pending comple
tion of $Ubsidiary arrangements. 

Intercretation 

The final clauses, Paragraphs 23-26, are generally stll3.ightfor
ward. In light of past delays in the implementation of safe
guards agreements, special significance should, however, be at
tached to Paragraph 25, which provides that the agreement is to 
enter into force on the date of mutual notification. On entry 
into force, the state is under an obligatio to accept safe
guards; the Agency has the right and obliga n to apply them: 
and such implementation is intended to begi omptly. 
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Paragraph 27 

Background And Issues 
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PART II 

The original wording of the Introduction as proposed by the 
Director General in Doc 62 consisted of two paragraphs and was 
much more extensive than was considered to be necessary (30-31 OR 
35). It contained references to the three safeguards measures: 
i.e., material balance accountancy, containment and surveillance, 
as well as to the general procedures that sh ld be applied in 
accordance with the Agency's safeguards syst i.e., examination 
of design information, maintenance of recor ovision of re-
ports, and inspections. 

' 
Both Japan and the United Kingdoms 
of an introductory paragraph (Docs 
that of the United Kingdom was aqc 

Analysis 

implified versions 
respectively) and 

out discussion. 

The formulation of the Intro~~'~)to Part II was not contro
versial and a concise paragJIR~,eaterged without objection. 

;~'~,-·::,·:-</pl,"""'!' 

Interpretation 
.''.?~:~{:.:,-. 

The Introduction to ~t t{~s.ets forth the general premise that 
Part II is to tran1tl11te:.).ftto procedural terms the principles 
contained in Part t. 
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Paragraphs 28 Through 30 

Background And Issues 

AC2NC103 

The initial formulation of Paragraph 28, as proposed by the Di
rector General (7 Doc 62), described the kind of technical ob
jective desired rather than actually stating the objective. 
Moreover, the comments following the initially proposed formula
tion described what is entailed in safeguards and the importance 
of a·technical objective. 

Japan (Doc 67) and the United Kingdom and d. Rep. of Germany 
jointly (Doc 72) put forward proposals, ea f which contained 
phrases concerning material unaccounted fo made no reference 
to detecting diversion. Japan emphasized 36) that the 
Agency should verify the findings of n ntrol systems ~nd 
identified the three categories of s measures without 
distinction. In support of the p Doc 72, the United 
Kingdom introduced the requirellll}l ent on the part of the 
Agency following its verificatio '!'ties, because it was ex-
ceedingly difficult to assess ities of material unac-
counted for, the possibility sion could appear only through 
elimination of all other pos~ xplanations. (54 OR 36). 

A proposal by the United ~f (Doc 75) suggested that " ••. safe-
guards procedures are, the Agency to detect diversion or 
to determine wheth.,; 1'i ·s material unaccounted for, in such 
amounts as to give ~as e cause to suspect diversion." That 
characterization pf,"'• ts" is in contrast to the previous 
formulations, inc:iludif>f that of the Director General which, in 
referring to "·" ;~d" · or "agreedn amounts overemphasized the 
importance o;t·m Jfial unaccounted for. In the view of the United 
States C Sci:".' ' $6), the concept of detection of diversion was 
the pr~t'· ''lcal objective which should not be 1 imi ted to 
proce~es ·r ... ated to material accountancy. Moreover, the United 
States *:guef that it would be undesirable to include any speci
fied or P~a amount of material unaccounted for in agreements. 

The Inspector General, the Fed. Rep. of Germany, and the United 
Kingdom all indicated (61, 68, 70 OR 36) amounts of material 
unaccounted for were not to be predetermined or fixed in advance, 
but determined based on experience with each particular facility. 
Canada believed that the objective could be achieved by appli
cation of the three safeguards measures -- material balance ac
countancy, containment, and surveillance -- and that although 
material accountancy was a primary indicator of possible diver
sion, it was not the only one (63 OR 36). 
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Canada, the Fed. Rep. of Germany, Japan, and the United Kingdom 
introduced a subsequent proposal (Doc 82} which set forth the 
objective of safeguards as" .•• the timely detection of diver
sion ••• and deterrence of such diversion by risk of early detec
tion". In addition, a distinction between the three safeguards 
measures was made in the phrase " •• ~the use of material account~ 
ing as a measure of fundamental importance, coupled with con
tainment and surveillance as important complementary measures." 
The United States, agreeing with a remark made by the represen
tative of Switzerland, indicated that measures of containment and 
surveillance deserved equal weight with material accountancy and 
therefore proposed that the word "coupled" be dropped. That 
suggestion was accepted and the first two paragraphs in Doc 82 
became Paragraphs 28 and 29 in INFCIRC/153. 

aroused more 
with the word

a figure or 

The text in Doc 82 corresponding to Paragrap 
discussion. Egypt and South Africa had diff 
ing "given amount", with Egypt (15 OR 37) 
range of figures to be given and Sout;p A 
detailed procedures by which the I "'" 

OR 36) wanting 
aluate the amount 

ther hand, felt that 
did not indicate clear

esult of IAEA's work and 

of material unaccounted for. Indi 
the wording presented problems be't Cs 

ly that the amount referred to was'~ 
not a predetermined figure ( 16 Qff>31'2 •.. 
-- ."''c- • •;~? 

i,, ,i'. 

France provided a revised t~ ·ro'' 4/Rev. l l eliminating the 
term ~given ~ount", ther~b1.~ ng the probl~ms that would be 
associated with predeter ounts of material unaccounted 
for. Although Japan for lems for the IAEA in determining 
the limits of accura · , ·!c 3 7} further explanation by France 
and the Inspector ~a.. l~'· -42 OR 37) resulted in acceptance of 
the French proposa~~ ······ 

Analysis 

The objec;ir'6•. eguards as set forth in Paragraphs 28 and 29 
emerged"'a's th\; ly detection of diversion instead of the more 
limited ~rliex version of measurement of material unaccounted 
for. In icldi.~on, as already noted in the key issues portion of 
this repore~Flhe importance of containment and surveillance was 
officially recognized and significantly upgraded from earlier 
safeguards documents. Although containment and surveillance were 
accepted as " ••• important complementary measures", the United 
States clearly expressed its view that they were of equal weight 
with material accountancy. In any event, there is no explicit 
provision for allocation of effort between material accountancy 
and containment and surveillance; leaving it to the discretion of 
the Agency to apply the measures as it sees fit. 
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The discussion leading to the formulation of Paragraph 30 makes 
it clear that "normal" amounts of material unaccounted for will 
not be predetermined, but that such amounts would be determined 
by the IAEA for each material balance area on the basis of actual 
expenses. 

Interpretation 

In Paragraphs 28 through 30 the objective of safeguards is de
cidedly the timely detection of diversion. The position of the 
United States (32 OR 41) is that the application of safeguards is 
a generic term for all the measures to be taken by the IAEA and 
the state to ensure that the terms of the agreement are carried 
out. Verification means more specifically e measures to be 
taken by the IAEA to accomplish that object INFCIRC/153 
clearly calls for material accountancy, co . ent and sur-
veillance to be utilized by the IAEA, leavi allocation of 
effort between these measures to the di · of the Agency. 

Materials accountancy is an indis 
ment and surveillance are also~ 
materials accountancy alone is in 
that significant diversion has .;Bil? 
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NATIONAL SYSTEM OF ACCOUNTING FOR AND CONTROL OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL 

Paragraphs 31 And 32 

Background And Issues 

The Director General's suggestions for Part II in Doc 62 did not 
include any elaboration of P~ragraph 7 in Part I, which requires 
the state to establish and maintain a national system. The first 
proposal corresponding to Paragraphs 31 and 32 came from Japan 
(2.B and 2.C Doc 67). In Japan's proposed text corresponding to 
Paragraph 31, the state was called upon to verify the findings of 
its own national system. Japan reiterated its belief (3 OR 36) 
that the Agency should take account of the techni~al efficacy of 
the state's control system. In the text cor spending to Para-
graph 32, the requirements to be met by the ·onal system were 
defined in general terms; i.e., compatibili the technical 
objective and procedure, facilitation of fication acti-
vities and provision of physical protect terial. 

1 
Subsequently (as a result of outsi ~tions), Canada, the 
Fed. Rep. of Germany, Japan, and• Kingdom submitted a 
proposal (Doc 82) which included ttlg: responding to Para-
graphs 31 and 32. In the latte e~ list of measures for 
national systems was included. . ~ list of measures and 
whether they should be oblig~ ol only guidelines for national 
systems became the focus ofI?t~!@'H'bussion. 

-~"~~~'ff ' I,_~ 

Denmark felt that the s lllttild not be required to include all 
of the listed items ~c ey would not all be relevant to 
countries which had ~~I small reactor (2 OR 37). Canada 
agreed that the wo:J;l!~'n9"~s proposed seemed to suggest that each 
state was obliged \o e11p!oy a.11 of the listed items and suggested 
the words "as · "e" be inserted in the introduction to the 
list of items ). Canada pointed out that, according to 
Paragrapti:Al::. s .. · .. · were required to establish certain regulatory 
functio~~wh ght or might not include inspections~ Canada 
did not';'1ions r that inspections under the national system should 
have any ~f. on the duration, content, or frequency of inspec
tions by tlfet'l:AEA (4 OR 37). This interpretation, however, would 
appear to conflict, at least in some circumstances, with the 
principle that the Agency should make maximum use of the findings 
of the state's system, while maintaining independent verification. 

France favored wording in the introduction which would provide 
flexibility for states having less than a full range of activi
ties and suggested deletion of the proposed item dealing with 
physical security. 
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Egypt suggested (14 OR 37) that detailed requirements for na
tional systems be included in the subsidiary arrangements, rather 
than in the agreement, and that the IAEA would make use of na
tional systems where they exist or supplement them if necessary. 
The Fed. Rep. of Germany and Hungary favored retaining the list 
in the agreement as a guideline and the Fed. Rep. of Germany 
proposed wording that the state and the IAEA would agree in the 
subsidiary arrangements (20 OR 37) concerning which of the items 
were required. 

While agreement was ultimately reached that the list of provi
sions should not be considered mandatory, there was some addi
tional discussion of the proposed inclusion of an item concerning 
the physical security of nuclear material. France felt that 
physical security was entirely up to the st' and beyond the 
scope of the Agency (81 OR 37). Hungary (8 37) suggested 
that the reference to physical security di elong in the 
paragraph under discussion, but disagre ranee, arguing 
that the Agency must take physical ,ec o account during 
inspections. Finally, the United ada, and Japan each 
agreed that no such item should b in the list, provided 
that physical security was deale''y ewhere in Part II. 

"t~ 

The text proposed in Doc 
adopted by the Committee 
( 54 OR 37). 

Interpretation 

ing to Paragraph 31 was 
inor changes of the wording 

Paragraph "31 is ess; t · :,repetitive of Paragraph 7, with the 
addition of the reiU.~ that the IAEA avoid unnecessary du-
plication of the lfat . accounting and control activities. That 
provision was not:~.9eb.J;ed, probably because it was established in 
the negotiati. r,.1*e NPT itself. It is fair to conclude that 
the IAEA willt ¢he first instance, at least, determine whether 
any "dupl~~ Vs necessary, with the st~te. hav~ng recourse to 
the p~edur·· n Paragraphs 20 through 22 if 1 t disagrees. 

The deli1-,r;;t;~lons of the Committee make it clear that the list of 
items in PWfagraph 32 (a) through (h), as a whole, is not man
datory. At the same time, however, it was recognized that some 
of the items were·fundamental to any national system worthy of 
the name, although it was left to the IAEA, presumably, to iden
tify those in negotiating subsidiary arrangements. Contrary to 
Egypt's idea that a state need not establish a national system, 
all others seemed to recognize that Paragraph 7 imposed such an 
obligation upon the state. 
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STARTING POINT OF SAFEGUARDS 

Paragraphs 33 And 34 

See Section 2.4 

AC2NC103 
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TERMINATION OF SAFEGUARDS 

Paragraph 35 

Background And Issues 

A formulation for a provision.in Part II for termination first 
appeared in the Director General's suggestions (4 Doc 62). That 
formulation, however, reserved to the IAEA the discretion to 
determine that safeguards should continue to be applied to nu
clear material contained in residues, notwithstanding that the 
state considered its recovery to be impracticable or undesirable. 
It also called upon the parties to cooperate in making arrange
ments for the application of safeguards in · h event, as well as 
in disposing of residues when both parties eon non-recover-
ability. 

During the discussion (principally 
General explained that the termina 
for Part I addressed only the eas 
practically irrecoverable. The~ 
the ease in which material in res 
coverable, but it would not be 
therefore the residues would 
covery. While rigorous saf 
cording to the Inspector G 

), the Inspector 
ion earlier adopted 

nuclear material was 
formu!ation addressed 
uld be technically re

to do so at that time and 
··eb for possible future re
ight not be justified, ac

some limited measures would be 
needed to assure that th al had not been recovered: if 
residues were to be di 
IAEA would make the'.itle" 
state to apply limitie s 

, it was not intended that the 
but simply would arrange with the 

uards. 

The only addition'1. sui,
0

ltantive suggestion was made by Japan (DOC 
77 l, which res. '' j,J.J the reference to Paragraph 13 and the 
phrase which fo s it in Paragraph 35. 

The fi 
adopte. 
support· 
includes 

was drafted by the Chairman (DOC 93) and was 
fter~a brief discussion in which the United Kingdom, 
tJ::>y.;france and Australia, suggested that "residues" 
~!.p from fuel fabrication (l-9 OR 41). 

Analysis 

There were no serious disagreements with the concepts to be in
cluded in the provision; the prolonged discussion was rather 
concerned with the drafting. The major point was that the state 
and the Agency agree on what safeguards measures should be ap
plied to nuclear material contained in residues. 
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Interpretation 

Paragraph 35 as adopted is straightforward and consistent with 
Paragraph 13 in Part I. It allows the state and the Agency to 
agree that certain nuclear material is practicably irrecoverable. 
It also allows the state, in the event that the IAEA does not 
make the determination pursuant to Paragraph ll that nuclear 
material in residues is unrecoverable, to defer recovery and to 
agree with the Agency concerning the safeguards measures to be 
applied in the interim. For purposes of Paragraph 35, "residues" 
includes scrap from fuel fabrication. 
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EXEMPTIONS FROM SAFEGUARDS 

Paragraphs 36 Through 38 

Background And Issues 

AC2NC103 

The Director General's suggested formulation for Paragraph 36 
came under the heading "E~emptions related to use", and for Para
graph 37 under 9¥:xemptions related to quantity". The formulation 
for Paragraph 38 was a comment to these formulations (S-6 Doc 
62). The Director General's formulation for Paragraph 36 referred 
to the three categories of uses (as a source for thermoelectric 
power, as sensing components in instruments, and in other spe
cified non-nuclear activities) but omitted ny specific quantity 
limitations or, in the case of plutonium-23 any minimum con
centration. 

In Doc 71, the United Kingdom proposed 
"non-application of safeguards" an 
plutonium-238 by providing for it 

the heading to 
t e reference to 
from the definition 

United States found 
proposed wording in 
which used the phrase 

of special fissionable material~ 
the United Kingdom proposals ac& 
Doc 74 for the introduction of 
"exclude from the application guards", in order to conform 

··· ~· nited Kingdom. The United with the heading suggested b 
fl~ble wording that the IAEA "may States also proposed the 

exclude, ••• " rather than 
and it was not adopted" 
that a reference tQ"gf 
Paragraph 36 was ne~~
stantial quanti ti~lr,.O~.:, · 
less" after the J;efererice 

;" but the United Kingdom disagreed 
·y, the United States suggested 

ntities• in subparagraph (a) of 
n order to avoid exemption of sub

rial: the addition of the words "or 
to gram quantities, was also suggested. 

fil!J;fe discussion of the definitions of termina-
tion, no~~! tion, and exemption (19-36 OR 36) in the devel-
opment ,p!'" · · ragraphs . Hungary indicated ( 2 6 OR 3 6 ) that 
its u~erst ing that the procedure in Paragraph 37 constituted 
"exempt\ipn" ,nd that the procedure in Paragraph 36 was "non
applic:af~i11 in the sense that material was disregarded and for 
the purpo!fe's of safeguards did not exist. Hungary's position was 
that material used in sensing components, required processing and 
at some point before being used in a component, would have been 
subject to safeguards: accordingly, such material might be better 
considered under termination. Paragraph 36, in Hungary's view, 
should make clear that the material referred to would not be 
subject to safeguards only as long as it was used in the ways 
specified. 
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As the discussion began to focus on which terms should be defined 
within INFCIRC/153, the Inspector General intervened (33 OR 36), 
suggesting that such procedural terms should not be defined in 
agreements, but that it would be enough if they were understood 
within the Committee. He further called attention to the usage 
of the term "non-application" in Part I, in which the term had 
been used only with reference to permitted military uses and it 
was his belief that the use of non-application should be re
stricted to that context. 

Japan noted that relationship between "termination" of safeguards 
and "exemption" from safeguards and suggested in Doc 78 the ad
dition of the phrase "if such nuclear materi is unrecoverable" 
at the end of subparagraph (b). This seemed resolve the dis-
cussion of the difference between terminatio -application, 
and exemption and the original title "Exem t om Safeguards" 
was accepted (39 OR 38). 

The Chairman undertook to redraft w 
on the basis of the various propoa,a 
in 10-12 Doc 92/Rev.l, and is virt 
wording, except that it does not · 
other reference to plutonium-23 

become Paragraph 36 
formulation appeared 

ntical to the final 
subparagraph (c), or any 

The question of exemption o m-238 was addressed during 
the later discussion of the 'tion of "nuclear material" (1-
14 OR 69), in which the ngdom proposed (Doc 153) to 
exclude plutonium-238\in:: trations exceeding 80 percent. In 
presenting its proposal,, nited Kingdom explained the complex 
process by which pl}l•rift. 38 was produced, the small quantities 
yielded and the es8'nti4f~'·uses of the material in medicine. Bal
ancing its human.,i,1;.ai)~an.,,uses and the unlikely possibility of its 
posing a mil it. ·y:$l)t't!~t, exclusion from safeguards seemed right 
to the Uni 'dim; the alternative of exemption could be 
acceptab~;-· . 'id place an unnecessary burden on the IAEA. 

Switzerl~~ ap~eciated the interest in humanitarian uses and the 
cost and c~l>exity of producing plutonium-238, but expressed 
fear that it'''might be produced in quantities of several tons by 
1980, including th~t for applications in space. The United King
dom thought production would be measured in kilograms rather than 
~~~thus its exclus1on_from safeguards would n~~ ~;~~;~~---
s~ous _l_QQP@e fn:tne"cfom.@ of·_~_?~O~ifiiii;-· ---·- . - --

When the discussion of the definition of "nuclear material" re
sumed (3-12 OR 75), the United States proposed a definition (Doc 
160) which deleted the "exception" for.plutonium-238 and instead 
proposed adding a text corresponding to subparagraph (c) to Para
graph 36. The United States explained that the word "except" had 
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raised a legal problem and that several delegations had suggested 
the term "exemption". Without further discussion of that aspect 
of the proposal, the Committee adopted the text proposed for 
Paragraph 36(c). 

What is now Paragraph 37 was adopted, as proposed by the Director 
General in Doc 62, without discussion, no doubt because that 
formulation appears verbatim (including the phrase •that would 
otherwise be subject to safeguards•) as paragraph 21 in INFCIRC/ 
66/Rev.2. 

The precise wording for Paragraph 38 appears to have been drafted 
by the Secretariat on the basis of the proposal by the Fed. Rep. 
of Germany (Doc 69) to· add that provision. o objection had been 
made to that proposal and it was adopted wit t discussion. 

Analysis 

The issues raised in developing Par , 37, and 38 were 
largely related to the intended us ,,, ni tions of the terms 
"termination", "non-application" 4 , tion" in connection 
with safeguards. There was also ' n of addressing the 
exemption of plutonium-238 int tion of nuclear material. 
As a result of the discussion, ision was made to limit 
definitions to the technical .t , ather than including all 
procedural terms as well. ~lt -.l's decision was made and the 
Committee reached agreemenii\~<\he interpretation of the pro
cedural terms, Paragrap~~ ~~~'' and 38 were adopted. 

Interpretation 

In the final anal1~is,,a wa~ ~nderstood that non-appl~cation of 
safeguards applJ,etfi;,Dnl¥ to mill tary uses as discussed 1n Para
graph 14 of Pvi'!":'J. 2 "~afeguards were terminated if material for-
merly und!U'. , trds is no longer considered usable or has 
become~/· 'irrecoverable as indicated in Paragraph 11 or 
is to ~ use 1{:in non-nuclear activities in accordance with Para
graph 11::~"" Only the material as specified in Paragraphs 36 and 37 
would be ~9,tt!arly "exem~ted" from safeguards at the request ~f 
the state cffld would remain "exempt" only as long as the material 
continued to be used as specified in subparagraphs (a) and (b) 
or, in the case of plutonium-238, if it continued to be present 
in a concentration greater t~an 80 percent. 
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SUBSIDIARY ARRANGEMENTS 

Paragraphs 39 And 40 

Background And Issues 

AC2NC103 

The Director General's first outline presented at the beginning 
of the Committee's deliberations (Doc 3) noted the desirability 
of standardization in the IAEA's administration of safeguards, 
while taking into account the diversity among states in the ex
tent of their nuclear activities. In discussing how some flex
ibility might be provided, an agreement structure wa~ proposed, 
consisting of what became Parts I and II and, sidiary arrange-
ments. While Part II would set forth techni rinciples and 
safeguard$ procedures and the principal quid to be followed 
in subsidiary arrangements, the subsidiar ents would 
contain detailed provisions concernin, le, information 
required for design review, timing of records and 
reports, and safeguards arrangement facility. It was 
sug.gested that the subsidiary arr&h ,should, if possible, 
take effect simultaneously with th . ent and it would be 
essential that the IAEA be provi ti" the information required 
for completion of subsidiary ar ts while the agreement was 
being negotiated. The subsiQ#e ... , angements should be amenable 
to changes by agreement betwf~~'Ef parties without the need to 

, amend the agreement. ,~, •·· 

In the discussion of Uios estions (OR 24 and 25), South 
Africa considered tht ~ ary arrangements to be of crucial 
importance and that:tney ~ould be submitted to the Board of 
Governors concurrenlJ,y ~th the agreement. 

'is<-;; .. ,-:_, -'t.s'< 

That suggestiont ti#d two issues: whether the subsidiary ar
'~r be submitted to the Board and, if so, 

es were recognized to involve the sensitive mat
d : iality of information provided to the IAEA, as 

well as th ~8'be of uniformity in the application of safeguards 
by the IAEA /'"t 

If the subsidiary arrangements were to take effect at the same 
time as the agreement, information would need to be provided to 
the IAEA before the agreement came into force and thus before 
specific obligations had been assumed by the IAEA regarding con
fidentiality. If, on the other hand, the subsidiary arrangements 
were to be negotiated only after the agreement came into effect, 
the practical implementation of the agreement could be delayed 
for some time, particularly for those countries with substantial 
nuclear activities. 
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The Inspector General suggested that some general provisions 
might be included in the agreement (the United Kingdom had pro
posed including those governing establishment of material balance 
areas and accountancy) but that details of facilities could only 
be drawn up after design review, which would follow the entry 
into force of the agreement. Thus, simultaneous entry into force 
would be difficult unless the necessary information was provided 
in advance, in which case industrial secrets would need to be 
protected. He suggested that 90 days might be reasonably re
quired for completion of the s~bsidiary arrangements. 

India was in favor of simultaneous entry into force. Japan, 
referring to its experience, noted the diff" ulty in doing so, 
except in t~e ~ase of countries with few fac ities. The prac-
tical effect might merely result in delayin ry into force of 
the agreement. Canada, ·on the other hand, simultaneous 
entry into force, but with interim arra made by an ex-
change of letters to assure confide ia f information, if 
the state wished. The Inspector G rsed Canada's sug-
gestion. The Soviet ~nion favor'ld .eous entry into force 
and thought a 90-day interval aft into force too long. 
Yogoslavia thought it impractic omplete the subsidiary 
arrangements until the agreeme een negotiated. Japan did 
not want to see excessive de1e . "' ompletion of the subsidiary 
arrangements and doubted t. , · ttaeim arrangements would expedite 
completio!l but was not o~e· them, if it was voluntary. 

_, _,, --~ '. ~,?.::;·?"'&< 

With regard to subm~s· the Board of the subsidiary arrange-
ments, India was strd favor, in order to assure maximum 
uniformity in appl~t . safeguards. The United Kingdom 
thought that objeolive·" uld be achieved by including all of the 
important proviMR~JJi the agreement itself. The United States 
opposed maldng{aylJ,;!a'.15le to members of the IAEA information re
lating to · ia#Y arrangements, except with the prior agree
ment ofj'.the . concerned. Australia agreed with the United 
States.'~'·1.Jndi&;; said that, if the proposal of the United States 
was acce~d ~,}~he detailed framework within which the Agency 
would impliwbt safeguards should be make known to member states, 
to ensure uniformity of implementation. Italy did not share the 
concern regarding uniformity and was not convinced that every 
state had the right to keep under review how the IAEA implemented 
safeguards in other states. South Africa did not wish any confi
dential information in subsidiary arrangements to be passed to 
the Board. Japan agreed with the view of the United States; 
uniformity was needed, but that was the responsibility of the 
Director General, who would be guided by agreed princip~es and 
technical procedures. The Fed. Rep. of Germany agreed with the 
United States. The Inspector General noted that it had been the 
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practice not to make known the content of subsidiary arrangements 
and that it would not be possible to circulate detailed informa
tion concerning facilities, but that a limited amount of general 
information in the opening paragraphs of the document could be 
made known to member states. 

When the Committee next addressed the subject (OR 38), it had 
before it the Director General's suggestions in Doc 62, which 
contained revised formulations for what were to be Paragraphs 39 
and 40. The proposal for Paragraph 39 consisted of one sentence, 
in which the function of subsidiary arrangements was confined to 
the specification of the procedures by which the IAEA would ful
fill its "safeguards responsibilities• in each facilit contain
ing or to contain nuclear material subject t a eguar sunder 
the agreement. 

The United Kingdom had proposed an amendm 
Paragraph 39 (Doc 79) which "clarifieg" 
proposal by deleting the references ' 
only to the practical application o 
the agreement. Japan had proposecfc 
deleted the reference to "safeguar 

e wording for 
tor General's 

ies and referring 
edures laid down in 

ent (Doc 87) which 
onsibilities" of the 

ties, and called for in
of •the details of normal 

"in particular facilities. 

IAEA, retained the references t 
clusion in the subsidiary arran 
verification activities of t~Ag 

':t{.,,dr0~~~~, 
Japan elaborated on its P.. 48 OR 38) by calling upon the 
IAEA to have prepared. bj of experts, a manual which 
would set the basis f~,.rl ation of subsidiary arrangements, 
in which the details .. a!~'; rocedures would be included. Hungary 
(49 OR 38) opposed #}le ~ition of the phrase "normal verifica
tion activities,~ ,asr. .. dicf the Fed. Rep. of Germany which preferred 
the proposal of 11~y OMted Kingdom, but proposed deleting "safe
guards" so . t'' ··· ~£erred only to "responsibilities" of the 
IAEA unde · .. ent ( 50 OR 38). Finland and the United 
States s~portEi) the proposal of the United Kingdom, without 
further c en ~(52 OR 38). Belgium also supported that pro
posal, but· ed with the Fed. Rep. of Germany that "safeguards" 
be deleted ( OR 38). Australia and India appear to have agreed 
with the United Kingdom proposal. They thought the incl~sion of 
"safeguards" was redundant but that it made no difference whether 
it was retained or deleted. · 

Canada, on the other hand, preferred Japan's proposal because of 
its references to facilities, each of which would need to be 
addressed (59 OR 38). The Soviet Union also favored including 
references to information pertaining to each facility (60-61 OR 
38). Italy noted that such information would be req~ired in the 
provision dealing with design review and therefore need not be 
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mentioned in the paragraph under discussion (63 OR 38). India 
agreed with Italy (65 OR 38). The Soviet Union withdrew its 
proposal and the proposal of the United Kingqom, with the dele
tion of "safeguards," was accepted for the first sentence of 
Paragraph 39. (That sentence does not differ in substance from 
that in Paragraph 39, but the wording is slightly different.) 

Italy had proposed (Doc 73) the addition of wording which differs 
only insignificantly from the second sentence which appears in 
Paragraph 39. The proposed sentence had appeared in the text 
suggested by the Director General in Doc 62 for what was to be
come Paragraph 40. The Committee adopted Italy's proposal with
out further discussion. The final language, edited by the Secre
tariat, appeared in Doc 92/Rev.2. 

The Director General's suggested text 
become Paragraph 40 contained most of 
the final version of that paragraph. 

r what was to 
s appearing in 

Italy proposed (Doc 13) that a se~t ded (taken from the 
comment in Doc 60 to the Director'' s proposed text) call-
ing for an exchange of letters b~t he IAEA and the state, if 
so requested by the state, by w: ,.,. cautions would be speci-
fied for the protection of conf al information provided 
before the agreement entere rce. The United States thought 
the exchange should be init by the IAEA and suggested dele-
tion of the reference to,. e's request ( 72 OR 38). Italy 
agreed (74 OR 38) bu\ tht Rep. of Germany did not, because 
the IAEA would not be"i:opl legally to take the initiative 
prior to the agreemen• op g into force (75 OR 38). The Inspec
tor General also f~t thit the phrase ·should be retained (76 OR 
38). Hungary t its retention would not create a legal 
obligation for and suggested that a report be made to 
the Board,.cfit jut the IAEA's obligations prior to entry into 
force of /the"" l!nt ( 77-78 OR 38). The United States agreed 
to that ~gges" on (79 OR 38). After several other delegations 
supported ''W tlJlr deletion or retention of the phrase referring to 
the state's'"'d!quest, the Chairman asked the delegate of Italy if 
he would agree to the whole question of protection of confiden
tial information being dealt with in the Committee's report to 
the Board. Italy agreed and, six months later, Doc 167 appeared 
containing, among several paragraphs to be included in the final 
report to the Board, a paragraph which addressed the matter. The 
wording suggests an exchange of letters but does not indicate 
which party should initiate it. The paragraph was adopted for 
inclusion in the Committee's report (OR 82). 
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Analysis 

The last sentence of Paragraph 40 is most important, in light of 
the delay of 90 days, or longer if the IAEA agrees, between the 
entry into force of the agreement and that of the subsidiary 
arrangements. 

The first suggestions by the Director General (Doc 3) made no 
reference to the IAEA's right to apply procedures, etc. pending 
the coming into force of subsidiary arrangements. In the general 
discussion (OR 25) of those suggestions, the United Kingdom had 
mentioned the desirability of the state submitting its initial 
inventory of nuclear material immediately upo .concluding its 
agreement1 the state could be required to keep. e inventory up 
to date and to maintain records until the sub y arrangements 
took effect. · 

While no further discussion of the co 
Kingdom took place at that time, the· 
the Director General pertaining to)~ 
sentence in the text (9 Doc 62) cor 
stating that the IAEA shall be en ,•., 
laid down in the agreement in re ·' 
initial inventory submit~ed b~~~~ 
Doc 62 called for the in1 tia ·" 
two weeks after the end of h 
in to force. ) 

ested by the United 
f suggestions by 

oc 62) included a 
g to ~aragraph 40, 

apply the procedures 
the items listed in the 

te. (A later paragraph in 
ry to be submitted within 
in which the agreement entered 

During the discussion ~i.t~.-~aragraph in 9 Doc 62, France ~sked 
the Inspector General""fiO~TJ9) what the IAEA could do during 
the interval betweenig the )entry into force of the agreement and 
the conclusion ofr1 :§~sidiary arrangements. The Inspector 
General replied · 39) that the IAEA would become responsible 
for applyi ~-.i , s the moment an agreement came into force, 
even if t. suli ry arrangements had not been concluded, the 
IAEA woul L,pisclfrge its responsibilities at least by surveillance. 
France askeitzJQ,#0 clarification that the IAEA's inspectors could 
begin work as1'.tloon as the agreement came into force C 9 OR 39). 
The Inspector General repeated that such was his understanding of 
the legal position (10 0~ 39). 

India stated its understanding (12 OR 39) that, once the agree
ment had come into force, the IAEA would have both responsibil
ities and powers to apply safeguards and that the state would be 
obliged to accept them, whether subsidiary arrangements had been 
concluded or not; it was imperative to incorporate that point in 
the paragraph to make it clear beyond all doubt. 
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In response to a question by the Fed. Rep. of Germany (13 OR 39) 
regarding any technical reasons for allowing a delay in the con
clusion of the subsidiary arrangements, rather than calling for 
simultaneous entry into force, the Inspector General (15-17 OR 
39) referred to the suggestion by the United Kingdom concerning 
the timing of the initial inventory report. He stated that the 
reason for delay in submission of that report was technical and 
that the reason for any delay (beyond two weeks after the end of 
the month in which the agreement entered into force) could not be 
other than political. 

India proposed (18 OR 39) that the paragraph include a sentence 
(which had appeared in the comment to the Director General's 
suggestion in 9 Doc 62) which referred not o ly to the IAEA's 
obligation to apply safeguards as soon as th greement entered 
into force, but also to the state's obligat accept such 
safeguards. 

The Fed. Rep. of Germany felt that 
text suggested by the Director Gen 
the IAEA ·bE!ing entitled to apply § 
tioning the state being obligated' 
point made by India. India, how~J 
its proposal (29 OR 39). z 

t sentence in the 
referred only to 

, etc., without men
t them) covered the 

sagreed and reiterated 

No other speaker addressed iffl,~~.te{ and when the Chairman read 
out the formulation of the. ~~ paragraph resulting from the 
discussion, he referred ~~elevant sentence in the Director 
General's suggested ~er . n in 9 Doc 62. That sentence, with 
minor editing, appearl1 a last sentence in Paragraph 40. 

Interpretatio& 

Although note "'tty stated in Paragraphs 39-40, it was the 
consensus 

0
M;- t it tee that subsidiary arrangements should 

not be ~li d circulated to member states so that any 
proprie~y i rmation contained therein would not be dissemin
ated. A ~c~n that non-publication could lead to non-uniformity 
in the app!lw,ation of safeguards, however, could be resolved by 
the Inspector General's suggestion (22 OR 25) that a certain 
amount of general information contained in the opening paragr~phs 
of the subsidiary arrangements could be made known to all member 
states. 

The final formulation of Paragraphs 39 and 40 clearly provides 
that the subsidiary arrangements shall enter into force concur
rently or as soon as possible after the entry into force of the 
agreement. Although a period of 90 days between entry into force 
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of the agreement and the subsidiary arrangements is specified 
(with a possible extension if both parties agree), the possibility 
of an interim period during which safeguards would not apply was 
eliminated by the last sentence of Paragraph 40. Thus, as indi
cated by the Inspector General in 8 OR 39, it was the intent of 
the Committee that the Agency would become responsible for apply
ing safeguards the moment the agreement with a state came into 
force even if the s~bsidiary arrangements had not yet entered 
into force. While the character of safeguards, and, in particu
lar, inspections, might well differ when subsidiary arrangements 
are not yet in force, it is clear that such inspections are pos
sible and were foreseen by the Committee. 
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INVENTORY 

Paragraph 41 

Background And Issues 

AC2NC103 

The elements of Paragraph 41 appeared first in the Director Gen
eral's suggestions in Doc 3, which referred, however, to "one 
inventory of all safeguarded nuclear material in the state." 

During the initial discussion sf the provision, Canada referred 
to the difficulties associated with maintaining separate inven
tories of materials supplied to each state under various supply 
or project agreements. Canada thought that eements under the 
NPT presented an ideal opportunity for opti g the accounting 
procedure by adopting the recommendation of · •s consul-
tants that a single inventory be maintai spective of the 
origin of the materials. In light o 14, however, 
Canada felt that provisions would ade to cover the 
additional undertaking, required.!:> suppliers, that ma-
terial would be used exclusively"!~. ful purposes. 

Japan agreed with the Canadian ,f,' '"\~ of a single inventory as 
did the united States, which al eed to the need for applying 
the provisions of Paragraph ... United States said that a 
state should be obliged to hat material used for military 
purposes not prohibited Toad not been received under an 
agreement stipulatint, t e used for·peaceful purposes. The 
United States later e1'J:i its views, pointing out that ma-

. terials need not be .. l.,i.~J. . according the their origin nor be 
separated physicalt~ onlhat basis; the IAEA would be required 
only to know at ·":,ti~s that, of the total inventory in a state, 
so many kilogr ocild be imputed to imports from country A and 
so many ft:1~,c rf B. 

-.,f'o' \ ... ~,~ 

An4l.sis ;t 
" ,• . 

The Direct~t.f:il~neral 's later formulation in 10 Doc 62, was simi
lar to the flrst sentence in the final version of Paragraph 41, 
the differences being the use of the world "single" and the omis
sion of the phrases "under the Agreement" and "irrespective of 
its origin". 

During the discussion, the replacement of "single" by "unified" 
and the addition of "irrespective of its origin" were suggested 
by Canada (55 OR 39). The last sentence of the paragraph was 
added at the initiative of Belgium (Doc 66) with minor editing by 
the Fed. Rep. of Germany (86 OR 39). 
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Much of the discussion, however, dealt with the question of whe- ( 
ther nuclear material already in use in a state in non-explosive 
military activities or material in exempted peaceful uses should 
be included in the initial inventory. 

Switzerland called attention (44 OR 39) to th 
I (Paragraph-14) concerning the non-applicat 
nuclear material in non-prohibited militar 
served that if such material was not inc 

revision in Part 
safeguards to 
ies and ob

the initial in-

Canada pointed out ( 56 OR 39) that.£, 
to orovide the IAEA with informati 
in ~oriexplosive military uses Cp, 
information, as well as that re 
might be provided along with 

ere already obligated 
ning nuclear material 

aph 13 Cb)) and that such \ f 
material in exempted uses, ~ 

ial inventory. 

The United Kingdom (60 OR misgivings about the state de-
claring nuclear material eaceful activities and saw dif-
ficulties in the statil,o ,, g information retrospectively on 
nuclear material alrE!.i!dt... g used in a variety of non-nuclear 
uses. The...Un~ted K~'gfiQ~ view was that the ~xemption and non
~pp_!jsab-ility prmriJJ:on,~ouia apply on1y from the da~e of entry 
into force of t4!:y!iudfent and should not be_;:etroactive. 

--- ' ~: /l}°dt' 

India agr~''lli: United Kingdom's position (63 OR 39), but 
Hungary -fought,:, if the United Kingdom approach was adopted, 
it w ···· • · e to · · ons and a ene · · f 

.· e it might be difficu t, it would serve the in-
terests o the state and the IAEA for the state to provide 
information on a retroactive basis (66 OR 39). 

Canada did not dispute the difficulty in providing information 
retrospectively, but pointed out that permitting the state to be 
able to take unilateral decisions before entry into force of the 
agreement would be contrary to the objective of the NPT and of 
the agreement (72 OR 39). · 
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Finland argued (73 OR 39) that the subject matter of nuclear ma
terial in non-prohibited military uses (Paragraph 14) must be 
addressed in the initial inventory in some way; to make that 
clear, the words "under the agreement" could be inserted after 
"subject to safeguards" in the first sentence of the paragraph 
under discussion. 

India thought it might be stipulated that states must also ini
tially report on material in uses not subject to safeguards, no
ting that Paragraph 14 applied only after entry into force of the 
agreement (76 OR 39). 

Interpretation 

It is clear from the discussions and partic 
specter General's statement (81 OR 39) tha 
informed about material in non-explosive 
minimum reporting requirements of P 
General also saw no difficulty in 
concerning material already in us 
noting that operators of such pro 
such records. 

ly from the In
AEA should be 
uses under the 

The Inspector 
btaining information 
peaceful activities, 
careful in keeping 

The phrase "subject to safegu 'ST:~er the Agreement" must be 
read in the context of Par and 2, as well as Paragraph 
14 and Paragraphs 36 and 3 e procedure called for in Para-
graph 14 (a) should be , at the time of the submission of 
the initial report, , if ,, ear material is then being used in 
a non-proscribed millia ivity. Similarly, the requests by 

///:

he state for exemi~~' l!II :''·material already in the use or form 
· specified in Para#'aph.,., · 16··. should be made at the time of submis-
sion of the ini~ia;i r~ort. · 

,--'-''.'{,. ~'.~'-- ''" __ __ ,_'.;: ~ s 

With resp~gt IQ,.!s'l'i°"' the "unified" inventory is to be established 
and mainjl'1' ''''" ~ early suggestion by the United States was not 
opposeGt{ Un that procedure, there need not be physical separ-
ation ot'r,Jd · fication of material imported from different ~tates, 
but only '' .. ,,,. · so much of the total inventory is to be imcuted to 
imports frcffl\ each state. 
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Paragraphs 42 Through 45 

Background And Issues 

AC2NCl03 

The portions of INFCIRC/153 dealing with the examination of de
sign information rest in part on Article XII.A.l of the Statute, 
which states in part: , 

"l. To examine the design of specialized equipment and 
facilities ••• and to approve it only from the viewpoint 
of assuring that it will not further any military pur
pose ••• and ••• will permit effective appli • ion of the 
safeguards ... " 

This statutory provision is reflected in P 30 of INFCIRC/ 
66/Rev.2 which provides that the Agenc iew the design 
of principal nuclear facilities, for urpose of satisfy-
ing itself that a facility will perm ctive application 
of safeguards." It is interestingI,t at, even at this 
earlier stage in safeguards develoe he explicit reference 
of the Statute to the "approval . Y;/; n" had been omitted, and 
the Agency's ability to influenc gh was thus gained inai-
rectly, through its opportuni ~to~ elude that the design of a 
particular facility offered ~eguards would not permit effec-
tive application. .e1,;;i 

p', ~;-_ Jj_§,,t 

The Secretariat• s orig'~aI ,'J; .~ osal for INFCIRC/153 (Part II, Doc 
3, Explanatory Note c;,L,ebQ~W" further step away from the explicit 
right to approve desfgn, &serving that "the main purpose of the 
design review is to ~ta~n sufficient information about the fa
cility to make ?•··''the application of safeguards ••• " Para
graph 7, Pa;-,1;,,}I ' t 3, developed this theme in greater detail, 
suggestinsJ:~'11~;, ., 3 .tesign information "would enable the Agency .•. : 

(a) "•,ef i~ material balance areas ••• 

{b) Estiblish procedures ..• for taking a physical inventory 

(c) Establish the recording and reporting requirements ••• 

{d) Select appropriate containment and surveillance 
methods ..• 

(e) Establish inspection requirements .... " 

Thus, the concept, as suggested by the Secretariat, had become 
not whether the Agency could effectively apply safeguards, but 
how the Agency would do so. 
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Even this diluted view of the Agency's review rights was chal
lenged during the initial discussions, when the United Kingdom 
(23 OR 25) objected to the use of the word "review" because it 
implied that the IAEA could reject a proposed design. Paragraph 
30 of INFCIRC/66/Rev.2 was pointed to by the United Kingdom as 
tending to support that interpretation; the word "examination" 
was therefore proposed to be substituted for "review." The Fed. 
Rep. of Germany (33 OR 25} and the United States (26 OR 25) sup
ported that proposal, and subsequent drafts of the design infor
mation sections no longer employed the term "design review." The 
significance of this change for the Agency's right of approval of 
design information is discussed in the analysis section of this 
topic. 

As a basis for the detailed discussion 
paragraphs of Part II of INFCIRC/153, the 
the Secretariat's proposals of 11-13 Doc 
in 11-13 Doc 62/Rev.l. Paragraph 11 w 
the obligation to provide design i o 
tion on the state's system of ace 
sensus was reached that this pa~ 
provisions already adopted, such 

design information 
ttee had before it 

h also appeared 
al statement of 

, including inforrna
control, and a con

unnecessary in view of 
raph 8 of Part I. 

The remainder of the discussi ese paragraphs involved no 
fundamental issues, since. tt.,b, f' agraphs are, in fact, largely 
concerned with the scope,~.~ and timing of the design in-
formation to be provided ~J Agency, rather than the more con-
troversial question off!· .::1 information was to be dealt with. 
The question which•;i)el$ nerated the greatest amount of dis-
cussion was when de•gn . ormation was to be submitted for a new 
facility, and whea-r\• deadline should be established (31-33 
OR 25). The Seclfj!tarjift's original proposal in Doc 3, which was 
retained in 12 .. ~ •. 6+1 was that the relevant design information 
should be suqJltt~et!"11fot later than six months before the intro
duction ~ .. n~~at material in a new facility. 

The Fti~r ~~~\:·,~~r Germany proposed that this deadline be elimin
ated (~ 83,f•, and that the requirement be simply that design 
informat)la.5,"shoula be providea "as early as possible. n There was 
a general.bonsensus that the explicit six month deadline was 
unnecessary, but the Committee adopted the suggestion of the 
United States that the paragraph states explicitly that design 
information was to be submitted •as early as possible before 
nucl.ear material is introduced into a new facility." Thus, the 
Committee found the specification of a quantitative time limit to 
be unnecessary, but chose to leave no uncertainty that design 
information for a new facility must be provided before nuclear 
material is introduced into that facility. It should be noted 
that by eliminating the proposed six month deadline, and adopting 
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instead a requirement for the provision of design information "as 
early as possible" the appropriate time for providing such infor
mation may well be earlier than six months before the introduc
tion of nuclear material. 

Another interesting result of the discussion of Paragraph 42 was 
the deletion of any reference to the reasons for the provision of 
design information. The Secretariat's draft had indicated that 
the information would be provided to enable the Agency and the 
state "to agree on records and reports and other safeguards mat
ters ••.• " By adopting the suggestion of the United States (108 
OR 39) to eliminate any reference to the reasons for providing 
design information, the design information is, thus, available 
"to ensure the effective implementation of s· guards," as pro
vided by Paragraph 8 of Part I. 

While a number of other wording changes 
paragraphs, no other significant issQes 

~ 

Analysis 

these 

e presented by the dis-Perhaps the most significant polic 
cussion of these paragraphs, ev 
cussion took place, was whethe 
reviewed with a view toward·"'* 
toward a determination by t. 

. relatively little dis
fsign information is to be 

oval, or at least with a view 
y as to whether the design is 

plication of safeguards. such as to allow the eff 

While the discussiortiai cted in the record, is brief, there 
is no doubt that the<'" ···. ee recognized that the fact that 
these safeguards w•re t•~apply to NPT parties created a signifi
cantly different s\~ua,~6n than that which prevailed when a state 
offered to pla ·rl;,,.,;specific facilities under safeguards, whe-
ther as a res O its bilateral understandings or otherwise. 
Under the:",~' aty party was obliged to place all of its 
peacefu,lt' facl. s under safeguards, and might conceivably be 
viewed &J in ,i.olation of the Treaty if it did not allow the 
Agency t ··· ~~ at all such facil.ities the procedures which were 
determined . '·· be appropriate for the purpose. Moreover, it was 
apparent that many existing facilities, the design of which was 
already frozen, would, by virtue of the Treaty, have to come 
under safeguards. Thus, although not explicitly stated, the view 
was that even facilities which might not be well designed from 
the standpoint of facilitating safeguards, could be effectively 
safeguarded, provided the Agency was permitted to apply adequate 
verification procedures, including inspection. This interpreta
tion is entirely consistent with the general approach of INFCIRC/ 
153 of providing increasing levels of safeguards activity, as 
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necessary to enable the Agency to meet its responsibilities under 
relevant safeguards. Thus, while the agreements do not provide 
the Agency with an explicit opportunity to ap~rove design, the 
Agency·can take steps in the implementation o safeguards which 
would provide a strong incentive to states to design facilities 
so as to facilitate the effective application of safeguards. 

Interpretation 

Paragraphs 42-45 specify the scope and timing of design informa~ 
tion ~o be provided to the Agency, pursuant to the general prin
ciple of Paragraph 8 of INFCIRC/153 that "only the minimum amount 
of information consistent with carrying out ts responsibilities" 
shall be required. These paragraphs do not ecify the reasons 
for the provision of design information, bu record is con-
sistent with the interpretation that the Ag es not have an 
explicit right of approval of design fr ndpoint of ef-
fective implementation of safeguard tit can and must 
take the design into account ind he scope and level 
of its verification activities. 

Paragraph 42 requires the provisi esign ~nformation "as 
early as possible before" the · tion of nuclear material. 
Since no specific time deadlin pecified in this paragraph, 
the time could be earlier :IJ\llat han the six month period 
called for in an earlier d with the appropriate time being 
determined by all relev~ . " mstances, including the under
taking of the state to,.~o,k!fte with the Agency. 

-,~ti' t!lf·· 
-t ;;; 
:;';c;,@li' 
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PURPOSES OF EXAMINATION OF DESIGN INFORMATION 

Paragraph 46 

Background And Issues 

Following the initial discussion of the Secretariat's general 
proposals relating to design information which appeared in 7-9 
Doc 3, the Secretariat's next draft reflected the separation of 
the paragraphs which define scope and timing of providing design 
information from the specification of the purpose of the design 
review. This purpose was covered by 14 Doc 62, which became, . 
with certain changes, Paragraph 46 of INFCIRC/153. 

Although a number of changes tn the detailed 
purposes of examination of design informatio 
extensive discussion related to the introd 
in 14 Doc 62 states: 

ification of the 
made, the most 
ntence, which, 

"The agreement should provide shall use 
the design information for tlae 
taking into account its consu, n with the State:" 
(emphasis added) This lat~ae · had replaced the 
phrase found in 9 Doc 3, Ptr ... ~•.··, "aft~r consultation 
with the state," pursua e'9 a,iliscussion on that oc
casion in which the Fe , .. :Sit1')f Germany suggested ( 3 S 
OR 25) "in agreement ···t .. State," while the United 
States pointed out . ,,. IAEA should have the right 
to take indepen~n~i ions (39 OR 25), such deci-
sions would be ba~d n a spirit of cooperation, 
suggested the .1!l'CM'd ··. after taking into account in 
consultation .S.th t' ·· State." 

The discussion ,:,'"'': 'qfs' issue resumed when the Committee consid-
ered the p#oposals of Doc 62 for Part II. Several for-
mulation,F· ra ifrom "agreement" to "cooperation" to •con-
sul tatiOl'l: we considered during this discussion, with the Fed. 
Rep. of G~n proposing the intermediate formulation of "co-
operation 11 ·1, oc 86) which it acknowledged ( 12, 6 3 OR 41) would 
give the Agehcy the final decision in making the determination 
called for by Paragraph 46. This formulation was acceptable to a 
number of delegations, including the United States (61 OR 41), as 
a reasonable compromise between •agreement" and "consultation." 
However, the issue was finally resolved by an Australian proposal 
(Doc 97, Rev.l) which avoided all of these words by providing 
that "the design information shall be used for the following 
purposes," without reference to who is to use the information, or 
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the character of the interaction between the user and the state. 
In introducing the proposal, Australia (l OR 43) made it clear 
that it was the Agency who was to use the information. This was 
the language which appears in Paragraph 46. 

Several other issues arose during the discussion of the detailed 
provisions of Paragraph 46. These included: 

• Whether design information was intended to facilitate 
"safeguards" {as originally proposed in the Secretariat's 
text) or "verification," as proposed by the Fed. Rep. of 
Germany (Doc 86). 

• 

• 

• 

The German amendment was accepted, 
tion by the United States (32 OR 41) 
was a generic term for all measures 
IAEA and the state while "verific 
cifically the measures taken by 

lowing an explana
at "safeguards" 

taken by the 
ant more spe-

Whether the criteria fort ation of material 
balance areas which appe11r in the commentary to 
the Secretariat's propose 4 Doc 62/Rev.l) for 
Paragraph 46(b) should ed in the text of the 
subparagraph. The Co ,dopted the suggestion of 
the Fed. Rep. of Ger .. t these criteria be included 
in the text. The n,fsj.,.,.~ificant of these er~ teria is 
(iv), which enab s<~i\lf~sJate to request a •special" mater-
ial balance are ~a process step involving commer-
cially sensiti rmation. 

!,~ ,,,.,/ ... -;; 
Whether th•-~et~~ce to the "operator,• which appeared 
at several: plat:el in the Secretariat's text as the party 
to be c; \tl.,~- or dealt with by the Agency should be re-
place ;ererences to "the state.• The committee agreed 
~. a,!s suggestion (82 OR 41) that only the state 
~iho 'tnentioned in this paragraph. 

,tlethfr the final sentence of Paragraph 46, (which pro
vf ... that the results of the examination of the design 
information are to be included in the subsidiary arrange
ments) should be retained, and, if so, whether these re
sults should be described as "the.basis of• the subsidi
ary arrangements, as proposed by the Secretariat (14 Doc 
62/Rev.1). After considerable discussion, the Committee 
decided to retain this sentence, but to delete the refer
ence to the results forming the basis for the subsidiary 
arrangements. This deletion reflects only the evident 
fact that subsidiary arrangements cover many areas other 
than the results of the design review. 
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Analysis 

The final wording for the introductory sentence of Paragraph 46 
tends to obscure the rather extensive debate over whether the 
Agency can reach its determinations of such matters as material 
balance areas, strategic points, and the like in •consultation" 
w~th the state, in "cooperation," or in "agreement.• Indeed, on 
first reading of this sentence, it is not immediately clear who 
is to take these actions. The record clearly establishes, how
eyer, that it is the Agency which "uses" the design information 
to make these determinations, and that it is to do so in cooper
ation with the state, making a determined effort to reach agree
ment if possible. Moreover, a substantial majority of the dele
gates who spoke acknowledged that it was the ency which was to 
have the final say in the event of inability each agreement. 
The conclusion that this was the understand" intent of the 
Committee is strongly supported by the l Paragraph 47 
(adopted after Paragraph 46), which ea ere-examination 
of design information, and which s t that " ••• design 
information shall be re~examined i of changes ••• with a 
view to modifying the action thet. s taken pursuant to 
Paragraph 46 above" (emphasis a e 

While it is the Agency which ~"11 determinations called for 
by Paragraph 46 is thus cone lf established, it is, of course, 
necessary to review this p · !~in the context of the agree-
ment as a whole. If the. hould reach conclusions pursuant 
to Paragraph 46 to w,hic~' te objects strenuously, it is 
open to the state t6;)i;Je ., lution through the dispute proce-
dures of Paragraphs ~~.~ In that event, the Agency may take 
the actions provid_fd"'foiti;.,,,by Paragraphs 18 or 19, if it deems that 
the state's invocat,ion :,pf the dispute procedures is unacceptable. 
Thus, in this '-1,;fn many others, INFCIRC/153 provides an 
orderly progr % of measures to ensure that the Agency can 
fulfill i•~tl' iO'ation obligation. 

'Sc O "'s'=°~S '~c:,:'-i 

The onf~,othe~ issue of significance is that relating to estab
lishment 'Of iklSpecial material balance area to deal with com
mercially •sitive information. This provision was discussed 
separately in the key issues section of this report. 

Interpretation 

Under Paragraph 46, the Agency is expected to consult and cooper
ate closely with the state in the examination of the design in
formation, making every effort to reach agreement on the deter
minations called for by this paragraph. In the event of inability 
to do so, however, it is the Agency's responsibility to make the 
final determination. 
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RE-EXAMINATION OF DESIGN INFORMATION 

Paragraph 47 

Background And Issues 

The Director General's proposals in Doc 62 did not include any 
provision comparable to Paragraph 47. A text corresponding to 
Paragraph 47 first appeared in 5 Doc 62/Mod.l. That text addres
sed modifications to a facility and the development of new safe
guards methods and techniques, but also referred to the IAEA 
changing its actions pursuant to Paragraph 46, after consultation 
with the state. 

Analysis 

France and the Netherlands jointly 
(Doc 94) which referred to changes 
developments in safeguards techno 
be taken to redetermining strat&5 
areas. (A companion proposal ad 
cility and was adopted in subs~ 

)'·-

ch shorter text 
ng conditions or 

imited the action to 
sand material balance 
edifications to the fa

~ Paragraph 45.) 

Canada, in parallel with th 
lands, proposed (Doc 98) 
the facility and a separa 
ating conditions, deve~ 
latter text is virt\lall 

."~"al by France and the Nether-

4 7. .. 

h addressing modifications to 
graph addressing changes in oper

""in technology, or experience. The 
tical to that appearing in Paragraph 

France announced 117 Qlf"42) that it could accept the Canadian 
proposal corre -J,nJ to Paragraph 7 if it was favored by others. 
The United S f'll! OR 42) preferred the Canadian text because 
it incluAA4. irence to "experience". Hungary (20 OR 42), 
Poland.Jf'22. ,;f, Australia (24 OR 42), as well as the Fed. Rep. 
of Ge~ny, dia, and Sweden (27 OR 42), supported Canada's 
proposal'.. O y the United Kingdom spoke in favor of the proposal 
by Franceri." •/; the Netherlands. 

It is clear that the addition of the wor~ "experience" was an im
portant change, and was so recognized, since it provided a mech
anism for a change in material balance areas, strategic points, 
and the like, on the basis of safeguards experience alone, even 
without any change in facility design. Thus, this paragraph, 
particularly as amended, is an important element in the total 
structure designed to ensure that the safeguards applied under 
INFCIRC/153 would be dynamic in nature, changing as required to 
meet new ~onditions, including any evidence that safeguards were 
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not effectively accomplishing their objective. Another important 
feature of Paragraph 47 is· its confirmation, (through the use of 
the phrase "the action the Agency has taken pursuant to Paragraph 
46") that it is the Agency which carries out the purposes of 
Paragraph 46, and makes the necessary determinations thereunder. 

With only a minor change in the wording, suggested by India (35 
OR 42), the Committee adopted the text of 2 Doc 98 fO'r Paragraph 
47. 

Interpretation 

Paragraph 47 is an important provision which e.nsures that the 
actions taken pursuant to Paragraph 46 may be' consic:lered and 
changed if necessary, in light of changes in ting condi-
tions, new developments in safeguards technol r because of 
the experience by the Agency in carrying o sponsibil-
ities. 

Paragraph 47, together with Paragra 
modifications to the facility), are 
the Agency's safeguards activities 
required by the dynamic nature o 
technology, including safeguard 
Paragraph 4 7 also permits the,i69 _ 
and, on that basis, to have ~Y•lllif 
£ ac il i ty. "t;,1±,:~,/ 

1133 

rmation concerning 
nt in assuring that 
able to be adapted as 

lear industry and its 
ques. Most importantly, 

o evaluate its experience 
made in its actions for the 
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VERIFICATION OF DESIGN INFORMATION 

Paragraph 48 

Background And Issues 

The principle that facilities should be inspected, preferAbly 
before the introduction of nuclear material, in order to verify 
that they are constructed in accordance with the design informa
tion is incorporated in Paragraphs Sl and 52 of INFCIRC/66/Rev.2. 
The principle was a controversi.al one at the time, as reflected 
in the fact that the Agency's right to conduct such inspections 
is qualified by the term "if so provided in a safeguards agree
ment." 

The Director General's suggestions in 38 
functions of inspection included, as the 
verification in connection with the ex 
mation that the facility will perm' 
effective application of safeguar 

, for the list of 
nction, "the 

of design infor
to permit the 

When the list of functions of in ;~was first discussed (OR 
48), Japan proposed amendments ) to the Director General's 
list which reworded the first. read: "To verify that the 
facility will permit effect~v . ,.ication of safeguards in ac
cordance with the examinat,on.,Qf¥,6sign information." 

Italy ( 25 OR 48) took ~~f:~ to the use of the word •verify" 
generally in the li;1t Ii( tions and specifically, in connec-
tion with the first ~,i:e in ting out that Part I provided for 
the state to suppi,,,,Jfi1p tion with respect to facilities, but 
did not provide ffr IAtl inspectors to verify the accuracy of 
such informatic;m~. tl!Je spot. Italy suggested that such a func
tion should ~'§~t'~~ed separately and then inserted at the end 
of the ~~&,td\;;sie~ing with examination of design information. 

,_---("- "-\k_ --,1~li'L';f't-- . 

The Fe&~ Rep~1, of Germany ( 31 OR 48), Canada ( 39 OR 48), and the 
United O 

•• f ( 44 OR 48) encouraged Italy to elaborate its sug-
gestion. !!y the Soviet Union (SS OR 48) expressed a preference 
for retain ng the item in question in the list of functions of 
inspections. 

As this background indicates, three issues were involved: 

• Whether the Agency should have the right and opportunity 
to conduct inspections before the application of safe-
guards; including even, and, if circumstances permit, 
before the introduction of nuclear material into a fa
cility. 
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• If so, how this right should be described. In this re
gard, it should be noted that the Secretariat's original 
formulation expressed the right in terms of verifying 
"that the facility will permit effective application of 
safeguards," rather than to verify that construction is 
in accordance with design,n as provided for in Sl INFCIRC/ 
66/REV. 2 • 

• Whether such a provision should appear in the design ex
amination section of INFCIRC/153 or in the inspection 
section. While this latter question is one of form, it 
is indicative of the continuing sensitivity toward the 
inspection of facilities which may not et contain nu
clear material. 

With regard to the first issue, while 
that the Agency should be banned from the 
ties not yet in operation, a proposa~~ 
have made inspection subject to fut e 
agreement by the state and the Ag~ 
Italy called for the placement of a 
in the design examination sectio~

1
,iQ 

suggestion 
on of facili

(Doc 125) would 
ic, case-by-case 

ame proposal by 
sion on this subject 

IRC/153. 
"Ji,~: - C 

It should be noted tnat the d · i of the question of inspec-
tion prior to operation took " part of the discussion of 
the purposes of inspections, ot of the examination of design 
information. By this ti ert omrnittee had already decided 
that design informatiop be submitted in order to enable 
the Agency to establisffi't,i feguards procedures, and not to 
determine whether d¥t:tgn'""~, itted the effective application of 
safeguards. Thus, the ~fitnulation originally proposed by the 
Secretariat in 3!l:c\';Qo\ 62 was no longer consistent with the out
come of the disqb "! n on the examination of design information. 
The same i~ ,. y was present in the Italian proposal (Doc 
125) and -,ifi a 'k al by Japan (38(a) Doc 117). However, Japan 
orally a~ded \ts proposal (2 OR 49) to include within the pur
poses of i~es;flion "(a) To verify design information submitted 
to the AgenC,l" At the same time, Japan noted (4 OR 49) that the 
placement of this provision in !NFCIRC/lS3 was unimportant, but 
that it must appear somewhere. The Fed. Rep. of Germany also 
made it clear (31 OR 49) that the purpose of these activities was 
to verify that construction was in accordance with the design 
information provided to the Agency, but favored the placement of 
the provision as part of the section on design examination. 

The final decision on design verification came at a later stage 
of the discussion, acting on a proposal by the Secretariat (2 Doc 
129) that the provision calling for verification of design infor
mation be placed in the design information section of INFCIRC/153. 
This proposal provided for sending "officials to facilities ... to 
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verify the information provided ... " and "to confirm that the ac-
tions to be taken by the Agency ... will permit the effective ap-
plication of safeguards." The Secretariat proposal also posed 
the issue, through bracketed language, of whether the verifica
tion of design information should extend "to locations of nuclear 
material outside of facilities." A similar proposal was sub
mitted by Italy (Doc 130), in language virtually identical to 
that which became Paragraph 47. One feature of the Agency te*t 
was the reference to "officials" of the Agency, rather than "in
spectors." 

The Inspector General explained (35 OR 56) that this choice of 
language was designed to avoid a situation where inspectors could 
not be designated quickly enough to carry out the design verifi
cation promptly. The Committee objected to this, and favored the 
term "inspectors," as included in the Italian text, thus clarify
ing that the verification.activities would have the character of 
inspections. The Committee also conclud~d that the extension of 
this verification activity to locations where nuclear material 
was to be employ~d outside of facilities was unnecessary. It was 
recognized that the impact of this omission would be dependent on 
whether a restrictive_ or expansive definition were adopted for 
facilities. In any case, it was pointed out, since design infor
mation would be submitted only for facilities, the Agency could 
not verify information which it did not receive. The final change 
made by the Committee was the adoption of the reference to Para
graph 46, stating the purpose for which design information was to 
be provided to the Agency. 

Analysis 

The placement of Paragraph 48 in the design information section 
of INFCIRC/153, coupled with the decision not to designate this 
verification activity as "inspections," suggests a continuing 
sensitivity to the inspection of facilities which are not yet in 
operation, and in which nuclear materials are not yet present. 
Despite this, there is no ambiguity in the provision calling for 
such verification, and the qualification of the corresponding 
provision of INFCIRC/66/Rev.2 -- that such visits are to take 
place only if explicitly provided for in agreements -- was elim
inated. This provision illustrates an important principle: this 
is that while under INFCIRC/153 only nuclear materials are "sub
ject" to safeguards, there are important instances (including 
that covered by Paragraph 48), where verification activities are 
extended to facilities. Thus, the character of the safeguards 
provided for by INPCIRC/153 must be judged by the document as a 
whole; in particular: its detailed, operative provisions, and 
cannot be ascertained simply from the general principles stated 
in Part I. 
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Given the expansive definition adopted for "facilities," which 
includes "any location where nuclear material in amounts greater 
than one effective kilogram is customarily used," the omission 
from Paragraph 48 of the opportunity to verify design information 
at locations other than facilities is of little significance. 
This is particularly so since design information is not required 
to be submitted for locations other than facilities. 

Interpretation 

Paragraph 48 provides for the verification by Agency inspectors 
of facility design information provided to" he Agency. No quan
titative limit, and no explicit access limi ions are placed on 
these verification activities. 

IAEA personnel assigned to verify desig 
specters and therefore must be des· 
procedure specified in Paragraph 
completion of the procedures an4, 
tors for the purpose of implemen 

tion must be in
accordance with the 

rovides for expedited 
on of temporary inspec

graph 48. 

Paragraph 87, which addresses 
applies explicitly to inspe 
graph 48. While Paragraph 
and 89, which refer only t 
conclude that their pr 

duct of inspectors, also 
gaged in implementing Para-

well. That conclus,ion i 
with the State" in P'k.a4~, 

ot mentioned in Paragraphs 88 
pections," it would be fair to 

also apply to such inspectors, as 
ported by the phrase "in cooperation 
48. 
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INFORMATION IN RESPECT OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL OUTSIDE FACILITIES 

Paragraphs 49 And 50 

Background And Issues 

The paragraphs dealing with design information (Paragraphs 42 
through 48) refer throughout to "facilities" and their operative 
provisions apply only ~o "facilities." It.was r9cognized during 
the discu•sions that, depending upon the definition adopted for 
II facility t H SOffle provision ~OUld have to be • ~aae·· for ';theii !SUD';.;,', 
mission to IAEA of information concerning uclear material lo
cated elsewhere than in a "facility." Ace ingly, the texts of 
Paragraphs 49 and SO were developed in co tion with the dis
cussion of the definition of "facility." 

Analysis 

The first formulations for 
posal by the United States in 
concepts which appear in the 
qualifying phrases, such as 
in the introduction. The 
of "other information re 
and contained more detai 
nection with changes, 
appear in the final ve 

and SO appear as a pro
Those texts contain the 

sions, without some of the 
rily used" and "as applicable," 

also called for the submission 
the application of safeguards" 

ocedures and consequences, in con
ation previously submitted, than 

In the discussioJ,<c,{,;i}fJproposal, the United States made several 
changes in the ~xt ~rally, the most significant of which would 
have exclude &ieo.r material in actual transit from the re-
quirements e tection (3 OR 56). 

The UJl'ft~~i~}n9ffom (5 OR 56) suggested the use of the phrase 
"custtllllarilf;used" in the introduction and Paragraph SO and also 
suggest-.d 4tfletion of the sentence dealing with changes in the 
informat'i'ei\ previously submitted. The United States (10 OR 56) 
agreed to the insertion of the word "customarily." The Fed. Rep. 
of Germany (12 OR 56) agreed with the deletion of the sentence 
from its proposed position, as suggested by the United Kingdom, 
but suggested its contents be included in a sentence to appear at 
the end of Paragraph 49, to which the United States agreed (16 OR 
56). 

The Fed. Rep. of Germany (13 OR 56) also suggested changing the 
phrase "shall be used" in now Paragraph 50 to "may be used," to 
which the United States also agreed (23 OR 56). 
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Following that discussion, the United States revised its proposed 
text (Doc 127/Mod.l). That text is the same and consists en
tirely of what is now Paragraph 49, omitting what is now Para
graph SO, the text of which had appeared verbatim in the earlier 
version proposed by the United States. 

When the revised proposal was presented, the Fed. Rep. of Gemany, 
the United Kingdom, South Africa, France, ~he Soviet Union, Aus
tralia, and Italy announced their respective acceptances of the 
proposal without further discussion (30 OR 58). 

Austria (31 OR 58) asked whether Paragraph 49 applied to nuclear 
material in amounts less than one effective kilogram. The United 
States (32 OR 58) replied that, in practice, t locations re-
ferred to would probably use quantities iess t one effective 
kilogram, but the paragraph was not directed vely at loca-
tions handling suclramounts. 

The Chairman said (33 OR 58) that he 
mittee was prepared to accept the fo 
as well as the second paragraph (now 
appeared in Doc 127. The Committee ·· 

Interpretation 

. that the Com

.in Doc 127 /Mod. l, 
50) which had 

--£:-"" 
The provisions of the two par > i'~""apply to any quantity of 
nuclear material customaril Jn any locati9n other than one 
included in the de 1n1t101"'f ility" (Paragraph 106). The l/ 
provisions do not- appl~,;~ aterial'.o:•while, i,t .•is,,in. transit 
QJ',•>in.-:temporaey ~<storagta·'.•· sual·' 'location· elsewhere. than in,a 
"facility. " The Co~"t:tee·r.,oes not appear to have addressed spe
cifically the measures to:be taken with respect to nuclear ma
terial in transit · · .:,ihe temporary storage, but those pro-
visions, such.as aphs S9, 62; 68, and 72(b), which apply to 
all nuclear;t C.,-c" .. ;f&isubject to safeguards under the agreement 
would, by their •n terms, apply to material in transit as well 
as materia!l\i4n f~':ked locations. 

1.·· • 

Changes in in/~mation previously provided are to be reported 
"timely," which is understood to mean as soon as possible and, if 
possible, in advance, in order for the safeguards procedures to 
be adjusted when necessary. 

Since changes in information reported pursuant to Paragraph 49 
constitute information as referred to in Paragraph 50, such re
ported changes may be also used for the purposes set out in sub
paragraphs (b) through Cf) of Paragraph 46. 
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The initial suggestions by the Director General (Doc 3) included 
a brief paragraph which addressed records. That paragraph in
cluded the statements that the records need only provide the 
minimum information required by the IAEA and that the records 
required by prudent management-practices were expected to be 
sufficient to satisfy safeguards requirements. 

Analysis 

The Director General's later more detailed 
II (16-19 Doc 62) included all of the conce 
wording) as the final texts of Paragrap 
text which corresponds to Paragrap~61 
state arranging for the operator t«' 

,,-1{11 

stions for Part 
n much the same 

ough 55. The 
ed, however, to the 
the records. 

When the Committee addressed this 
sidered an amendment by Norway 
ence to "operators" in the tex 
the state to arrange that res;9 

8-59 OR 42) it con-

-·~r:c.~?!. <"{ft'ff'' 

' which deleted the refer
ragraph 51 and called for 

e maintained. 

The United Kingdom (39 OR 4~flq~ested elucidation from the Sec-
retariat concerning how 7 'intended to use the usual ac-
counting system for 11,afe • In reply~ the Acting Inspector 
General (45 OR 42) seltte at it was intended to use the records 
of a facility to dft't!rffl~ the book inventory and also to make 
use of the docume~s oJ !nventory changes and the accounting 
records. 

The Uni t~,~~~,a'~ ,f41 OR 42) accepted the amendment pr<;>posed by 
Norway,.,,'.lls d11& ~ Fed. Rep. of Germany (42 OR 42), which also 
suggest-del~ing the reference to material balance areas, since 
the reco~ W41Uld concern them in any case. . 

Canada (43 OR 42) preferred to retain the reference to "oper
atQrs," as did the United Kingdom (44 OR 42). 

India (46 OR 42} supported Norway's amendment, since the impor
tant point was that records should exist, and thought it was not 
necessary to specify the "operator," particularly since that word 
had not been defined. 
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The Netherlands also supported Norway's amendment (47 OR 42), as 
did Sweden (48 OR 42) which disagreed with the suggestion by the 
Fed. Rep. of Germany to delete the reference to material balance 
areas. 

The Chairman then read out the text as it appears in Paragraph 51 
and the Committee adopted that formulation. 

In the discussion of the text in Doc 62 corresponding to Para
graph 52, the United Kingdom suggested (51 OR 42) that "arrange
ments" be qualified by the word "special" to indicate clearly 
that the arrangements concerned were ones whi would be applied 
when records were not kept in one of the spec· d languages: 
otherwise, the worcilng would be ambiguous. 

Japan was concerned (53 OR 42) that" 
be somewhat vague and read out a for 
the final text of Paragraph 52 (se~ 
mittee accepted. 

The text in Doc 62 corresponding 
the Committee without discussion·. 

' 

ngements" might 
ich is the same as 

.1) which the Com-

53 was accepted by 

The text in Doc 62 correspon 
Egypt (57 OR 42) to inser · 
ject to safeguards un!;ler J 
to insert in subparagr~h·. 
the Committee acceptf~.tlle 
42). 

~'ti:/;;{// 
o Paragraph 54 was amended by 
aragraph Ca) the phrase "sub

The text (23 Do 
provoke dis~.s 
system of ,.ea''" .. 
form to ~eralli 
ity. 11 It *l!itt.e. 
standards."'\;.; 

eement" and by Belgium (58 OR 42) 
J the word "such." Thus amended, 
xt without further discussion (59 OR 

;j1!t1r'responding to Paragraph 55, however, di"d 
(f7-78 OR 43). That text referred to "the 
ts on which the records are based shall con

recognized and up-to-date standards of qual
reference to "equivalent in quality to such 

Japan proposed an amendment (Doc 102) which was similar to the 
final text of Paragraph 55, except that it referred to "records 
of critical operational parameters for safeguards purposes" rath
er than "records used for the preparation of reports." Also, 
Japan's text did not include the phrase "latest international 
standards" but used the phrase "internationally accepted stand-
ards. 11 
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In advocating its proposal, Japan pointed out (67 OR 43) the 
ambiguity of the phrase "generally recognized and up-to-date 
standards," as proposed in Doc 62. Japan said that the process 
by which laboratories compared the results of analyses and ex
changed information on techniques ensured that their procedures 
were harmonious; the effect was to elevate those procedures to 
the status of internationally accepted standards. Japan's pro
posed formulation was also said to accommodate more easily the 
situation resulting from a future international convention which 
would formally establish stan~ards. The phrase which would limit 
the types of records was advocated by Japan, in order to limit 
the measurements concerned to those which wee important and to 
exclude those of less importance (68 OR 43). 

Canada (69 OR 43) endorsed the part of the 
Japan, beginning with "internationally a 
ferred that the "system of measuremeqts" 
Turkey, Poland, the Fed. Rep. or G 
Finland supported Canada's positio 

?,' 

nt proposed by 
etc.," but pre

further·defined. 
Soviet Union, and 

) . 
Japan·again argued (71 OR 43) fo ~~~'4

1
,

0
imwihta

1
.cthiohn

1
.wghhicshtawndoaurldds 

distinguish between those measu !im~ of 
accuracy had a direct bearing guards and those ordinary 
measurements used for ordin~ .!' ... s: if the high standards 
were to be used for ordinari;,~urernents, more elaborate and 
expensive instruments wo1r"'· bfl,~quired. 

. :,_" ":•" .- " ~ 

Belguim felt (72 OR 41) 1 snot the business of the IAEA to 
impose any standard§'* ~·· rely to inform states of what was 
internationally ac~ptedJ; 

India observedt oR>ll)) that what was internationally accepted 
was not, a.~;,A ·· ,J,the most up-to-date and therefore proposed 
the phra.J'' ,t:r ', etc. " as it appears in the final text, ex-
cept that the ·word "equal" was used rather than nequivalent." 

The Uniteci":1,t1aies (74 OR 43) thought that Japan's argument mer
ited careful'attention and referred to the Inspector General's 
earlier indication that records could contain results of the 
operator's measurements which were of no interest to the IAEA. 
The substitution of "reports" for "records" was suggested by the 
United States as a possible ~eans for identifying the measure
ments for which high quality was required. 
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The Inspector General (75 OR 43) felt 
"reports" for "records" and suggested 
used for the preparation of reports." 
Germany, the United States, and Sweden 
( 76 OR 43). 

it unwise to substitute 
the formulation "records 
India, the Fed. Rep. of 
endorsed that suggestion 

The Chairman then read out a text as it appears in Paragraph 55 
and the Committee accepted it (77-78 OR 43). 

Interpretation 

Paragraphs 51-55 are straightforward and 
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The inital suggestions by the Director General (Doc 3) do not 
specify the records (either accounting or operating) to be kept. 
The Director General's later suggestions (20-21 Doc 62/Rev.l) 
contained a section.headed "Accounting Records," consisting of 
two paragraphs, whose wording was very close to that of Paragraph 
56 and the first two sentences Paragraph 57. 

Analysis 

When the item was addressed by the Commit 
proposed (60 OR 42) two insignifican~« 
paragraph (a) of the text for Paragr·· 
paragraph was accepted ( 61 OR 4 2) . ,, 

·united Kingdom 
n the text of sub
reupon the entire 

The Director Gener:l's proposed t~:~ . ·Paragraph 57 introduced 
the concept of "batch" and "sour(e.·"'* .. tt '," neither of which had 
yet been defined. According! !!fe gbmmittee deferred consider-
ation of the text of the par ~1ffitil those terms were de-
fined. When the Committee dressed the text, it considered 
a revised formulation by;· ctor General (in Doc 62/Rev.l) 
which was identical w:i~h :t ·nal text of Paragraph 57, except 
that the phrase "and t~~ batch of nuclear material shall be 
inqividually identif;l~c!"\i> eared at the end of the second sen
tence. The United 11;.ngdll,m suggested deleting that phrase and 
replacing it with,~i,wj&.l(~ds "in each batch of nuclear material," 
and the Commi tt• JfCfepted the paragraph in the amended form. 

; ~ ·:'<_, - ' 

The suggw{i~~'\,;•i't~~ United Kingdom followed from its observa
tion, durlt,g thf preceding discussion of the definition of "batch," 
that frequt!\;li'a batch would lose its identity once it entered a 
material bal~e area. 

Interpretation 

The final formulations of Paragraphs 56 and 57 are straight
forward and required little discussion once definitions for 
"batch" (Paragraph 100) and "source data" (Paragraph 115) were 
adopted. 
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The first proposed formulation for Paragraph 58 appeared in the 
Director General's suggestions for Part II (22 Doc 62). That 
text contained all of the elements, in much the same wording, as 
are found in the final text. Tne comment to the text in Doc 62 
noted that the records specified would be particularly useful for 
the evaluation of significant amounts of mat ial unaccounted 
for. 

When the text was addressed by 
it a proposed amendment by th~ 
Japan (Doc 100). 

lso had before 
c 95) and one by 

In presenting its amendment (Doc fS nited Kingdom {13-14 
OR 43) noted that only in the case B aragraph (d) was a 
change of substance involved. lation in Doc 62 referred 
to ascertaining "the source an iffiude of unmeasured losses," 
while the formulation in Doc ,~red to "the cause and mag-
nitude of an accidental and 'ed loss, if it should occur." 
The United Kingdom attrib ; :i::Jat importance to its substi-
tution of the word "cau ait'ng that its purpose was to ensure 
that "losses," and paJ:"tl-c y accidental losses, were not used 
to introduce the outmdchad cept of normal operating losses. It 
said that its amenqdfint 1'\,0 the subpar~graph was intended to stress 
the cause of a lost. whether the loss was accidental, unmeasured, 
or both. 

The Unite9,l"._, ,Js OR 43) agreed with the intent of the 
ment pr~sed't ,, 'e United Kingdol'!' and suggested changing 
phrase ii\;,,subptragraph (d) to "accidental or unmeasured." 
United Ki~o,utJ'agreed to that change ( 16 OR 43). 

amend
the 
The 

Italy (17 OR 43) found the entire amendment of the United King
dom, as modified by the United States acceptable, but asked whe
ther the United Kingdom would agree to including the comment in 
22 ~oc 62 (referring to the utility of such records for evalu
ation of material unaccounted for) in the introductory part of 
the paragraph. 

Japan (18 OR 43) endorsed Italy's suggestion because it wished to 
be made clear that the sole purpose of the operating records, as 
far as the IAEA was concerned, was to enable its inspectors to 
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evaluate significant amounts of material unaccounted for. (Japan's 
amendment in Doc 100, in fact, called for a sentence to that very 
effect to be added at the end of the paragraph.) Japan said that 
limitation should apply to the four categories of operating records 
listed in the subparagraphs. 

With regard to Italy's proposal, the United States said (20 OR 
43) there were broader·reasons for the maintenance of the records 
specified other than solely for evaluating significant quantities 
of material unaccounted for, such as to determine the cause of a 
sudden change in the amounts sf process losses in an industrial 
plant or the cause of an unexplained change in isotopic composi
tion of a material (21 OR 43). 

Hungary (22 OR 43) accepted the 
as modi£ ied by the Uni.ted States and 
on Italy's and Japan's suggestion. 
the impr~ssion should not be give 
records would be an exceptional i 
tities of material unaccounted fb. ~ 
checks for other purposes would.,.,.f ·~ ·1tea 

~r,---. "'1&':> 

.United Kindom, 
the United States 

said (23 OR 43) that 
ing of operating 

ring excessive quan
ustification; random 

us.eful. 

The issue was thus posed: Wh 
the operating records requ· 
question in the way it ap 
cumstances would the I 

the purpose to be served by 
e maintained? Or, to put the 

to be debated, under what cir
ccess to the operating records? 

Analysis 

Canada ( 26 OR 43) ,fsaici, that, while operating records would be 
particularly u!iltl!ltf<#r evaluating significant quantities of ma
terial unacco "~%" .. ·Po±, that was certainly not the only purpose 
for whic4:;,,"~e qld be useful. 

-- - -~c1_. -

,-,.;,-, 

The Un~~d Ki\gdom 27 OR 43) thought that Italy's and Japan's 
suggestf~ r~arding the utility of the reco~ds was important but 
it could f!taf:tnore suitably taken account of in Part I. 

The Fed. Rep. of Germany (31-32 OR 43) thought Italy's and Ja
pan's suggestion could be embodied elsewhere and noted that the 
operating records would need to be examined to determine whether, 
in fact, there was a significant amount of material unaccounted 
for. 

India (33 OR 43) said that Italy's proposal was significant, but 
thought it should be omitted from the main provision because it 
would severely constrain the IAEA's access to the records. 
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Sweden (36 OR 43) shared the concern of Japan and suggested that 
operators would probably oppose IAEA access to the full operating 
records. 

In reply to a question by France, the Inspector General (38 OR 
43) noted that operators would normally keep many records, other 
than the four categories specified, which would not need to be 
made available to the IAEA; the four specified categories were 
those of value for inspection purposes. 

Finland (43 OR 43) thought that the limitation on the use of 
operating records, proposed by Italy and Japan, was unnecessary 
in light of Paragraph 8 and that it might eme e that the records 
would be useful for other safeguards activiti nrelated to the 
determination of material unaccounted for. 

The Fed. Rep. of Germany (51 OR 43), ed against the 
concept of routine examination of th gories of oper-
ating records, to es.tablish whether any material un-
accounted for; that purpose should0~•b by accounting rec-
ords and should be addressed in Par s S6 and 57. On that 
basis, the Fed. Rep. of Germny s the proposal of Italy 
and Ja~an concerning the limitat(~t~'"l:he use by the IAEA of 
operating records, Ji"''! Cu,i"" 

"$'' c-'":-}.";, a 

Japan ( 53 OR 43) ·argued th 
between information in o 
operating reports and'\pcft 
ces; both types of inJo~,a 

1~. ,,, ~f~i: -k;. 
'~e:i;• should be a clear distinction 

:records required for routine 
ired only in special circumstan
should be defined precisely. 

The Soviet Union (S.ftOR •3) opposed the limitation proposed by 
Italy and Japan, ,f:ilt:,Jlga't of the phrase "as appropriate" in the 
introduction of f.1'141( ,ext, which already imposed some limitation. 
Poland C 24 ~!~J'jf(~bired that view. 

~-< -s:-<';J[:-~ 

Hungary ( 3'1,:-57 43) argued that the IAEA could not be expected 
to discharg · responsibilities completely unless it obtained 

: all the info tion it required; to do so required access to all 
four categories of records. 

The Fed. Rep. of Germany (58 OR 43) then suggested that the ques
tion raised by Japan on the purpose of examination by IAEA of 
operating records might be more appropriately addressed in the 
context of inspections; if that were agreeable, the United King
dom's amendment, as modified, could be approved on the under
standing that the comment appearing in Doc 62 (referring to the 
specified records being particul~rly useful, etc.) would be re
tained and understood in its literal sense. 
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The United Kingdom (59 OR 43) observed that the paragraph under 
discussion intended merely to categorize the operating records 
required, without addressing the use to be made of them; the 
latter question should properly be addressed later. 

The United States (60 OR 43) also thought that the question of 
the use of the records and the extent of their availability to 
IAEA could be postponed; any decision on the paragraph, which 
appeared io include a list of categories regarded by the Com
mittee as complete, might be reviewed in light of the later dis-
cussion. -

France (61 OR 43) agreed that the question 
records should be deferred. 

use of the 

The Inspector General (62 OR 43) stresse e comment ap-
pearing in Doc 62 meant exactly wha · operating records 
would be useful for purposes other04J, valuating material 
unaccounted for. He referred to - sions in Doc 62 which 
addressed the question of the u~ rds and reports. 

\~\;, '4~~:W-,_ 

Japan (63 OR 43) was willing t~''"tc~,t''the United Kingdom's amend
ment, as modified, provided. tl'iL1:~.:. llml'ttee explicitly reserved the 
right to revert to the par~pft"Jilfould the need, to do so become 
apparel?t after the questio(,~i:ff'i use tc;> be made of records had 
been discussed. ~;,;,. · 

The Committee·thereci{U)n ~~:~ the text proposed by the United 
Kingdom, as mod if i~ ·~¥, lae United states (with minor editorial 
changes, with the:bnde.r~anding suggested by Japan}. 

" 
In terpret;!!;9p···; 

,~" ,,,--;_;~ ~: 

Paragra~"'·;!t,.'"~fies the records which States are required to 
keep fc:« saf~~ards purposes, and does not address the question 
of the Jliency/s access to these or other records. 

~-.-,-"' , ,-s 

The operat!ri; records specified in Paragraph 58 are, therefore, 
those which are required to be maintained for safeguards pur
poses, since they are the minimum necessary in support of safe
guards. Operators may also maintain other operating records for 
their own purposes which can have importance for safeguards, to 
which the IAEA may obtain access under circumstances such as 
those addressed in Paragraph.69 and 77. Presumably, the state 
may, pursuant to Paragraph 76(d), seek arr~ngements under which 
the IAEA would not have access routinely to some of the operating 
records specifieg in Paragraph 58. 
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The only issue which arose in the discussion of the general re
quirements of the reports system was the listing in Paragraph 61 
of the categories of reports. The Director General's suggestions 
in Doc 3 and Doc 52 referred to three categories of reports: 
accounting, operating, and special. The final text omits refer
ence to operating reports. 

Analysis 

In the earliest discussion (OR 28 and d Kingdom (61 
OR 28) questioned the value of regula reports, except 
for reactors: it considered that ace orts would be suf-
ficient for reprocessing and fabri9a s. The Fed. Rep. 
of Germany (16 OR 29) suggested thl ing reports should be 
submitted only upon specific reques A, rather than rou-
tinely. Several other delegatio d with the Fed. Rep. of 
Germany. Canada thought (26 OR at the importance of rou-
tine operating reports had b · ov~estimated in the past and 
that such reports might be l to those for specified fa-
cilities. The Inspector , cknowledged (39 OR 29) that the 
need for such reports yarJ g the types of facilities: they 
were essential for reaei;or for other types of facilities and 
they would be a valu.y)le'~f 'lement to routine accounting re
ports. Sweden (47 ~ 29}'agreed with the United Kingdom that 
routine operating ;~rtJ should be required only for reactors. 

• :-,_\-:;;;~a'- "f,-( -•-o 
::::. -s 

\,;,· txt addressed the subject of the reports sys
''fore it the Director General's suggested 

texts in . Do . 2 Rev. l for Paragraphs 59, 60, and 61. The lat
ter text resf,bnding to Paragraph 61 included operating reports 
among the ca~ries; otherwise the texts of the paragraphs dif
fered only srfghtly from the final texts. The texts of Paragraphs 
59 and 60 were accepted by the Committee with some editing, the 
only significant one being that suggested by Denmark (2 OR 44) to 
replace the _phrase, "within or outside of facilities" at the end 
of Paragraph 59, with "subject to safeguards thereunder." That 
suggestion was endorsed by several delegations without opposition. 

Belgium introduced an amendment (Doc 104) to the text for Para
graph 61, which deleted the reference to operating reports. Its 
view (13 OR 44) was that the inventory change reports (Paragraph 
64) should be accompanied by explanatory notes, based on operating 
records, together with forecasts of inventory changes; the latter 
could not be included in an operating report. 
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The United States (15 OR 44) endorsed the amendment by Belgium 
and the Committee agreed to defer further consideration of the 
text until after discussion of the paragraph dealing with the 
details of the various reports required. After that discussion, 
particularly the adoption of the text for Paragraph 64, the Com
mittee approved the text of Paragraph 61, without the reference 
to operating reports. 

Although not mentioned explicitly in the debates, it is clear 
that the opposition to a requirement for operating reports (and 
the·use of operating records) was based upon concern for the 
protection of sensitive and proprietary information. 

Interpretation 

Paragraph 59 applies to all nuclear mater· 
guards, including that located outside 
tical matter, however, many of the 

ct to safe
ties. As a prac

ts in Paragraphs 60-
69 apply only to material located · 

While such areas may be in or outs 
Paragraph 110), the areas in wh' 
age or in transit may not meet 
for a material balance area:r:f'I .· 
ports called for in Paragra1~A · 

\~::_f-fc1- ?t 

balance areas. 

acility (as specified in 
, ial is in temporary stor

e uirements of Paragraph 110 
t case, only the special re

'ght be applicable. 

The omission of operati,~r"'· 8!'ls and their substitution by in
ventory change report.1 • . ified in Paragraph 64, appears to 
have satisfied the c;c:,~ egarding sensitive information while, 
at the same time, pto\ridi,.ng the IAEA with the information it re-
quires. 
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The Director General's initial suggestions (13-15 Doc 3, Part II) 
included four short paragraphs, addressing in a general way the 
initial report, routine accounting reports, routine operating , 
reports, and special reports. 

The Secretariat's proposal for accounting re 
visioned three types of such reports: inven 
book inventory reports: and physical invento 

In·the first discussions (58-64 OR 28), 
in favor of reports covering the who]4t·f'e 
relation of material flows between 
(MBA). 

rts (13 Doc 3) en
change reports: 
ports. 
~ 
"d Kingdom spoke 

cle to permit cor
erial balance areas 

The United Kingdom also question~i 
reports, except for reactors: a~q~, 
other types of plants. 'lff:c s ;, 

lue of routine operating 
reports would suffice for 

In a subsequent discussion 
tified and discussed for 
oping more detailed ~optl> 

R 29), several issues were iden
"ance of the Secretariat in devel

These issues included: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The timing ~ i-.JW; submission: 

The defi~iti:•nif a "defined change" in inventory: 
-,/"' ''S'-s- ,_ ,, 

~ethe~there.should ~e an exemption from the ~nventory 
cff~geJ~eporting requirement for normal operating losses. 

,_,_~~~s 

A new and much more detailed text for the paragraphs dealing with 
accounting reports was put forward by the Secretariat in 27-33 Doc 
62/Rev.l. In general, this text contained most of the elements 
incorporated into Paragraphs 62-67 of INFCIRC/153. 

The text corresponding to Paragraph 62 was very similar to the 
final text. The first sentence included the phrase "which is to 
be subject to safeguards" under the agreement. The second sen
tence called for the initial report to "be provided to the Agency 
within two weeks ... " This two week period was modified as a 
result of discussion in the Committee to 30 days. 
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The text of Paragraph 63 represents a consolida.tion of Paragrap};ls 
28 and 33 of Doc 62/Rev.l. As in the case of the preceding para
graph, the principal change involved a relaxation of the reporting 
deadline; in the case of Paragraph 63, the two week deadline for 
inventory change reports was extended to 30 days. However, lan
guage was added "to require submission as soon as possible" within 
this deadline. An additional sentence was also adopted at Japanese 
initiative to provide that reports would be based on data avail
able at the time of submission, and that these could be corrected 
later as necessary. 

-
Paragraph 64 of INFCIRC/153 is derived from 
Paragraph 64, however, contains a requiremen 
change reports are to be accompanied by "co 
(a) th~ inventory changes on the basis oft 
(b) describing the anticipated operating. 
taking of a physical inventory. 6 

9 Doc 62/Rev. l. 
that inventory 

notes" explaining 
ating data, and 

j particularly the 

The inclusion of reference to "cQll · was the result of 
Belgium's initiative, the intent p to substitute that 
concept for the category of rout;,i..tl ·· ating reports with which 
many delegations had misgiving ,,,... ium proposed a text for now 
Paragraph 64 in Doc 104. That t~'f'Was quite similar to the final 

f'}r':;~ 7- • text, except that the "as a · e" phrase applied to the date 
of the change as well as t Also, the provision for fore-
casts did not refer to arrangements. 

The U.S. had support~,,tqjii. ,6'ncept of deleting operating reports 
in favor of explanc4i~1,c:,P&!es when it had first been suggested by 
Belgium (13 OR 44)i Ia studying the text in Doc 104, the United 
States said that. ···· t»ary to its original impression, the text 
proposed by Be. '" ... l!'fa not clearly call for the explanatory notes 
to descrihtii¥~ t~ns in facilities, but seemed to confine the 
explana . ~ns''1: ''o inventory changes. Moreover, the reference 
to fore . ts sfoke only of changes and did not seem to include 
such ite~\as.physical inventories, campaigns, and reactor shut
downs for feiUeling which were imperative to be included. 

A number of variations on the Belgium proposal were proposed and 
discussed at some length, with the general purpose of ensuring 
that the Agency would receive adequate information on anticipated 
operations to allow it to plan its safeguards activities. The 
wording of Paragraph 64 was adopted after a final modification 
which called for the content of the "concise notes" describing the 
anticipated operational program to be "as specified in the Sub
sidiary Arrangements." 
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Paragraph 65 is based on the Secretariat's proposal in 30 Doc 
62/Rev.l. The final text represents an expansion from the 
Agency's brief version, proposed by the Fed. Rep. of Germany in 
Doc 105, designed to allow the consolidation of small changes, 
such as those resulting from analytic samples, into a sin,gle 
entry. Despite considerable discussion, no basic issues were 
raised and the text proposed by the Fed. Rep. of Germany was 
adopted after an addition, similar to that in Paragraph 64, which 
provided that the consolidation of small changes would be ac
complished "as specified in the Subsidiary Arrangements." 

Paragraph 66, based on 31 Doc 62/Rev.l, represents an interesting 
innovation.which calls on the Agenc~ to submi semi-annual 
statement to the state of the book inventory clear material 
which the Agency is carrying as subject to sa ds, on the 
basis of the inventory change reports subm" the state. It 
should be noted that the statements co~te ' y this section 
do~ constitute safeguards finding,· nts by the Agency 
as to whether nuclear material subie guards has been 
appropriately accounted for. Rather are bookkeeping re-
ports, designed to ensure conformi , cord keeping on the part 
of the state and the Agency. Th 's obligation to provide 
the state with its safeguards co on is set forth in Paragraph 
90 of INFCIRC/153. The text i:: .. · .:.";\.. aph 66 is essentially the 
same as that proposed by the tariat, except that the state-
ments are to be provided Q: ""'J~,Mency semi-annually, rather than 
simply periodically. . ·•·· . "· '!J!f' 

The text correspondil),jl l'f!J .. PW~raph 67 proposed by the Director 
General in 32 Doc 62/Rev.:r;;.is very close to the final text omit
ting only the phr~.e'\An the introduction "unless otherwise agreed 
by the Agency anft'~ state". Also, that text refers to entries 
to be "in cOAaol\datEi:I. form." 

:.r--,"'.",a-,---'"':t!c t?;l.,~:-~,:-'•{t::' 

Analy9',s 

Despite cons~·~ble discussion, no important issues of principle 
arose in the ~evelopment of the provisions for accounting re
ports. Even the omission for the requirement of operating reports 
was essentially a question of form rather than substance, since 
the "concise notes" called for by Paragraph 64 are in effect 
operating reports with a different name. 

Interpretation 

The provisions for accounting reports of Paragraphs 62-67 are 
straightforward and prescribe the gener~;.out;ines of a syst7m of 
accounting reports which are to be spec1.1ed in further detail in 
subsidiary arrangements. 
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Paragraph 68 

Background And Issues 
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The text corresponding to Paragraph 68 proposed by the Director 
General in 35 Doc 62/Rev.l contains the basic concepts, in less 
elaborate form, which appear in the final text. It refers, in 
subparagraph (a) to "damage"-to nuclear material, as well as to 
its loss. 

When the topic was discussed by the 
had before it an amendment proposed 
Norway (Doc 112). 

(51-62 OR 46), it 
c 108) and one by 

Japan's amendment for subparagraph 6,a) d reference to "an 
unusual incident" and replaced it('· the state] has reason 
to believe that there is actual .Qr'': al loss.• No reference 
was made to di:1-mage to nuclear ma"t5· Losses to be reported 
were limited to an amount beyoqaj,, t · t ~o be specified in the sub
sidiary arrangements. The te,i#aiiQ sed by Japan for subpara
graph Cb) is very close to ~1~·njl text, the principal differ-
ence being that the final -ined the concept of an "unusual 
incident or circumstances" trigger for a special report. 

Norway's amendment oiff~ rom the Director General's text much 
less than did Japan's;,, 'sting primarily of a rearrangement of 
that text. NorwaYr:"• f• , for example, referred to material 
having "escaped fiom i;tl containment," as did the Director Gen-
eral's text. a.eJtiscussion, Norway observed that the reasons 
behind that w . ~{,ere not fully understood. 

Much of,:tl~,~',':\\~Lat'sion of the Secretariat's original proposal and 
the am~mentl proposed by Japan and Norway centered around the 
question':~£ \11fiether, and what kind, of quantitative threshold 
should be ''"46pted for losses above which a special report would 
be triggered. It was recalled by Egypt (54 OR 46) that the Com
mittee had previously been unable to agree that specified limits 
of material unaccounted for (MUF) should be established, beyond 
which safeguards questions would arise. The Inspector General 
explained, however (59 OR 46), that the adoption of a loss quan
tity above which a special report would be triggered was dif
ferent from the specification of a MUF which would be acceptable 
to the Agency. In the former case, the Agency would still be 
concerned with, and would seek to clarify, MUFs below the level 
of those which would trigger a special report. 

When discussion resumed (1-52 OR 47), the Committee had before it 
an amendment proposed jointly by Japan and Norway (Doc 115). The 
text for the introduction and subparagraph (a) was very close to 
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the final text. The word "unexpectedly," however, did not appear 
in subparagraph (b) and the last phrase in that text had been 
changed to read "to the extent that such change can significantly 
affect the functions of the containment." Subparagraph Cb) also 
referred to certain earlier provisions relating to design infor
mation, as criteria for changes in containment to be specially 
reported. 

This proposal was modified in the course of discussion to the 
form in which it appears in INFCIRC/153. As in the case of the 
earlier discussion, the most significant issue dealt with was 
that of specifying the threshold above which a special report 
would be required. Several attempts were mad y the Inspector 
General to explain how these threshold quanti might be es-
tablished {5 OR 47; 16 OR 47; 26 OR 47), the of which ~as 
that the limits would depend on the kind al and the 
nature of the facilities or activitie\ · , but that, in 
general, these limits would represen,a,- "' inary losses that 
were not part of the processes of a~ 

Analysis -,_,,,_ 

4~3~i{k\ 

Despite considerable redrafting sic issues were presented 
in the development of Paragrcytff 68 he discussion makes it 
cleu- that the limits, to be~ 1ed in subsidiary arrangements, 
above which any actual or- '~l losses are to occasion a 
special report are not.l~ ,'!acceptable MUF, and that the 
Agency will endeavor t- .. ex MUF below this limit. This ap-
proach is consistent ~j. tl). t taken in INFCIRC/153 as a whole, 
in which "acceptablf,11 U,Jri!.its of MUF, "normal" operating losses, 
or similar concei;>:~}~ '"r~~; avoided. 

:; to- ~NFCIRC/66/Rev. 2, in which several provi-
sions, in.. •c' graph 42 Cb), which provides for special re-
ports, cc,i_tain _. ncepts such as normal operating and handling 
losses tha",.hav.l' been accepted by the Agency as characteristic of 
the facili tf\t~;,''This concept was rejected in INFCIRC/153, since it 
could allow the accumulation, over a period of time, of sizeable 
amounts of material which, as a practical matter, would be free 
of any inquiry on the part of the Agency. 

Interpretation 

Paragraph 68 obligates the State to make special reports to the 
Agency in the event of any unusual incident or circumstances in
volving a possible loss of nuclear material exceeding the limits 
specified in subsidiary arrangements or an unexpected change in 
containment such that unauthorized removal of nuclear material 
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has become possible. such reports would be in addition to the 
routine accounting reports and would be provided to the Agency 
without delay. The limits above which special reports are to be 
provided do not represent "characteristic" or "normal" losses 
which would be acceptable to the Agency, and the Agency remains 
free to satisfy itself as to the reason for losses or MUF below 
these limits, even though they may occasion no special report. 
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AMPLIFICATION AND CLARIFICATION OF REPORTS 

Paragraph 69 

Background And Issues 

The Director General's initial suggestions (Doc 3) did not con
tain any reference to the subject matter of Paragraph 69. When 
the general topic of the Director General's suggestions concern
ing reporting requirements were discussed, the Fed. Rep. of Ger
many (18 OR 29) proposed adding a paragraph along the lines of 
Paragraph 44 in INFCIRC/66/Rev.2 to read "at the Agency's re
quest," etc., similar to the wording as it ag ears in Paragraph 
69. There was no discussion of that proposal t that time. 

When the Director General's detailed 
62 appeared, a paragraph as proposed 
was included (26 Doc 62/Rev.l). The 
the Committee addressed that paragr 
Nevertheless, the paragraph appea~ 
the Director General's compilation~ .. : 
tee had formulated by November 6 ,9"1"· 

,,~;l 

r Part II, Doc 
ep. of Germany 

es not show that 
time thereafter. 

2/Rev.l, which was 
ial which the Commit-

Interpretation 

Paragraph 69 is 
ports submitted 

applies to any and all re-
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The Director General's first suggestions (Doc 3) did not include 
any general paragraph relating to inspections and the first dis
cussions of the subject (OR 30 and OR 31) did not specifically 
address the question of the general rights of the IAEA to carry 
out inspections. Neither the Director General's formulations in 
Doc 3 nor an amendment proposed by the Fed. Rep. of Germany (25 OR 
30) made it clear who was to carry out the 'nspections. Canada 
(37 OR 30) suggested that the wording shoul ake it clear that 
the IAEA would carry them out. 

The Director General's detailed suggest' 
included a paragraph corresponding 
which referred to the IAEA having 
material and facilities containi•g 

Part II (Doc 62) 
70 (Paragraph 37), 

to inspect nuclear 
ontain nuclear material ... " 

Japan introduced an amendment ( to that wording which 
omitted any reference to "faci ·" • The amendment referred 
only to the IAEA's right to .J.;l . nuclear material and its flow. 
The amendment also !i~ited.lXi~~!~ying out of such inspections 
"to the extent specif ied:~~?-ff''"'fqii referenced paragraphs and "other 
relevant paragraphs" of /t. .. a!f'eement. 

- _)fl !ft• 
South Africa also iq~~''--' an amendment (Doc 122) to Japan's 
amendment, proposil(j to'1add two sentences which (a) made the right 
of access for inspfk:itic;ms subject to specific limitations for 
health, safety<r9'd·t1aeeurity "or such other matters as may have 
been presc;.!pel, .. lPY :the law of the State" and Cb) permit the State 
to suspeqa>" -, ·· ss temporarily, for such reasons, if access 
had alr9'dy b n "granted." 

There was/'g course, never any serious issue as to whether or not 
the Agency h'a.d the right to conduct inspections, and the primary 
purpose of Paragraph 70 is simply to serve as an introduction for 
the detailed provisions relating to inspections which follow. 
Nevertheless, the discussion of Paragraph 70 was of significance 
in that it included a proposal (Doc 116) which would have re
stricted the Agency's right of inspection to "nuclear material and 
its flow," omitting the right of inspection of facilities. This 
proposed restriction was withdrawn by its sponsor, Japan, even 
before any discussion. The final wording refers only to "the 
right to make inspections as provided for in Paragraphs 71-82." 
Thus, the nature of the inspections which the Agency is authorized 
to make can be determined only from the detailed provisions which 
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define inspection access and purpose. These provisions clearly 
allow the inspection of facilities in appropriate circumstances. 
The Inspector General confirmed this fact (15 OR 48), noting that 
the right "to conduct inspections would solve the problem, pro
vided that paragraphs .•• listed in full the purpose of conducting 
inspections, and thus enable the Agency to discharge its func-
tions." · 

Analysis 

Paragraph 70 is simply an introduction to the operative provi
sions dealing with the purposes, scope, and access of inspections 
which follow. The most significant issue de t with in its dev
elopment is whether the Agency's right to con t inspections was 
to be limited to "nuclear materials" or exte o facilities. 
The withdrawal of a proposal to limit insp o materials 
establishes that no such limit was inten opted, and the 
Agency's rights to inspect facilitie ound in subsequent 
paragraphs, as well as in Paragraph provides for the 
verification of design information'i 

Interpretation 

The IAEA has the right to ca 
within the scope, and with a 
specified paragraphs. Th&~ 
limited to the inspection:"o 
facilities, to the extSft.t 
graphs. 

· • ou.. nspections for the purposes, 
·as set forth in the succeeding 
s right of inspection is not 

c ear materials, and extends to 
ded for in the subsequent para-
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INFCIRC 66/Rev.2 contained only a simple provision (Paragraph 46) 
with respect to the purpose of safeguards, stating that this was: 
"to verify compliance with safeguards agreements and to assist 
States in such compliance and in resolving any questions arising 
out of implementation of saf.eguards." 

'l'he Director General '.s initial suggestions Part II, in par-
agraph 18 of Doc 3, point out the desirabil of listing the 
principal "functions" of inspections and g n to list six such 
functions. This list was expanded on int retariat's pro-
posals (Doc 62 and Doc 62/Rev.l) which the basis of the 
extensive Board discussion (OR's 3 \ 3 48, 49, 52, 57, 58) 
of what were to become Paragraphs Extensive changes 
were made in the Secretariat's ki c 62, some of which were 
primarily matters of form and ar , while others were 
substantive. In the first cat~ r example, the function of 
verifying that construction waf ... ~1;,a cordance with design was 
omitted, since the ~reatmen .cs;c0f'"',l~ections during construction 
was moved from the inspect ~ion of INFCIRC/153 to the 
design review section, b Paragraph 48. Also in the cate-
gory of rearrangemeqt, reater substance, was the ultimate 
decision to separati~ha Secretariat had identified (38 Doc 
62/Rev. l) as "functiprs,11 to two categories: "purposes" and 
"scope". Those it#ins ~ch were retained as "purposes," or ob
jectives, appear i'tt Paragraphs 71 to 73, while those which were, 
in fact, only i~~tston functions or activities designed to ac
complish ~se\,prjoses or objectives appear in Paragraphs 74 and 
7 5. ../''· -·. :·; / ':'.,\,.,.,,,. '•' 

A furthe~.,,Jmp.-tant rearrangement was the further breakdown of 
the list 0~9 gtlrposes into those applicable specifically to ad hoc 
inspections; routine inspections, and special inspections, de
signated as Paragraphs 71, 72, and 73, respectively. In the 
discussion of these Paragraphs which follows, these rearrange
ments will not be dealt with in detail, in order to concentrate 
attention on the substantive issues which were dealt with in the 
sections which finally became Paragraphs 71 to 73. 

Two of the issues of substantive significance arose in the dis
cussion of the original Secretariat proposal (18 Doc 3). These 
were: 
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• The use of the term "audit," which appeared in the orig
inal Secretariat proposal and was omitted thereafter on 
the basis of the discussion. This issue is of some sig
nificance in view of the occasional tendency to use the 
word "audit" to characterize the nature of inspection 
activities. Such use was objected to by several delega
tions, in particular the United Kingdom (23 OR 30) and 
the United States (31 OR 30) as being too narrow, or 
implying too curs•ry an activity to be properly applied 
to the broader concept of control which characterizes 
safeguards inspections, and it was thereafter omitted. 

• Of particular importance, the removal the limitation 
which appeared in Doc 3 that only thou--iecords "on which 
reports ~re based" were subject to in ·on. This was 
objected to by the Soviet Union (3 and not there-
after introduced. 

The remainder of the discussion was 
retariat proposal in 38 Doc 62/Re'lf~l, 
issues: t:,· 

"il:'s,, 

revised See
the following 

• 
"it\~, 

The substantial broadeni' tfie initial proposal (38(b) 
Doc 62/Rev.l) of "ver - atA of the initial inventory" 
to the form which eme n Paragraph 71 which calls for 
(a) verifying "the. ion" contained in the initial 
inventory repQEt,; identifying and verifying 
"changes in thei"\"'f on" which occur thereafter (until 
ad hoc inspec~oh• replaced by routine ones). The 
need for sublf&,ragr'lph 7l(b) was first raised by the Uni
ted States Cti. l~OR 57), who pointed out that the pro-
posal of giwph 40(a) Doc 113, introduced by Belgium, 
Japaj}c~, ,, Netherlands, failed to accomplish a fun-
da~t: se of what later came to be termed ad hoc 
illjpect1 s, which was "to bridge the gap" in time be
tw~ tht entry into force of the agreement and the con
clus!~Pbf subsidiary arrangements. Thus, the Agency had 
to be °able to verify changes in the situation since the 
original report. After some discussion of an appropriate 
wording, this point was supported by the United Kingdom, 
France, Belgium, Australia, the Fed. Rep. of Germany, 
Canada, Japan and the Soviet Union, and was accepted by 
the Committee. It is worth noting that in the course of 
this discussion, the original Australian suggestion (15 
OR 57) for the wording that led to Paragraph 7l(b) stated 
the purpose was to "identify and if possible verify 
changes ••. " The qualifying phrase "if possible" was 
omitted on the suggestion of Canada, which was accepted 
by Australia and others. 
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• The transfer to Paragraph 71 from Paragraph 72 of sub
paragraph (c) (41 Ooc 132). This subparagraph calls for 
inspections of materials to be transferred out of or into 
a state. By transferring this subparagraph to Paragraph 
71, such inspections were made part of ad hoc inspec
tions, rather than of routine inspections, whose purpose 
is defined by Paragraph 72. The reason for this change, 
as proposed and explained by the United States (24 OR 57) 
was to avoid having such shipment-related inspections 
charged against the inspection frequency (later inspec
tion effort) allowed for routine inspections. Thus, ad 
hoc inspections include not only those conducted before a 
facility attachment comes into bein ··- but those under-
taken at any time for the purpose o ifying outgoing 
or incoming shipments. Accordingly inspections are 
not chargeable against or limite ine inspection 
effort. · 

Of perhaps the greatest significa · development of these 
paragraphs was the evolution ofc''fla 73, which establishes 
the purposes of special inspectioi'ft r{ its original form ( 38 ( f) 
Doc 62/Rev.l), this provision - ' ned to verifying reports 
on abnormal losses or the inv ton of an incident that has 
given rise to a special re • "'·""'j\is purpose was significantly 
broadened by the Secretari r'oposal, 42(d) Doc 129, reflect-
ing the Committee's dis f the earlier draft (38 Doc 
62/R4;!v.l~, and a J~{)an dment, Doc 117, which called for 
special 1.nspectionsi1~,to n additional information if the 
information obtaine4·1t1 · ns of routine .inspections is insuf
ficient to explaif>eh~JIJJ-es in the quantity and composition" of 
material subject tp sj£eguards. This provision occasioned ex
tensive discu~}J:-eading to a proposed amendment by the United 
States (D.9~ 1 .··· ... ich treated the need for additional infor-
mation, ,ifcj1!fl. }losses were in excess of normal limits and when 
they wc-e wi~1n normal limits but could not be satisfactorily 
explainlll on,lhe basis of information available from routine 
inspecti~"/'. In addition, the Committee had before it a proposed 
Polish amen&nent (Doc 131) which specified special inspections to 
obtain additional information if the Agency is unable to obtain 
sufficient information to accomplish the purposes of routine 
inspections. · 

In the course of further extensive discussion of this proposal, 
it was recognized that the question of the purpose of special 
inspections was closely tied to that of access of such inspec
tions and the procedures for instituting such inspections. Ac
cordingly, the Committee first considered and agreed upon the 
provision for access for special inspections (76 INFCIRC/153), 
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then returned to the question of purpose, havin! aefere it a 
pl'•pesa1 ( .. c i38) developed jointly by Belgium, the Fed. Rep. of 
Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United States. This is the 
proposal which, with minor changes, became Paragraph 73. This 
proposal also included an additional paragraph which was to be
come Paragraph 77, which establishes the procedures to be fol
lowed in initiating special inspections. 

The formulation in paragraph 42(b) of Doc 138 (ultimately Para
graph 73(b)) represents the broadest formulation that had been 
proposed as a purpose for special inspections: even broader than 
that of the Polish proposal, Doc 131, on whic it was apparently 
largely modeled. In particular, this final ulation goes be-
yond Doc 131 in specifying explicitly that i the Agency that 
is to judge the sufficiency of information o from routine 
inspections, and to authorize special ins whenever the 
information otherwise available "is ~t e for the Agency 
to fulfill its res onsibilities und - ement." 

An important feature of the new p? as explained by the 
United States in introducing it (1. ) , was the explicit 
1 inkage between the purpose set {r'6'.% - or special inspections and 
the procedure for instituting tllld:' 1•clearly, Paragraph 73 rep-
resents a trade-off between 4' Ajlroadly expressed purpose for 
special inspections, agains eful procedure for their ini-
tiation. This procedure ph 77) is dealt with later in 
this report. 

Another interesting,aei'4dnWtant feature of the special in
spection provision,{whiqn',.:ialso ties in directly with Paragraph 
77, is its delin 9£ two possible types of special inspec-
tions: those i . ,i'the inspection effort is to be additional 
to that of,+IHWt fnspections, without any enlargement of in-
spection . 'ce-lfu those in which access, either to information 
or locat •ps, ~, enlarged beyond that available in routine in
spections ~'\t Cl.rly, it is the latter category of special in
spections w~h are of the greater sensitivity, and which, ac
cordingly attract the more restrictive initiating procedures, 
under Paragraph 77. As Paragraph 73 recognizes, of course, some 
special inspections may entail both increased effort~ enlarged 
access. 

In addition to the numerous changes in the identification of 
purposes outlined above, a significant change took place in the 
language by which these purposes are introduced. In the Sec
retariat's original proposal (38 Doc 62/Rev.l), it was indicated 
that inspections would be carried out "for the 'following main 
[functions]." By the use of the word "main," additional pur
poses, not specified in INFCIRC/153 could presumably have been 
cited by the Agency, and the !ist would, in effect, have become 
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open-ended. The concept of "main" was dropped on the suggestion 
of Japan (Doc 117), with support from the United States (43 OR 
48), despite reservation by some delegations. Thus, the inspec-

·tion purposes ennumerated in Paragraphs 71 to 73 are complete and 
defini.tive. No other purposes are. authorized. 

Analysis 

The evolution of Paragraphs 71 to 73 evidences a stea~y pro
gression toward broader and more encompassing purposes or ob
jectives for inspections, arrived at in most cases after exten
sive discus~ion and, frequently, the rejection of proposals for 
narrower interpretations. Of particular si 'ficance in this re-
gard are: 

• The explicit extension of ad hoc 
and verify changes after the ni 
the time routine inspectionll' 
was an essential element in 
described earlier in this~ 
authority s4ould serve as 
conclude acceptable sub 

ns to identify 
and up to 
extension 

ing the principle, 
hat ad hoc inspection 

ntive for states to 
arrangements, and to give 

uthority should they fail to the Agency ample inspec 
do so. 

• The explicit bro .~ 
tablish cons~~tejc 
they are base&.\ b 

reports verification to es
only with the records on which 

th any records. 

• 

• 

";, 

The exceptlll)~~U,~broad purpose established for special 
inspections1L not simply to deal with "special reports" 
which, . · ··oetsity, are submitted upon initiative of the 
st * ,ithenever the Agency considers it has inade-
~· , , ation from routine inspections to fulfill its 
f~spon .. bllities. These responsibilities, of course, 
i"ttsludif, first and foremost, that of •verifying that .•• material 
is "\Q,~:'diverted to nuclear explosives or other nuclear 
explosive devices". 

The explicit recognition, developed further in Paragraph 
77, that special inspections may include enlarged access, 
as well as greater effort, than available under routine 
inspections. 

Interpretation 

Paragraph 71, dealing with ad hoc inspections, provides for the 
right of the IAEA, at its sole discretion, to carry out inspec
tions for the three purposes specified. Subparagraph Cc) refers 
to Paragraph 93 which, in turn, provides for the state to request 
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the IAEA to affix seals, in addition to the IAEA deciding to do 
so on its own. Subparagraphs (a) and (bl are applicable only 
during the interim period prior to the completion of subsidiary 
arrangements. Accordingly, access for inspections pursuant to 
those subparagraphs, as set forth in Paragraph 76, is not limited 
to strategic points. While ad hoc inspections for the purposes 
specified in Paragraph 71(a) and (b) are those conducted before 
the conclusion of the subsidiary arrangements, including the 
relevant facility attachment, ad hoc inspections conducted under 
Paragraph 71(c) may and customarily would be conducted after the 
conclusion of the relevant subsidiary arrangements, as ad hoc 
inspections then would not be charged against the maximum routine 
inspection effort. In this case, access is 'mited to the loca
tions of shipment or receipt, identified pur nt to Paragraphs 
92(c) and 95(c). 

The records referred to are not limited 
ports are based; this is confirmed bl:'Pa 
paragraph ( b) explicitly applies to.t:il 

upon which re
h 74(a). Suh-
ar material subject 

to provide design or 
existence and where-

to safeguards". Thus, failure by00, 

other information needed to establ' 
abouts of any nuclear material r 
the agreement would frustrate t ,, 

to be safeguarded under 
1s1on. The use of the 

aph 72(c) should not be phrase "verify information" i 
interpreted to be limited t 
the IAEA by the state. The 
IAEA can dee ide that one;; , 
possibly exist and t~e i< 
74 (but only at strat~,;.c 
the IAEA' s concern p)iwhe• 

at information provided to 
ssion makes it clear that the 
hree specified situations might 

the actions specified in Paragraph 
nts or by use of records) to resolve 

or not the state has shared that 
;,;.~ ,_:1.1 

concern. 

Paragraph 73 e aj:t?;,~h~s that special inspections may take place 
for eithe.;.~;IIS. jf two purposes: the relatively narrow one, 
which can~be ~. red only by state action, of verifying the 
informatt~n inia special report or the other, an extremely broad 
one, base<!"~9n .~be Agency's own determination, that information 
available £t111n routine inspections is inadequate to enable the 
Agency to fulfill its responsibilities under the Agreement. such 
inspections, however, must be initiated in accordance with the 
procedures laid down in Pacagraph 77. 
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SCOPE OF INSPECTIONS 

Paragraphs 74 And 75 

Background And Issues 

As explained in the preceding discussion of Paragraphs 71 to 73, 
the Secretariat's original ennumeration of the "functions" of 
inspections, was separated, in the course of the Committee's 
discussions, into "purposes" of inspections and the means for 
accomplishing those purposes~ Although the purposes of inspec
tions were further divided into separate categories for ad hoc, 
routine, and special inspections, the inspe tion functions or 
activities themselves (which are captioned ope of inspections" 
in INFCIRC/153, although this designation d ot, in fact, 
appear in Paragraphs 74 and 75 themselves) t categorized in 
this way. Thus, all of the inspection found in Para-
graphs 74 and 75 may, in principle, A;>e ' n anr of the three 
classes of inspections. This poin ' fica ly and exten-
sively considered in the CommittJe ions (35 OR 58, et 
seq), and a British proposal made,. .. to limit the coverage to 
routine inspection was ultimateli ~J ted. 

F,>' ,.,.,~., 
r 

The Inspectors Document, in 
to be permitted to carry o\llf 
pertinent agreements, whic ~ .. 
ination of facilities a 
records, Cc} verifi._t~~ 
inspection, measurem•t 
testing of measure.,aae·\. 

h IIl.10, calls for inspectors 
tions in accordance with the 

include provisions for (a) exam
als, (b) audit of reports and 

., amounts of materials by- physical 
sampling, and (d) examination and 

ruments. 

INFCIRC/66/Rev. '!~paragraph 49, lists four activities which 
routine inspe ·· , may include. Those activities are similar to 
those no~*.a ~except that the examination of facilities and a 
"checklf li'f ni'-~ bg instruments are limited to principal nuclear 
facilie\'es; a'Z-'check of the operations carried out" at such facil
ities anc!:.~t fesearch and development facilities is also included. 

The Director General's initial suggestions include (Part II 18 Doc 
3} a list of activities of which several are similar to those in 
the Inspectors Document, and also a reference to the verification 
of inventory and flow of nuclear material, by independent measure
ments or other independent and objective methods, and the applica
tion of other surveillance methods such as instruments and seals 
or other devices. 

The Inspector General (63 OR 48) explained that the term "other 
independent and objective methods" referred to methods not in
tended to measure exactly the quantity of material but rather to 
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evaluate the physical inventory with some precision; in par
ticular, they involved the so-called "finger-print method" based 
upon isotopic composition. 

The Director General's detailed suggestions for Part II included 
(38 Doc 62/Rev.l) a list of "main functions" of inspections which 
made reference, among others, to the application of containment 
and surveillance methods and the verification of inventory and 
flow by direct observations, independent measurements or other 
independent and. objective methods. As explained earlier, this 
list contained elements which later became part of Paragraphs 71-
73, as well as of Paragraphs 74 and 75. In addition, paragraph 39 
of Doc 62/Rev.l covered the taking of sample .,.and the installation 
of Agency safeguards instrumentation, which later dealt with 
in Paragraph 75. 

F·ollowing the initial discussions of Doc 
General submitted a revised proposal,~.Oo 
44 of which were the direct basis fqf ·" 

0 !:J.'1..'i 

, the Director 
paragraphs 43 and 

hs 74 and 75. 

development of Para
form a~d arrangement, 

form and arrangement, 
asic safeguards activities, 

iples, while Paragraph 75 

As in the case of Paragraphs 71 to 
graphs 74·and 75 involved both c 
and substantive changes. In re 
Paragraph 74 generally includ 
almost at the level of gener 
provides for relatively de a ., ctivities which fall within one 

..tvities found in Paragraph 74. or more of the categorie, 

Among the more importafl\ antive issues considered in the 
developm~nt of thes~·1'8~, phs were the following: 

-};-, 

• Subpara ,,, ,,i,,f;d) clearly establishes that the Agency 
may insla. ,·. · s own containment and surveillance equip
me.,.j·,:)> . 9ly as specified in subsidiary arrangements, 
~I-pr~~, in Paragraph 75(d) and (e). Such direct 
8'Wlic~jion of Agency devi~es, as contrasted with ob- . 
se*at.);:t>n of a state's devices, was clearly called for 1.n 
38((f\/boc 62/Rev.l, but a proposed Japanese amendment, 
Doc 117 raised doubt on this issue by providing only for 
verification of "the effectiveness of containment by 
direct observation of instruments, seals and other de
vices". Poland (25 OR 49) suggested the reference be ~e
worded to read: "To verify the effectiveness of contain
ment by the application and direct observation of in
struments, seals and other devices." South Africa (45 OR 
49) supported Poland's suggestion, particularly the ref
erence to seals, but also proposed to insert the word 
"agreed" before "surveillance methods". 
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• Subparagraph 74{a) reaffirms the important point that the 
Agency is entitled to examine all of the records which 
the state is required to keep,~d not simply those on 
which reports were based. This issue was dealt with 
explicitly in the debate, with the United Kingdom sug
gesting (36 OR 58) that subparagraph Cal be worded: "Ex
amine the records on which reports are based." The Fed. 
Rep. of Germany (39 OR 58) supported this proposal by the 
United Kingdom, but the United States (43 OR 58) saw no 
reason to exclude any records mentioned in the Paragraphs 
(51 through 58) which already specified the records to be 
kept, because if the IAEA was to place maximum reliance 
on the state's system, it must hav ccess to the data 
used in that system. Austria {58 ) and India {66 OR 
58) favored leaving the formulatio nged. The view 
that all records were to be ope ncy examination 
was accepted (77 OR 58) . 

• Subparagraph 74(e), which the Agency to "use 
other objective methods e been demonstrated to 
be technically feasible", particular interest, 
since its origin make~Tl"t ar that it was intended to 
go beyond activities ~.; nstitute strictly the mea-
surement or contro f · rial, by including additional 
activities which value to such measurement or 
control. The AitMJ . ~jor~ginal formulation (43(e) Doc 
129) made this , ,,, ~y providing for "other objective 
methods, suep. a making of correlations involving the 
isotopic aii~'t!:> . production data." (Emphasis added) 
This exa~le '."-. deleted on the grounds noted by the 
United States (60 OR 58) that such correlations would, in 
fact, ,4~ '1.1".!t!iade during inspections, bu.t in Agency head
~~rtf1;:'1 ·~sing data obtained during inspections. As a 
~~e of the Inspector General's explanation (61-62 
OR 5lj "'t"bat the intent was to allow the provision to be 

z~roa~ienough to encompass future developments, such as 
~~mie inventory taking in reprocess~ng plants", the 
exifnple was deleted, on the understanding, proposed by 
several delegations, that the "other objective methods" 
would have to be technically proven. 
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The first text in the format of Paragraph 75 was that proposed by 
the Director Gener~l in 44 Doc 129. That text contained elements 
of Paragraph 75, in somewhat different wording, the principal 
difference being references to the operator, rather than to the 
state. Also, subparagraphs (d) and (e) did not include refer
ences to the actions being subject to agreement and specification 
tn subsidiary arrangements. Among the principal questions con
sidered were: 

• The omission of references to "operators" on the well
understood grounds cited by Spain(, -2 OR 59) that the 
Agreements were between the Agency states, and could 
not impose obligations on operator under many eco-
nomic systems, were legal entities ndent of the 
state and the obligations oft nt could only 
fall on the operator if t , . t cided to make him 
subject to them. The Fed· ermany (4 OR 59) 
agreed with Spain and p8:> amendment to the Di-
rector General's text (D incorporating Spain's 
proposal and other chaDCJE .. ording, as well. Re
garding the role of tli,,,,;~dtor, the Fed. _Rep. of Ger
many noted that wh alf :1r}Jpector accompanied by a rep-
resentative of the .. e~1~isited a facility, the in-
spector would, ~, .le, deal with.the operator, bu~ 
that the agreen,en~~t8't should mention only the parties 
to it. ' )·· f'i§. ,, 

s-", "',_
0

, ·1J}H'.}t 

• Subparagr-,lr 7$j.a) explicitly confirms the Agency's right 
to observ4..th~ treatment and analysis of samples. A Fed. 
Rep. 9'7~~y proposal (44(a) Doc 136) to eliminate 
this ·t4-on on the ground (26 OR 59) that it was impli-
F'~i, At.i of the sampling procedure was considered and 

,treJe 

• §~~agraph 75(e) establishes the Agency's right to make 
it'§,'instruments and devices tamper-indicating. However, 
the Agency's more explicit formulation in 44(d) Doc 129, 
that "equipment so installed may be tamper-resistant or 
tamper-indicating", was deleted, primarily on the basis 
of its being unnecessary, since the Agency could in any 
case incorporate these features in its own equipment 
(Belgium, 67 OR 59). 

• Subparagraph 75(c) clearly establishes the Agency's right 
to secure additional measurements, samples, and cali
b~ations, and to have its own standard samples analyzed, 
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after considerable discussion and proposals for deletion. 
The discussion and the Chairman's announcement of the 
consensus (65 OR 59) also made it clear that 75(c) does 
not exclude arranging for analyses by an impartial ref
eree or arbitrator. 

Analysis 

The issues dealt with in Paragraphs ·74 and 75 were of a relatively 
detailed nature, in comparison with those of Parag~aphs 71 to 73, 
and in general did not involve sharp dif ences. Of perhaps 
greatest significance was the establishm f the Agency's right 
to use its own equipment for measurement inment or surveil-
lance. It is of interest to note th ncy's right to use 
its own equipment is not subject ent by the state, aY:-
though appropriate arrangements curse, be made; but if 
the equipment is to be instal e st be agreed and speci-
fied in the subsidiary arrang he final formulation re-
placed that proposed by the F~ of Germany (44(d) Doc 136) 
that would have made both u ··,'!! nstallation subject to agree-
ment in the subsidiary arra ts. 

~ii}i_~"-t-

Another point of partic {gnificance, in view of the current 
interest in the use ques such as operational measure-
ments for the sategua: of reprocessing plants, is the author-
ization under Par~,ra. (e) to use "other objective methods", 
meaning methods otJf•-, an those listed in Paragraph 74, which 
encompass the a,couae•ncy, containment, and surveillance activ
ities normal ·· . o6iated with inspections. The extensive dis-
cussion of l~h 74(e), includi,ng the examples cited, makes 
i~ cl~!J~t e~s intend d to.· ~~d: acti:~ ~e: w~!c~ a ing om 
obs . ed ( . that no s level could be used at some reac-
tors, an)lndication of operation, while the Inspector General, 
who con!ilfned that this was under consideration (76 OR 58), spe
cifically cited "dynamic inventory taking in reprocessing plants" 
as a possible future method (62 OR 58). Also of interest, as 
indicative of the Committee's approach, was the strong support 
for Paragraph 75(e) and the objection to its elimination or nar
rowing, because of its promise in.simplifying inspections and 
reducing the burden on operators. (United Kingdom, 52 OR 58). 

Also of significance, particularly in relation to the key issue 
of undeclared material, is the suggestion of India (67 OR 58) 
that the word "all" which appears before "nuclear material sub
ject to safeguards" be deleted from subparagraph 74{b), and the 
rejection of this suggestion, after it received no support. 
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Interpretation 

The introduction to Paragraph 74 makes it clear that the activ
ities listed may be carried out by the IAEA in connection with 
either ad hoc, routine, or special inspections by the IAEA, as 
determined solely by the IAEA to be required. 

Subparagraph (a) clearly applies to all records maintained pur
suant to the agreement by either the state or the operator. 

Subparagraph (b) clearly applies to all n 
to safeguards; the rejection of a suggesti 
reinforces that meaning. The text should 
with Paragraph 6(b), which refers to stat 
random sampling; the IAEA is thus exp 

lear material subject 
to delete 11 all 11 

ad in conjunction 
l techniques and 

use such techniques 
in making measurements. 

and equipment installed 
erator, as was made clear 

f IAEA's own instruments 
with the state, pursuant to 
not make clear how the IAEA 

Subparagraph (c) applies to in~ 
by either the IAEA, the state, 
in the discussion. The in~ta 
and equipment is subject to 
Paragraph 75(d). The disc 

~,·with respect to instruments and 
, Nor were the words "measuring and 
·rerogative to verify is the IAEA's, 

he initiative with respect to both of 
of instruments and equipment other 

is to carry out the verif 
equipment other than i 
control" defined. Si. 
however , the IAEA cc~n · .. . 
those questions in !l\e ~e 
than its own. · · ··~ 

Subparagraph ·-~t be interpreted in light of Paragraph 75(d) 
and (e), whi ~tl for agreement with the state and specifi-
cation t~"'1fW ti/Ary arrangements. 

In suShragrlph (e), the kinds of methods intended, on the basis 
of the ~~qflsion, are those which have been demonstrated to be 
efficient]~4accurate, cost-effective and do not interfere with the 
operator's activities. Such methods are not limited to those 
already demonstrated, but include future developments. 

In the introduction to Paragraph 75, it is implicit that the 
state (and through it, the operator) is obligated to permit the 
IAEA to carry out the activities described in subparagraphs (a) 
and (b) and to act in good faith in making the arrangements or in 
reaching the agreements called for in the other subparagraphs. 

In subparagraph Ca) of Paragraph 75, the procedures referred to, 
as a practical matter, are those designed to produce represen
tative samples. Presumably, if it is found that a particular 
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procedure does not, in fact, produce representative samples, the 
parties will consult and institute different procedures. The 
IAEA is not limited to a specific number of duplicate samples, 
but should obtain a sufficient number to provide those which may 
be needed for referee analysis. 

In subparagraph (b), the IAEA inspectors, in observing the mea
surements, may find that they are not representative, in which 
case consultations would presumably be undertaken toward cor
rection. Similarly, in the case of calib tions, the parties 
would consult concerning the results and r olve any uncertain
ties. 

Each of the items in subparagraph (c) 
"as necessary", but the IAEA is tPii 
take the initiative in making th('a 
vides a supplement.to subparag~ 
IAEA to arrange for the state Ola" 
measurements for IAEA's use, ~tjl-~ 
the operator would take for ff~~" 

'ell[{?;~·- .l 

fied by the phrase 
determination and to 

nts.' Item Ci) pro-
nd (b) and permits the 

o)era~or to take samples and 
n those which the state or 

Paragr~Ph 75(c)(ii) and·~···.· ... ..4' straightforward. Paragraph 
75Cc)(iv) addresses cali ins, such as the volume of a vessel, 
in which materials su. ,, er are used, rather than analytical 
standards. -

Paragraph 75 Cc) ~ 'hi-fi~ermi t the IAEA, with the concurrence of 
the state in subjidi~ arrangements, to have its own instruments 
and equipment./ ·\~~led and to apply items such as seals. Since 
the place.whfr 1IAEA may apply or have such items installed 
must, ~.~,~~J":i"- , , be specified in the subsidiary arrangements, 
the q~'stiOl\ c,et1\4hether such applications or installations are 
limit'ili by P;t,ragraph 76(c) to previously specified strategic 
points ''~oqje. not arise. It should also be noted, however, that 
while tha;¥1(gency clearly requires the consent of the state to 
install any equipment in a safeguarded facility, it does not 
require consent to conduct the same surveillance activity through 
direct observation by inspections, provided this is done within 
the inspection effort criteria and at established strategic 
points. 

Paragraph 75(£) permits flexibility in the shipping of IAEA sam
ples. If the regulations of the state are such that the IAEA 
inspectors may conveniently ship the samples, they could do so. 
Otherwise, the IAEA can make arrangements with the state or the 
operator to make the shipment. 
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The Statute of the IAEA, in Article XII.A.6, provides that IAEA 
inspectors shall have access in the territory of the state "at 
all times to all places and data and to any person ••. as neces
sary" to account for nuclear materials and to determine com
pliance with the agreement between the IAEA and the state. 

The Inspectors Document provides in Parag 
inspectors shall have access, for safegu 
materials, equipment and facilities to 
against diversion are applied" un~r 
and that the inspectors shall ha ~ 
places and data and to any perso 
Article XII .A. 6 of the Statute"t .. 

that IAEA 
rposes, "to all 
ency safeguards 

's Safeguards System 
tall times to all 

·extent provided for in 

INFCIRC/66/Rev.2, apart from 
graphs 9 and 10 to avoid ham 
implement safeguards in " 
prudent management pract 
inspectors only in th(}J\' 
those cases, the l.-imit 

eral obligations in Para-

both safeguarded iil'ld u 
facility (Annex I,.~; 

a state's development and to 
aesigned to be consistent with 

imposes limitations on access by 
reprocessing plants. Even in 

s apply only in the situation where 
~ guarded materials are present in the 
·"aph 6 (a) and Annex II, Paragraph 9 (a) l • 

~sc,~·~ion of the subject of "strategic points" 
· "·!1ilis report, the broad question of access by 

IAEA in trose during the negotiation of the NPT. The 
Trea~;} ;Im its preamble and in Article II.3, endorses the 
prin 'a· le .. safeguarding effectively the flow of nuclear mater
ials b ~'"'the/tise of instruments and other techniques at "certain 
strategi"1*:::f6ints". 

That principle was promoted vigorously by the Fed. Rep. of Ger
many, in particular, during the negotiations of both the NPT and 
INFCIRC/153 and was prompted by an apparent concern that IAEA 
inspectors would otherwise have unnecessarily broad access to 
commercial plants, thereby possibly disturbing the efficient 
operation of the plants and conceivably compromising commercially 
sensitive information. 

Other delegations shared that concern. South Africa, India, and 
the United Kingdom, along with the Fed. Rep. of Germany, were 
active in the successful effort to provide, in Paragraph 46(b)(iv), 
for "special" material balance areas in order to protect proprie
tary information, as discussed in Chapter 2.2. 
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It is also noteworthy that the Committee postponed its final 
formulation of Paragraph 73, which addresses the circumstances 
under which special inspections may be carried out, until it had 
formulated the provisions addressing the overall question of 
access. (See the discussion of Purposes of Inspection: 
Paragraphs 71-73.) 

The principal issues which emerged in connection with Paragraph 
76 were: , 

• the circumstances under which ace 
other than to strategic points; a 

• whether provision should be made 
ations in which access, even 
be limited. 

should be permitted 

traordinary situ
gic points, could 

The Director General's ini tia.l s ( Part II 21 Doc 3) 
contained only brief reference.11... ~:.· · question of access, stat
ing that "inspectors should rM!lJ.Ly require access only to the 
inspection locations select · ~~e design review", but that 
access to additional locati ght be required for verification 
of inventory and flow o land in connection with abnormal 
losses, or for other pu as agreed. 

-,<ilfc-

The Fed. Rep. of,~erji 26 OR 30) proposed changes in the Di-
rector General's W'Qrd which would have limited access by in-
spectors to str,Fegi:1: ather than "selected"-) points, except in 
the case of a 1*por~ 'of abnormal losses and, in that case, the 
IAEA would ~::,1.f-.~'"~ed to justify additional access. South Afri
ca ( 2 8 OR ¥ l ,~9ppbrted the proposal of the Fed. Rep. of Germany, 
becau¥:i:~l: t'16ujlit it was very important for the question of 
acce.-· tol,\e''stef!'ttled in advance, such as during negotiation of 
sub~iary 1'arrangements. 

·-;;:, ,, 

The In~~'for General (19 OR 31) stressed the importance of ac
cess to additional locations and the urgency, under certain cir
cumstances, of such access. 

The United States (24 OR 31) took exception to the suggestion by 
the Fed. Rep. of Germany to limit broader access to the veri
fication of reports on abnormal losses, because such a loss might 
never appear in a report. The United States favored provisions 
which would ensure that the IAEA had the right to make special 
inspections (special in terms of frequency and/or locations) 
whenever there was an indication, from any source, of abnormal 
losses or unusual circumstances. 
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India (26 OR 31) stressed the importance of specifying strategic 
points to be used for normal inspections, but agreed that pro
visions for special inspections should include the right of ac
cess by IAEA inspectors to places other than those covered by 
normal inspections. 

The first version of the Director General'$ detailed suggestions 
for Part II, which appeared subsequently, included an extended 
paragraph (44 Doc 62) on the subject of access for inspections. 
That formulation provided for access "normally" only to locations 
selected during design examination for ve 'fication that reports 
are consistent with records, verification flow and inventory, 
and application of surveillance devices. 't also provided 
that, if such access is insufficient f to fulfill its 
safeguards responsibilities, its insp uld also have ac-
cess to other locations, in part' Ja ·any location where a 
physical inventory is taken. Mo ' 'e formulation provided 
for the parties to consult on th ion of such other loca-
tions among those to which insp . would normally have access 
thereafter. In the case of - of abnormal losses or poten-. 
tial accumulations of unmeas ij.rl'7entory or losses, access 
would be to any 1 · cility, but the IAEA would 
advise the state of the or such access. 

Shortly after Doc.62 . summary of the results of the 
Safeguards Technie1tl 'fil g Group was issued (Doc 65). The 
summary stated, i~.t,\.~ ph 10, that the Group reached the con
sensus that the .feri{-ation process will give rise to inspection 
access requiremehts at successive levels. The first access re
quirement- wa •0

- ')redetermined points and fur~her access might be 
required, wh ·, $dgnif icant MUF had been determined. According 
to the,p ,.,uxv, ,,,.,,r;fhe Group did not discuss in detail how such 
furthfl: ac s'would be defined. 

--"':te 

After tli\,,AP'immary in Doc 65 appeared, a revision of the Director 
General I s''·\'suggestions (Doc 62/Rev. l) was issued. Paragraph 44 in 
the revised document was worded differently from the first ver
sion. It referred to access normally to "strategic points" for 
the purposes noted in the earlier version, but made it explicit 
that the IAEA could determine that such access was not adequate, 
in which case the IAEA "shall seek further access and justify its 
request by explaining its requirements". If such a request was 
refused, the Board was to be informed pursuant to Paragraphs 18 
and 19. Both the first and the revised version also provided for 
the parties to agree on other purposes, in addition to those 
specified, for which access may be required to locations other 
than the strategic points. 
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By the time that the Committee next addressed the subject of 
access, it had before it the Director General's reformulation of 
sections dealing with inspections (Doc 129), in which only minor 
changes had been made in the provisions concerning access. 

The United States proposed an amendment (Doc 134) which refor
mulated that section and South Africa proposed (Doc 135) an addi
tional paragraph which was the forerunner of Paragraph 76(d). 

The amend~ent by the United States for Paragraph 76(a) added a 
reference to any location where the IAEA inspections (as well 
as the initial report) indicate that nuc material is present. 
The United States explained (2 OR 61) t addition was pro-
posed because transfers might have be etween the time of 
the initial report and the conclu~io subsidiary arrange-
ments. ',;; 

The United Kingdom ( 30 OR 61 F'· ed ~hether ther-e was any 
legal basis for the reference . . AEA' s inspections~ the 
initial report would show t,~.,," !'ons where nuclear materal was 
present and the IAEA would ·· cess to those particular loca-
tions, but the United KiifJl\o ,;;Y stioned whether the IAEA would 
also be justified in re ·~ ..... · ,y access to any other location where, 
by chance, the presen =clear material was brought to light. 
Hungary ( 36 OR 61), .·· .. · , agreed with the proposal of the 

·United States ancl\:tbe": on given for it. The United States C 37 
OR 61), respondips-',Y:t:o'r question raised by the United Kingdom, 
said that tl_le ~'Ho.5i"'.\i1,>f chance discove~y of the presence of nu
clear material ''i.n an unannounced location seemed very far-fetched. 
However, th,, ,..t u e · · nses by the Unite 

ates · ss n is-
i discussion of minor wording issues, 

ed','ll{1iig om ( 4 9 OR 61) then suggested the wording as it 
inj'aragraph 76(a} and the Committee adopted that wording. 

The wor~Cig proposed by the United States in Doc 134 for Para-
graph 76(b) was the same as that proposed by the Director General 
and (except for the numbering of the referenced paragraphs) is 
that which appears in the final version. ·The Committee adopted 
the wording without discussion. 

The wording in Doc 134 proposed for Paragraph 76(c} was the same 
as the first sentence of the Director General's formulation in 
Doc 129, but the second sentence of the Director General's word
ing, referring to access to additional locations, was omitted. 
The United States explained (4-5 OR 61) that the paragraph dealt 
only with routine or normal inspections, access for which would 
be limited to the strategic points specified in the subsidiary 
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arrangements. The stated view of the United States was that a 
special inspection was called for if access had to extend beyond 
such strategic points. (This need was dealt with later in Para
graph 77.) The· United States said that if, as a result of tech
nical developments or in light of operating exper~ence, the IAEA 
would find it necessary to review the selection of strategic 
points, it could do so under the provision for their re-examina
tion (Paragraph 47); such re-examination would not lead to a 
special inspection, but simply to selection of a different set of 
strategic-points. Following this explanation, Paragraph 76(c) as 
proposed by the United States in Doc 134 · adopted. 

The second policy issue, that of limiting s below that nor-
mally provided for routine inspections subject of exten-
sive discussion. The discussion c n a proposal by South 
Africa in Doc 135, which provide ations on access when 
essential for health and safeti to protect "highly 
sensitive .. information. South~ . oposed that the state, in 
such event, would advise the I explain the reasons for the 
limitation; the parties woul onsult with a view to pro-
viding the state with "requi rotections" while providing the 
IAEA with the information ce · for it to discharge its re-
sponsibilities, and any irangement would be subject to the 
approval of the Board. /''' · · 

The extensive disc~si. this issue focussed on three points: 

• Whether tile pr~ision was necessary at all, in view of 
other ~ro~s~ons that had already been agreed upon: in 
parti - r~, .. ·Paragraph 44, which called on the Agency to 
o lte state's health and safety regulations, and 

.. . ... ,l46(b) (iv), which provides for establishment of 
:,: "sp .. al'' material balance areas to protect commercially 
·')aensi,tive information. ( In this regard, while the South 
~ . .S.an proposal cited both heal th and safety reasons and 
pr&tection of sensitive information as possible reasons 
for the proposed special arrangements, the discussion in 
OR 61 suggests a general presumption that the latter 
reasons would be the most likely to arise.) In endorsing 
the South African proposal in principle, the United States 
put forward the justification (20 OR 61) which led to 
acceptance of the proposal over the initial reservations 
of a number of delegations. This was that the South 
African amendment proposed a trade-off: if a state felt 
that it required the "special arrangements" proposed, it 
would have to work out with the Agency other means for 
satisfying the Agency's needs for safeguards information. 
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• Whether the special arrangements should be approved by 
the Board or only brought to its attention. Although 
South Africa itself proposed that the Board approve such 
arrangements (on an ex post facto basis), the final ver
sion states only that"The Director General shall report 
each such arrangement to the Board." This change, which 
neither requires the Board's approval, nor forecloses its 
disapproval, followed a lengthy discussion in which it 

• 

was pointed out by the Fed. Rep. of Germany, among oth
ers, (35 OR 61) that_jn the event of dissatifaction by 
either side with the arrangements he Board had ample 
authority to deal with the issue. 

Whether the limitations reque 
honored pending notificatio 
the Board. In this reg 
pointed out by the Unit 
Board action would dete 

estate should be 
such arrangement to 

recognized that, as 
9 OR 61), access pending 

urpose of the concept. 

The proposal was adopted fo · , the discussion summarized 
above, with several wording~ es from the original South Afri-
can proposal to accommo · t~ oints discussed above. 

The first policy iss.. f ied above: that is, the circum-
stances under wh~ch J should be permitted other than to 
strategic points, ~~a's.o.; gnized as of major significance and was 
the subject of ~t~· consideration, much of which took place 
outside of thei¥orma~·Committee meetings. As noted earlier, this 
discussion \pnsaltation; which led to the adoption of Para-
graph 77; p!ee before the action of the Committee on Para-
graph JJ,L ·.,."· M,establishes the purposes of special inspections. 

,--'C •', ,as, - 1:~-' -<' 

Par~aph 'P ,d~scribes. the access av':ilable for speci~l inspe7-
tions',jnly,'il:ls "access in agreement w1 th the state to information 
or loca\~«bs in addition to the access specified .•• for ad hoc and 
routine ''Inspections." While this statement, standing alone woµld 
appear to give the state a veto over the access for special in
spections, Paragraph 77 goes on to provide that any disagreement 
between the Agency and the state may be resolved in accordance 
with the procedures qf Paragraphs 21, 22, or 18. The reference 
to Paragraph 18 is of particular importance, since it authorizes 
the Board to call for action which is "essential and urgent" 
without reference to the dispute procedures. Thus, in the final 
analysis, Paragraph 77 provides the Agency with access for spe
cial inspections which is limited only by the provisions of Arti
cle XII of the Statute. 
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Analysis 

Paragraphs 76 and 77, which establish the access available to the 
Agency for ad hoc, routine, and special inspections, reflect a 
carefully tailored series of compromises and trade-offs, spe-
cifically: · 

• Section 76(a), which establishes the access for ad hoc 
inspections, allows access to "any location" where the 
initial report or subsequent ad hoc inspections indicate 
that nuclear material is located. By providing for such 
broad access, Paragraph 76(a), in !nation with other 
paragraphs governing ad hoc inspec , creates a posi-
tive incentive for states to come eement with the 
Agency promptly on acceptable ate numbers and 
kinds of strategic points~ p fective safeguards. 

reference in Para
ial"~ not to "nuclear 

under the a reement 11 
• 

.. on the state to demonstrate, 
'cated as present, that it is 
nder the agreement. 

It is also of that the requirement for ac-
cess underifarf 6(a) is not that nuclear material 
is in fact ~.es · but only that such presence is indi-
cated. Tl}.;~$/,,Q ourse, is logically essential, since 
the Agenof co~:f:1.t not be certain of the presence or ab-
sence · liar material at a particular location until 

·"'r is carried out. Nevertheless, the apparent 
'.'iWhich this paragraph is drafted in covering 

_ further establishes that ad hoc inspections 
\ .. are . tended to be not only an effective inspection means 

t,i,p tijl!ir own right, but an important tool for ensuring 
t:1'1f9?:adequacy of access for routine inspections as well . 

• Paragraph 76(b) is of narrow application, dealing only 
with the ad hoc inspections designed to verify transfer 
of nuclear material . 

• Paragraph 76(cl represents one part of one of the most 
important compromises of INFCIRC/153. Under this para
graph, access for routine inspections is limited to stra
tegic points, but Paragraph 77 provides complete stat
utory access for special inspections, coupled with the 
explicit right of the Board to call for such access with
out resort to time-consuming arbitration procedures. 
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Moreover, as noted above, Paragraph 76(a) and other pro
visions are designed to ensure that the strategic points 
identified in subsidiary arrangements will permit the 
effective application of safeguards. · 

Paragraph 76(d) represents another trade-off or compro
mise. It implicitly recognizes that states have the 
power to restrict previously agreed upon access, even if, 
in doing so, they are acting contrary to a safeguards 
agreement. However, under 76(d}, such restriction may be 
accepted by the Agency-provided that an arrangement has 
been made which provides the Agen with the necessary 
safeguards information through an means. This means 
could, for example, be the remova aterial from the 
excluded area at reasonabie in o enable the Agen-
cy to account for it. 

,,t,~i~i~ 

One point which deserves·:! type of 
inspection -- ad hoc, jlo r which 
Paragraph 76(d} applies position in the text as 
well as in the Commi scussion and the· logic of 
the situation make ii~•~ that it is intended to apply 
p"7imarily to thos iri~tances -- i.e., routine inspec-
tions -- where t .te and the Agency have agreed on 
access which ., .~~ feels it. is no longer able to 
accept. ~ti•, t!ourse, possible that a state could 
object to ''he; . . .. s asserted by the Agency for ad hoc 
inspectio~ "1Q,r·,~~n special inspections, offering some 
form of #lte~~tive means of satisfying the Agency's 
needs J°' information. If such arrangements were accept
able,;."t'5\t'ftedAgency, they would presumably be implemented, 

Cding dispute. The distinction between these 
those provided for by Paragraph 76(d} lies in 

ore affirmative obligation of the Agency, under 
, to attempt to accommodate a state's desire to 

··~,. fy routine inspection access. To apply this obli-
gation to ad hoc or special inspections, the very purpose 
of which is to ensure effective safeguards in the absence 
or inadequacy of agreed arrangements, would clearly be 
illogical. 

Paragraph 77 represents the other part of the fundamental 
compromise on inspection acc~ss. It allows the Agency, 
following consultation with the state, to make special 
inspections which are in addition to the routine inspec
tion effort, and to make special inspections involving 
additional access, after agreement with the state, or 
upon a finding by the Board under Paragraph 18 that such 
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action is essential and urgent. As noted earlier, nei
ther Paragraph 77 nor any other provision of INFCIRC/153 
places any limitation on the extent of this additional 
access. Therefore, such access may, as authorized by 
Article XII.A.6 of the Statute, extend to "all places and 
data and to any person ••• as necessary to account for 
nuclear materials and to determine compliance ••. ". 

Interpretation 

Paragraph 76(a) permits access by IAEA inspectors to any location 
where nuclear material is indicated to be present by any inspec
tion made between the time th~t the initi report is submitted 
and the time that the applicable subsidia rrangements are 
concluded. There is no limit on the numb ,, such inspections 
of a facility or location, or on acces -~than that estab-
lished by the Agency's Statute and th d "indication" of 
the presence of nuclear material * cy need not, moreover, 
establish that the nuclear mater ject to safeguards. 

Paragraph 76(b) is straightforw 
those at which nuclear mater· 
in the case of an export, or 
delivered, in the case of ,,an 

e locations specified are 
be prepared for shipping, 
nuclear material is to be 

,:,::,- ,ffit'.,f::-;,;. ', 

Paragraph 76 ( c) cl earl M'1,, h access during routine inspections 
to only the specified.' ic points and to the records re-
quired by the agrE!1!tl!efi~t rther access can be gained by the 
IAEA by ipvoking ~1.~ e procedures for a special inspection 
in Paragraphs 73. ·and ,ti or that for re-examination of design 
information in P\fagfaph 47. Once further access is achieved by 
means of a s · 'l>lti':lspection, and if the IAEA considers it nec-
essary to c to have such additional access for its routine 
inspec )''ay invoke the procedures for re-examination of 
desi o .. on in Paragraph 47, in order to change the selec-
tion o t"str•egic points. 

;-;,;o~ . l, 

The intei"~~tation of Paragraph 76Cd), on the basis of its exten
sive discussion, is as follows: 

• "Unusual circumstarices" are those not foreseen at the 
time subsidiary arrangements are concluded, but which, 
for example, arise unexpectedly. The circumstances in 
connection with either ad hoc or routine inspections may 
be related to health ancr-safety, such as an accident, or 
to the protection of proprietary information, or to any 
other situation considered by the state to warrant limi
tations on access by IAEA inspectors. 
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• "Extended limitations" are those of a temporary, but not 
transitory, nature; i.e., limitations lasting only for a 
matter of hours are not considered "extended", but those 
lasting for some days should be so considered. The mini
mum time for a limitation to be considered "extended" is 
not fixed, nor is the time fixed at which an "extended"· 
limitation becomes a permanent one. Certainly, if as a 
result of the arrangements made, the limitation is incor
porated into the subsidiary arrangements by, for example, 
invoking Paragraph 46(b)(iv), it should be considered as 
permanent. 

• 

• 

• 

The primary purpose for promptly 
is to enable the IAEA to discharg 
If the IAEA has any doubt that t 
mit-it to discharge its respo 
General may immediately i vo 
19, as appropriate, dep · 
situation. 

. 

king the arrangements 
s responsibilities. 

·tations will per
es, the Director 

raph 18 or Paragraph 
·the urgency of the 

If arrangem~nts are mad 
quate to permit it ~'1!1 
arrangements can be 
Board so inforrnegj:lfjy r 

h the IAEA considers ade
arge its responsibilities, the 
o effect immediately and the 

rt of the Director General. 
-t;t~~~;j1t~~1; 

All such arra ·· , including those which become in-
9orporateg ift idiary arrangements in the process, 
must be ret92i the Board by the Director General. 
(Note th•t,. i"& pecial material balance area is estab-
llsh~d.#irs~'IJt to Paragraph 46(b)(~v) in the '?riginal 
~ubS~,i}.cllY.-,, .~rangernents, the Board is !!,2! required to be 
inf~-~l6 Such reports are to be made promptly. 

-./ J<'>- <~ 

• _;-rfi-.a 1~ ·=-~---}'?' :/ ,i' · 'Y~i,SittUP to the Board to decide, in accordance with its 
_ proledures, whether it should take any action with re

i: sp~t to any such report by the Director General. Any 
i~er of the Board could propose that the Board discuss 
the report (and thus the arrangement) as an item on the 
agenda of a regular meeting or as the subject of a spe
cial meeting. If the Board, as a result of such dis
cussion, concluded that the arrangement did not, in fact, 
permit the IAEA to discharge its responsibilities, it 
could invoke either Paragraph 18 or Paragraph 19, as 
appropriate. 

• Paragraph 76(d) applies primarily to limitations on 
access for routine inspections. 
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The limitations on access imposed by Paragraph 76 for routine in
spections may be lifted if the IAEA wishes to carry out a special 
inspection as provided for in Paragraph 73. In order to do so, 
however, the procedure specified in Paragraph 77 must be fol
lowed. Once the consultations called for in Paragraph 77 have 
been carried out, the IAEA has the sole discretion to carry out a 
special inspection, but the state must agree to IAEA's access to 
any information beyond that in the reports called for in the 
Agreement or to any. location other than the strategic points 
specified· in the subsidiary arrangements, if the subsidiary ar
rangements are in effect. If the state does not agree to the 
expanded access, then the procedures of Paragraphs 21 and 22 or 
Paragraph 18 can be brought into play. The consultations pursuant 
to Paragraph 77 are not intended to be prolon' d beyond the time 
when the special inspection sought by the IA uld be useful. 
If the Director General believes that furthe ngation of the 
consultations would exceed that limit, ac · r Paragraph 18 
could be initiated. 
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FREQUENCY AND INTENSITY OF ROUTINE INSPECTIONS 

Paragraphs 78 Through 82 

Background And Issues 

Article X~I.A.6 of the IAEA's Statute gives the IAEA the right, 
in applying safeguards, to send its inspectors into the. state 
"who shai1 have access at all times to all places" as necessary 
to account for relevant nuclear material and to determine com
pliance with the relevant agreement. 

The Inspector's Document refers to Article XII.A.6 of the Statute 
and repeats its key phrase. 

INFC:RC/66/Rev.2, however, contains provis hich impose some 
restraints on the IAEA's broad statuto Paragraph 47 
calls for the number, duration, and f inspections to 
be kept to the minimum consistent. e'tive implementation 
of safeguards and that, if the IA s that not all of the 
inspections authorized are requir r shall be carried out. 
This provision is, of course, ent consistent with the statu-
tory requirement that inspect~· ·. .· c' nducted "as necessary," a 
term which implies both an au. , , al:ion to do what is needed, 
and a restriction on doing r· ·~~n what is needed. 

Paragraph 57 of INFCRICi~ . ... .. gives the maximum frequency of 
routine inspections o.f .~i. 1'@. .. -.i !!'t>r, which varies from zer'? (where 
the largest of the i~ve~oll', annual throughput, or maximum 
annual production j,"'' '~15~re than one effective kilogram) to 12 
per year (where aty of >'1be foregoing items is more than 55 but 
not more than 60 l,tfeGtive kilograms). In cases where the amount 
exceeds 60 ef;, · ft,4t'ilograms, the IAEA has the "right of access 
at all tim~s.~ , agraph 58 gives three factors to be taken into 
account,~'lc bing the actual frequency: (a) possession by 
the st~e o ocessing facilities, (b) the nature of the reac-
tor, ancl:dc) ,_he nature and amount of nuclear material produced 
or used fiio~ reactor. The vast majority of facilities engaged 
in commerc'!e.l nuclear power activities are, of course, of a scale 
which would involve the "right of access at all times". 

Paragraph 60 of INFCIRC/66/Rev.2 calls for the maximum frequency 
of inspections of nuclear material in research and development 
facilities to be determined by the table in paragraph 57. Para
graph 64 states that the IAEA may perform one routine inspection 
annually of each sealed storage facility (under the conditions of 
such storage specified in paragraphs 61 and 62). Paragraph 68 
calls for a maximum of one routine inspection per year of nuclear 
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material ~n."other locations" (i.e., outside of a "principal nu
clear facility" or of a sealed storage facility) if the amount 
does not exceed five effective kilograms; if the amount is greater 
than five effective kilograms, the table in paragraph 57 applies. 

Annex I of INFCIRC/66/Rev.2 addresses reprocessing plants and 
paragraph 3 states that if the annual throughput of such a plant 
~snot more ~han five effective kilograms, it "may be routinely 
inspected twice a year". If the annual throughput is greater 
than five effective kilograms, it "may be inspected at all times". 
A footnote to that paragraph states that it is understood that 
where the annual throughput exceeds 60 effective kilograms the 
right of access at all times would normally . implemented by 
means of "continuous inspection". · 

Annex II of INFCIRC/66/Rev.2 addresses conve lants and fab-
rication plants. Paragraph 3 of Annex I · the same five 
effective kilogram threshold, below · inspections 
shall riot exceed two per year and a the plant "may be 
inspected at all times". The amo\Ul ear material in ques-
tion is that either in the plant at any time or the 
annual 11 input". A footnote tot aph contains the same 
understanding as in the case of ssing plants, but also in-
cludes a second sentence statiti .... ··· where neither the inventory 
at any time nor the anr.ual ilf>~~~eeds one effective kilogram, 
the plant would "not norm 1t1?:1!~]~ubjeet to routine inspection". 

Agreement on the prov~i INFCIRC/66/Rev.2 dealing with the 
frequency of inspectioftt een difficult to achieve and it was 
expected that the s~jeci"~,,:would be reopened in the Safeguards 
Committee. Thus, tfle U~jted States, in its written comments to 
the Director Geq.-.r'~~;f'or to the convening of the Conuni ttee ( 20 
Doc 2, page 35) " '* tes: "Much of the discussion concerning the 
possible i~ s of safeguards has focused on the frequency 
of inspe~'ion, \1,n especially on continuous inspection. 11 The 
United S" s' .;omments go on to argue that intrusiveness of in-
spections ~s more on the intensity of access than on fre-
quency and t 't periodic inspections could require more detailed 
access than would continuous inspections. The United States ar
gued that the latter would also facilitate other simplifications 
in safeguards. The overall comments of the United States reflect 
the strong conviction that INFCIRC/66/Rev.2 was appropriate and 
sufficiently flexible to accommodate the situation under the NPT. 

In the written comments of other governments, only Australia men
tioned continuous inspection explicitly (4(c) Doc 2, page 4), in 
the context of advocating tha~ a mi~imum of safeguards sho~ld be 
applied to reactors but that 1ntensive safeguards and cont1nuous 
inspection should be applied to fuel reprocessing and enrichment 
plants. 
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The Fed. Rep. of Germany (13 Doc 2/Add. l, page 9) and Italy (7 
Doc 2/Add. l, page 13) poi~ted out in their written comments that 
the IAEA's existing safeguards system had been designed for indi
vidual facilities and that it should be adapted and simplified 
for state-wide application under NPT. Italy (16(d) Doc 2/Add. l) 
specifically included among the elements of the existing system 
which it regarded as inapplicable to the NPT situation: "Certain 
provisions under Article XII.A.6 of the Statute, and in par-

' ticular the unlimited power of access of the inspectors." 

Japan (6 Doc 2) advocated that the mode and intensity of verifi
cation should depend upon such factors as the degree of effective
ness of the national or regional system. Belgium (4(g) Doc 2/Add. 
l) called for the number, duration, and tho ghness of inspections 
to be determined with due regard for the ex and efficiency of 
national or regional systems. 

The United Kingdom (l Doc 2) thought,~ 
tion of safeguards under the NPT s u 
and simplification in adapting t9~ 

The Soviet Union (11 Doc 2) and Cz 
other hand, argued in their wri.t'l!" 
the NPT situation must be ba:[!,7<L d. j 

"-J'"''-

state-wide applica-
e some rationalization 

system to that situation. 

ovakia (3 Doc 2), on the 
mments that safeguards for 

the existing system. 

The Director General's ini ggestions in Doc 3, for the con-
tent of agreements, made ief specific references to the 
question of inspecti.on t cy. Paragraph 19 of Part II called 
for the IAEA, in det•i the number, intensity, and duration 
of inspections, to a.kl:. o account the promptness, accuracy, 
and consistency of(reptrls. Paragraph 20 of Part II noted that, 
at the existing_at~eOf technology, continuous inspection would 
be required fot>·-,>;". J 'Processes; in other circumstances, "inter
mittent. i~· · f', with or without notice, would suffice and 
the cho~~ o'! d would depend upon the type and amount of 
materialzt .. and .e nature of the process. Those brief references 
were in elle c"'1text of the introduction to Do~ 3, in which the 
Director d~fal made clear that the relevant provisions of the 
existing system were intended to provide the basis for agreements 
under the NPT, with appropriate adaptation and simplification. 

The discussion of the Director General's suggestions in Doc 3 
shed more light on the different views of the participants. The 
United Kingdom (23 OR 30) thought it would be necessary to specify 
the frequency of inspections in the agreement and to take account 
of the type of material. The Fed. Rep. of Germany (26 OR 30) 
suggested changes in the Director General's text which would have 
had the effect of (a) the IAEA and the state agreeing upon the 
timing and frequency of inspections and {b) the effectiveness of 
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the national system, as well as the promptness, etc. of reports, 
being considered in determining the mode, number, etc. of inspec
tions within the agreed maximum. The Fed. Rep. of Germany (27 OR 
30) also questioned whether only continuous inspection would 
suffice in some processes, arguing that a frequency of inspec
tions sufficient to provide a constant supply of information on 
the facility should be employed in the extreme case and that 
maximum flexibility should be adopted in other cases, taking 
account of the individual characteristics. 

Japan (53 OR 30) proposed tnat the frequency of inspections be 
agreed in advance on the basis of statistical data and taking 
account of material flow and the effectiveness of the national 
system. Japan outlined a scheme (a variety that which had 
become known as "action levels") under which IAEA would first 
check the results of the national system if any dis-
crepancy was found, the IAEA•would carry spection, with 
access to selected locations. If the I ot yet satisfied 
it could carry out a second inspect itional points. If 
the IAEA still was not satisfied, i en exercise its 
right of access at any time and alt Japan also questioned 
( 56 OR 30) whether some processes < e continuous inspection 
and thought the matter should b~ittu by a panel of experts. 

P' 

The United States (2 OR 31) hat the Director General's 
reference only to records b en into account in determining 
the number, etc. of insp as insufficient and that the 
statement should be bro line with Paragraph 47 of 
INFCIRC/66/R~v.2. T

0

' nt should include an indication of 
normal maximum freqq.~ '114"eping in mind that abnormal circum
stances might requ.i#"e h1tper intensity. The United States could 
not agree that the ";ate:. of inspections should be the subject of 
agreement with s~~ on a facility-by-facility basis. The 
United Stat~~ t3l) also took issue with the Director Gen-
eral's £~-!\, 1" concerning continuous and intermittent in-
spection#, pre·. ring the formulations in INFCIRC/66/Rev.2, and 
advocatiif9,,a s~ple statement of where continuous inspections 
were requi~l'such as in J?lants where.nuclear material was pro
cessed at a ~igh rate, as in reprocessing plants, where exact 
determination of quantities introduced could only be carried out 
in the accountability vessel. 

The United Kingdom (4 OR 31) proposed that a table of maximum 
inspection frequencies similar to that in paragraph 57 of INF
CIRC/66/Rev.2, should be incorporated in the Agreement. Japan (6 
OR 31), however, said that great technological progress had been 
made since the compilation of the table and that it might not be 
applicable to current reactor designs; the table should be re
viewed by a panel of experts and then be given further consider
ation by the Committee. 
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Hungary (10 OR 31) pointed out that, in connection with continu
ous (versus intermittent) inspections, IAEA's consultants had 
recommended the term "continual" inspection to indicate that an 
inspector would not be present continuously but that information 
would continually be available to the IAEA. 

The Inspector General (16 OR 31) stressed that the provisions 
concerning frequency and intensity of inspections should be con
sidered in conjunction with both INFCIRC/66/Rev.2 and the Statute. 
It was intended that the maximum frequency should be that shown 
in the table in paragraph 57 of INFCIRC/66/Rev.2. In practice, 
the maximum number was never carried out, but only that which 
achieved the required results, taking into account the effective-
ness of the national system; the maximum f ency had in prac-
tice been eight per year (18 OR 31). In r to a question by 
Japan, regarding Hungary's comment concern ntinual" in-
spection, he said (22 OR 31) that the d' in terms was so 
slight that there would be no effec i ce. He understood 
"continual" inspection to mean co " spection with inter-
ruptions as, for example, during sion of operation of a 
reprocessing plant for one or t~ during which continuous 
presence was not required. 

The United States (23 OR 31) ed that the Annexes to INF-
CIRC/66/Rev.2 recognized t nuous inspection constituted 
the limiting form of acces times, which might be appli-
cable in cases where th" a continuous high rate of flow of 
material in relation to ventory of a facility. India (25 
OR 31) agreed that -~f s inspection was a limiting form of 
access at all timea:.,"''~ nited Kingdom (27 OR 31) observed that 
the concept of co~!n~o\t.s access would require that the IAEA have 
continuous knowle~e ~ the situation in any given material bal
ance area so fft1'· FC'·"eould accurately assess the significance of 
a report.~~ tl~~l\ffJ.terial balance area. 

,,3:=.c~-~"_c1:,,.-"~t°fi~.: - -~~".,>-- -"'"' ~:r 

It was·tif:vid~11, i;~m the early discussion that a consensus on the 
subject'~~ f~quency of inspections would be difficult to achieve. 

When the Jrf~ctor General's detailed suggestions for Part II sub
sequently appeared, they contained (40-43 Doc 62/Rev.l) a table 
of maximum frequency of routine inspections which differed from 
the table in paragraph 57 of INFCIRC/66/Rev.2 in that it used the 
concept of "critical time" as the measure of "accessibility" of 
different nuclear materials for the manufacture of nuclear wea
pons. As explained by the Director General (Doc 121) that con
cept had been introduced by a group of consultants. The table 
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made no distinction between the type of facility in which the 
material was located; thus, the same maximum frequency would 
apply to the same amount of a given material, regardless of the 
type of facility involved. For facilities whose inventories of 
materials with short critical times exceeded 20 effective kilo
grams, access at all times would be permitted. In cases where 
the annual throughput or inventory exceeded 60 effective kilo
grams of ~ny nuclear material, "the right of access at all times 
could be implemented by means of continuous inspec9.i.on 11 (42 Doc 
62/Rev.l). 

The Director General's suggestions for criteria for determining 
the actual number of inspections (43 Doc 62/R v.l) continued to 
refer only to the promptness, etc. of report 

As anticipated, the Secretariat's proposals ered extensive 
e following discussion, the flavor 

citations. 

The United States (2-9 
provide for continuous 
where -it was necessary for indepe 
The Soviet Union (44 OR SO) exp 

gain the need to 
relatively few cases 

rification by the IAEA. 
supported that view. 

The United States also noted 0), with respect to the 
maximum frequencies propose e Director General, that ex-
perience had shown that ~·· ,>of inspections actually carried 
out by the IAEA came,to ~ , 0 percent of those figures. 

":t,.,_ r;,Jr ,:"' 

The United Kingdom ~~~lft!f~(lS OR SO) that the Director Gen
eral's propbsals haf be~ri'rf,drafted in the same spirit of the pro
vis ions in INFCI .,/R.,jv. 2, in that they were based on the con-
cept of individ., i'e!lities. Accordingly, the Unite~ Kingdom 
preferred ~~o-~ ot that the table refer to country-wide groups 
or 7a~e~~es'''V'"'1~ilities, ~at1?,er than wha~ ~t said wa~ the 
artific1C\. pro~dure of classifying each facility according to 
its inven~y .t:iJr throughput. Moreover, while the United Kingdom 
(ll- 01' St) ~omed the 7stablishment of general s~andards appli
cable to all countries, it called for a more dynamic system 
rather than one in which the number of inspections was settled 
automatically every year, depending solely on the number of ef
fective kilograms. 

The Fed. Rep. of Germany (23 OR SO) said that inspections were 
more important in the case of safeguarding individual plants than 
in cases where all of a state's activities were safeguarded. The 
approach based solely on maximum frequencies would not always 
give satisfactory results; provisions needed to be made for the 
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number, intensity, and duration, as well (24 OR 50), and the 
question of the extent that access at all times was necessary 
should be debated (25 OR SO). Frequency was less important to 
the Fed. Rep. of Germany as long as inspections were confined to 
certain strategic points, but it thought that continuous inspec
tion might become a burden on the operator (26 OR SO}. The Fed. 
Rep. of Germany suggested that, in a~dition to the promptness, 
etc. of reports, the provision dealing with the determination of 
the actual number, etc. of inspections should be expanded and 
should include, in particular, reference to the national system. 

Japan (34 OR 50} said that inspections were necessary and as im
portant as (but not more than) other safeguards measures. Con-
tinuous inspection was understood by Japan mean the evaluation 
of information from a facility and checking her that infor-
mation differed from one inspection to the the possibility 
of doing so by other means, such as stat' ethods, should 
be ascertained (35 OR SO). Japan su ge the maximum 
annual frequency should be fixed o of objective cri-
teria relating to the fuel cycle .a mechanism should be 
provided permitting the determinl he normal frequency, 
which should always be less than t . imum (36 OR 50}. 

;~'5,, '~,# 

The Netherlands (37 OR SO) tho hat the provisions should 
mention national systems an~':t · e ·matters of duration and 
intensity should be studied'l~~ ail. Italy's views (49-50 OR 
50) were similar. ' .. /· 

,>J{$_'";f-'" 
,. 

Canada (47 OR 50) a~~a, the United Kingdom that the facili
ties of a· state sho»,i~d"}b~ ··· nsidered as a whole, but advocated 
that the IAEA shou(a be ·call!)wed access at any time and to any 
place. · 

~he Sovi·e.·\1,,qn.i1.·.·
1 

.. f> .oR 50) considered inspections to be the most 
1.mportaI1;,,.l"m~ :;;,pa1.lable to the IAEA; the frequency should not 
be the $,\lbjecl,ofc:ase-by-case negotiation, but should be in
dicated ,.~ci~ly, by figures, on a uniform basis (41-42 OR 50). 
The table'~Sf\Sosed by the Director General was favor~d by ,the 
Soviet Union (43-44 OR SO) since it made possible continuous in
spections; it was up to the IAEA to lay down it~ own statistical 
methods. · 

Hungary (45-46 OR 50} found the provisions proposed by the Direc
tor General acceptable.but conceded that they might be improved 
with respect to national systems. The suggestions by the United 
Kingdom were characterized by Hungary as saying that, for routine 
inspections, the national~ cycle should be considered rather 
than the national system of accounting and control. 
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The discussion reflected above was inconclusive. The Director 
General informed the Committee (4 Doc 129) that the Secretariat 
h~d concluded that the Committee's discussions of frequency and 
intensity of inspection had not proceeded far enough to enable 
the Secretariat to formulate the relevant provisions, although it 
was evident that such provisions were required. Thus, when the 
Committee next addressed the subject, it had before it a proposal 
(Doc 139), co-sponsored by Australia, Greece, Switzerland, and 
the United Kingdom. The new document was the result of "many 
long hours of discussions and consultations"-outside the formal 
Committee meetings and was presented to the Committee as a com
promise, each part of which was essential to the acceptability of 
the document as a whole (9 OR 63). 

The "package" proposed in Doc 139 contained ain features: 

• 

• 

A specification (Paragraphs 79 an 
routine inspection effort" in.ya 
ties. This specification of 
of inspection frequencies 5 
INFCIRC/66/Rev.2, and refle 
mittee that inspection fr 
quate measure of inspect ~ 

\~-f2:;,,- t 

the "maximum 
lasses of facili
planted the table 

n paragraph 57 of 
consensus of the Com

lone was not an ade-

An enumeration (Para ••1' of the criteria which would 
govern the actual "n intensity, duration, timing, 
and mode of rout1 tions." This enumeration is 
much more exttmsiw n that which ~ppears in paragraph 
58 of INFCIRC/'8\LR , which identifies only three fac-
tors: the ppeae,e f reprocessing facilities; the na
ture of theteactdt; and the nature and amount of the 
nuclear •9,J.,'.involved. Additionally, the criteria of 
Paragra ,/!ff'CIRC/153 are explicitly related not only 
to ,A 

10tion effort, but to all other major inspec-
tj/an ers, including the "mode1" that is, whether 
dilitinu s or intermittent. 

Another key 001j,ea.ture of the compromise was the under$tanding, in
cluded in Paragraph 79, that in the maximum or limiting case, 
inspections should be "necessary and sufficient to maintain con
tinuity of knowledge of the flow and inventory of nuclear ma
terial". This provision was responsive to the long-standing con
cern of the United States that in certain cases, such as repro
cessing plants of substantial size, continuous inspection would 
be necessary. 
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Given the importance and earlier controversy concerning the sub
ject matter, the discussion was a relatively brief and non
controversial one, reflecting the fact that the proposal was a 
compromise package which was the result of lengthy consultation 
and that the compromise would probably dissolve if major changes 
were pressed. Nevertheless, several issues were dealt with in 
the discussion and some significant, although not major, changes 
were made. These issues and changes include: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Perhaps most important was the question, posed by Hungary 
(18 OR 63), whether tne inspection effort formula would 
allow the Agency to meet its responsibilities. The In
spector General's reply (21-24 OR 63), as reported, seems 
primarily addressed to the question what mode of in-
spection (intermittent or continuou ould be required 
in various situations. Neverthele overall thrust 
of the response, as suggested bo e Inspector Gen-
eral's language and the questi ceptance of it (28 
OR 63) was that the inspec#&:'b. provided was gener-
ally adequate although not~ v One exception, 
where the Inspector GeneY Y ssed. doubts as to ade-
quacy, was in regard to e ,ent plants. This excep-
tion is discussed belo,.ti;' · 

r~'P-Y, _;-e~:j$~~2 

Whether the formula,,,,;worif~:"'#krmi t continuous inspection . 
As noted previou·s· lf~~s' was answered in the affirmative 
( 23 OR 6 3, 2 5 O~""'*l' "'- S 3 OR 6 3) • 

. :,f.:f.:,:1c 

Whether the'ae~tlt,n efforts could be aggregated for 
each of th~,,t~ii.,Jtff facilities, with the Agency deter
mining thfl:'all.oiation of effort for each facility within • 
the cate~~. ~· This issue was of particular importance to 
the so,r:9 :·'t,nfon { 3 6 OR 6 3 ) ! who proposed an amendment to 
niw. .~ ~ltar. However, this proposal was not acted on, 
"~· · .. is of assurances by two sponsors that such ag-

:<g-rega .·• on was intended and permitted (40 OR 63, 42 OR 
'Is ) • ,;:Note, however, that aggregation of all inspection e :· in a country, regardless of category of facilities, 
was not mentioned, and is presumably not authorized. 

Whether the inspection effort allowed is adequate for 
enrichment plants. This issue arises because, for an 
enrichment plant producing only S\ U-235 or less, the 
formula allows relatively little effort which is inade
quate, in most cases, to accommodate continuous inspec
tion. If such a facility were capable of being operated 
to produce greater than 5% enrichment, the inspection 
effort could become inadequate, as pointed out by the 
Inspector General (26 OR 63). No corrective action was 
taken on this issue. 
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• Permanence of the "maximum figures". It is of some sig
nificance that the record established that the Committee 
did not regard the inspection effort figures as unchange
able, either generally or in specific cases. For example, 
Australia suggested (15 OR 63) that the figures might be 
reviewed after some five years of experience. Of par
ticular significance was the Soviet suggestion for omis
sion of the words "in the light of developments in safe
guards technology", which appeared in the proposed text 
of Paragraph 80. These words implied that any changes 
agreed upon would be likely to be reductions, as safe
guards technology could be expected to improve. Through 
their omission, as proposed by the So iet Union and ac-
cepted by the Committee, the possibil of changes in 
either direction was established. · 

• Also of significance was the clar'. 
Canada (45 OR 63), which was '1JlC · 
Agency which makes the dete aW 

effort and other parameters 
Paragraph 81. ···· 

Analysis 

atement of 
ged, that it is the 
factual inspection 

ng the criteria of 

As was anticipated from the~t of the discussions, inspection 
frequency ( or effort, as , ~,determined) was among the most 
difficult and contentJoui dealt with by the Committee, al-
though little of this·\.· · . ected in the record, and the final 
result enjoyed broac;}"s ·. · The prevailing tone of the dis
cussion of Doc 139 fas~ of "walking on eggs". The few sug
gestions offere'!,.~e-t}tl«lde alm?st apologetically, ac<:ompanied by 
generous expre. · s 'tft appreciation and congratulations to the 
co-sponsorifre;: ir product. 'l'he ease with which the texts 
were ado~.;'."<cr ... «· not be attributed to indifference or weaken
ing of ~itio¥ of the participants, but rather to the long 
hour~ of l~orpal negotiations~ cul~inating i~ a l~te evening 
meeting of~ of the delegations involved, in which the formu
lations were''finally produced. The process of accommodating the 
divergent positions had been tedious and difficult, and it was 
recognized by all concerned that no other solution could be 
achieved at that time, given the meager experience of the IAEA in 
safeguarding commercially-oriented plants and the political sen
sitivities in many of the key countries which had not yet rati
fied NPT. 

The issue that has emerged as one of the most important arising 
out of these provisions was the subject of almost no discussion 
or elucidation insofar as the record reflects1 this issue is the 
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approach to be taken by the Agency to the application of the cri
teria of Paragraph 81, under which inspection efforts were ex
pected to be reduced below the maximum levels prescribed by Para
graph 79. As noted in the key issues section of this report, 
INFCIRC/153 itself provides no guidance as to the relative weight 
to be given to each, or the maximum quantitative impact of the 
criteria, either individually or in the aggregate, on the inspec
tion effort. What is clear is that these criteria were designed 
to and do provide the Agency with a wide range of flexibility to 
deal with differing situations and to lower routine inspection 
efforts well below the maximum. Agency practices to date suggest 
that this is being done. 

Another question which has not been resolve 
imum routine inspection effort to be applie 
plants. As pointed out by the Inspector G 
inspection level allowed for plants whic 
to produce) material of less than 5% e 
adequate if such a plant in fact p · 
enrichment, or can be readily ada 

that of the max
enrichment 

(26 OR 63), the 
(or are assumed 

might be in
erial of higher 

h production. The 
Inspector General's remarks estal, 
production level which should be 
some assumed lower figure, but ,etl 
deal adequately with the issu · 

... tit is a plant's actual 
. into account, rather than 
f)roach does not appear to 

nnounced conversion to higher 
enrichment. 

-(/,@il~"· 
As enrichment plant safe ~s&Jlave evolved, it appears that a 
consensus has developed/ ;a most important safeguards ob-
jective is to ascerto,in . hange, whether through plant re-
arrangement or operati~g "cedures, from low to high enrichment 
output. Where th~'n8.t\l¥ of the enrichment process allows such 
change to be made ~as.ily" and quickly, it is evident that con
tinuity of kn~g.~hould be achieved to monitor whether such a 
change is ,~akt~~~:p.\ace. 

Inif~~~~@e,~tb'~ 
Paragraph(:i~t,laborates the general approach, similar to that in 
the StatutEF·and INFCIRC/66/Rev.2: that the IAEA should carry out 
inspections only to the extent necessary for it to carry out its 
responsibilities. The last part of the paragraph, referring to 
optimum and economical use of inspection resources, reiterates 
the exhortation found in Paragraph 6, which applies to all of the 
elements of IAEA safeguards. 

The first sentence of Paragraph 79, dealing with annual through
puts of not more than five effective kilograms, is straightfor
ward, requiring reference only to the definition in Paragraph 99 
of "annual throughput," except that (as India pointed out in two 
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separate interventions) the intensity and duration of the single 
annual inspection are not limited. Thus, the only limitations 
are the general ones stated in Paragraphs 6 and 78. 

The second sentence of Paragraph 79 clearly permits continuous 
inspection, as is shown by the unchallenged comments of Canada 
{45 OR 63) and the Inspector General (53 OR 63) and the conse
quent addition of the word "mode". It is also clear from 
Canada's unchallenged understanding that the IAEA is to make the 
determination, called.for in the paragraph, of the number, 
intensity, etc. of inspections. Additionally, Paragraph 80 
permits the Agency to aggregate the inspecti n effort within each 
category of facilities identified in Paragra , 80. If the IAEA 
determines that continuous inspection is nee y to achieve 
continuity of knowledge and the aggregate a f effort within 
that category is adequate, -the IAEA may ,,~,~ at mode. If the 
aggregate amount of effort in the cawg inadequate, re-
course can be had to the amendment ,ttfy rovided for in the 
last sentence of Paragraph 80. · '\! 
The level of enrichment to 
and thus whether the plant woulc;tf~ 
(c}, is to be determined by 
duced, and not simply by de 

''''\;\" 

Jr~mranium enrichm~nt plant 
nder Paragraph 80(b} or 

of enrichment actually pro
rmation or operating plans. 

The last sentence of Par leaves open the basis for 
amendment of the maxi.Rtunf .. es in either the upward or downward 
direction. Thus, if~ ·finds that the maximum effort cal-
culated for any catwer, not sufficient on the basis of its 
experience, for ex.-iple,, tlt can invoke the procedure in order to 
seek an increase.~.,,"'. ~nyjrsely, the state could seek a decrease. 
In either case,/·~,,, oli!y must the other party agree, but the 
Board of G just determine that the increase or decrease 
sought i~,/re t,. That requirement is more stringent than 
the gene-1 am~dment procedure set forth in Paragraph 23, which 
calls for;\pe jfoard merely to be informed. 

Paragraph 81 does require negotiation by the IAEA with the state 
of the actual inspection effort to be applied to each facility. 
The introductory phrase, making the provision subject to the pre
ceding three paragraphs, carries i~to Paragraph 81 the clear un
derstanding that the IAEA, in determining the actual effort em
ployed in a facility pursuant to the second sentence of Paragraph 
79, should take into account the criteria listed in Paragraph 81. 
The weight to be given to each criterion is not specified. While 
the expressed philosophy behind Paragraph 81 was to provide a 
mechanism for the IAEA to determine how much less than the maxi
mum routine effort it could employ, the maxima finally provided 
for in Paragraph 80 were generally just adequate. Substantial 
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reductions, even in situations in which all of the criteria can 
be invoked, were therefore not assured. In particular, the pre
sence or absence of a declared fuel reprocessing plant (because 
of the possibility of the existence of an undeclared plant) 
cannot be given great weight. (See Chapter 2.14 of this report 
for a more extensive disuession of the criteria.) 

Paragraph 82 applies only to the actual inspection effort de
ployed among the facilities in each.of the three categories 
specified·in Paragraph 80, as well as that employed in the fa
cilities referred to in the first sentence of Paragraph 79 whose 
annual throughput is not more than five effective kilograms. The 
effort available to be deployed under Par aph Bl is limited by 
the specified maximum, while there is no 'fied limit on the 
effort to be employed in the facilities a d by the first 
sentence of Paragraph 79. It therefor that Paragraph 82 
would be more likely to be invoked in er case, although 
Paragraph 82 does not rule out c~~ and adjustment for 
facilities governed by Paragraph '\j}. ~t~. 

'..;:'f.,":e '-~,i~'i", 
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The Inspector's Document provides, in Paragraph II.4, that the 
state is to be given at least one week's notice of each inspec
tion, except in the case of any inspection to investigate an 
incident requiring a "special inspectionn (as provided for in 
Paragraphs 53 and 54 INFCIRC/66/Rev.2), in which case notice need 
not exceed 24 hours. 

INFCIRC/66/Rev.2, in Paragraph 50, states th 
Agency has the right of access to a principa 

never the 
ar facility at 
document, 

required ••• by 
so far as this is 

feguards. The 

all times (in accordance with Paragraph 
" ..• it may perform inspections of whi(Ul 
the Inspector's Document need not be ·· 
necessary for the effective applic~t 
actual procedures to implement the! 
upon between the parties concerneg 

ions shall be agreed 
safeguards agreement." 

5t" 

The Director General's initial .s1
r ions referred ( Part II, 25 

Doc 3) to Paragraph 50 of I~,/ Rev.2 and reiterated the 
right of the IAEA to carry ou\,z;:'.!'h')pections without advance notice 
when it has the right of ~"I.S5's:::ft all times. 

s #-''"'!:;' 

The Director General' s':•t d suggestions for Part II rephrased 
the J?rovi~ions of th!">Z~ilt o~'s Document and IN!CIRC/66/Re~.2 
dealing with notice.'l)f in!pections, without chang1.ng the basic 
arrangement ( 5 3 Q~ 1,/•v. 1) : 

• 

• 

• 

No~ vnqtice would be required when the IAEA had the 
ri,tit o·t:, ·ss at all times; 

Not''apre/than 24-hours' notice would be given for a 
specfti'inspection or one in connection with nuclear 
material to be exported; and 

Notice of at least one week should be given for other 
inspections. 

The suggested provisions in 53 Doc 62/Rev.l also called for the 
notice to include the names of the inspectors, the place and 
approximate times of arrival and departure, and the material 
balance areas to be inspected. 
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By the time the Committee addressed the Director General's sug
gestions, Paragraphs 78 through 82, dealing with the frequency 
and intensity of inspections, had been formulated. Thus, when 53 
Doc 62/Rev.l was discussed (25-67 OR 64), the Committee requested 
that the suggestions concerning notice of inspections be re
drafted by the Secretariat to take account of the Committee's 
action concerning Paragraphs 78 through 82. Most of the limited 
disc~ssion at that time focused on the issue of unannounced in
spections (see Chapter 2.12 of this report). The United Kingdom 
(33 OR 64) suggested, in that context, that one week's notice 
should be given only for insp~ctions of reactors and that 24-
hours' notice would suffice for all other inspections. No other 
delegation responded to that suggestion. 

Aside from the principal issue of whether 
the right to carry out unannounced insp 
what arrangements, no other issue emer 

- ~~i, 

Analysis 

should have 
d, if so, under 

When the Committee next addressed it had before it 
Doc 143, prepared by the Seer which included, in Para-
graphs S7 .A and S7 .B, suggest .. · rmulations concerning notice 
of inspections. The propo~,ar~gement called for notice for 
ad hoc inspections "as pro' - , as possible" after the IAEA had 
beennotified of an imp · ansfer into or out of the state. 
Similarly, for special ,i, c ions, notice would be given "as 
promptly as possible, a~ .. e consultations with the state 
called for in Para~PQ, ~: For routine inspections· of the fa
cilities ·comprehell\ied pj,Paragraphs BO(b) and (c), at least 24-
hours' notice WQulci be given. In all other cases (e.g., reactors 
and sealed st<lf'iJ',, 'itt least one week• s notice would be given. 
Those per · "£,,t'11cf. the notices themselves ) would relate to the 
time of;a" ~'i,,,:d inspectors in the state, rather than at the 
site ofcl. the itlspection. The subject of unannounced inspections 
was not 1119ntii.Jned explicitly, but Paragraph 57.B referred to the 
notice byc:\pi IAEA, if the inspection is related to an opera
tional program received from the state pursuant to Paragraph 
64(b), to include a general program of inspections, indicating 
any period during which "random visits" were planned. 

The Inspector General explained (2 OR 65) that the idea of the 
latter feature was an exchange of programs: the operational pro
gram of the state and the inspection program of the IAEA. He 
admitted, however, that the concept had already been given rise 
to different interpretations and wo~ld need to be reworded. 
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The Fed. Rep. of Germany (6 OR 65) foresaw difficulties in notice 
being given before the arrival of inspectors in the state, giving 
as examples (a) the case where an inspe9tor is already in the 
state and is to carry out an inspection on 24-hours' notice, and 
(b) the case where an inspector in a state is suddenly instructed 
to proceed to a neighboring state to verify nuclear material 
about to be exported. The Inspector General agreed (11-12 or 65) 
that it would perhaps be better if notice were given before the 
inspection t•ok place. The Fed. Rep. of Germany (16 OR 65) pro
posed that the text be so amended. 

of problem in the 
ing to conform 

ng time in ad
neral gave an 

cessing plant 

The United Kingdom (7 OR 65) saw another type 
case of five or six inspectors in one state h 
their activities to a time-table established 
vance. In his reply (8-10 OR 65), the Inspe 
example of how the operational program fo 
would be used in scheduling an inspec ·o 
state would be informed that, during 

, such that the 
ing operations and 
d involve virtually 

n the premises, and 
~out during shut-down. 
rving the unscheduled 

physical inventories, routine inspe 
continuous presence of several ins, 
that random inspections would be Ci:\. .. 
He characterized such a program §tf;e; ·. 
character of certain inspections\,,;,;t,r.,,;;: 

The United States (14 
Doc 143, nevertheless was, 
and planned to sµbmit ameti 
States considered that'·th:e,. 
inspections had been a,11,Di!UJ. 

·;"'"~pproving in broad outline 
sfied with some of the wording 
In particular, the United 

's rights regarding unannounced 
imited (15 OR 65). 

Belgium (17 OR 65 ~eel that the IAEA should have the right to 
carry out unsch d;!nspections, but that care should be taken 
that the wo;dincj, t7transform that right to an obligation and a 
routine p~t·J:.~::; 

In reply f~.a qjestion by the United Kingdom (19 OR 65), the In
spector Genet.t said (20 OR 65) that only a few unannounced in
spections had;· ever been carried out by the IAEA, al though it 
always had the right to do so. 

The Committee resumed its discussion on the basis of an amended 
text (Doc 151) proposed by the United States. In that text, it 
was not clear whether the notice period was to be related to the 
time of arrival of inspectors in the state or at the site. The 
"promptly as possible" formula was retained for ad h2£ ~nd spe
cial inspections. Notice of one week was providea for inspec
tions of facilities or material balance areas with a content or 
annual throughput not exceeding five effective kilograms. 
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The major change from Doc 143 was the addition of a minimum peri
od of three months for an operational program in response to 
which the IAEA would provide an inspection program. The amended 
text referred to •extended inspections" and •random visits" to be 
addressed in the IAEA's inspection program. 

In opening the discussion of Doc 151, the United States (53 OR 
66) interpreted "random visits" to mean unannounced inspections. 
"Extended inspections• was interpreted by the United States (54 
OR 66) to be those cases in which the IAEA expected to maintain 
inspectors at a facility or a material balance area for an ex
tended period of time. 

Only Canada (75 OR 66) supported the amen 
States in its entirety. Australia general 
suggested changes in wording, such as t 
from the phrase •extended inspectioas" 
agreed (60 OR 66) with Australia ' 
in wording which would have elirqJ.n 
"extended inspections" and "rana°'1, 

,:;;~ 

of the United 
orted it but 

on of •extended" 
9 OR 66). Hungary 
ed a further change 

distinction between 

Japan (61-62 OR 66) expressed;lf~j,'.!alty with the wording and 
questioned the utility and p";~!c:Jlity of unannounced inspec-
tions o /c,,'C' ,, 

f'\';;;:*3_ 

France (63 OR 66) founc}F~-~dment of the United States incon
sistent, since no peridd,t~iadvance notice was specified for ad 
hoc or special inspe6ti~§1'and suggested that a minimum period 
Ee°specified in tbose'~Rs.· India {65 OR 66) agreed with 
France. The Unitld S~!es (70 OR 66) responded that it was im
possible to fo; ,,,Ue length of notice to be provided for in 
the cases of ' '''and special inspections. In the latter case, 
the urge~*'',:~o ,, tions provided for C in Paragraph 77) were seen 
by the,Jrnitel, 11::es to be the vehicle for the IAEA to give no
tice. 'In viej of the urgency of special inspections, the United 
States satd tfiat one week's notice would hardly be acceptable. 

Most of the discussion was devoted to the question of unannounced 
inspections, with India (65-66 OR 66) and Sweden (76 OR 66) join
ing Japan.in opposing them and Canada (75 OR 66) joining the 
United States {68-69 OR 66) in favoring them. France (64 OR 66) 
suggested that agreement in principle be reached first on the 
question of how much advance notice would be required and then to 
consider whether exceptions should be made. India (65 OR 66), 
the Netherlands (73 OR 66) and Italy (74 OR 66) agreed with that 
appro~ch. 
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The United States redrafted its amendment (Doc 1Sl/Rev.l). In 
introducing it, the United States said (42 OR 67) it was a com
promise and the result of long negotiations with other delega
tions (Italy, Japan, France, and Denmark) and consultations with 
the Inspector General. Moreover, as a result of further discus
sions since Doc 151/Rev.l had been circulated, the United States 
made further changes in the text orally (43 OR 67) so that the 
text became virtually identical to that of Paragraphs 83 and 84, 
except fo~ the omission of the last sentence of Paragraph 84. 
That sentence was added at the suggestion of Australia (45 OR 
67}. Italy (48 OR 67) and the United Kingdom (52 OR 67) also 
suggested minor changes in wording. 

Egypt (46 OR 67) and the Soviet Union (SS o~~ expressed satis-
faction that the text provided for unannoun' pections expli-
citly, with the Soviet Union reminding t~.~~C!III~ tee that it had 
agreed to a frequency of inspection Qt J:ta rs which it con-
sidered to be insufficient, only o · · standing that the 
IAEA had the right to carry out up , inspections. 

Portugal (49 OR 67) and Japan (59 
ciple of unannounced inspectio ·t· 
sibility for any difficulties 
implementation in its facil~'!'e~. 

'"'j spoke against the prin
Japan disclaiming respon

ight be encountered in their 

~~. ~4/1{1:r?f;;, 

France { 4 7 OR 6 7 ) and t~,,;; ,-:s;''~E Kingdom ( 52 OR 6 7) , however, 
accepted the formulatJ,oa e United States as a reasonable 
compromise and Canada {S .... 67) supported it. The United King
dom (53 QR 67) saidthaot t:!e Inspector General would certainly 
see that advance nt:tice~uld be given for the great majority of 
inspections and.. .. .Jortugal not to oppose adoption of the 
amendment of t .. t:taa States. Portugal did not speak again and 
the amend~~. cijlopted. 

In tsere ta;Jion 

Paragraph &~;fti) and (b) are straightforward. Paragraph 83(c) 
must be read in conjunction with Pargraph 84, since both address 
routine inspections only. 

Paragraph 84, however, addresses only facilities (not material 
balance areas outside of facilities) with a content or annual 
throughput exceeding five effeqtive kilograms and permits some 
portion of the routine inspections of such facilities to be un
announced. The expectation was that such inspections would be 
made infrequently and on a selective basis. 
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The IAEA is called upon by Paragraph 84 to advise the state, 
whenever it can as a practical matter, of the general periods 
when such inspections will be carried out, as well as its other 
routine inspections. In doing so, the IAEA is to take into ac
count any operational.program provided by the state. 

In carrying out unannounced inspections, the IAEA is also called 
upon to try to avoid prejudicing the right of the state to have 
its officials accompany the inspectors (without impeding or de- ' 
laying the inspection) and the obligation of the inspectors to 
comply with health and safety procedures at the facility. At the 
same time, the state (which is also presume to have control over 
the operator) is supposed to take steps to e the task of un-
announced inspectors, or at least not tom eir job more 
difficult. 

When the IAEA has given the state 
tions which includes a period in 
are foreseen, the state should~ 
officials reasonably available or 
ments :with the operator regardiJl&J 
which will permit the unannountea~< 

';:r_ -,, ~s~-7(',•e ~ 

i 

.,program of inspec
ounced inspections 

,_ excuse for not having 
~ having made arrange-
h and safety procedures 

pection. 

The situation in which no pt'H a6+frinspection program is provided 
(presumably in those cases~ no operational program has been 
received) is less clear-./ ose cases, the IAEA may have to 
incur the risk tha 'hi.-- the ounced inspection may not go as 
smoothly as it would;:~a iked. The IAEA .could volunteer to 
inform the state taat •'Qll nounced inspections may be carried out 
during a specifiet peritid, even though the·IAEA has not received 
an operational.-~&J"°p' in ·which case the state would be on no
tice to have lf(i:c,i.a:ls available. 

,,.,,,, 
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DESIGNATION OF INSPECTORS 

Paragraphs 85 and 86 

Background And Issues 

Paragraphs 85 and 86 provide for the administrative procedures by 
which Paragraph 9 is to be implemented. The only new issues 
which arose in the discussions which led to the formulation and 
adoption of Paragraphs 85 and 86 were those of the stationing by 
the IAEA of resident inspectors in a state and the time limit for 
designation of inspectors, particularly thos for the verifi
cation of design information and for~~ i ections. 

The Direc~or General, in his initial suggest 
3), raised the issue of resident inspect 

Part II 25 Doc 
formulation in 

resident inspec
. of access at all 

uclear facilities. 

which the IAEA would have the right 
tors in the state when the IAEA had· 
times to nuclear material or to p~i 

In the initial discussions, Roma~ 
of Germany (48 OR 31) wanted th cC 

treated only in a special agr,.,, 
men ts. ·' ···· 

•\/j'/;'f'i~s(,
s-~r'.;-', 

llc0R 31 ) , and the Fed • Rep . 
t of resident inspectors 

r in subsidiary arrange-

The United States (49 OR, J!!lafated the need for resident in-
spectors to continuou$ ia ion and agreed with the Fed. Rep. 
of Germany that the de~i or such stationing should be worked 
out in sqbs idiary ~n .• nts. Canada said ( 5 O OR 31) that the 
IAEA should have t~ rifht to establish regional offices and to 
station resident.",.\:ij9N¢tors in the state, for effective continual 
inspection. · 

India di~,,;~{,;~se the concept of resident inspectors, but 
thought 'f:IJ. OR ~il) that the decision should not depend solely on 
whether coil;.il)llous inspection was required; other factors, such 
as travel cc::Jtlts and amount of safeguards work, should be con
sidered and the whole subject should be addressed in a separate 
paragraph. 

Japan questioned (47 OR 31) whether, the IAEA had the right, under 
paragraph 50 of INFCIRC/66/Rev.2, to station resident inspectors 
in a state and said that the concept raised a number of legal 
issues (52 OR 31). Japan said that if·a state wanted resident 
inspectors or a regional office, there could be no objection. 
But it stressed that the IAEA did not have a prior ;ight to in
sist on such procedures and that the question of whether there 
should be resident inspectors or regional offices should be con-
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sidered only if experts conclude that continuous inspection was 
indispensable for certain types of facilities, such as repro
cessing or fuel f~brication plants. 

The United States pointed out (2 OR 32) that continuous inspec
tion would hardly be possible without resident inspectors and 
agreed that the question of the IAEA's right to station resident 
inspectors should be left open until after the question of con
tinuous inspection had been considered. The United States did 
note (3 OR 32) that resident jnspectors might be desirable for 
economic reasons, irrespective of whether continuous inspection 
was to be performed. 

The Fed. Rep. of Germany thought CS OR 32} 
Vienna might make continuous inspection co 
thought C 6 OR 32) that the volume and .. 
portant criteria with respect to cqpti 

,~" { 

the distance from 
ective. India 
rk were the im-

1.nspection. 

The Director General's detailed s for Part II (Doc 
62/Rev.l) included in Paragraphs .52 much of the substance 
of Paragraph 85, except that the ine for initial desig-
nations was specified to be t ,;1,,,, after entry into force and 
no mention was made of tempe>r . signations. Paragraph 51 in 
that document contained the'"'tMP••nce of Paragraph 86 of INFCIRC/ 
l SJ • . ,.,,,wccY:;,, 

Paragraph 53 of DO'} 621~.W;,,,:ddressed the subject of advance 
notice but also incl~et( ~ statement that, at the request of the 
IAEA, the state aA'I ~"~!KEA shall consult about arrangements for 
stationing inspe<ltorsr fh the state and that the IAEA shall be 
permitted to ~,a,tl~n juch inspectors whenever it had the right of 
access at allYt~~s." 

When tge" C<illll~~-e discussed those paragraphs, it also had before 
it an 'ijuiendm~t (Doc 141) proposed by Canada. That formulation 
include5c\::,~0~4'ing very close to that of Paragraphs 85 Ca), Cb), and 
Cc). It 'llifjo contained the substance of the next-to-last sen
tence in that Paragraph, except that the deadline was specified 
as 30 days after the last day of the month in which the agreement 
ent~rs into force. The wording of Paragraph 86 appeared verbatim 
in Canada's amendment. 

The subject of resident inspectors was not addressed in Canada's 
amendment. In the discussion during the immediately preceding 
meeting which led to the adoption of Paragraphs 78·through 82, 
dealing with the frequency and intensity of inspections, Canada 
(45 OR 63) had taken care that the word "mode" was added in the 
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second sentence of Paragraph 79, in order to permit continuous as 
well as intermittent inspection. The Inspector General (53 OR 
63) had confirmed that both modes were comprehended in the scheme 
of Paragraphs 78 through 82 and that eac~ mode would be applied 
as appropriate. 

In the Committee's discussion of paragraphs SO through 53 of Doc 
62/Rev.l, the need to extend the deadline for initial designa
tions from two weeks to 30 days was expressed by the Fed. Rep. of 
Germany (27 OR 64) and supPQrted by the United Kingdom (30 OR 
64). Hungary (36 OR 64) thought the deadline in canada's amend
ment (30 days after the last day of the month in which the agree-
ment entered into force) to be too long and t inspectors 
should be designated as soon as possible aft ntry into force. 

The United States pointed out (41 OR 64) 
tor General's suggestions nor the can~di 
the subject of repeated refusals by .1,ati, 
nations. ~ 

her the Direc
ment addressed 

·of proposed desig-

the references in 53 The Uni~ed Kingdom objected (31 OR 
Doc 62/Rev.1 to "the right of a ·· 
that such references be deleted 
concept had been made in the,, 

,~ ·a.11 time," and proposed 
explicit reference to that 

ion of Paragraphs 78 through 
the right of the IAEA to sta

lght of access at all times, the 
by the United Kingdom would be to 

sident inspectors. No other dele
osal by the United Ringdom. 

82.) Since that paragraph 
tion resident inspectors 
effect of the deletiQllp• 
delete the right to s~i 
gation commented on ,eae'·w 

Two issues thus bac;c911e. llear: 

• 

",- . __ , ", --, 

How .~n 'f.-f0

t~ the proposed designation of an inspector \ t 
mu,t tlf\. lw'te give its response f particularly, how soon [ .\ 
a~r in1tial designation should such responses be re- \ 
quii.,d? ··· 

• Should the Agency have the right to station resident 
inspectors in a state under certain circumstances, or 
should such stationing be a matter for voluntary agree
ment by states? 

Analysis 

When the Committee next addressed the subject, it had before it 
the Director General's revised proposed texts (Doc 143) corres
ponding to Paragraphs 85 and 86. The texts corresponding to sub
paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) were virtually the same as they ap
pear in Paragraph 85, but subparagraph (d) did not appear. The 
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next-to-last sentence in the text corresponding to Paragraph 85 
referred to the designation procedures (for verification of de
sign information and certain ad hoc inspections) to be completed 
as soon as possible and in any event within 30 days after entry 
into force. 

The text in Doc 143 corresponding to Paragraph 86 was in the 
final form. An additional paragraph was included (57.E Doc 143), 
stating that, to ensure optimum cost effectiveness, the state 1· 
shall consult with the IAEA, at the latter's request, on arrange
ments for the stationing of inspectors in the state. No mention 
was made explicitly in Doc 143 of the right of the IAEA to sta-
tion inspectors in the state. •~"' 

) to the proposed 
ensuring cost 

The United States proposed an amendment 
additional paragraph, in which the ref 
effectiveness was replaced with a f 
implementation of safeguards. II\t:i" 
United States pointed out ( 4 OR. ·· 
stationing of an inspector may~ 

o facilitating the 
ng that amendment, the 

n some situations, the 
illable even though it might 

· '· g out the IAEA' s responsi
s t effectiveness was too 

'ted States • 

not be the least costly way of .. 9 
bilities. Thus, the criterio ,.. 
restrictive, in the view oft 

.,.",_2(,·:~: 

The United States also noi.tr~l) OR 68) that the proposed text was 
not intended to add or'.i' -" from the rights and obligations of 
either the state o~.th~ , as laid down elsewhere in the pro-
visions already agr~ • The provisions in Paragraph 80 
would determine t)le;fJ:'41 ency and duration of inspector assign
ments i "stationirig" in !;1:he proposed text meant the formal posting 
of an individ~!,. l:Q .. ~ location and did not necessarily imply con
tinuous pres•c;~·; and arrangements for such stationing would be 
made in~u\(at.lon with the state (8 OR 68). 

,_ t ,_ -~' '.'-- ~< :;;: 

This P~cP<>sal,was discussed extensively, leading to the conclu
sion that;.'"w~tle Paragraphs 79 and 80 established the nature of 
inspection•, they did not define how the Agency should arrange 
administratively to carry these out, even when continuous in
spections were called for. It is clear from the discussion that 
the Committee drew a distinction between the mere "extended stay" 
of an inspector, such as might be ·necessary to give practical 
effect to continuous inspection and "stationing" inspectors in a 
state, which implied actual residence (23 OR 68). Thus, the 
Committee, in discussing the proposal, reaffirmed the right of 
inspectors to stay in countries for extended periods if the in
spection program so required, but it was unwilling to decide that 
the Agency could, as a matter of right actually have such inspec
tors as "residents" in the state. At the same time, several 
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members of the Committee were eareful to note that sueh residency 
was not excluded (e.g., France, 29 OR 68), but the arrangements 
would depend on agreement between the Agency and the state. Sev
eral members also observed that a provision which was merely 
permissive with respect to resident inspectors served no useful 
purpose. Thus, the United States' proposal was not adopted, and 
INFCIRC/153 is silent on "resident" inspectors. 

Another secondary issue that was dealt with was whether a noti
fication period of thirty days should be allowed before a state's 
request to withdraw a designation would become effective. 

South Africa, supported by a number of othe 
66) said that such a requirement for notic 
of a state's sovereign right to declare e 
inspector, who enjoys privileges and i 
of diplomatic officers and the pro 
in the language of Paragraph 85 (d 

elegations, (17 OR 
d be a (iilution 

on 1rata an 
s1mi ar to those 

ithdrawn, resulting 

With.respect to the first issue: ptly a state must give 
its response to designations of",.;;;' rs, the Cammi ttee decided 
after extensive discussion tha' onse would, in the general 
case, be required within thi~ However, recognizing that 
inspectors could well be r ~-~ or ad hoc in,pections and 
review of construction wy;ll ·.· .. j~hort time after an Agreement 
goes into effect, the c .. fN' adopted, with modifications, the 
Secretariat's propoltal oflfr, .143 that designations of inspectors 
for this purpose shot1Iii. l:i\11,i t: n within thirty days. The 
final language of ~e laat pa ph of Paragraph 85, covering 
this issue, was detlvecl from Doc 149, introduced by the Fed. Rep. 
of Germany. T~Ytaa· extensive dis9ussion of whether the 
state's obligafit,n tto respond to des'ignations of this type should 
be condi ~--'"' ·"'' :Jproposed in Doc 149, by the term "if possi
ble". Jlfthou , .. a number of delegations favored the omission of 
this qua ic~tion, it was finally retained, on the basis of a 
compromise ,;,proposed by Poland ( 21 OR 66). and Hungary ( 32 OR 65), 
that inspectors for these purposes be designated on a temporary 
basis "if such designation appears impossible•. 

Although the exact meaning and means of implementing 11 temporary" 
designations was not spelled out in detail, the intent of the 
Committee in adopting this approach was clearly that, in cases 
where a state was experiencing difficulties in agreeing to the 
Director General's proposed permanent designation, temporary 
designations would raise fewer difficulties, and would ensure 
that inspectors would be available for early inspections under an 
Agreement. The record clearly establishes (SO OR 66) that such 
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temporary designations could be made either before the 30-day 
period ended (if it was clear that the state could not meet this 
time limit), or later. It is also clear that the initiative for 
resorting to temporary designations could come from either the 
state or the Agency. It is less clea~ what is to be done in case 
the st~te objects to the proposed temporary designations as well. 
An important element in the development and adoption 9f the com
promise language was the deletion of the phrase in Doc 149, as 
originally proposed by the Fed. Rep. of Germany that the tempor
ary designations would be made "in accordance with the procedures 
set forth in subparagraphs (a)-(c) above". Following these pro
cedures would require acceptance of the temporary designations by 
the state, and there is no doubt that the d etion of this lan-
guage, as proposed by Hungary, was intended eliminate the 
requirement for state acceptance. In its 'ntervention, 
however, to which there was no objection • Rep. of Ger-
many stated (SO OR 66} that "it sho~d stood that even if 
an inspector were designated on a~ o asis, ••• subpara-
graphs (a), (b) and (c) were applix' iven this record, the 
applicability of these subparagrj emporary designations is 
subject to some doubt. 

In th~ final analysis, of co~,!:"ie,.,f'~l:_ ~tate h~s the power, if not 
the right, to exclude an Ag~~~cieti'l.gnated inspector. Never
theless, the clear intent ift~qirit of the last portion of Para-
graph 85 is that a state,,, '·" tb~ forthcoming in its acceptance 
of temporary inspec~rs. ·"· .::t is unprepared to accept permanent 
designations within 3Q ofl~'after the entry into force of an 
Agreement. Thus, 1;ae ~~''interpretation appears to be that 
while a state has Jhe tflJht to reject specific temporary desig-
nations, it is fit= a strong obligation to facilitate the ini-
tiation of ins on% by accepting an appropriate temporary 
designat~91'•·. 

Another·•!gnf!J:ant aspect of this lengthy discussion, over what 
might be ,,,e~-6 as a relatively small issue, is that it under
scores the '~ortance attached by the Committee to the prompt 
initiation of inspections once an Agreement has come into force, 
employing the ad hoc mode if necessary. 

Paragraph 86, requiring a state to issue appropriate visas as 
quickly as possible, was adopted from Doc 143 without debate. 
Its position makes it clear that it is applicable to both perma
nent and temporary designations. 
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It is worth noting that the question of how far a state could go 
in rejecting designations was not discussed further in connection 
with the adoption of Paragraphs 85 and 86. Thus, the treatment 
of this issue in Paragraph 9 remains unaffected by Paragraphs 85 
and 86 and their negotiating history. 

When the Chairman announced (48 OR 66) that the committee ap
peared to be ready to accept the.first sentence of the amendment 
of the Fed. Rep. of Germany unchanged and the changes proposed by 
Poland and by Hungary in the second sentence, the Fed. Rep. of 
Germany (50 OR 66) said it could accept Poland's wording, pro
vided it was not interpreted as meaning that a temporary desig
nation could not be made until thirty days h elapsed; if it 
were clear from the outset that the time lim· could not be met, 
temporary designations could then, at the r of the state, 
be made. It was also understood by the Fed. .of Germany 
that, even for temporary designations, t ions of sub-
paragraphs (a) through (c) were app~a 

,c,- ::::-c 

The Cornmi ttee thereupon agreed to,~t 

Interpretation 
. . 

Parag~aph 85, through subpa ), is straightforward in its 
application to permanent or ,. r designations. The applicabil-
ity of these subparagrap · ~porary designations is in some 
doubt. However, wheth.er~ ·cable or· not, the last paragraph of 
Paragraph 85 clearly i~a , .·"" hes that a state is under a special 
obligation to facili''t'ite\t'fie initiation of inspections, by ac
cepting the designat;ion,. o"f an adequate number of either regular 
or temporary in~!lera'within 30 days after an agreement comes 
into force. · ·· 

Paragraph' 86 face lt'faightforward. The term "appropriate visa", 
taken in CM;>nju~tion with the general obligation of the state and 
the Agencyl;,o,eboperate in the application of safeguards, clearly 
requires the'~''itate not to use the visa process to impede inspec
tions; and to make use of mechanisms such as multiple entry visas 
to facilitate the inspection process. 
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CONDUCT AND VISITS OF INSPECTORS 

Paragraphs 87 Through 89 

Background And Issues 

The Inspectors Document, in Paragraphs II.S through II.7, makes 
reference to most of the substance of Paragraphs 87 through 89, 
the notable exception being that no explicit reference is made to 
inspectors not operating facilities or not directing the staff of 
a facility to carry out any operation. 

INFCIRC/66/Rev.2, in Paragraph 48, added t se explicit refer
ences. Moreover, Paragraph 4(b) and the la sentence of Para-
graph 9, in Part I of INFCIRC/153, address general way the 
matter of how visits and inspections are t~ nducted. 

Thus, no real issues were 
graphs 87 through 89, but 

Analysis 

rmulation of Para
ting exercise. 

The Director General's sugges t'~r Part II contained pro
visions (54-56 Doc 62/Rev. l.l~~ + the lines of Paragraphs 87 
through 89. With respect · ""subject matter of Paragraph 88, 
a comment to Paragraph sed the meaning of "equipment", 
which was intended to tn items available at the site, such 
as a furnished office., ' ... . ator, space in a hot cell or glove 
box, protective cl. o ..• ~~ ... ~ ·.'"'•@tc. The comment also called for prior 
consultations to 1;8.ke ~ace, including the cost involved, con
cerning the fur1.1.!-in<j of such "equipment". 

Later foqg,JaW.,,,ms, by the Director General in paragraphs 57.G and 
57 .H of ,1Jbc··1.,4J.,J~-'re identical to Paragraphs 88 and 89. Para
graph Sl~F of}poc 143 called for inspectors not to "intervene" .in 
operatic~, bt:J't to make a request for particular operations to be 
carried ou\:. ·· The Fed. Rep. of Germany proposed an amendment, 
along the lines of the first and third sentences of Paragraph 87, 
except that the first sentence called for inspectors not to ham
per or delay. 

In the discussion of the amendment of the Fed. Rep. of Germany. 
the United States (62 OR 65) revised the wording of the first 
sentence of Paragraph 87 usi~g the formula "in a manner designed 
to avoid hampering". This was consistent with the long standing 
approach of Agency safeguards documents, reflected in similar 
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wording in Paragraph 4 of INFCIRC/153, that guidance as to Agency 
conduct in the implementation of safeguards should not be ex
pressed in absolute terms which could adversely affect the ef
fectiveness of safeguards. 

Egypt (63 OR 65) had misgivings concerning the amendment ot the 
Fed. Rep. of Germany because a state might use the suggested 
provision to prevent inspectors from performing their duties. 
Poland (64 OR 65), however, pointed out that the amendment merely 
presented the principle of-Paragraph 4 in more concrete form. 

Japan (65 OR 65) proposed the addition to the 
many's amendment of the second sentence whi 
graph 87, saying that the subject was regar 
importance. India (71 OR 65) and Italy (73 

Fed. Rep. of Ger
appears in Para

s of paramount 
) supported 

4 OR 65) had no 
(69 OR 65) that 

ts of inspections 
to provide guide-

Japan's proposal and the Fed. Rep. of 
objection. The Fed. Rep. of German 
its amendment related only to tee 
(and not political aspects) and w 
lines for inspectors, whose activ·· 
74 and 75, might indeed hamper~.· 

s defined in Paragraphs 
operations of facilities. 

s ,/~" -~ 

The Fed. Rep. of Germany revi,~""''i'~ formulation (Doc 147/Rev.l) 
which, after minor word ch~~ . :ads adopted by the Committee for 
Paragraph 87 (11 OR 67). · · " the discussion, Belgium (9 OR 
67) proposed adding to .. ng of the third sentence to in-
dicate that the request'"' , be made to the state. The Fed. 
Rep. of Germany (10 01\;6 bought such detail unnecessary; the 
inspector would ad~ss,~ request to the operator at the facil
ity but the state t.hould~"be duly informed. 

Japan proposed{;i}apdltional paragraph be added, to follow Para
graph 87. ,~q·'s)formulation (Doc 150) called for inspectors to 
carry o-qt the!:t'ffifties in conformity with the state's laws and 
regulati~s, ii particular those dealing with health and safety, 
with consulta,tions to be held if such requirements create diffi
culty. 

Hungary (14 OR 67), supported by Poland (15 OR 67), found much of 
Japan's proposal to repeat earlier provisions, such as Paragraph 
44. The United Kingdom (17 OR 67) agreed with Hungary and Poland 
and pointed out (16 OR 67) that the remainder of the proposal was 
unnecessary, since it was obvious that everyone was supposed to 
respect the laws and regulations of the state. At the·urging of 
the United Kingdom (18 OR 67), the committee did not adopt Ja
pan's proposal. 
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The Committee adopted the wording of Paragraphs 88 and 89 as they 
had appeared in Paragraphs 57.G and 57.H of Doc 143. Norway put 
on record (21 OR 67) its understanding that the state could have 
inspectors accompanied by representatives which the state had 
designated specifically for that purpose and that the Committee 
agreed with that interpretation. 

Interpretation 

' Paragraph 87 calls for IAEA inspectors to conduct their activi
ties in a manner which is designed to avoid hampering or delaying 
construction, .operations, and the like, but tl11re is no absolute 
requirement that such activities are not to be"' pered or de-
layed in any degree. They may request the op (directly or 
through the representative of the state) to c ut necessary 
operations. 

Paragraph 88 refers to services and 
state and includes housing and trans 
calculators, laboratory space, prot 
consultation concerning the furn· 
equipment, including their cost, ~Yo 

- ' ,-, ~:.:' 

vailable in the 
n as well as offices, 

clothing, etc. Prior 
such services and 

Paragraph 89 reflects the sta(~y~~~quirement that states' 
representatives may accomp.. ' ectors, so long as this does 
not impede inspections-: ,' ui~ement is not superseded or 
conditio~ed by the No~~I~ erstanding that state represen-
tatives would have to~.e"4~nated for this purpose by the 
state. 
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STATEMENTS ON THE AGENCY'S VERIFICATION ACTIVITIES 

Paragraph 90 

Background And Issues 

Paragraph 12 of the Inspectors Document calls for the IAEA to 
inform the state of the results of "an inspection" after it had 
been carried out. The initial suggestions by the Director Gen
eral (Part II 24 Doc 3) included a reference to that paragraph • 

...._ 
During the early discussions, Switzerland {21 OR 
where a state had a national system, it should h 
receive a report from the IAEA on the results of 
activities. 

The Inspector General (40 OR 29) respond~ 
followed a procedure, pursuant to Parag ·· 
Document, of provid~ng a statement of,t 
provision could be included in the Agf 

29) stated that 
the right to 
verification 

e IAEA already 
the Inspectors 

sand that such 

Japan (43 OR 29) thought that, in a4ff'" 
cedure which addressed only wheth~~~· 
plied with, the IAEA should alsQ}~~e: 
its examination of reports, whidllt"Wo\ld 

existing pro
had been com

ailable the results of 
be valuable to the na-

tional system. · 

India, however, thou9ht (44 o(,.,t) that the procedures suggested 
by Switzerland and Japa3wouJ.pz1nvolve excessive work and costs. 
Any state could obtain \he se"tsults of the examination of reports 
at IAEA headquarters~ee~f ~ state needed such information. 

The United Kiqfd•,t \f3JJR 31) als<? thought that the large number 
of reports tQ'be stJJ:nltf~ted would impose a considerable burden on 
the IAEA and ·tpat i' would be a mistake to present states with a\ 
"clean bill of'·-~e,;:}'th"; ~he value of t~e results provided to ~he \ 
state could be ela6anced 1£ recommendations concerning the nation
al system were included. 

The United States said (1 OR J2) tpat it had become clear that 
Paragraph 12 of the Inspectors Document did not adequately cover 
the complicated question of the information to be provided to the 
stat~ by the IAEA concerning the results of its activities. 

Thus, while the principle was generally accepted that the IAEA 
should inform the state of the results of the activities of the 
IAEA, the timing and scope of such information were unresolved. 
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Analysis 

The Director General's detailed suggestions for Part II included 
(58 Doc 62/Rev.l) reference to the IAEA informing the state of 
the conclusions it has inferred from its verification activities, 
by means of statements in respect of each material balance area, 
to be made as soon as possible after a material balance had been 
struck. The comment to that paragraph made the point that a 
meaningful statement could only be made after completion of veri
fication of a material balance by means of the taking of a physi
cal inventory and its verification. 

By the time the Committee addressed the 
(calling for a technical conclusion, in the f 
in respect of each material balance area) had 
well as Paragraph 41, the last sentence of, 
of the inventory to be made available to · · 
intervals. · 

, '~J~{c~ 

Paragraph 30 
fa statement 

dopted, as 
. l ls for copies 

a e at agreed 

"iJe;'i 

The revised formulations by the Dirit dflneral in Doc 143 re-
peated, in Paragraph 57.I, the form~ previously included in 
58 Doc 62/Rev. l. A footnote stat,f!·~J;p · , if the provision was 
included, there would be no need ~·the last sentence of Para-
graph 41. ''" 1:·r 

-:t/;}t, 

The F~d. Rep. of Germany p~~~an amendment (Doc 148) along 
the 11.nes of Paragraph .90, --t that subparagraph (a) called 
for results of each ins~.c · '· In presenting its amendment (23 
OR 67) the Fed. Rep. of~ y stated·that the position of the 
phrase "in particula(" in !he final-wording of subparagraph (b) 
made it clear tha~""~e,1.ttatements prepared for each material 
balance area did :floj!" c;onsti tute the only information to be pro
vided by th~.•~~( 

The Fed. R~. of}!Germany did not agree (25 OR 67) that the last 
sentence of -rtlJraph 41 could be dropped, as suggested in Doc 
143. Copies of inventories were to be provided at agreed inter
vals and not as soon as possible. after an inventory had been 
taken. 

The United Kingdom (27 OR 67) supported the proposal of the Ped. 
Rep. of Germany, speci~ically the reporting after each inspec
tion, without prejudice, however, to later conclusions which 
would also be communicated to the state. 

The Inspector General (29 OR 67) thought it undesirable for the 
IAEA to report after each inspection; Euratom, contrary to the 
understanding of the Fed. Rep. of Germany, reported at intervals 
of several months, rather than after each inspection. 
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The Fed. Rep. of Germany stated (30 OR 67) that it did not wish 
the word "inspection" to be used in a narrow sense in its pro
posal~ moreover, the report could be limited to a brief statement 
of the findings. 

Poland (35 OR 67) proposed that the words ·11 0£ each inspection" be 
replaced with "inspection activities". India (36 OR 67) said 
that was acceptable provided, however, that the state would be 
informed by some means of the results of each inspection. Hun
gary (37 OR 67) agreed with Poland and India but thought it best 
to delete "each" and to put "inspection" in the plural. 

Finally, the Soviet Union (38 OR 67), noting tha 
number of inspections would be carried out and 
:essive and unnecessary to require a report aft· 
tion, endorsed Hungary's suggestion. The Fe 
(39 OR 67) accepted that suggestion and ihe 
wording as it appears in Paragraph 90. "' · 

'>t 

Interpretation :~r!;f~ 

inspec
f Germany 

ee adopted the 

Subparagraph 90 (a) does not requirf't;~!~the state be informed 
of the results of each inspection illte~tely after it has taken 
place. There is an expectation .Mewft, that the findings of 
all inspections carried out wit ~;,,a,~ specified period will be re
ported to the state in the ffl!~,,pi~0$'i:'ief statements. 

Subparagraph 90 (b) 
30, which describes 
(b) thus sets forth 
nical conclusion. 

shoulc!.be{~~d in conjunction with Paragraph 
the:.ttecllqi"cal conclusion. subparagraph 90 
th• timing for the communication of the tech-. 
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Under the pre-NPT safeguards system of the IA.BA, when safeguarded 
material was transferred from one state to another state, safe
guards would continue to apply in the recipient state, unless the 
transfer was a specified type~ i.e., among those types listed in 
Paragraph 28 of INFCIRC/66/Rev.2. -Moreover, in all cases of 
substantial amounts of safeguarded nuclear materlal to be trans
ferred outside the jurisdiction of a state, the' EA was to be 
given advance notice for the purpose of a speci spection (54 
INFCIRC/66/Rev.2). 

Article III.l of the NPT, however, requi.es ards to be 
applied only to those peaceful nuclear:jc~ within the 
territory of a non-nuclear weapon st21,,t ' ts jurisdiction, 
or carried out under its control an ·· ile Article III.2, 
calls upon parties to the NPT to re~iJ eguards in connection 
with exports to non-nuclear-weapon # ·-1" of nuclear materials 
and equipment, the Agency is not~"" upon by the Treaty to 
verify comp~ian~e with this resp,~· ity •. When safeguarded nu-

/ 
clear material is transferred f party to the NPT to any 

. nuclear-weapon state (wheth , to the NPT or not), no safe-

' 

guards in the recipient sta~, required by the NPT. 

The novel concept intrqducetl,SY,the NPT, concerning the possible 
non-continuation of sa&sigu~!s beyond the territory of the state, 
as well as the lack c'O, .... ~itcy responsibility for verifying com
pliance with Artic~ie.,-t'!J.2 of the Treaty, presented the Committee 
with one of i'8'1lO§f·-cl~ficult and complex tasks. 

The IAEA sed»etari•t contributed further to the complexity by the 
Director Gene~i•s'proposal (Part II 16 Doc 3) that the advance 
notice to the Ii2A concerning an intended export of a •signifi
cant" quantity of nuclear material should indicate the protective 
measures to be taken during transit and that the IAEA, as part of 
its special inspection, would "check" th~se protective measures. 
That suggestion raised two issues: Cl} the responsibility, if 
any, of the exporting state concerning the physical protection 
during transit of exported nuclear material: and C 2) the au.
thori ty and responsibility of the IAEA concerning such physical 
protection. In addition, the amount of material considered to be 
"significant" had not been defined. 
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The Director General's proposal in Part II 16 Doc 3 also included 
a provision that the exporting state be in a position to provide 
the IAEA with corroboration from the recipient state that the 
exported material had been received, before the material could be 
deleted from the inventory of the exporting state. That sugges
tion raised the issue of the responsibility of the exporting 
state to the IAEA for providing such corroboration. 

The Director General had pointed out in Part I 6(b) Doc 3 that 
the IAEA would have the right_to satisfy itself that an export 
had actually taken place, before deleting the material from in
ventory, but that the provisions of 28 INFCIRC/66/Rev.2 would not 
be applicable. The position of the Director G eral concerning 
the obligations of Article III.2 of the NPT wa at the respon-
sibility for ensuring compliance.lay with eac e and not with 
the IAEA. That position wa:-s adopted by the Co.. .. e in the 
process of its formulation of Paragraph 12 !'the discussion 
of that Paragraph in this report.) 

ifftf:!I-l-" 
Other aspects of Paragraph 12 were en lved in the course of 
the formulation of Paragraphs 91 thr 7~ For example, }!~1.-
gium (Doc 2/Add.l, page 4) wanted notice of an intended 
export to be r~g\li;etd only ~~ ~af. . . would . ..not. ,be-.applicable., 
in the recipie-I}l state. ·· Belgi~'"a s~9~?t.tressed that sue~ notice 
should be required only after «=nti'Pletion of the commercial trans
actions involved, except fo;,1ctR, '4tual transfer. 

!c.~" 

South Africa (24 OR 1) -.ls6,,iufttioned the requirement for ad
vance notice, saying t.QA~t,,1-"large quantities were involved a 
country's commercial .fhtereats could suffer. 

France and the Unt'i:@J 1Ungdom raised (Doc 111) the question of 
responsibilitJ,,Jo~/·•at,eguards in states through which (or over 
which) inte•aH~n•i":transfers of nuclear material pass or whose 
ships or a.t*;:crafUare used. Relatedly, Belgium (Doc 2/Add.l, 
page 4) notMt. thJ2 need for precise definition of the phrases 
"under its ju~isdiction" and "under its control anywhere". 

Analysis 

The initial discussion of the Director.General's suggestions in 
Part II 16 Doc 3 (63-68 OR 29 and 1-21 OR 30) resulted in a re
quest that the IAEA secretariat prepare a document introducing 
the various aspects of international transport. That document 
was issued as Doc 63. 
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In addition, the Director General's detailed suggestions for Part 
II contained provisions dealing with international transfers (47-
49 Doc 62/Rev.l). Those provisions took account of some of the 
comments which had been made in the initial discussions. For 
example, the requirement for advance notification was limited to 
transfers in excess of one effective kilogram (47 Doc 62/Rev.l) • 
. The period in advance was proposed to be normally two weeks be
fore the date of the transfer (48 Doc 62/Rev.l). The advance 
notice was to include the protective measures to be taken, as 

.well as the route, means of transport, and dates of export and 
arrival (48 Doc 62/Rev.l). Corroboration of the receipt was 

I 
still to be provided by the exporting state within six months of 
the date of transfer (49 Doc 62/Rev.1), but omment to that 
paragraph made clear the intention that, i "·case of the re-

l\ cipient being a non-nuclear-weapon state, t r ~ ipient state 
\ would ·advise the IAEA of the receipt~ n · nal corroboration 

would be required in order for the,pte o be removed from 
the invento:r;y of the exporting sta~l",~~,, ' ~ ~ 
When the Committee addressed the t~ it also had before it a 
joint proposal by France and t ,,U =! Kingdom (Doc 111) that 
the questions to be considered ... ere (a) the extent, if any, 
of responsibility of states t.a . .,11 which material is transported 
or whose ships or aircraft · ~a; (b) whether the IAEA should 
be involved in the physi9t,: rity of material in the course of 
international transfer1.·'a ;. in light of the conclusions 
reached on those i te\'li, 1!rfia 1"provisions should be included in 
Part II and what re~Q~tlitft:ions should be made. The Committee 
adopted that agen~ fo;':j.ts deliberations (73-93 OR 47). 

By the time thtt'~i-:t:tee was to ..begin_ those deliberations, it 
had before.

1
!t ltfbf4nt .proposal (!poc 1191 by canada, France, Swe

den, and.:~fle' ~rfi!;~ Kingdom for p?'o"\1!s-rons to replace paragraphs 
47 thro85Jh 49t,>f Doc 62/Rev.l. The introduction in Doc 119 ar
gued thalthe• was no legal basis for imposing safeguards re-

'l
sonsibilitl,;1;on "intermed~ate" states (those whose territory_ was 
merely crossed or whos~ .. ships or aircraft are used), but rather 
t'narctieexport ing and· -impcirfing· ·scales ·~snoula-be charged with 
such responsibility, as being consistent with the NPT and the 
proposed safeguards agreements. 

The introduction also argued that it would be reasonable for 
advance notice to be given, except for very small amounts, and 
that the IAEA be in a position to verify the receipt of the ma
terial and to have some assurance (such as by use of seals) that 
it had not been tampered with during transit. 
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The sponsors firmly rejected any operational role for the IAEA in 
physical security during international transfers. Even the idea 
of the IAEA acting as a clearinghouse for information about in
tended movements of nuclear material was rejected, on the basis 
of the risk of such information being misused, as well as the 
difficulty in obtaining accurate data. 

The proposed provisions in Doc 119 corresponded to Paragraphs 91 
through 96 (no provision for special reports, as called for in 
Paragraph 97, was included), but in somewhat less developed form. 
As noted by the United Kingdom (5 OR 51) they had been drafted in 
hast&, as a starting point for discussion, and the sponsors had 
already received many helpful suggestions for ,edrafting, in-
cluding that for a provision for informing the·.. that material 
had not arrived at its destination (9 OR 51). 

The discussion which followed (11-44 OR 5 ed agreement by 
many delegations with the negative co~~i reached by the 
sponsors of Doc 119 regarding the tw ··· raised in Doc 
111. Only Eqypt ( 23 OR 51) argued "t , IAEA should play a 
role in the physical security of mat · during international 
transport. The United States (20xOR , supported by the United 
Kingdom (35 OR 51), thought that (~1:. •s role should be to 
take the lead in formulating iter,i~"to be applied by states in 
formulating regulations for t ·· uri ty of nuclear materials 
during transport. Hungary . .;·· 1) 11llso thought that the IAEA 
should at least play an adv role in that subject. France 
agreed (39 OR 51) with ~e > of the United States but con-
sidered that the subject~tf~8/!'3 ot within the Committee's terms of 
reference. ··· · 

directed at the provision 
51) and that corresponding 

The principal co°"'e,(ta by Japan were 
correspondi~§·~ 'tlrt8raph 91 (17 OR 
to Paragralffi 94 l41 OR 51). cic\·-J , 

l\L' . \ l. ~· 

Norway ( 49-St;~tp.3"51) argued for not requiring advance notifi- ·(iC:~ \,. 
cation of nuclear material crossing a border between states party ~,., 
to the NPT or if the transfer was otherwise being made directly tJ 
between two states party to the NPT, without transiting a third ,~ 
state. Italy and Japan (51 OR 51) supported Norway'£? views. C'-..:~},. 
Before the Committee adjourned that discussion, a first modi
fication of the proposed provisions was introduced by Canada (45 
OR 51) and is found as an Annex to OR 51. By the time the Com
mittee reconvened the next morning, Norway had prepared alter
native formulations for the text corresponding to Paragraph 92 to 
reflect its views; those suggestions are found as an Annex to OR 
52. 
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Early drafts of the provisiQn corresponding to Paragraph 91 used 
the term "control", for which the Committee had been unable to 
reach agreement on a definition (22 OR 52). Only after that term 
had been replaced by the concept of "responsibility" (1-21 OR 52) 
was progress made on the agreed wording. 

The next-to-last sentence of Paragraph 91 resulted from a sugges
tion by Japan (24 OR 52). 

In the di~cussion of the text corresponding to Paragraph 92, the 
Soviet Union (3 OR 52) pointed out that a threshold quantity (one 
effective kilogram) only for a single shipme t, as had been pro
posed in the early drafts, would leave open~ possibility of 

·multiple shipments being made, each of whic d contain 
slightly less than the threshold quantity. viet Union pro-
posed an annual limit, such as five kilo set for ship-
ments for which advance notificatio~:wo given. 

/ 

Extensive discussion took place of :s proposal for dis-
pensing with a requirement for advafl o~ification in the case 
of direct transfers between partjes'\;Q e NPT (41-44 OR 52) on 
the basis of the alternative tet"'t,1,:tlio!" the first sentence of 
Paragraph 92, as shown in th~;JJtffix)lo OR 52. , {~'' ,,,,,,,§.:~ 

One of Norway's alternatiy;g~~a in the Annex to OR 52 (as well 
as Cc;nada 's) cal led ~or •6~,i.-tion to the IAEA after the con
clusion of the contra•t:ual,;'at'f'angements and normally at least two 
weeks before preparat,j~ ,-rshipping, unless the state and the 
IAEA agree otherwisj~ · ~tally (48 OR 52) found that formulation 
valuable in facilit:''lting international trade and in inducing the 
IAEA and the st~\to,agree on a more rapid system of notifi
cation. 

Thus, theissu4was twofold: 

• w"hef!l\e,r· advance notifications should be required at all 
betwe~n neighboring states both of which are NPT parties~ 
and 

Whether flexibility should b~ provided to allow the Agen
cy to waive the requirement for advance notification. 

A number of states supported both of these liberalizations, while 
others opposed both. 
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As the discussion proceeded, it became obvious that some means of 
providing flexibility should be provided (8-18 OR 53). The So
viet Union (19 OR 53), supported by the United States (20 OR 53), 
suggested that the "unless" clause could be inserted if there was 
no doubt that the possibility of exceptions related only to the 
time limit of two weeks and not to the quantitative limit of one 
effective kilogram. The United Kingdom (26 OR 53) warned against 
any formulation that would deprive the IAEA of the right to waive 
advance notification if it wished: otherwise, the IAEA would be 
flooded with documentation. At the same time, it was important 
to the United Kingdom that the IAEA have the right to insist on 
advance notification. The Soviet Union (27 OR 53) fel~ that 
advanced notification was always necessary, following which the 
IAEA could exercise discretion regarding the P't,fiod within which 
it required details of the shipment. v. 

The language ultimately adopted covering ssues ap-
peared in 2 Doc 119/Mod.2, introduced by ance, Sweden 
and the United Kingdom. This languag ftitutes the second 
sentence of Paragraph 92 and allows s ility in the pro-
cedures for "advance notification.".· ,,. would allow, for 
example, some reduction in the norma ~ek advance notice 
period or the consolidation of not;,jicle . tit would not allow 
waiver of the advance notice requt:~~~' even for transfers 
between neighboring NPT partie§.~ TeiJfher would it allow raising 
the quantitative limits above,1z~·tavance notice is required. 

"';{,,~,, ,,J _, 

The balance of the proposal-gllt,,~ 119/Mod.2 for Paragraph 91 was 
also adopted with minor «;:ha~eJ,, 

"'.;_ !.,'":., 

The wording of Paragr,fl'f>h g~f,.evolved during a brief non-contro
versial discussion (Sl;-590R 53). When the final wording was 
under consideratigl'f'1\•t1ie'llnited States suggested replacing the 
phrase "if neces c.in the first sentence with "as appropriate" 
( 9 OR 54) tQ:1tr to the similar wording proposed for Para-
graph 96. !l'he N~ erlands (15 OR 54) suggested a different for
mulation fort"briniJing the texts into conformity, as did Belgium 
(19 OR 54). l'.t"ailflce (24 OR 54) preferred that •if necessary" be 
used in both Paragraphs. The United Kingdom (30 OR 54) attempted 
a formulation incorporating the suggestions by both the United 
States and the Netherlands, but France (45 OR 54) reiterated its 
preference for "if necessary" in both Paragraphs. When the 
Chairman announced the consensus, the wording of both Paragraphs 
was that preferred by France. 

With respect to the last sentence of Paragraph 93, Australia (21 
OR 54) assumed that it (as well as the last sentence of Paragraph 
96) also covered· the case of no action being taken by the IAEA. 
France (25 OR 54) agreed with that assumption. The United King-
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dom (31 OR 54) under~tood that the failure by the IAEA to act 
would not be a reason to delay shipments; the United Kingdom was 
willing to include specific wording to that effect, if desired. 
India (51 OR 54), referring to Australia's remarks, suggested 
adding the words "or contemplated by" after the word "taken•. 
The Chairman's summary, immediately thereafter, included India's 
suggested wording for the last sentence of Paragraph 93. 

G Early drafts of the text for Paragraph 94 (see Doc 119, for exam
ple) called for the exporting state, if so requested by the IAEA, 
to provide corroboration from the recipient state, within six 
months of the date of transfer, that the mate ial had been re
ceived. In the discussion, the Netherlands ( OR 51) wondered 
whether the requirement for corroboration sh be made auto-
matic (and not only in response to a request e IAEA) and be 
subject to a time limit. Hungary (29 OR that the Para-
graph addressed the case where the r~ip tate was a nuclear-
weapon stat~ and that, since such stft not be obliged to 
provide corroboration, it might bE#.. " ·· , include special 
provisions to that effect in the r. t'i\lcontracts so that the 
exporting non-nuclear-weapon stat:~. meet its obligations to 
the IAEA. The United Kingdom (:16" ... &l) agreed that the Para
graph was concerned, with tran!,!~'mf"''1)om J?On-nuclear-weapon. s~ates 
to nuclear-weapon states andJS"a. ... ~ ,,1dfat without such a prov1s1.on 
those recipient states might'1ta6't··,.~e under any obligation to cer-
tify receipts; it would . . 'fficient for the exporting state 
merely to inform the 2

~ it had dispatched 1naterial to a 
nuclear-weapon state. ~Ja .· (41 OR 51) thought it would be bet
ter if the procedurEl:'ca.U.~ ·for the IAEA itself to request cor
roboration from the::recip!ent nuclear-weapon state. The United 
Kingdom ( 43 OR 5)!,: '' 5POhded that the intent had been to ensure 
that the exportfh ate would be aware that it might be ap-
proached b .. .Y'. re~ :t . .. for corroboration and that. the exp~rting 
state woultl not:::~h to make a transfer unless 1.t knew 1t would 
be able tet: ,comply. 

The texts fo·ttParagraphs 95 and 96 were the subject of brief non
controversial discussion (71-78 OR 53), with a consensus quickly 
reached that the texts be conformed to those already adopted for 
Paragraphs 92 and 93. 

The first draft of a text corresponding to Paragraph 97 appeared 
in Canada's proposals shown in the Annex to OR 51. That version 
called for the state to notify the IAEA immediately of any theft 
or loss en route or significant delay. The notification was to 
include information concerning shipping arrangements, including 
carriers, routing, protective measures and steps being taken to 
recover the material. In the discussion of that text, the United 
Kingdom ( 85 OR 53) thought it should be made clear that the 
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state called upon to notify the IAEA was the one which, at the 
time in question, was responsible for the material. 

Italy (86 OR 53) saw no reason why the loss or theft of material 
during international transport should be treated any differently 
from those occurring within the territory of the state, for which 
special reports under Paragraph 68 were required. Italy, more
over, objected to a requirement that the state inform the IAEA of 
all the details concerning actions to recover material. 

-
France (87 OR 53) sympathized with Italy. The United States (89 
OR 53) suggested that the inclusion of a reference to the pro
visions of Paragraph 68 might meet the concer of Italy and 
France. The Soviet Union (90 OR 53) pointed o that the reports 
pursuant to Paragraph 68 did not cover "signi delay". 
France (91 OR 53), supported by India (92 ought that 
such coverage might be achieved by suita ting of the 
Paragraph under discussion. Romania "t,f was not convinced 
of the advisability of prompt notifJ ' : the IAEA of theft 
or loss, in some circumstances. 

The revised text in Doc 119/Mod.2,:,1· 
graph 97 and was adopted after tW., 
several minor editorial chang~ .. 

;.c; .-' fi? 
~t~i:f;,~--, 

Interpretation 

to. that in Parct- ____ _ 
rejection of 

Paragraph 91 provides fi:,t; ssumption of responsibility with 
respect to safeguards onlY,.. the exporting state or the recip
ient state. It does .not pe'rmit or require a third state (or an 
international ent\i~J';\t~"assume responsibility during transport. 
The last sentence,tajgµres that such an assumption cannot be made 
by default: ,i" .... " .,~·:J,Y .failure of the exporting state and recipient 
state to agree Ol,l.!:wt! point of transfer of responsiblity. The 
requiremen\,,.for fixing the point of transfer of responsibility 
applies to if ·anti ty of nuclear material, whether or not the 
quantity is s that advance notification to the IAEA is re-
quired u~der Paragraph 92 or Paragraph 95. 

Under Paragraph 92, if the exporting state knows that a series of 
shipments, each of less than one effective kilogram, is planned 
within a period of three months after the date of any such ship
ment, and that the cumulative amount of such shipments during 
that period will exceed one effective kilogram, the state is re
quired to notify the IAEA in advance of the first shipment in 
that series. Shipments of less than one effective kilogram, 
other than those which become subject to the cumulative thres
hold, do not require advance notification to the IAEA, but are 
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subject to inventory change reports and material balance reports 
pursuant to Paragraphs 63-67; as well as special reports pursuant 
to Paragraph 97. 

The second sentence of Paragraph 93 gives the IAEA the discretion 
to agree with the state on procedures which (a} allow more or 
less time for the advance notification, or (b) provide for ad
vance notification of a series of shipments. It does not provide 
for dispensing with advance notification. In exercising that 
discretion, however, it would be well for the IAEA to document 
the basis for any departure from the normai requirements and to 
exercise its discretion in a uniform manner among states in which 
similar circumstances exist. The IAEA's disc ion does not 
extend to changing the threshold quantity st ~)n the first 
sentence. 'cri;. 

In Paragraph 93, the meaning of the t 
first sentence (and in the first se 
though not entirely clear, is tha~tt 

·-~~-needed to determine that material t. 
and that transferred into the re~~p 

.. . -same material. In the second s•t 
failure of the IAEA to take aiw l'etiJn 
fer ( or the unpacking) • ·. ,,},:, 

cessary" in the 
aragraph 9~), al

ill take the steps 
~ed out of the state 
tate are in fact the 

f both Paragraphs, the 
shall not delay the trans-

Paragraph 94 should only .,..ibable in the case of exports to 
nuclear-weapon states~, .. sin e exporting state, pursuant to 
Article III.2 of the N~. d be permitted to export nuclear 
material to a non-nq.dfea~eapon state only if the material will 
come under IAEA saf ·· aX,s. The provision puts the exporting 
state on notice .>the required procedures for corroboration 
as part of its ements with the recipient nuclear-weapon 
state. Th~ti-. .,,.. · tion may be made by the recipient state 
directly «o tha\IX (such as by examination of seals after ar
rival of a~,,hipllent) or by written confirmation via the exporting 
state. ··. · 

The comments above concerning Paragraph 92 are applicable to 
Paragraph 95, as well, including the extent of the discretion 
provided to the IAEA by the second sentence. Similarly, the 
conunents on Paragraph 93 apply to Paragraph 96. 

Paragraph 97 is straightforward, except for the extent of a delay 
which would be regarded as "signi~icant". It is clear from the 
discussion, however, that a significant delay is one which gives 
reasonable basis for a belief by the state that there may have 
been a loss. The content of the special reports called for is 
not specified, but left to the discretion of the state. Note, 
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however, that the IAEA, pursuant to Paragraph 69, may request 
amplification of any report and the state is obligated to respond 
to such requests. Note also that Paragraph 97, unlike Paragraphs 
92 through 96, applies to all international transfers, of any 
amount. ~ 

' 
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DEFINITIONS 

Paragraphs 98 Through 116 

Background And Issues 

Some of the terms for which definitions appear in INFCIRC/153 
were previously defined in INFC!RC/66/R~v.2. In some cases 
(e.g., "effective kilogram" and •enrichment") the earlier 
definitions were used as the basis for those in INFCIRC/153. In 
the case of the definition of "nuclear materials," reference is 
made to definitions appearing in the Statut~,of the IAEA. 

~,~1~. 

Other sources of the definitions included i agraphs 98 
through 116 were Doc 62 and Doc 144, prepar the IAEA Secre-
tariat, and Doc 65, in which a number o ions appear as 
suggested by the Safeguards Technic W Group, which met in 
September 1970. Many more terms w d to be defined than 
were finally included by the ColrllU, NFCIRC/153. Among the 
terms for which definitions were e by the Director General 
in 59-54 Doc 62, but which were . ..., uded in his later list in 
Part B of Doc 144, were the fo~a,~ continuous inspection, 
conversion plant, critical f~f~~»i critical time, fabrication 
plant, inspector, intermit .~ · ·9pection, isotope separation 
plant, material balance 9ii£= cy, material identification, 
measurement, reactor, r.i,r: .. . ng plant, residue, scrap, storage 
facility, surveillanQEt, ··a;verification. 

Definitions for sti;!l' of!l1',er terms were formally proposed by vari
ous delegations, i•~luding definitions for •control" (as in 
"under the juri. ·taen or control" of a state), "nuclear activity," 
and 0 peacef,)1l '" ,~ r activity." The definitions which had been 
proposed. lei'2",,t. /proposed by delegations were listed in Part A 
of Doc li4. , 

In the coU:!lf~''bf the Committee's consideration of various provi
sions, delegations also called for certain terms, such as 
"nuclear damage" and "nuclear incident," to be defined. 

As these comments suggest, the issues faced in developing the 
definitions for INFCIRC/153 were of·two kinds: what terms should 
be defined, and what are the definitions? In a number of cases, 
the decision not to define certain terms, and the debate leading 
up to this decision, was as important in establishing meanings as 
the definitions adopted for various terms. In fact, in some 
cases, formal understandings were reached and recorded for some 
terms not defined in INFCIRC/153 itself. Both types of issues 
are treated in the analysis w~ich follows. 
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Analysis 

Of the terms for which the Director General had proposed defini
tions in Doc 62 but which were not included in his later list in 
Part B of Doc 144, only two -- "surveillance" and "verificatien" 

were the subject of discussion by the Committee. 

The Soviet Union (81 OR 69) commented on the omission of the term 
"surveillance" from the list in Part B of Doc 144, recalling that 
the definition which had appeared in 92 Doc 62/Rev.l had been 
considered too restrictive because it seemed t exclude the ob-
servation by inspectors of certain operations aspects. The 
Soviet Union asked (82 OR 69) whether the omi of that defin-
ition from the list proposed in Part B of Do ant that the 
term "surveillance" should be understood i er sense1 
i.e., to include such observation. T r General (83 OR 
69) responded affirmatively and calle n to the provi-
sions in Paragraph 75(a) and (b), uad. . ... h the IAEA could 
observe how samples were taken and t ··· ... , how measurements were 
made, and how instruments were ca~j:ka,?·: that list was not to 
be considered exhaustive and the tto.lff~~sbrveillance• was to be 
understood ~n the most gener~l~?aC~~ed sense, coveril}g bot~ 
the use of instruments and d1J:t,~~servation. The Soviet Union 
( 85 OR 69) thought that, in.,;:: · "'-!;:,

0
.Pf the explanation by the In

spector General, it wa~not:, §'§ary to include a definition for 
"surveillance.• No oth83; d~ tion spoke on the matter. 

The definition of "veflfi~&t.ion" proposed by the Director General 
in 94 Doc 62 referrE!d':::t.o the process whereby the validity of all 
information concedi1:$tqqtta.ntities and location of nuclear mater
ial is establi$eltlc'Y 1be Safeguards Technical Working Group pro
posed (5 Do.~,J~ .. a;;'ulinition that limited the information to be 
validated - onl1:;ahat provided by national systems. That version 
of the definlt,io!l'was then used in 94 Doc 62/Rev.l, but no defini
tion was reco~ded in Part B of Doc 144. The United States 
proposed definitions (Doc 81 and Doc 81/Rev.l) which would not 
limit the information to be validated to only that provided by 
national systems. Hungary and Poland jointly proposed (Doc 99) 
another formulation having the same objective as that of the 
United States. In the end, however, Poland (54 OR 75), supported 
oy Hungary (55 OR 75), said it was willing to agree to omit any 
definition, provided it was clearly ~nderstood that the term 
referred to the process, as reflected in approved procedures, of 
ascertaining by the IAEA that there had been no diversion. The 
Committee thereupon decided to omit a definition, taking into 
account the comment by Poland (56-57 OR 75). 
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Some of the terms proposed by various delegations to be defined 
were omitted only after substantial discussion by the Committee 
and various proposals for definitionSi chief among those were 
"control", "nuclear activity", and "peaceful nuclear activity". 

The basic undertaking in Paragraph 1 repeats the phrase appearing 
in the NPT which refers to safeguards being applied on all 
nuc.lear material "in all peaceful nuclear activities within its 
territory under its jurisdiction or carried out under its control 
anywhere." The Director General had pointed out (Part I, 2 Doc 
3) that it would be particularly desirable to arrive at an agreed 
interpretation o( the term "cohtrol." The Director General's 
view was that the term implied that the stat "is in a position 
to apply its legislation or administrative p dures so as to 
determine the use and disposition of nuclea ial," and that 
mere financial participation by a state o ionals in•an 
enterprise outside the territory of tjle uld not mean that 
the activity was under the control f/lJi" ,tjl 

Japan ( 35 OR 7) proposed that a di· :{ti <i~ of "control" be in
cluded in the agreement and sugge~ ~ta paper be prepared by 
the Secretariat on the subject, ,;~ff ... ·ng the question of respon
sibility for material in interp~ifjil transport. Meanwhile, the 
United Kingdom (Doc 53) and ;~,wP••€ed States (Doc 58) had pro
posed definitions for "cont~i·•'r,;. The definition proposed by the 
United Kingdom differed ~· ~htly from the view of the Direc-
tor General, but thatpri!> by the United States made no 
reference to the applf~t of the laws and regulations of the 
state and relied sol•1Ytu> the ability of the state to 
determine the use OJ: di$P')sition of the nuclear material in
volved. Those p~l,a were discussed inconclusively (7-17. OR 
28). In the enf,<fqe United Kingdom (20 OR 75) said that both 
its propos~l nl,.thjt,t of the United States had given rise to 
legal and""i>ra ·~r· problems (not further identified) and, 
rnoreover;·J22 0) 75) that it was not for the IAEA to define terms 
used in th~.,NPf5• At the same time, however, the United Kingdom 
proposed (27eR 75) that its proposed definition be accepted, 
with an indication that, in the case of international transfer, 
the material should be under the control of the responsible 
state. Hungary (28 OR 75}, the Fed. Rep. of Germany, and 
Australia (31 OR 75) also preferred that proposal, but the United 
states (29 OR 75), Italy (30 OR 75),'the Netherlands (32 OR 75), 
the Soviet Union (33 OR 75) and South Africa (34 OR 75) preferred 
the proposal of the United States. 

At the next session of the Committee, the United Kingdom (7 OR 
75) reported that informal consultations on the definition had 
failed to lead to agreement. The United Kingdom's view (8 OR 75) 
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was that the effect of the wording of Article III.l of the NPT 
was that a state party to the NPT which built or owned a nuclear 
facility in a non-party state would be in a breach of its obliga
tions if the facility were not placed under IAEA safeguards; at 
the same time, it was not even remotely possible for the owning 
state to undertake that safeguards would be applied to such a 
facility. Accordingly, the United Kingdom (9-10 OR 75) con
sidered that it was unacceptable that "control," as used in Para
graphs land 2, could be held to embrace state ownership of a 
plant in another country; only if "control" was narrowly defined, 
in a sense close to "jurisdiction," and such a definition ac
cepted for the strictly limited purposes of the agreement, could 
serious risk be avoided of the definition bein applied to the 
NPT, particularly Article II (which refers to' ontrol" over 
nuclear weapons). The United Kingoorn (11 O~ elt that the 
definition proposed by the United States woul ire the appli-
cation of safeguards to a plant supplied y another 
state and therefore it preferred its o~n 

The Soviet Onion (12 OR 76) though~ to 
equate "control" with "jurisdiction,,~!, w ggested that the 
proposal by the United States, wh~.qp'1;,:t jr;eferred, might be re-
worded to cover the point raised · e:"United ICingdom; i~ no 
agreement was reached,~ defin!i.. ould be.omitted •. sa~ada 
(13 OR 76) said it was 1nclinfE[,,, spense with a def1.n1t1.on, as 
did Romania (15 OR 76). Th PIM!. ep. of Germany (14 OR 76) was 
l.;... ~-··-- -~ ~ --1 ··d: ng - .:i- .. 1 --g .. h ... 1 1· nes -.#! .. "'e ............. _ £Jo .&.Civv.a. u.a. ... uw.a.u .,_, ~ ""~i . • a. .. v,.a 1. ~ • .. w• '-•" t' ... ..., 

posal by the United Kingdesnf. t said that any definition should 
conform to generally ac&e~tiil,w~principles of international law, 
including the princiffe tfitt an obligation undertaken by a state 
could not be binding;.on another state: no state could undertake 
an obligation undfltl!,::e.t:1-e.greement that would apply outside its 
jurisdiction and ttl)atl; principle would stand in the absence of a 
definition. ,)~£~,~};end and Uruguay (17 OR 76) and Spain (18 OR 
76) endor&l!d thaiv'.t~ws of the Fed. Rep. of Germany. The United 
Kingdom ( 23,;,0R 7$) said that if the Committee accepted the pro
viso suggest~ ,»Y the Fed. Rep. of Germany -- that a state could 
accept no comilf!tment under the agreement extending beyond its 
territory or jurisdiction -- the United Ringdom would concur in 
omitting the definition. On that understanding, the Committee 
decided (22 OR 76) to omit the definition. 

In Part II, Paragraph l(d} of Doc 3, the Director General sug
gested it would be desirable to clarify the meaning of "peaceful 
nuclear activities," as that term was used in the NPT (and would 
be used in Paragraphs 1 and 2}. His view was that processes 
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which only change the chemical or isotopic composition of bulk 
material such as convers~on, enrichment, or reprocessing, are not 
intrinsically military, irrespective of the origin.or end-use of 
the material; activities such as nuclear propulsion, however, may 
constitute a military activity. The United Kingdom proposed a 
definition (Doc 53) along the lines of the views set out in Part 
II l(d) Doc 3. The United States also suggested (64 OR 23) a 
definition which differed only slightly from that of the United 
Kingdom. The proposal of the United Kingdom was subsequently 
revised (Doc 53/Rev.l) to include a definition of "nuclear ac
tivity,11 the principal effect of which would have been to exclude 
from the definition any activity before the starting point of 
safeguards, as specified in the agreementi ~at defined term was 
then used in the United Kingdom's proposed ·iiition for "peace-
ful nuclear activity." 

The United Kingdom (18 OR 28), in intro s proposals in 
Doc 53/Rev.l, said that there was ton whether "nu-
clear activity" should include enr ncentration, or 
conversion of ores. It also said, 8) that it was gener-
ally agreed that non-nuclear weapo es should not have a 
complete fuel cycle free of saf"'2 :'51 on the other hand, the 
NPT did not require safeguards,~,,,, lpplied in relation to a 
state's military activities,lllld'A definition of "peaceful nu
clear activity" would have lo:,itll;J.ow the state to preserve its 
military secrets. 

The United States (21}0R elcomed the proposals in Doc 
53/Rev .1 and referr-4 tci inconsistency in the Director General's 
proposal in Doc 3,{in t.hk reprocessing had been included by the 
Director Genera.l,,,,t11IOP~L the examples of peaceful nuclear activi
ties. In its vleW' (2''3 OR 28), safeguards should be applied to 
all activi~:1.s Vi.di provide an opportunity for developing the 
use of n~le~~nlltM!rial for nuclear weapons and explosives, other 
than th~ actlvities which were closely related to the kinds of 
military •tiyfty permitted under the NPT. In reply to some 
skepticism •ressed by India (24-25 OR 28) toward its explana
tion, the United States said (26 OR 28) that it would be diffi
cult to distinguish rigorously between successive stages of fuel 
fabrication (as to whether the activ~ty was intrinsically mili
tary) but that a perfect text could not be expected; in any 
event, only three or four countries had military programs and 
that number was unlikely to increase in the near future so that 
the text under discussion applied only to isolated cases. Sweden 
(28 OR 28) gave an example of a nuclear submarine for which the 
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operation of the reactor, the fabrication of the fuel and its 
reprocessing would be regarded as military activities and thus 
only the uranium enrichment plant would be subject to safeguards. 
The United Kingdom (30 OR 28) said that the fuel elements from a 
nuclear submarine, when sent to a reprocessing plant, should not 
be subject to safeguards as long as they retained their com
position, form, and dimension, all of which were military secrets. 
India (33 OR 28) felt that any attempt toward a precise defini
tion was bound to create confusion, unless it dealt only with 
those activiti~s-which were~ intrinsically military. 

The Director General did not include "peace£ nuclear activity" 
among the terms for which definitions were pr sed in Doc 62. 
When the Committee later addressed the list ommended defin-
itions in Doc 144, the Soviet Union (17 OR 7 land (19 OR 75) 
and the United Kingdo~ {20 OR 75) sugges. a definition be 
included for "peaceful nuclear activ" .• ia and Italy (47 OR 
75) opposed its inclusion, as well ~ted definition for 
"nuclear activity," on the grounds" was practically im-
possible to cover all possible hypo. . , • The United States (48 
OR 75) and the United Kingdom· (5~i@R ,;Sf"' argued that it was es
sential that the terms be defin4,~,f,::'°'lnt!re followed a spirited 
exchange of views ( 23-46 OR 7,j:l an(t,:i brief suspension of the 
session, after which Canada Ul,.'15) announced that a common 
view had been reached that. · "'"''· ··· not essential to include the 
definitions, provided that sensus was recorded that, for 
purposes of the agreenf4Wlt,/ ,.. ceful nuclear activity• would in ll 
any case include procas•s'ii ich merely changed the chemical or 

· isotopic compositiotfof b\uk nuclear material, regardless of the 
past or contemplatecl.fut:ure use of the nuclear material in ques
tion. The Comm.i,~t• •eed to that proposal (53 OR 76), although 
Australia <1.§ O!l,,1l6) reserved its position, saying that any at
tempt to ~.fine, ~wasafeguards agreement a term not defined in 
the NPT aeuld p~sent problems to a state contemplating a safe
guards agdtemen.t. 

Another term ~hich was defined by means of an understanding on 
the record, rather than by a formal definition, was "nuclear 

-damage", as that term was used in Paragraph 16. The Fed. Rep. of 
Germany (35 OR 28), while recognizing that the term, "damage 
arising out of a nuclear activity" had been defined in the Vienna 
Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage and the Paris 
Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of NUclear 
Energy, suggested that a definition be included in order that the 
agreement be self-contained. The definitions of •nuclear damage" 
and "nuclear incident," as they appear in the Vienna Convention, 
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were reproduced in Doc 162 for the information of the Committee, 
which agreed Cl-6 OR 76) _to the Chairman's suggestion that the 
Committee take note of those definitions and that they not be 
included in the document under discussion. 

Most of those definitions which were included in Paragraphs 98 
through 116 evolved from the list suggested by the Director Gen
eral in 59-94 Doc 62/Rev.l, then to the shorter list (with re
wording of some definitions) suggested by the Secretariat in Part 
B Doc 144, and finally the proposals in Doc 153 for rewording of 
some of the definitions in Part B Doc 144 (and the addition of a 
few others), made jointly by canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, the 
Fed. Rep. of Germany, Hungary, Japan, the N erlands, Poland, 
Sweden and the United Kingdom. A few of th 'nal definitions, 
however, were developed during the discuss substantive 
provisions. 

The formulation of a definition fo~/1\, 
in 59 Doc 62/Rev .1 was carried oyef:f;,, 
only minor change in form to reac!~:->Afc 

s:·}s..-, :'\rr, 
-;-;.'--\ ~.,-

which appeared 
Doc 144, with 

Adjustment means an entry:!,< '1,;;\he accounting records to 
. obtain agreement betweett ok inventory and the 

p~ysical inventory; t~,B,tDPshows shipper/receiver 
differences and/or ma . ·.· al unaccounted for. 

-'}A 

The wordin~ which ap~ar,rI),'Paragraph 98 was suggested in 2 Doc 
153 and was accepted fl,!;..., OR 69) with little discussion. 

The term "annual t~oufhput" was. not among those for which defin-
itions were pr ai.fn Doc 62/Rev.l, but the term "throughput" 
was definec,t (91 t 62/Rev.l) as follows: 

T~~g~p'!)tfo~ a given operating period mean~ the sum of 
inptt~~ t~ a material balance area plus the difference 
betweg,the beginning and ending inventories. 

That definition was carried over intact to Part B of .Doc 144. In 
the meantime, however, the term "annual throughput" had been em
ployed in the formulation of Paragraphs 79 and 80, dealing with 
the important subject of routine inspection frequency, duration, 
etc. Accordingly, it was suggested in 30 Doc 153 that the defin
ition of "throughput" be replaced by a definition of "annual 
throughput," which read: 

Annual throughput for the purposes of paragraphs ••• means 
the amount of nuclear material introduced annually into 
a facility working at.nominal capacity. 
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That definition was accepted by the Committee, without discussion 
(77 OR 69). Later, the United Kingdom pointed out (1 OR 75) that 
the definition would be inappropriate in the case of an isotopic 
enrichment plant, for which the amount of nuclear material intro
duced annually was considerably less than the end-product. Ac
cordingly, the sponsors of Doc 153 proposed a revised definition 
(as it appears in Pa~agraph 99) in Doc 159. The explanation in 
Doc 159 stated that it is the amount of product and nwasten from 
an enrichment plant which is significant for the purposes of the 
provision in Paragraph 80 (which specifies maximum routine inspec
tion formulas). The revised definition was accepted (2 OR 75) 
without discussion. 

A definition of "batch" was included (60 
Director General's suggestions and read: 

.1) among the 

Batch means the smallest portio 
whether in bulk form or combine 
items, of which the compositidh 
by a single set of specificat;o 
and which readily lends i ts~.Jf'C 
ment as a single unit. Thu!f'.i.nffil 

r material, 
er of separate 

ntity are defined 
/or measurements 

ationally to treat
instance: 

c''.:-· < ,--·--!> 

a) Ten cubic meters of s~~n- distributed in a number 
of vessels and det~nt,g,l through analysis of a 
sample, repreS4pt4't~-1,!or the entire volume, to be a 
single solution 1?.f t s,iven composition may be treated 
as one batch: 

b) One t1;1ous;;a,~> 1-~:i,t9s of. uran~um metal of varyi~g weight, 
of which .t;hs,·'Jot'al weight is known and of which the 
isot~c 0~'ntint is known to be the same, may be 
tr~tecf11s'\,.1fi' single batch: 

c) Porbl.,ons of irradiated uranium fuel, with different 
initia';J enrichment for use in different zones of the 
same reactor, must be treated as different batches; 

d) Portions of irradiated fuel differing in enrichment 
and plutonium content, which are meant to be re
processed together, may be combined in fewer batches 
or one batch according to their grouping for dis
solution and representation by one sample of dis
.solver solution. 
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During the Committee's discussion (62-72 OR 42) of the provision 
in Paragraph 57, in which the term "batch" was introduced, objec
tions were raised to the proposed definition in 60 Doc 62/Rev.l, 
and Japan {65 OR 42), supported by the United Kingdom (71 OR 42), 
suggested that the examples given in the subparagraphs be omitted. 

Subsequently, Japan and the United Kingdom proposed a definition 
(Doc 109) which was the basis for the final wording of Paragraph 
100. In explaining that proposal, the United Kingdom (8 OR 46) 
said that the term "key measurement point" lied to points both 
within and at the periphery of material bal areas, but that 
only those at the periphery were important rmal operations1 
it was possible that a batch lost its ident ce it entered a 
material balance area. The wording, ho d also to allow, 
according to the United Kingdom, fQ$l: :· ng of physical in-
ventories, in which it might ~ ne ' " group the inventory 
into batches for measurement. Tlte · ep. of Germany (10 OR 46) 
asked whether, in the case of sub n of a "batch", in which 
the several parts had different,r,aha . ristics or were measured 
at different points, the sever~li1•1/t's were to be treated as sep
arate batches. The United ~-gffom,tlll OR 46) said that, once the 
material fulfilled all of · Yl!ltions of the definition, it 
mattered little whether · .... , through a material balance area 
in the form of two dist !16ws which would later be combined. 
Hungary ( 12 OR 46) CGll!ffle .. "that, if the two flows did not com
bine after leaving tlJEt·,t11~ial balance area, they should be con
sidered to be two fepa:;a&.e batches. Apart from a suggestion to 
change "accountancy," to "accounting" in the text, there· was no 
further discusfi,t~ ancl the Committee accepted the definition (16 
OR 46). . 

The terat"bat~·data" was defined in 61 Doc 62/Rev.1 as follows: 

Batcntliiita means the total weight of compound, the total 
weight bf element of nuclear material and, where appro
priate, the isotopic content. 

That same definition had been recommended by the Safeguards Tech
nical Working Group (14 Doc 65). At the time of the initial ac
ceptance of the definition of "batch," France (18 OR 46) wondered 
whether it was desirable to retain·a definition of "batch data." 
The Inspector General replied that it was one of the terms which 
needed to be defined in order for other provisions to be under
stood. The definition later appeared in the list in Part B of Doc 
144, but with the reference to "total weight of compound" omitted 
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(without explanation). The definition which was proposed in 4 Doc 
153 also omitted that reference and added the subparagraphs set
ting out the units of account, as shown in Paragraph 101. 

In explaining the proposed definition, the United Kingdom (34 OR 
69) called attention to the importance of the phrase "total 
weight of each element," noting the provision in Paragraph 57 for 
accounting separately for uranium, thorium and plutonium in each 
batch. IThe purpose of the words •when appropriate" was explained 
(35 OR 69) on the basis that-an operator might not always be able 
to measure certain materials and the IAEA could not then require 
that the isotopic composition be measured wit a specified degree 
of accuracy. The reason given (36 OR 69) for phrase "round-
ing to the nearest unit" in the last sentenc to avoid impos-
ing an unduly heavy burden on the operate efinition was 
accepted without further discussion<;~ 

rs in Paragraph 
. Part B of Doc 144, 

The definition of "book inventory". 
was suggested in 62 Doc/Rev.l, rep@ 
accepted by the Committee (79-80 q~ .,. )"7ithout discussion. 

"f~,;c~ 

A definition of "correction" was"4 ded (66 Doc 62/Rev.l) in 

102 
and 

the Director General's list u·'w9r ." g which was identical to 
that in Paragraph 103, exceptL,tdfa""\ it referred only to accounting 
records, omitting referen. ~orts. For reasons which a.re 
not apparent from the .,t;ed9 ."correction" was not included among 
the terms for which defiini ·s were suggested by the Secretariat 
in Part B of Doc 144. ·'!'he onsors of Doc 153, however, proposed 
(3 Doc 153) that the.term<be defined, with the wording as shown 
in Paragraph 103 .,.'".,;a,.~a,laining the proposed inclusion of that 
definition, the dh~'tea l:ingdom (15 OR 69) noted that there had 
been confus~ '"efn "adjustment" and •correction• and that 
both were .iequ · .lfy the IAEA for accounting purposes. Norway 
(19 OR 69), how~er, thought that "correction" should be limited 
to rectifid1'tiQJi of a mistaken entry (and not to reflect an im
proved measul.«,ent). The United States (20 OR 69) did not agree 
and distinguished between the case of shipper/receiver differ
ences and a series of measurements on the same material made by 
one operator1 the first case called for an "adjustment•, while 
the latter should be a "correction". India (21 OR 69) disagreed, 
saying that the results of a second'series of measurements called 
for an "adjustment"; there was no need to define "correction" 
since its meaning -- to rectify a mistake exclusively -- was 
self-evident. The exchange of opinions continued briefly (23-30 
OR 69), with only India and Norway opposing the inclusion of a 
definition for "correction". Japan (27 OR 69) pointed out that 
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the def i_ni tion of "adjustment" which had already been accepted, 
did not include the idea of "more exact measurements" and if the 
definition for "correction" were to be omitted, that idea would 
not be provided for: therefore, Japan thought it better to in
clude the proposed definition. In the end, India withdrew its 
objection and the Committee accepted the definition· (32 OR 69). 

The term "effective kilogram" is defined in 72 INFCIRC/66/Rev.2, 
in the same way (with insignificant differences in incidental 
wording) as in Paragraph 104. The wording·as in 72 INFCIRC/66/ 
Rev.2 was used in 69 Doc 62/Rev.l and, with stylistic changes 
only, in Part B of Doc 144. The introducto . sentence which ap-
pears in Paragraph 104 was proposed in 5 Doc to be added to 
the text in Part B of Doc 144. The United m (40 OR 69) 
noted that some of the sponsors, in the i f scientific 
accuracy, had wanted to replace "wei ht" ass," but since 
the definition was already in use, seem appropriate to 
make any change. India (41 OR 69) isotopic abundance 
had not been taken into account in . e of plutonium, such as 
plutonium-239. The United Kingdom , R' 69) and Japan (43 OR 
69) admitted that the question . a. The United Kingdom 
said, however, that it was not . that information would be 
available to the Committee c~erojJrg the suitability for nuclear 
weapons of various isotopes f l!:"Plu'tonium, in order for the Com-
mittee to form a sound j { in any case, the potential 
gains would be small .. un1, Committee was prepared to exclude 
entirely certain grad-, of . tonium. Japan noted that the dis
cussion of isotopic .~UIM;f~e had been going on for a long time 
but that no technical cotlclusion had been reached and that there
fore the present,.s!4J.ni.~ion had been suggested. Without further 
discussion, the.r~!ttee adopted the definition as shown in 
Paragraph l;.QJ. =,i). 

- · f~\~c 

The defi~tion~f "enrichment,• as shown in Paragraph 105, was 
included l'ti.th~Director General's suggestion~ (70 Doc 62/Rev.l) 
but was omi~a, without explanation, from the Secretariat's list 
in Part B of'ooc 144. The sponsors of Doc 153, however, proposed 
that it be included (6 Doc 153), because, according to the United 
Kingdom (46 OR 69), the term was often used in the provisions 
formulated by the Committee and the term was not defined in the 
Statute. In reply to a question by France, the United Kingd~m 
confirmed (47-48 OR 69) that the phrase "combined weight" meant 
the total weight of uranium-233 and uranium-235. The definition 
was accepted without further discussion (49 OR 69). 

The defined term "facility," as shown in Paragraph 106, was created 
by the Committee in the process of working out the technical 
provisions for Part II of the agreement~ The Director General's 
initial outline (Part II 8 Doc 3) assumed that an installation 
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would be classified as a principal nuclear facility, research and 
development facility or storage facility, as those terms are 
defined or used, in Paragraphs 78 and 81, for example, or in 
INFCIRC 66/Rev.2. Early in the Committee's discussions of the 
provisions in Paragraphs 42-45, however, the United Kingdom (27 
OR 25) saw no reason for such classification for purposes of the 
agreement and the Inspector General (41 OR 25) agreed that, with 
appropriate wording, there would be no need to classify the types 
of installations and (47 OR 25) to consider only the amount of 
material contained in the facility. Wh the Director General's 
later suggestions for Part II appeared, definition of 
"facility" (72 Doc 62/Rev.1) was inclu ading: 

Facility means a reactor, 
version plant, a fabrieat' 
plant, an isotope separ~ 
age or other location,~ 
material. 

acility, a con
a reprocessing 

, or a separate stor
er to contain nuclear 

(Definitions were also ilflbl~~~ in Doc 62/Rev.l for each of the 
types of installations·~'!loned in the foregoing definition.) 

During the disc~sio that definition (49-63 OR 40), France, 
the Fed. Rep. of~r , Australia and the United States ex-
pressed dissatJtefal:!:\, with the phrase "or other location, con-
taining ••• " e~. lrr a later discussion of the proposed defini
tion, the U~4t:N.,,S,tates (2 OR 56) said that it was too broad and 
might be i'tft'preted to include places such as hospitals, univer
sity ,i:~rllfbrles, aircraft, trucks· and other means of transport 
whep! nue~ft€'blaterial subject to safeguards was present from time 
to et.,ne anl sometimes in infinitesimal amounts; the definition 
shoul't\,cp~;.t,f more limited scope, much as that proposed by the 
United 9fates in Doe 120, which read: 

Facility means an installation, plant or unit for the 
production or processing of nuclear material, or an area 
where nuclear material in amounts greater than one ef
fective kilogram is customarily used or stored. 

The United Kingdom (4 OR 56) asked what was meant by "unit for 
production" and the United States (8 OR 56) said it included 
plants for production or processing and research laboratories 
which possessed a large research reactor. In reply to a question 
by France, the United States (9 OR 56) confirmed that the defini
tion included all research laboratories using more than one ef-
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fective kilogram of nuclear material. The Fed. Rep. of Germany 
{11 OR 56) suggested replacing "area" with "location," to which 
the United States (16 OR 56) agreed. Poland (14 OR 56) proposed 
inserting "a reactor" after "means", saying that reactors were, in 
fact, the most .typical facility and should be specifically men
tioned. The United States {16 OR 56) agreed, saying it was per
haps wise to take account of borderline cases such as reactors 
which might use quantities of less than one effective kilogram. 
Canada (15 OR 56) suggested that insertion of "for the use",after 
"unit," in order to reflect the concept. f utilization of ma
terial, but the United States (16 OR 56) pressed concern that 
the wording would then give the impress· at the criterion of 
one effective kilogram would not appl lization. France (17 
OR 56) wanted to make sure that the n of one effective 
kilogram applied not only to a ~~.t · but also to an installa-
tion, plant or unit. The Unit· 20 OR 56) said that the 
wording showed clearly that iul ion of one effective kilo-
gram applied to all of the el ntering into the definition. 
France was not persuaded by,,"· lanation and made clear (24 OR 
56) that it thought that t" rion of one effective kilogram 

·should apply explicitly .. r· .... installations or plants and not to 
pilot plants, research fe,~fi~and laboratories, so that the lat
ter locations would ~.,,~l}ilBed from the definition. 

The United states.,rec.,fa~d its proposal (Doc 120/Rev.l) to word
ing the same as ,~lt&t ~wn in Paragraph 106, except that it was in 
the form of a ~ngle!tiParagraph, with a comma following "installa
tion." In pre~nting the proposal, ·the United States said that, 
under the ~SW definition, important nuclear laboratories 
would b~ r4Q.~ci.d as facilities, but laboratories containing small 
amou11jtl1!1tf

0
~ar material or locations in which large amounts 

were.:not Q,\stomarily found would not be so regarded. In replying 
to a·C1,tes1;,on by Austria, the United States (32 OR 58) said that 
for a 11,laa'tion to be a "facility," two criteria had to be met: it 
had to use more than one effective kilogram and its use of such 
amounts must be customary. The Committee thereupon accepted the 
definition (33-34 OR 58). 

A definition of "inventory change" was included (75 Doc 62/Rev.l) 
in the Director General's detailed suggestions for Part II, in 
the same form and ~ubstance as that in Paragraph 107. The word
ing was refined by Denmark (Doc 101) and the Secretariat (Part B 
of Doc 144). In the jointly sponsored amendment in Doc 153, 
further stylistic changes were suggested and, in addition, the 
words "in a reactor" were proposed to be deleted from subpara
graph (a)(iii) which refers to the production of special fission
able material. (The latter term is defined iµ Article XX.l of 
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the Statute to include "uranium enriched in.the isotopes 23S or 
233".) Hungary (58-60 OR 69) explained that proposal by pointing 
out that special fissionable material was produced from source 
material in isotopic enrichment processes, as well as in 
reactors; if the words "in a reactor" were retained, the operator 
of a uranium enrichment plant would not be required to inform the 
IAEA of any production of enriched uranium as long as the ma
terial did not leave the facility. Hungary considered that un
satisfactory from procedural and verification points of view and 
said that the difficulty could be avoided~·i··.:f·. special material 
balance areas were established at the out~ of such plants, but 
that appeared impossible in practice. 1;:{''·,,tflk 

~\i~ ~~ 

The United States ( 56 OR 69) pointed J!'8i' the formulation 
proposed by the Secretariat, incl, . words "in a reactor," 
conformed to the practice in conti roughout the world, 
including the United States, ~d'l; ore those words should be 
retained (64 OR 69). The Inspect eral (61 OR 69) also 
argued that "nuclear product~""· rred only to transmutation 
processes and not to isot.o.pifr~.~ ... Ji ent: the latter case should 
be dealt with in subsidia~ ft"rsjfgements. He did not think that 
omitting "in a reactor" 'lfp... i8lve the problem. In reply to a 
question by Norway, he !MS' id that changes in enrichment re-
sulting from blentling; ce material with special fissionable 
material would be··~ ··. e only if there was a transfer of one 
of the materials betw aterial balance areas or in the case of 
a regrouping of ptatert.l in connection with a physical inventory. 
Thus, the frequetcy of inventories and the choice of material 
balance areaW': ... u);fi influence the quality of information. In the 
end, Hung,!ry;;.J6? OR 69) . conceded that the words "in a reactor" 
could ~d~t~, provided.that the I~A took.the necessary 
steps 0 t:o ob-1.n all of the information it required, through 
judicfti\,1S c®ices of material balance areas or by sufficiently 
frequent'\~?Jsical inventories. The United States (68 OR 69) was 
also will"rng that the words be retained, in view of the explana
tion of the Inspector General. 

The question was also posed by the United Kingdom (53 OR 69) of 
the necessity for including subparagraph (b){v), dealing with 
retained waste. The United States (55 OR 69) thought that it 
could be omitted, in view of Paragraph 35, but that, if the In
spector General considered the provision necessary, it could be 
retained. In response, the Inspector General (69 OR 69) said 
that its retention was preferable, in that greater flexibility 
would be provided in the application of agreements. The Commit
tee thereupon accepted the text as it appears in Paragraph 107 • 
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The initial proposal for a definition of "key measurement point(s)" 
was made by the United Kingdom (30 OR 32) and read: 

Points· at the boundary between material balance areas 
where material balance lends itself to ready, accurate 
and precise measurement .. such points would include, but 
are not limited to, the input, output, discard stages 
and all storage areas. 

(Note that the reference to "material 
context of a definition proposed concu 
4om, in which that term is defined 
balance area; i.e., one establishe 
interest of process accountin~'l ,;;;, 

'"t; ~i§; 

nee areas" was in the 
y by the United King 
n operational material 

operator in the sole 

Subsequently, the Director C!e ;t't}roposed a definition, in 75 
Doc 62/Rev.l, which differed none non-substantive respect 
from that in Paragraph 10a. ·· ,', ointly sponsored amendment, in 
10 Doc 153, proposed the '._, •tical phrase "including measured 
discards" to replace" lu~ waste outputs." The United King-
dom ( 71 OR 69) explai ', "'proposed change as motivated by the 
importance of maint "£be distinction between "wastes", which 
were considered.red e, and "measured discards". Without 
further discuss!\\D, ·.. text shown in Paragraph 108 was accepted 
by the Committee (72';':' 69). 

The term "tnq,!l.~f!at of inspection" arose for the first time during 
the discuf'Siitl ot the provisions for Paragraph 80, which were 
propq~ ~·t~ Appendix to Doc 139, jointly by Australia, Greece, 
Swi•er?1111!J;;JJ1lnd the United Kingdom. The term was defined in a 
footnote \o Paragraph 3(a) of the Appendix to Doc 139 in the same 
mann-., wilth significantly different wording, as that shown in 
Parag~ 109. There was no discussion of the definition during 
the consideration of Doc 139. The final text appeared in Part B 
of Doc 144 and was accepted by the Committee without discussion 
(78 OR 69). 

In his initial outline in Doc 3, the Director General did not use 
the term "material balance area, 11 ·but rather the term •material 
control area," as the basis for material balance accounting. In 
the early discussions, the InspectQr General (41 OR 24 and 31 OR 
32) made it clear that the operator would establish "material 
balance areas" for process accounting purposes and that the IAEA 
would define 11 material control areas" which would be comprised of 
a number of material balance areas1 the material control areas 
would normally be defined on a functional (rather than geograph
ical) basis in relation to input and output points. In the dis-
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cussion wnich followed, the term "material safeguards area" was 
proposed by the Fed. Rep. of Germany (32 OR 32) to be used in
stead of "material balance area" (as that term had been used by 
the United Kingdom and the Inspector General). Canada (33 OR 
32), on the other hand, said that it was the state's prerogrative 
to select material balance areas and that the IAEA had the right 
to select material safeguards areas. The Inspector General (43 
OR 32) said that the considerations in the designation (by the 
IAEA) of material control areas were: measurements of input and 
output must be possible; a-physical inve tory of material within 
the area would be necessary; the bounda hould be one at which 
containment and surveillance measures co f. applied, and the 
boundary must be defined on a functional\ .a . er than geograph
ical, basis in order to permit check· ,. t' e containment, which 
might be far inside the geographli,(!al aries. 

In Doc 62, issued before the ~e' 
Working Group had been circula 
area" was not used and a defia" 
appeared in Paragraph 79, rp 

<"f<f;,~.~' 

the Safeguards Technical 
term "material control 

rr~~f "material balance area" 
s follows: 

Material balance arLftfl81.an area for accounting for nu
clear material, deJ · ./ll ;in such a way that: 

,:c:_:t, 

(a) The inpu.ts,J' utputs of nuclear material to and from 
it may be m"">. red (or determined by item-counting and 
nuclear·· 101¥-· and production calculation), and 

(b) TJ:\e·.fl'iy.aical inventory of material in it is measured 
ii .~<;:ordance with specified procedures. 

,tl~re --~?'three major types of material balance areas which 
~formiwith the above definition. Further definition of 
thE!'~~pes is required because the causes of unbalance of 
mate¥ial in these areas are different and therefore require 
different verification procedures: 

( i) A material unaccounted for (MUF) material balance area 
is a process area where nuclear material undergoes 
chemical or physical changes and wastes may be gener
ated. The book inventory, determined by measured 
inputs to and outputs from the material balance area, 
is periodically compared with a measured physical 
inventory to obtain an estimate of material unac
counted for; 
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A shipper/receiver difference (SRO) material balance 
area is a storage area where receipts of nuclear ma
terial are recorded on the basis of shipper's data and 
where removals of nuclear material are recorded on the 
basis of the operator's measurements. A difference 
between the book inventory and the physical inventory 
should therefore be the net shipper/receiver differ
ence1 normally there will be no material unaccounted 
for1 and 

A book inventory material ba~; e.area is a storage 
area or a reactor where nucl ·· terial inputs and 
outputs are recor~ed on the l;i\sis\ f the input 
measurement or shipper's a·,-., the calculated 
values of nuclear lo~ uction. The bodk 
inventory and physid( ry for such a material 
balance area shoul41 · dentical and material 
unaccounted for norl'Cll.l al to zero. 

~;,-:,,, 

The foregoing de£°intionp,;;~aw~v , was ambiguous as to whose ac
counting purpose it wa!Jf ~·· e -- that of the state or of the 
IAEA .·•,,·J·· " 

The summary oft~ b 
ing Group inclu~~c!J 

Material 
nuclea~ 

of the Safeguards Technical Work
a proposed definition which read: 

(MBA) means an area in or outside of a 
that: 

Jti'J'~ "~,quantity of nuclear material in each transfer into 
cr'out of the area can be determined; and 

(b')\ ·. 'l'he physical inventory of material in each MBA can be 
determined when necessary, in accordance with speci
fied procedures; 

in order that the material balance for safeguards purposes 
can be established. 

That definition was reproduced in ·a Cg). Doc 62/Mod. 1 and the three 
subparagraphs, discussing the types of material balance area~, 
which had been appended to the definition in 79 Doc 62, were 
slightly reworded and introduced as a comment (4(h) Doc 62/ 
Mod.l). 

During the discussion of the provisions for Paragraph 46, Turkey 
(26 OR 41) proposed that the text of that comment be incorporated 
as a substantive provision, because the establishment and classi-
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fication of material balance areas were important and such a pro
vision would help the IAEA to negotiate subsidiary arrangements. 
·That proposal was repeated ( 8-9 OR 43) by Turkey, but following 
the explanation by the Inspector General (10 OR 43) that the text 
had been presented as a comment, rather than a substantive pro
vision, because it was intended for the use by the IAEA after the 
material balance areas had been designated, Turkey withdrew 1ts 
proposal. 

The definition of "material balance area" 
Part B of Doc 144 was slightly edited fr 
peared in Doc 62/Mod.l (and subsequently{ 
is the same as that shown in Paragraph 1, 
"Agency" did not appear in the concl 
of that word was suggested in th~tt jo : 
Doc 153) and the final wording •~,~~ 
( 73 OR 69) • ;:t;f, "''-t\~~ 

which was included in 
that which had ap-

9 Doc 62/Rev.l) and 
cept that the word 

ase. The"insertion 
sponsored amendment (ll 
d with that addition 

The term "material unaccoun~ 
t,he same wording as shown i~" 
discussed thereafter, amti,',tas 
6 9 ) • (,.,;'J'!,c'}. 

,0~• ''was defined in 81 Doc 62 with 
graph 111, was not changed or 
epted by the Committee (79-80 OR 

Paragraph 77 of IlliFCx' ,,,~v.2 defines "nuclear material" in 
the same wording aflr. t , 1rst sentence of Paragraph 112. The 
initial outline PY· fill. 1rector General, in Part II 1 (a) Doc 3, 
noted that " ••• the de~tinition of the term 'source material' will 
determine thJ"~~;,J:ng point for the application of safeguards. 
Uranium orea:aifa t?iorium ores are not considered to be nuclear 
materiali;.t ,,..e tlnited Kingdom, early in the Committee's deliber
ation3; irt'ti-ottueed a proposed definition ((f) Doc 53) for "nu
clear:111aterl,al11 which consisted of the texts of three paragraphs 
of Arth:le XX of the Statute (which define special fissionable 
material} enriched uranium, and source material), followed by a 
sentence stating that any determination by the Board, pursuant to 
the statutory definitions of special fissionable material and 

-..... source material providing for determination by the Board of addi
tional items to be included in those respective categories, shall 
have effect under the agreement only on acceptance by the state. 

When Doc 62 appeared, it included (83 Doc 62) a proposed defini
tion and comment as follows: 

Nuclear material means any source or special fissionable 
material as defined in Article XX of the Agency's Statute 
and shall include all isotopes of plutonium. 
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Comment 

The statute speaks only of 239 Pu, an inconsistency dating 
possibly from inadequate knowledge at the time of drafting. 
This definition may event~ally need to be included in Part 
I. 

That document also contained a comment to the paragraph which 
addressed the starting point of safeguards (3 Doc 62} which read: 

If only uranium or thorium in a lo 
percent U309 or Th02) is present i 
concentration plant these will be 
poses of this Agreement. 

concentration (than 95 
ine, in ore or in a 

rded for the pur-

South Africa (35-36 OR 35), i~f the proposed definition 
of nnuclear material, n said ,th ' h as the definition in 
Article XX of the Statute inc~ .· emical compounds and con
centrates as source mater*' . / 1,w. 't,nines and ore processing 
plants would come under s • e,~'ls; such application had already 
been recognized as imprW "al)$1:lnd not cost· effective, and would 
greatly complicate mat•~., ''}!'he United States (43 OR 35) said 
~hat o:es were not i.~'.lD'.•.· ·e edc}t in the definition of source m~terial 
in Article III.3 of,;,,:ia," SWltute; the Board had not determined 
that a particula·•\ ceQ,i!e)l:ration of ore should fall within the 
definition. ThE! ~iW:'States said that the word •concentrate" 
(in the statu~y ~inition) was ambiguous but, in its view, it 
was an impure ~pemical compound resulting from processing in a 
mill or co~t:sarion plant. The United States (44 OR 35) 
pointed .oui· . '' •t it had not been the intention of the IAEA or the 
Boarqtif~: !~safeguards system should apply to mines or mills 
and,~that .. RC/66/Rev.2 clearly excluded them. (The reference 
was a&par•tly to 78 INFCIRC/66/Rev.2, the definition of 
"prine\i'1 nuclear facility," which specifically excludes mines 
and ore'"'Processing plants; in view of 66-68 INFCIRC/66/Rev.2, 
however, that document itself does not clearly exclude mines or 
mills from safeguards.) India (46 OR 35) also said that INFCIRC/ 
66/Rev.2 clearly stated that mines and ore-processing plants were 
to be excluded from the system. Canada (52 OR 35) said its 
opinion was that uranium ore did not fall within the definition 
of source material contained in processing plants. The Soviet 
Union (55 OR 35) said it was satisfied with the formula in 3 Doc 
62 which excluded mines and ore-processing plants. 

The list of definitions subsequently recommended by the Secre
tariat in Part B of Doc 144 did not include nnuclear material" 
among the terms defined. The jointly sponsored amendment pro
posed a definition {l Doc 153) which read: 
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Nuclear material means any source or any special fissionable 
material as defined in Article XX of the Agency's Statute 
except plutonium c~ntaining plutonium-238 in concentrations 
exceeding 80%. 

South Africa proposed (Doc 155) amending that definition by in
serting, after "except," the words "source material in the form 
of ore and." In presenting its amendment, south Africa (3 OR 69} 
said that a better form would be: •Nuclear·material means any 
source material, except source material the form of ore, or 
any special fissionable material ••• • Fr (4 OR 69) supported 
the proposal as amended by south Africa da and Finland (6 
OR 69) questioned the need for the am reposed by South 
Africa in view of the exclusion f~o rds of material in 
mining and ore processing alrea. ~"'· for in Paragraph 33. 
India (11 OR 69), however, thou; bably was worth repeat-
ing in the definition of nucli ial, but the United States 
(12 OR 69) expressed concern t ing so would be inconsistent 
with Paragraph 34, which cal;?~ct reporting of imports and 
exports of ore. 4 

'"~'~t 

Switzerland ( 7 and 10 01':.~ ;bile appreciating the humanitarian 
motives for an except.¥ · . :C'plutonium-238 used in heart pace
makers, expressect con that significant quantities of material 
usable in nuclear exp ves might thereby be excluded from safe-
guards. 

Subsequentl~t'<'llh'@· flhi ted States proposed { 1 Doc 160) the formula
tion as. shotl\}i.l't Paragraph 112, together with the formulation for 
Parag~•t,'1f;~;~~{~.)<, providing for the exemption of plutonium-238 
conc«C'ltrat~ns exceeding 80 percent. In presenting its proposed 
definl~ion,·the United States (5 OR 75) said that the wording 
would n6tJtffect reporting requirements of Paragraph 34{a) and 
Cb). Aus~ralia (7 OR 75) suggested that, in the second sentence 
of the text for Paragraph 112, the words •shall not be inter
preted as applying" be replaced by the words "shall not include." 
The United States (9 OR 75) had no objection to that change, but 
the United Kingdom (10 OR 75) and India (ll OR 75) preferred that 
the wording not be changed. Afte; Italy (12 OR 75) and the Fed. 
Rep. of Germany) expressed support for the amendment as presented 
by the United States, the Committee accepted (14 OR 75) the defin
ition as shown in Paragraph 112. 

The definition for "physical inventory" proposed by the Director 
General in 84 Doc 62/Rev.l was substantially the same as that 
shown in Paragraph 113. The final wording was recommended by the 
Secretariat in Part B of Doc 144 and was accepted without dis
cussion (79-80 OR 69). 
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'!he definition of "shipper/receiver difference" suggested in 89 
Doc ~2/Rev.l read: 

" ••• means the difference between the quantity of ma
terial in a batch as stated by the shipper and as mea-

· sured by the oper~tor of the receiving material balance 
area." · 

Part B of Doc 144 contained the wording as it appears in Paragraph 
114 and was accepted (79-80 OR 69) wit. ut discussion. 

The definition of "source data" suqge~ 
included in Part B of Doc 144 read ~,h,, 

,!,"ii,:, 

90 Doc 62/Rev.l ano 

Source data means all o Jimates of physical and 
chemical values obtaine surements and calibra-
tion and empirical data ;t:,n measurements, which are 
needed to identify nu9 terial and arrive at batch 
data. Calibration ical data are derlved from 
design information rating records. The term 
source data may ~~ud4ti,rrfor example, gross weight, tare 
weight, volume, ~ter readings, specific gravity, 
element conce~tM»f~ and isotopic ratios. 

t-' J"..~Y.- - <,-0 

><,-J 

The jointly-sps~~!'iamendment included proposed wording (12 Doc 
153) which ditfe~<f insignificantly from that shown in Paragraph 
115. The ,~J~.<l !Cingdom ( 7 4 OR. 69) said that the revised wo~ding 
had avoi 'd,/1111.ng the word •estimates, 11 whic~ had been used 1n 90 
Doc ... JJt l in a strict statistical sense but which could be 
mi,e'ons/ ·L • Without further discussion, the wording as propose{ 
iri ;,12 Do~ 153 was accepted (75 OR 69); the slightly different 
fina'\ wq;tiing in Paragraph 115 apparently resulted from later 
editHw,fby the secretariat. 

In the Director General's suggestions in Doc 62 for Part II, there 
was no separate definition for •strategic point"; that term was 
considered in that document as synonomous with "key measurement 
point" (77 Doc 62). The summary of the results of the Safeguards 
Technical Working Group, however, contained a separate definition 
(21 Doc 65) in the same wording as that shown in Paragraph 116. 
That text was then included as 91 A Doc 62/Rev.l and in Part B of 
Doc 144: it was accepted (79-80 OR 69) without discussion. 
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Interpretation 

Most of the "definitions in Paragraphs 98 through 116 are self
explanatory." A few are subject to interpretation and are dis
cussed elsewhere in this report, either as a "key issue" or in 
connection with the substantive provision to which it is directly 
related. Among the terms whose definitions are of particular im
portance (including those not explicitly defined in INFCIRC/153, 
but for which meanings were incorporated in the record) are: 

Defined Terms: 

"Facility" - Since a facility includ 
nuclear material in amounts great 
customarily used, a number o;, 
porting, and inspection pro ; " 
cilities are activitated by 

,,~, 

locations where 
lbne kilogram is 

tt record keeping, re
ch are tied to fa

inition. 

"Nuclear Material" - The ,:aernf'ii"'"nticlear material" is inter
preted as applying to ort,~~~!"e residue. However, the re-
porting requirements PirZ!,,/raph 34(a) apply to interna-
tional transfers of , ~erial containing uranium or 
thorium." Thus, o,g f subject to this reporting require
ment, a point whicrh·;• . de explicitly clear in the dis-
cussion. " ·· 

"Strategic Pl'ints~.- The definition given "strategic points;" 
i.e., " ••• a \.ecation selected during examination of design 
informat· , under normal conditions and when combined 
with.thef · ~ation from all 'strategic points' taken to-
gepffl!r:i" r!nformation necessary and sufficient for the 
illt>leme1':,ation of safeguards measures is obtained and veri
fi~; ••• ~ is an important element of the overall compromise 
whid1t:,,t11iabled acceptance of the principle, found in Para
graph''7 6 ( c) that, for routine inspections, "inspectors shall 
have access only to the strategic points ••• " 

Undefined Terms: 

"Verification" - The term "verification" was left undefined, 
after the Committee accepted an understanding that it means 
the entire process of ascertaining that there has been no 
diversion and is not confined to validating only that infor
mation provided by states. 

"Surveillance" - Although no definition was adopted, the 
term "surveillance" was understood to be used in the broad 
sense, including both human and instrumental observations. 
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"Peaceful Nuclear Activities" - An explicit understanding as 
to the meaning of·this term was adopted for inclusion in the 
record, under which "peaceful nuclear activities" included 
processes which change the chemical or isotopic composition 
of bulk nuclear material, regardless of the past or intended 
use of such material. 

' 
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ASSIST ANT DIRECTOR 

UNITED STATES ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT AGENCY 

October 26, 1984 

Mr. R. Rainer 
Legal Division 
IAEA 

Dear Mr. Rainer:~ -

The review by Myron Kratzer, Inter 
Associates Limited, of the negotiat 
safeguards document INFCIRC/153 ha· 
I believe the results of this stutd 
of us interested in safeguards. I 
personal appreciation to you fo~c,yo ,1_ 

commenting to Mr. Kratzer on thft,~fl. 
J, >}L 

f'(nergy 
JY of IAEA 
~rbeen completed. 

e helpful to all 
ike to express my 

nerous assistance in 
report. 

I am enclosing a copy 
use. We are also providi 
governments interest~d in 

"'''f'Inal report for your personal 
,)t:ional copies to the IAEA and to 

.A'"~safeguards. 

The report quo~$'exist'{~ively fromIAEA Board of Governors 
docume~ts, and in Q:ioer )J:,r us to comply with the IAEA restric
tion ori distribut,i~ of/ such documents we have marked the report 
"Conf id-ential. "p·':t:11 ~ck'ti tion in response to the request for 
confidentiij,J,Jty W some of the reviewer we have not identified 

) the revieJ!fet-·ai:bf' .. ~~e in this report. 

Enclosures 

Respectfully your, 

f)-~v.> R.l~ 
Archelaus R. Turrentine 
Acting 
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